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Item Title
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D2.2-2
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D2 ~ 3-2

D2.3-3

D2.3-4

D2.3-5

(Deficiency)
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Westinghouse Design Interface Drawings
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Containment Recirculation Sump Design
I

Containment Recirculation Sump Vortexing

Refueling Water Storage Tank Vortexing
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D2.3-6 'Deficiency)
U2.4-1

D2.4-2

D2.4-3

D2.4-4

D2.5"1

D2.5-2

D2.5-3

D2.5-4

(Unresolved)

(Deficiency)

(Deficiency)

(Deficiency)

(Deficiency)

(Deficiency)

(Deficiency)

(Deficiency)

D2.5-7 (Deficiency)

D2.6-1 (Deficiency)

D2.5-5 (Deficiency)

D2.5-6 (Deficiency)

Containment Spray System Single Failure

Cable Tray Combustible Ioad Calculations

Cable Tray Overfill

Combustible Load within Fire Area 1-A-BAL

Use of Minitrim (PVC) in Areas Outhide Containment

Volume Control Tank Shielding Analysis

Control of Design Drawings

Post-LOCA Shielding Design Review

Gamma Radiation Source Strength Assumptions for
Equipment Qualification

Equipment Qualification Beta Dose
I

Integrated, Dose Analysis for Equipment
Qualification

Radiation Dose in Equipment Qualification Zone R-6
of RAB J

Installation of Charging Pump Room Air Handling
Units

D2.7-1

D2.7-2

D2.8-1

(Deficiency)

(Deficiency)

(Deficiency)

Non"Seismic Piping Interaction Damage Study

Seismic II/I Interactions of Field Routed Piping

Field Installation Tolerances for Hangers
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D3.1"3

D3.1"4

D3.1"5

D3.1-6

U3.1"7

U3.1-8

D3.2"1

03.2"2

03.2"3

D3.2-4

D3'.2-5

D3.2-6

D3.2-7

D3.2-8
I

D3.2"9

(Deficiency)

(Deficiency)

(Deficiency)

(Deficiency)

(Unresolved)

(Unresolved)

(Deficiency)

(Observation)

(Observation)

(Deficiency)

(Deficiency)

(Deficiency)

(Deficiency)

(Deficiency)

(Deficiency)

D3.2-10 (Deficiency)

D3.2"11 (Deficiency)

03.2-12 (Observation)

03.2-13 '(Observation)

D3.2-14 (Deficiency)

D3.2-15 (Deficiency)

D3.2-16 (Deficiency)

D3.2«17 (Deficiency)

Item

D2.9-1 (Deficiency)

Title

Pump Vendor Drawing Error

Allowable Nozzle Loads

Regenerative Heat Exchanger Nozzle Thermal
Displacement Data

Stainless Steel Pipe Supports

CPGL Pipe Support Procedures

Supplementary Steel

Pipe Support Stress Check
~ I

U-Bolt Ioad Interaction

Friction Anchor Clamps

DBE Inertia/Functional Capability

IOCA Anchor Movement

Evaluation of Valve Accelerations
e J

Westinghouse Active Valve Qualification Program

Modeling of Valve Center of Gravity
I

Emergency Condition Stress Ratio

Thermal', Moges

Thermal gxpansion Input

Volume 'Control Tank Nozzle Displacement

Nozzle Thermal Displacements

Design Pressure

Stress, Summary Checklist
I ~

Flange Eyaluation

Node Point Spacing

Anchor Location

Pipe Schedule
II

Regenerative peat Exchanger Seismic Analysis



Item

U3.3-1 (Unresolved)

D3.4-1 (Deficiency)

D3.4-2 (Deficiency)

U3.5-1 (Unresolved)

U4.2-1 (Unresolved)

D4.2-2 (Deficiency)

U4.2-3, (Unresolved)

D4.2-4 (Deficiency)

~ D4.2-5 (Deficiency)

Title

ITT Grinnell Air Operated Valves

Pipe Support Strut Design

B-P/COL Pipe Support Design

Westinghouse Supplied Non-Active Valves
e

Coupling Effects of Eccentric Structures

Mass Momentq of Inertia
I

Floor Response Spectra Based on One Dimensional vs
Three Dimensional Seismic Analysis

Preparation of Calculations

Inconsistency Between Calcula'tion and Seismic
Models

04.2-6 (Observation)

D4.2-7 = (Deficiency)

. D4.3-1 (Deficiency)

D4.4-1 (Deficiency)

04.4-2 (Observation)

D4.5-1 (Deficiency)

D4.5-2, (Deficiency)

D4.5-3 (Deficiency)

D4.5-4 (Deficiency)

D4.5-5 (Deficiency)

Peak Vertical Acceleration Assumption

Shear
A'rea'adial

Reinforcement Stress Documentation

Loading Combinations - Seismic Load

Supexseded Design> Calculation

Slab Design Using Direct Design Method

Spacing of Slab Reinforcement

Load Combination for Slab Design

Seismic Analysis for Masonry Walls

Use of Floor Response Spectra

D4.5-6

D4.8-1

(Deficiency)
a

(Deficiency)

Design of Masonry Wall Stairway A-4

Ioad Combinations for Main Dam Spillway

D4.8-2 (Deficiency)

D4.9-1 (Deficiency)

D4.10-1 (Deficiency)

Main Dam Spillway Abutment Design
e

Boron Recycle Hold-Up Tank Seismic Loads

Cable Tray Support, Frequency
I
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D4.11-3

U5.1-1

(Deficiency)

(Unresolved)

Item

D4.11-1 (Deficiency)

D4.11-2 (Deficiency)

Title

Frequency of HVAC'ucts

Loads on HVAC Duct Supports

Frequency of HVAC Duct Supports

Westinghouse Guidance for Nuclear Instrumenti
Cables

0

U5. 2-1

U5.3-1

D5.4"1

D5.4-2,

D5.4-3

(Unresolved)

(Unresolved)

(Deficiency)

(Deficiency)

(Deficiency)

Electrical Power Design Procedures and Guidelines

Independence of Electric Systems

Protection of Safety Related Buses

Motor Operated Valve Thermal Overload Protection

Design Verification of Thermal Overload Settings

D5.4-4 (Deficiency)

U5.4-5

D5.5-1

D5.5-2

(Unresolved)

(Deficiency)

(Deficiency)

D5.5-3 (Deficiency)

D5.5-4

D5.5-5

05.5-6

D5.6-1

(Deficiency)

(Deficiency)

(Observation)

(Deficiency)

D5.7-2

05.7-3

D5.8"1

D5.8-2

D5.8»3

(Deficiency)

(Observation)

(Deficiency)

(Deficiency)

(Deficiency)

D5.7-1 (Deficiency)

Station Service Transformer Protective Relaying

Procurement of Quality Components

~Bat/cry Sizing Calculation
'C

Equipment Rated Maximum Voltage
l

Battery Discharge Voltage Profile

DC System Minimum Voltage

DC System Control Room Indication

DC System Undervoltage Alarm

Penetration Protection Qualification

Use of Motor Data in Setting Procedure

480-Volt Bus Undervoltage Alarm

Motor Acceptance Testing

DC Motpr Operated Valve Voltage Drop

Control Circuit Voltage Drop

Reactor Coolant Pump Power Cable Voltage Drop
Calculations 'I

D5.9-1 (Deficiency) Reactor Vessel I,evel Instrumentation System RCP
Inputs



Item

D5.10-1 (Deficiency)

D6.1-1 (Deficiency)

D6. 1-2 (Deficiency)

Title

Site En'gineering Design Change Control

Instrument List Data Base

FSAR/Instrument Index Consistency

D6'.1-3 (Deficiency) Diesel Generator Starting Aj.r compressor Pressure
Alarm

D6.1-4 (Deficiency) Component Identification on Control Wiring and
Process Control Block Diagrams

'6.1"5

06.1-6

D6.1-7

06.1-8

(Observation)

(Observation)

(Deficiency)

(Observation)

Volume Control Tank Isolation Valve Interlock

CVCS Design Basis

Process Instrumentation Cabinet Interconnections

Flow Iridic'ating Switch Design Pressure and
Temperature

\

, D6.1"9 (Deficiency)

06.3"1

D6.3-2

U6.3-3

06.4-1

D6.4-2

U6.5"1

(Observation)

(Deficiency)

(Unresolved)

(Observation)

(Deficiency)

(Unresolved)

U6.7-1

06.8-1

06.8-2

06.8-3

06.8-4

(Unresolved)

(Observation)

(Observation)

(Observation)

(Observation)

D6. 8-5 (Deficiency)

D6.8"6 (Deficiency)

D6.1-10 (Deficiency)

EBASCO iProcurement Specifications

Incomplete and Unissued Drafting Manual

"Train'~ Terminology

Conduit Separation

Instrument Impulse Line Separation Distance

ITT Barton Differential Pressure Switches

Vendor Conformance to Specification
!

Design Basis for Safety Related Instrument
Setpoints

Westinghouse Reactor Coolant'ump Instrumentation

Design Change Notification Supporting Data

Sump Pump Control

Licensing Group Interface

Voiding Field Change Requests

Battery Room Service Sink

Calculate.on Basis for Licensing Amendment

vii
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CFR
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~ /

American Concrete Institute
American Institute of Steel Construction
American Society of Mechanical Engineers
American National Standards Institute
American Society for Testing and Materials
Code of Federal Regulations
Field Change Request
Final Safety Analysis Report
High Energy Line Break
Harris Plant Engineering Section
Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
Loss of Coolant Accident
National Electrical Manufacturers Association
Net Positive Suction Head
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Nuclear Steam Supply System
Piping and Instrumentation Diagram
Preliminary Safety Analysis Report



1. INTRODUCTION AND SUHMARY

1.1 OBJECTIVES

In August 1982 the staff of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
undertook a number of initiatives to improve assurance of quality in design

,

and construction of nuclear projects. One of those was to develop aqd
implement an integrated design inspection program to assess the quality of
design activities, including examination of the as-built configuration. The
objective was to expand the NRC examination of quality assurance into the
design process. The approach was intended to'rovide a'omprehensive
examination of the design development and implementation for a selected
system. The Shearon Harris inspection was the sixth inspection in that
program. I ~ I /

1.2 REPORT FORMAT AND DEFINITIONS

The areas examined during this inspection are addressed by discipline in the
following chapters. Deficiencies, unresolved items, and observatio'ns are
defined below and are included in an appendix to~ this report.

(1) Deficiencies
Errors, inconsistencies or procedure violations with regard to a
specific licensing commitment, specification, procedure, code or
regulation are described as deficiencies. Follow-up action is required
for, licensee resolution and NRC evaluation of the resolutions.

(2) Unresolved Items
Unresolved items are potential deficiencies which require more
information to reach a conclusion. Licensee response and NRC
evaluation are required.

(3) Observations
Observations represent cases where it is considered appropriate to
call attention to matters that are not deficiencies or unresolved
items. They include items recommended for licensee consideration but
for which there is no specific regulatory requirement: No licensee
response is required.

P

In our evaluation we found many design actions that were being well executed.
Some of these positive findings are described in the text of the following
sections. They are not flagged and numbered in the text or listed at the
front of this report since follow-up is not requj.red.

1.3 SHEARON HARRIS PROJECT ORGANIZATION
~ I

I

The Carolina Power S Light Company is the applicant for the Shearon Harris
Nuclear Power Plant Operating License. As such, Carolina Power 8 Light is
responsible for the design, construction and operate,on of the facility.
EBASCO Services, Inc. executes the overall plant design, having been
contracted as the architect-engineer. The Westinghouse Electric Corporati.'on

I
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designs and provides the nuclear steam supply system. The nuclear steam
supply contract is managed dir'ectly by Carolina Power 8 Light. The bulk of
EBASCO's production design work<is performed at their New York City office.
Site engineering personnel from Carolina Power 6 Light, Harris Plant
Engineering Section, perform design activities related to construction 'and~
field activities with assistance from EBASCO and other contractor

personnel.'n

ongoing effort is in process to transfer design basis documentation and
certain'spects of original design work from EBASCO to Carolina Power and
Light. The licensee's organization principally involved in this effort is the
Harris Plant Engineering Section, located on-site. It is the licensee's intent
in the long term to have a significant engineering design capability on-site,
supplemented by their corporate Engineering Department loca'ted in 'Raleigh,
NC for certain skills such as stress analysis.

1.4 INSPECTION EFFORT

The chemical and volume control system was selected for this inspection. The
team inspected other systems and components on a case-by-case basis where
necessary either to evaluate an aspect not afforded by the inspection sample,
or to expand the inspection sample as necessary to define the extent of
observed'eficiencies. The components, functions, and interfaces which we
inspected are typical of those found in a number of other safety systems."

'he inspection was an interoffice NRC effort conducted with contractor
assistance. Team members were selected to provide technical expertise and
design experience in the disciplines listed. Most of the team members had
previous experience as employees of architect-engineering firms or reactor
manufacturers working on large commercial nuclear power plants. The others
had related design experience on commercial nuclear facilities, test reactors,
or naval reactors.

A date of November 26, 1984 was established a's the cut-off date for evaluation
purposes and the team examined the design as it existed on that date. For
example, if a document contained an error on November 26, 1984, that error
formed the basis for a deficiency even if the document was later corrected.
In some cases, more recent, information developed during the inspection was
also reviewed to help understand the significance of an item. For instance, a
subsequent analysis might show whether or not an error had any effect on the
design. Where such information is used in this report, it is described as
post-cutoff work.

Beginning on November 26, 1984, the inspection team devoted one week to the
initia study of background information and preparation of plans for the
inspection. The week of December 3 was spent at the site and at the
Architect-Engineer's office to become familiar with the respective
organizations and interfaces (including those with the Westinghouse Electric
Corporation) and to gather additional background material. The week of
December 10, 1984 was spent completing study of background information and
plans for the inspection. Three weeks of direct inspection activities were
conducted at the EBASCO office in New York. In addition, the majority of the
team inspected for a week at the Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant, one team
member inspected for three days at Westinghouse, and one team member remained
at EBASCO for an additional week. The inspection activities concluded on
February 12, 1985 and the exit meeting was held on February 13, 1985.
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The inspection team reviewed the organizations'taffing and 'procedures and
interviewed personnel to determine the responsibilities of and the
relationships among the entities involved in the design process. Primary
emphasis was placed upon reviewing the adequacy of design details (or
products) as a means of measuring how well the design process had functioned
in the selected sampling area. 'n reviewing the design details, the team
focused on the following items:

(1) Validity of design inputs and assumptions
(2) Validity of design specifications
(3) Validity of analyses
(4) Identification of system interface requirements
(5) Potential indirect effects of changes
(6) Proper component classification
(7) Revision control
(8) Documentation control
(9) Ve'rification of as-built condition
(10) Application of design information transferred between organizations
(11) Design verification methods ~, I

The team inspected five engineering disciplines within the project. The five
disciplines were mechanical systems (Section 2), mechanical components
(Section 3), civil and structural (Section 4), electric power (Section 5), and
instrumentation and controls (Section 6).

In some areas, the sample was narrowed to include only a part of the selected
systems. In other areas, the sample was broadened into areas that were not
related to the selected systems. More detailed descriptions of the review are
provided in following sections of this report.

1.5 MAJOR CONCLUSIONS

Although the inspection sampled a very small part of the design effort, the
team did review hundreds of specific items as described in .subsequent sections
of this report". The most significant items are summarized below.

1.5.1 MECHANICAL SYSTEMS

A number of errors were found in design calculations performed by EBASCO's
radiation protection group of the Applied Physics Department and by the
mechanical/nuclear discipline which should have beep detected by the verifica-
tion process.

,

The errors in the radiation protection analyses reviewed consisted of incorrect
input data; design data obtained from 4nreviewed and unverified calculations,
incomplete 'or incorrect references, incorrect or unsubstantiated assumptions,
use of incorrect methodologies, and errors identified by the checker/verifier
not consistently corrected. Substqntipl reanalysis is considered necessary
becaus'e all five of the calculations reviewed contained errors, and four of
these calculations contained errors significant enough to question the conserva-
tism of the results. For example, the the team found that reanalysis may
identify that the 'post-accident integrated radiation doses used in the qualifi-
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cation of safety related equipment was'not conservative (Deficiencies D2.5-4,
D2.5-5, D2.5-6, and D2.5-7). The team determined that the design analysis that
forms the basis of the post-LOCA shielding design review has not been demonstrated
to be conservative (Deficiency D2.5-3); The team believes 'tha't a quality
assurance programmatic weakness is evident by the failure of EBASCO's equality
Assurance organization to correct an unsatisfactory condition which was known
because of repeated audit findings.

The type and number of errors identified in all of the radiation protection
analyses reviewed indicate a need to conduct a complete review of all work
performed by the radiation protection group within the Applied Physics Department.
This review should focus on the adequacy of the design and the design process
and should be accomplished, by competent individuals or groups other than those
who performed and supervised the original design and subsequent revisions. In
addition, a review of the work performed by other Applied Physics groups should
be performed to assess if these design control errors are indicative of a
pervasive problem within the Applied Physics Department.

Errors of the same type were identified in, the design calculations performed
by EBASCO's project mechanical/nuclear discipline. These included incorrect
and unsubstantiated design assumptions a'nd use of an incorrect design
methodology. Although the team did not find as high a frequency of errors as
that experienced in the analyses performed by the radiation .protection group,
the team believes that the quantity observed is excessive and representative
of a systematic weakness with the implementation of the verification process.
The, team believes that the design analyses which formed the design bases for
the containment recirculation sumps did not sufficiently address the
regula'tory requirements and did not demonstrate a thorough appreciation for
competi'ng design requirements (Deficiencies D2.3-1 and D2.3-2). Reanalysiswill be required to demonstrate that the containment recirculati.'on sumps are
adequately sized. In addition, the team believes that inadequate designverification was the cause of errors found with respect to the chemical
addition portion of the containment spray system (Deficiencies D2.3-5 and
D2.3-6), including the potential for common mode failure of both chemical
addition trains.

e performed to
uld be a multi-

I

The team believes that a systematic design weakness exists with respect to'he
interac'tion of non-seismically supported equipment and components with safety
related equipment. The team found little evidence in the form of design
analyses or engineering studies to conclude that the overall plant design was
,reviewe'd with respect to this concern. The team found that the design analyses
used as the basis for concluding that a satisfactory design existed in the FSAR
were not checked or verified (Deficiency D2.7-1). During the team's field
inspection, the team found unverified interactions (Deficiency D2.7-2). We
note that Carolina Power 6 Light has committed to a Seismic II/I walkdown to
confirm the adequacy of the plant design. The team is concerned that Carolina
Power 6 Light has placed too much confidence in the work performed by EBASCO in
this area. Previous experience at other facilities has indicated that walkdowns
are difficult to perform 'and should not be relied upon to identify and resolve
problems late in construction. Therefore, the, team believes. that a seismic
interaction study based upon existing design documents should b
identify potential seismic interactions and that this study sho
discipline activity.



I

The team also observed a systematic weakness in the spacing between installed
equipmint for seismic and thermal movement (Deficiency D2.8-1). Although
EBASCO provided clearance dimensions to the field construction activity in the
form of a note on a drawing, the team observed examples'f inadequate spacing.
The team believes that some form of an inspection should be required at the
completion of an installation to ensure .that established criteria have been
satisfied.

The amount of documentation found with respect to the fire hazards and safe
shutdown analyses represented an extensive engineering and design effort.
Although the team found errors in the design input and in the calculation of
the combustible load within fire zone l-A7BAL, the team found the

design'.analysesreviewed to be well documented and controlled. However, the team
believes that a procedure is required to update the fire hazards analysis 'on a
periodi:c basis or to verify it against design changes.

The team found a strong mechanism'in'place to control the various inputs
required to perform the design basis event containment temperature and
pressure design analyses. The team found this to be an effective means of
controlling design interface information between internal design disciplines.

Even though the team found a minor deficiency with respect to the'ontrol of
interface drawings between Westinghouse and EBASCO, the team found the
EBASCO/Westinghouse Design Interface program to be an effective means of
maintaining the original design basis,

In summary, the team has identified concerns with the adequacy of some aspects
of mechanical system design. In addition, the team has recommended that certain
studies and analyses by performed to confirm certain design aspects. Pending
satisfactory resolution of the items identified above, the team found the design
process in the mechanical systems area was adequate and controlled.

1.5.2 MECHANICAL COMPONENTS

The team reviewed the specifications and design procedures used by EBASCO,
Bergen-Paterson and Carolina Power'6 L'ight to perform piping and pipe support
analysis and design. The, team found these documents generally acceptable.~

The team reviewed the'estinghouse/EBASCO'design interface. Westinghouse
transmitted equipment nozzle thermal displacements and spring-mass seismic
models for flexible equipment located in the chemical and volume control
system. This design information was generally implemented by EBASCO in an
acceptable manner.

,

The team reviewed a number of computer stress calculations performed for
chemical and volume control piping subsystems. The team concluded that theinitial computer coding of the input data was acceptable. However, it appears
that the coded input data were not consistently checked. The team also noted
that valves and equipment were not consistently qualified prior to the release
of the piping arrangement drawings for fabrication and installation. However,
EBASCO technical personnel indicated to the team that a formal decision was
made early in the project to defer qualification of valves and equipment, and
have provided descriptions of five on-'going or recently completed programs to
qualify: (1) Westinghouse active valves; (2) Westinghouse non-acti've vale'es
(3) EBASCO active and non-active valves;'(4) containment penetrations; and (5)
equipment nozzles.
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Because of the, number of deficiencies (discussed in Section 3.2 of this
r'eport) which the team identified in the input coding to the stress calculations,
the team did not develop a high degree of confidence in the accuracy or
completeness of the sixteen chemical and volume control .system stress,
calculations reviewed.

II

The team reviewed a number of pipe support designs performed by Bergen-Paterson
and Caiolina Power S Light. The Bergen-Paterson pipe support design effort was
generally acceptable,. except for the design of slender struts. The team
characterizes the design of slender struts as systematically deficient, because
of the large number of slender struts installed in the plant, and the absence

. of,a procedure which enables an evaluation of the effects of dynamic excitation
and eccentr'icity (Deficiency D3.4-1).

The Carolina Power 8 Light pipe support design effort being performed by the
Harris Plant Engineering Section appears to be acceptable based on the limited
sample of pipe support designs the team reviewed.

1.5.3 "IVIL/STRUCTURAL

In the civil/structural area, the sample was expounded to examine various
Category I structures, equipment, and supports.

The team identified a systematic problem with respect to the modeling, of'uildings for seismic'nalysis. Except for the foundation mats, the mass
moments of inertia of the buildings were neglected in the models (Deficiency
D4.2-2). The use of excessive shear areas in the development of seismic
models gas also identified as a systematic occurrence (Deficiency D4.2-7).
The team recommends that these problems be reviewed and resolved with adequate
technical justificati.on.

The team found that several calculations did not meet the formal documentation
requirements of EBASCO company procedures (Deficiency D4.2-4). Errors found
by the team should have been found by the verifier (Deficiencies D4.5-5,
D4.8-2, and D4.11-2).'hese findings will not affect the adequacy of the
design. However, the team noted that poor documentation may be a hindrance in
the future if major modifications of the plant are necessary. The team also
believes that EBASCO should give additional attention in the future to proper
implementation of their procedures.

The design of HVAC duct and HVAC duct supports did not meet FSAR commitments
and design requirements. Spans of HVAC duct exceeded the maximum span allowed
by the design requirements (Deficiency D4.11-1). The HVAC supports were not
adequately analyzed in accordance with FSAR commitments (Deficiency D4.11-3).
The team considers these 'to be Systematic design errors which may require
hardware changes.

We found variance with respect to the provisions of ACI-318-71, Building Code
Requirements for Reinforced Concrete, in the area of slab design using the
"direct design method" (Deficiency D4.5-1). Reanalysis should be performed to
ensure the adequacy of the slab designi



The team found that the analysis and design of safety related masonry walls in
the reactor auxiliary building near the volume control tank were not analyzed
seismically as stated in the FSAR (Deficiency D4.5-4). There were errors in
the design of other masonry walls in tgat building (Deficiencies D4.5-5 and
D4.5-6). These masonry walls should be reviewed and, if necessary, redesigned
to ensure their adequacy.

Evaluations of the use of the direct design method and the design of hollow
block walls around stairways should be conducted to determine if FSAR commj.tments
were met.

In general, and except for the above deficiencies, the team found the design
process in the civil/structural area was adequate and under control.

1'.5.4 ELECTRICAL POWER

I» ~

The team identified several instances where the electrical protection provided
for large 460-volt Class lE motors was selected based upon assumed data
resulting in inadequate starting protection (Deficiency D5.7-1). Protection
for motor control center feeders was sat above the bus rating and without
regard to the actual load on the motor control center (Deficiency D5.4-1).

'verload protection for motor operated valves was incorrectly selected based
upon a procedure developed by startup for continuous duty motors (Deficiency
D5.4-2).

The team identified problems in the EBASCO voltage drop study for switchgear
control c'ircuits (Deficiencies D5.5-3, D5.5-4, and D5.8-2) and the dc motor
operated valves (Deficiency D5.8-1) and jn the selection of cable by the site
engineering group (Deficiency D5.10-1), 'e'found that insufficient data,
existed to confirm adequate direct current equipment voltage ranges (Deficiency
D5.5-2) and that dc system indication and alarms should be reviewed and compared
to FSAR'commitments (Deficiency D5.5-4 and Gbservation 05.5-6).

The team identified problems in two areas regarding independence of control
signals, 1) in the reactor vessel level instrumentation system (Deficiency
D5.9-1) and 2) in the containment penetration protection for the reactor
coolant pumps (Deficiency D5.6-1). In'both cases, a failure of one relay
would result in loss of both of the redundant initiation signals, or loss of
both the primary and backup protection.

In general, the results of the inspection in the electrical power discipline
were positive. The team was impressed with the degree and quality of engineering
and design guidelines.and criteria avaj.lable to hhe EBASCO electrical group.
In general, the team found calculations were well documented and clear. The
results of the overall design effort of the EBASCO electrical group was very
good. Additional comments concerning electrical power site design work are
covered in Section 1 ~ 5.6 and Section 7.

1.5.5 INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROL CONCLUSIONS

In the instrumentation and control area, the sample system was expanded to
include portions of other EBASCO balance of plant safety related systems, as
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well as two design modifications prepared by Carolina Power 8 Light. )he
>instrumentation and control design for the chemical and volume control system

was accurate and met its applicable FSAR commitments. Other EBASCO design
documents for each balance of plant system examined by the team, such as
control wiring diagrams, instrument procurement specifications, and the
instrument index, were deemed to be accurate and in conformance with
applicable technical requirements. Design documents prepared by Carolina
Power 6 Light were also found to conform with applicable requirements.

The team found deficiencies in one area involving Westinghouse, three areas
involving EBASCO, and two areas involving Carolina Power 6 Light. These
significant deficiencies are described below.

('l) Analyses of control room panel circuits had not been
performed by either Westinghouse or EBASCO to justify the
acceptability of direct contact between redundant cable
conduits within 'nuclear steam supply and balance of
plant safety related panels (Deficiency D6.3-2).

(2) The EBASCO design basis documentation was not adequate
in the areas of instrument setpoints and tolerances and
in the designation of industry standards, codes, and
regulatory requirements to be applied to instrument
procurement specifications (Deficiency D6.1-9 and
Unresolved Item U6.5-1).

(3) The FSAR was inaccurate for many technical requirements
even though it can be used as a design input document in
the EBASCO design process (Deficiency D6.1-2).

l

(4) The existing Carolina Power 6 Light design control
procedures are not considered adequate in the areas of
drafting, field change, request voiding, control of material
substitutions, and for the determination of major
versus minor design changes (Deficiencies D6 1-10,
D6.8-5, Unresolved Item U6.3-3, and Observation 06.8-4).

(5) An analysis needed to support a design change documented
by FSAR Amendment 15 had not been completed, reviewed,
verified, or approved (Deficiency D6.8-6).

Other than the aforementioned deficiencies, the team found that the EBASCO and
Carolina Power 6 Light instrumentagioniand control design was controlled and
accurate.

1.5.6 OVERALL CONCLUSIONS

In addition to the discipline-specific problems discussed individually above,
we exan ined the nature of these items ynd others discussed in later sections
and noted that several appear to have occurred in more than one discipline.
These items are addressed in detail in Chapter 7 of this report.



The team found a number of significant'deficiencies previously discussed in
Chapter 1, such as the failure to ensure that the containment sump screens
were submerged, the mistakes and nonconservative nature of the radiation
proLect.ion group's calculations, and the failure to ensure 'sufficient rigidity
of cable tray supports and HVAC ducts in the axial direction. Because a great
deal of good work was also reviewed, we do not consider the findings warrant
negative conclusions concerning. adequacy of the overall design

process.'owever,these deficiencies collectively raise a question regarding the
effectiveness of the design verification process used at EBASCO for the Shearon
Harris plant. The implementation of EBASCO's verification process should be
improved. The team also believes that increased management attention should be
placed to ensure the adequacy and documentation of individual work products.

The team found that the majority of personnel assigned to the site engineering
section were contract personnel, with Carolina Power 6 Light employees acting
in supervisory positions. We found that technical expertise rested in large
part with the contract personnel. The team found that no guidelines or technical
procedures had been developed for either the electrical or instrumentation and
controls groups. In particular, safety related work was being performed by the
electrical group without the benefit of adequate procedure guidelines or other
compensatory measures. We found that this lack of guidelines (or expert.ise) in
the electrical area has already resulted in some errors which will likely require
design and hardware changes being generated. The team concluded that additiona'1
effort is required to ensure that adequate procedures are in place and

that'dequatestaffing is available to implement these procedures.

The team also found several other cross-di.scipline problems which we consider
to be of lesser significance. These include a number of instances of inter,-
and intra-organization interface deficiencies and the widespread application
of a "minor design change" classification. This latter designation may result
in changes to the design not receiving'he same level of detailed review as
the original design in appropriate circumstances.

None of the identified deficiencies, either collectively or individually, are
such that the overall adequacy of the Shearon Harris plant design is called
into question, pending satisfactory resolution of the items identified in the
inspection report.

The report and its summaries have highlighted only the problem areas
identified during the inspection. To present a properly balanced picture, it
should be understood that the identifi:ed deficiencies were based on revi.ew of
thousands of pages of technical documentation taking approximately 8 weeks by an
experienced inspection team. Many positive elements also were identified by
the team. These are addressed to a limited e'xtent in the following sections.
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2. MECHANICAL SYSTEMS

/he objective of this portion of the inspection was to evaluate the mechanical
systems aspects of the design with emphasis on technical adequacy and the
control of interface information. The team reviewed the chemical and volume
control and containment spray systems and a number of sample areas of work
which focused primarily upon EBASCO design activity.

2.1 DESIGN INFORMATION

OBJECTIVE
The objective of this review was to evaluate the basic mechanical systems
design information and guidance in the mechanical systems area.

EVALUATION
Design commitments to the NRC are contained in the FSAR and related
correspondence submitted in support of the operating license application. The
basic systems design, design basis, functional requirements, failure analyses,
and component data are described in these documents along with general
information such as relevant accident analyses, high-energy line break
analyses, and seismic requirements. These licensing commitments were prepared
and submitted by Carolina Power 8 Light with considerable assistance from
EBASCO Services Inc. and Westinghouse Electric Corporation. An area of
emphasis in this inspection was to determine whether or not the actual design
met the licensing commitments.

Several of the safety related systems in the Shearon Harris plant are the
responsibility of Westinghouse with EBASCO prpviding input, such as general
arrangements and pipe routing. Conversely, there are systems which are the
responsibility of EBASCO that require input from Westinghouse. The reactor
manufacturer's basic design recommendations and interface information are
contained in interface documents such as the Westinghouse Steam System Design
Manual and Westinghouse's Final Radiation Analysis Manual. EBASCO design
information, required by Westinghouse to confirm their design bases, is
controlled through a Westinghouse/EBASCO Design Interface program.

The team determined that the system selected for review, the chemical and
volume control system, was principally within Westinghouse's scope of design

'esponsibilityin the mechanical systems area; therefore, to obtain a more
representative sample'f the design activx.ties at EBASCO the team augmented
their review to include the containment spray system. The design interface
between Westinghouse and EBASCO was examined during the team's review of the
chemical and volume control system. Section 2.2 of this report provides more
detail concerning this system and the design interface with Westinghouse.
During the review of other design activities such as fire protection and
radiation shielding, the team selected samples which included the chemical and
volume control system.

h

The mechanical-nuclear discipline at EBASCO has design responsibility for the
qontainment spray system. This group j.s responsible for system flow diagrams,
piping isometrics, various component procurements, and system calculations
(e.g., hydraulics, determination of sump flow velocities and refueling water
storage, tank capacity). The mechanical-nuclear group is also responsible for
the heating, ventilating, and air conditioning (HVAC) design within the plant,
The mqchanicyl-nuclear project discipline also interacts internally with other
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groups such as the fire protection discipline and radiation protection groupwithin the Applied Physics
Department.'esign

input information is contained in various plant input documents such as
system flow diagrams, logic diagrams, general arrangement drawings, and
one-line electrical drawings. EBASCO has a procedure which describes the
methodology to select and document design inputs. This procedure identifies
system design descriptions as one of the design input documents that establish
the design, describe the design approach or otherwise define the design to thedetail necessary to allow preparation of final design output documents.
However, the Shearon Harris project does not use system design descriptions.
Although the team observed controlled documents called "design basis
documents", the team was informed that these documents were not design
documents and were prepared to aid Shearon Harris operating and test and
startup personnel in understanding 'the'ystems.

Design verification reviews are performed on design output documents which'are
defined as drawings, specifications, and other documents defining technical
r'equirements of structures, systems and components. The Lead Discipline
Engineer of the department that originated the design output document has the
responsibility to ensure that verification is accomplished before the design
output is approved.

I

Guidance in the form of mechanical-nuclear engineering department guides are
available for use. Volume I of these guides provide mechanical-nuclear designcriteria for items such as pipe line sizing, friction factors, and flow
resistances. Volume II contains technical directives such as seismic
consideration for non-seismic Category I equipment, secondary effects of jet
impingement, and jet impingement effects on piping and support systems. In

'Volume III, guides are provided fpr general engineering activities, and flow
diagrams.

0
SUMMARY/CONCLUSIONS
The team concluded that these guides, coupled with EBASCO's Company Procedures
provide, sufficient guidance to effectively accomplish design activities within
the mechanical-nuclear discipline. The results of the review of design
products are described in >he following sections.

2.2 CHEMICAL AND VOLUME CONTROL SYSTEM DESIGN

OBJECTIVE
The objective of this portion of the inspection was to evaluate .the
information exchange between Westinghouse and EBASCO pertaining to thy designof the chemical and volume control system and performance of system design
analyses.

EVALUATION
The design of the chemical and volume control system falls within the
responsibility of Westinghouse as the vepdor for the nuclear steam supply
system. In this capacity, Westinghouse supplied the major equipment (i.e,,
pumps, volume control tank, accumulators, etc.) and the process parameters.
EBASCO had responsibility for the general arrangement of the equipment within
the buildings and the routing of the piping. At a point in time (1979 'and

l
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1980), Westinghouse performed proof-of-design calculations to confirm the
adequac'y of EBASCO's arrangement of the system with respect to installed
equipment.

The team reviewed the design interface controls established between'EBASCO'nd
Westinghouse. In 1981 a program was instituted to maintain the proof-
of-design calculations current with the latest design changes. Under the
EBASCO/Westinghouse Design, Interface, program, EBAS$0 periodically sent to
Westinghouse the latest revisions of drawings used in the proof-of-design
calculations. These transmittals included approved field change requests,
design change notices, and permanent waivers. Upon receipt the Westinghouse
project office sent the information to the responsible shop order lead
engineer for impact reviews with respect t.o the proof-of-design calculations.If it was determined that there was an impact, the affected calculation was
revised or a separate calculation performed. The team observed the same
program in effect for the safety injection, component cooling water, and
reactor'oolant systems. The team confirmed that the external interface
between EBASCO and Westinghouse was identified; that the responsibilities were
defined and documented in sufficient detail to cover the preparation, review
and approval of documents involving design interfaces; that a systematic
method existed for communicating needed design information across external
design interfaces; and that established procedures existed to control the flow
of'esign information between the two organizations. However, the team
identified a minor breakdown in the control of design information between the
two de.ign organizations. The team found that three design drawings requested
by Westinghouse were mistakenly dropped from the Design Interface -Drawing List
for the chemical and volume control system. The team found this deficiency to
be isolated to the chemical and volume control system design documents
(Deficiency D2.2-1).

The team reviewed the proof-of-design calculations for the chemical and volume
control system. All of the calculations were reviewed to confirm adequacy of
the methodology employed, proper checking/verification, and correct use of
EBASCO design documents. With respect to the methodology, we found that
conservative assumptions were employed. For example, in the calculation for
pump runout flow, the system, pressure drop coefficients were reduced from
those given in reference material for conservatism. The team selected one
calculation for detailed examination of Westinghouse's use of EBASCO design
documents. The team compared the piping arrangement., from the volume controlItank tc the charging pumps with the engineering/design summation of pipe
lengths and sizes, valve types and sizes, fitting type and size, etc., used by
Westinghouse in the proof-of-design calculation. The team identified minor
errors which will not have an impact on the design (Deficiency D2.2-2). This
deficiency also identifies a minor error in the chemical and volume control
system proof-of-design calculation associated with an EBASCO design change
notice.

SUMMARY/CONCLUSION
The team found the Westinghouse proof-of-design calculations adequate and
consistent with EBASCO's design documents. The errors observed in the
calculations were minor.

Even though the team found a minor Jeff.ciency with respect to the control of
interface drawings between Westinghouse and EBASCO, the team found the

I
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Westinghouse/EBASCO Design'Interface .program to be an effective means of
controlling the design interface between two external design organ'izations.
The tean noted that this program was developed at the request of Carolina
Power Er Light. I

~ s I
In summary, the team found a controlled design process between Westinghouse
and EBASCO.

RELATED FORMS
D2.2-1 (Deficiency) Westinghouse Design Interface Drawings
D2.2-2 (Deficiency) Proof-of-Design Calcul.ations

I

2.3 CONTAINMENT SPRAY SYSTEM DESIGN

OBJECTIVE
The objective of this portion of the inspection was to assess system design
adequacy by examining design details and by evaluating the technical accuracy
and control of:.design analyses to support system design'bases.

EVALUATION
The containment spray system, was not identified as the sample system for
review during this inspection; however, the team's mechanical systems
discipline deviated from the original sample system because of Westinghouse's
extensive design responsibility for the chemical and volume control system.
The containment spray system is a system largely designed by EBASCO which
requires a high degree of interface between internal design disciplines.
EBASCO's Shearon Harris project mechanical-nuclear discipline has lead
responsibility for the system and performed numerous design analyses.

The containment spray system is intended to operate on demand to mitigate the
consequences of a LOCA. The spray fluid is a mixture of water'rom the

'efuelingwater storage tank and sodium hydroxide from the containment spray
additive tank. The spray fluid is a buffered solution in which the pH is
maintained high enough to scrub iodines from the containment atmosphere, yet
low enough to minimize the caustic effects of a high pH solution on
safety related equipment inside containment. Additional safety functions
include reducing the containment pressure by condensing steam inside
containment following a IOCA and providing a source of water for use by the-
residual heat removal system during long-term core cooling. Several aspects of
the design were reviewed. These included cbntainment emergency sump
hydraulics, refueling water storage, tapk sizing, sodium'hydroxide'eductor
performance, pump NPSH and total dynamic head, and the ability of the system
to meet the single failure criterion.

The review of the containment emergency sump hydraulics was primarily based on
Carolina Power 6 Light's commitment to comply with the guidelines of
Regulatory Guide 1.82. This regulatory guide identifies several design
considerations affecting the design of'he containment emergency sump trash
rack arid fine screen. These include sizing of the sump fine screen (tq
preclude excessive flow velocity and pot'ential for clogging by debris),
structural integrity and submergence., The team found the containment
emergency sump screen design to be inconsistent with the guidance of
Regulatory Guide 1.82 (Deficiency D2.3-1). The team found that the emergency
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sump is not fully submerged during minimum containment water level conditions
and that the approach velocity of water at the face of the sump screen does
not "approximate" the value identified in the regulatory guide. Based upon a
sizing calculation for the refueling water storage tank, only 58 percent of
the emergency sump screens are submerged. The team found no consideration
given to the effects of floating debris on sump screen structural integrity
and the potential for increased screen blockage. In addition, the team fouqd
that the average velocity at the face of the sump screen (i.e., the projection
of a plane containing the upstream vertices of the corrugated fine screen) may
be as high as 0.56 feet per second during minimum submergence and 0.28 feet
per second .,if gull submergence is postulated. (These velocities assume 50/
blockage of the fine inner screen).

The team reviewed the design analysis supporting the structural design of th'
fine screens and found that the screens were designed to withstand a safe
shutdown earthquake. The team found no consideration of functional loads;
however, the team noted that if the water velocity is maintained sufficiently
low in 'accordance with the regulatory guide the functional load would be
'smally

4

The team found that an incorrect design methodology was employed to calculate
the height of sump water required to prevent vortex formation at the emergency
sump inlets (Deficiency D2.3-2). An inappropriate equation was used for
critical submergence which did not apply to the conditions within the sump
during long-term cooling. To establish if this was a systematic technical
error, the team examined the technical approach used to estimate the depth of
water required to remain in the refueling water storage tank to prevent air
entrainment. The team found an unsubstantiated assumption was used for the
volume of water required to remain in the tank to prevent vortex formation
(Deficiency D2.3-3). Although not explicitly stated, it appeared that the
containment emergency sump value for critical submergence was used to verify
that vortexing would not occur in the refueling water storage tank.

The team also noted that the capacity of the refueling water storage tank
available for injection into the containment building via the safety injection
and/or containment spray systems following a LOCA is not consistently stathd
in the FSAR (Deficiency D2.3-4). The team is concerned because EBASCO has a
company procedure which permits the FSAR to be used as a source of design
input. We have not found this approach in common use at other design
organizations because of time lags in incorporating information and other
aspects of design control.

In the calculation of the hydrodynamic conditions of the eductors, the team
found an incorrect methodology used because of aq inappropriate assumption and
a sign (mathematical) error made during an iterative process which prematurely
stopped the analysis before arriving at the correct solution (Deficiency
D2.3-5). An incorrect parallel branch assumption was used in the eductor flow
analysis and a sign error was made in the calculation of the flow through an
orifice that is piped in parallel to the eductor.

The team traced the minimum and maximum eductor flow rate inputs to the
Advanced Technology Department whiqh hps responsibility for determining the

'odiumhydroxide concentration in the containment spray additive tank. The
team noted that an individual within this department, who had recently been
placed in charge of the Shea'ron Harris spray pH calculations, reviewed those
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final calculations and identified a significant yrrqr., Specifically; the
sodium hydroxide/boric acid titration curves used in establishing the 30
percent sodium hydroxide concentration were based on an erroneous
extrapolation of experimental data. If the this error had gone, undetected the
spray pH would have exceed its design limit. The team concluded that the
diligence of the individual was responsible for identification of'his e'rror.
A completed final calculation addressing spray pH was not available for review
during the inspection.

To assess the ability of the containment spray system to withstand a single
failure, the team examined the system with respect to single failure
conditions. The team found a single, normally closed, manual valve used to
isolate an emergency sodium hydroxide 'fill connection from the suction side of
both eductors (Deficiency D2.3-6). If this valve is mistakenly opened and
remains open undetected, a common mode failure of both trains could occur,
preventing the addition of sodium hydroxide or possibly air binding of the
containment spray pumps.

The team's review of calculations for verification of pump NPSH and total
dynamic head did not result in any concerns.

Towards the end of the inspection the team became aware of a Quality Assurance
technical audit that was performed on the containment spray system. The team
performed a cursory review of the preliminary results at EBASCO's office and
determi'ned that the Quality Assurance technical audit team did not identify
the. errors found by this inspection.

SUMMARY/CONCLUSION
We believe the errors found represent a significant weakness in the
implementation of the design control process with respect to containment spray,
system design. These errors included incorrect and unsubstantiated

design'ssumptionsand use of incorrect design methodology. The type of errors found
should have been identified and corrected by the design verification process.
Because of the errors identified, the team is concerned that the chemical
addition portion of the containment spray system may not function during the
injection phase assuming a single failure and that the design of the
containment sumps resulted in screens and flow path openings which may be too,
small to perform their safety function during long-term recirculation.

RELATED FORMS:
D2.3-1 (Deficiency)
D2.3-2 (Deficiency)
D2.3-3 (Deficiency)
D2.3-4 (Deficiency)
D2.3-5 (Deficiency)
D2.3-6 (Deficiency)

Containment Recirculation Sump Design
Containment Recirculation Sump Vortexing
Refueling Water Storag'e Tank Uortexing
Refueling Water Storage~Tank Capacity
Containment Spray System Eductor Flow Rate
Containment Spray System Single Failure
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2.4 FIRE PROTECTION DESIGN

OBJECTIVE The objective of this portion of the inspection was to evaluate the
design activities associated with the preparation and maintenance of the fire
hazard and safe shutdown analyses. Attention was directed towards examining
the exchange of design information between design organizations and
completeness of calculations supporting design analyses.

EVALUATION II ~

Section 9.5 of the Shearon Harris FSAR describes the fire protection program,
while the fire hazards and safe shutdown analyses are provided in Appendices A
and B respectively. The team .limited it~ review of the fire hazards

analysis'ofire area 1-A-BAL. This fire area is the largest fire area in the plant
and occupies five elevations in the reactor auxiliary building. Because of
its size, the team further limited its review to fire zones 1-A-3-PB and
1-A-3-GOMI. These fire zones were selected because they contain components of
the chemical and volume control system.

The team reviewed the design inputs and assumptions of the combustible load
calculation. A critical input is the Btu content per running foot for power,
control, and instrumentation cable. The team found that the electrical
discipline performed design analysis to document the desi'gn basis for this
input; however, the team found that the design analysis had assumptions
concerning typical cable types in each of three categories which were not
sufficiently justified (Unresolved Item U2.4-1). Another important input is
the percent fillassumed for each cable tray. The team observed instances in
the cable and conduit" list where the percent fillfor cable trays containing
power c'ables exceeded the plant design criterion of 30 percent. Although
EBASCO performed ampacity calculations to confirm that the actual loading of
any cable tray with energized cable did not exceed 30 percent, the
calculations did not address the fact that unused cables are not removed from
the cable trays; therefore, from a fire protection point of view, the percentfill is still exceeded (Deficiency D2.$ -2). The team could find no procedure
or instruction in place to alert the responsible electrical design engineer
that exceeding the percent fillfor any cable tray requires revision of input
to the fire protection combus'tible load calculation.

J
I

The team performed a cable tray takeoff calculation for cable trays in fire
zone 1-A-3-COMB. Although the team's takeoff differed on occasions from
EBASCO electrical group's design input~ these differences were considered to
be insignificant to the conclusion of the combustible load calculation. The
team also confirmed by calculation the area of two fire zones and found these
areas to be consistent with input used, in the, combustible load calculation.
However, the team identified an inconsistency between the total combustible
load in a given fire zone and the combustible load per unit area (Deficiency
D2.4-3). This error was caused by an incorrect application of the cable tray
depth correction factor.

During field inspection, the team found that a field change request which has
a potential impact on the plant's fire hazard analysis was not reviewed by the
responsible fire protection design organization (Deficiency D2.4-4). The team
also observed that there is no mechanism in place to ensure that the fire
hazards analysis is updated on y pqrioPic basis or verified against d'esign

/
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thatchanges which have already been approved. This observation differed from
which was observhd with respect to the safe shutdown anal'ysis. The team found
that fire protection personnel were sent field change requests for

cable'eroutingconsistently and that these routings were reviewed against the safe
shutdown analysis. The team also observed that the safe shutdown analysis
was recently revised for all changes through February 1984. Carolina~ PoHer 6
Light recognized the need to bring the analysis up-to-date and was in the
process of preparing a procedure to ensure that cable routing changes are
factored into the safe shutdown analysis on a real time basis.

Although the team intended to perform a detailed review of the safe shutdown
analysis, the review was limited due to the turnover of the safe shutdown
analysis from EBASCO to Carolina Power<6 Light's site engineering
organization. The team held discussions with both .engineering organizations
and reviewed the methodology employed. The team found the methodology to be
consistent with that described in the /SAR.

SUMMARY/CONCLUSION
The amount of documentation found with respect to the fire hazards and safe
shutdown analyses represented an extensive engineering and design effort. The
team found this effort reflected in the plant design. Although the team found
errors in the design input and in the calculation of the combustible load
within fire zone 1-A-BAL, the team found the design analyses reviewed'o be
well documented and controlled.

The team also concluded that there is no procedure in place to update the fire
hazards analysis on a periodic basis or to verify it against design changes
already'ade. Finally, the team concluded that additional design control is
required to ensure that deviations from the percent fillcriteria for cable .

trays are identified to the responsible fire protection design organization.
I

RELATED FORMS:
U2,4-1 (Unresolved Item) Cable Tray Combustible Load Calculations
D2.4-2 (Deficiency) Cable Tray Percent Fill
D2.4-3 (Deficiency) Combustible Load Within Fire Area 1-A-BAL
D2.4-4 (Deficiency) Use Of Minitrim (PVC) In Areas Outside Containment

2.5 RADIATION PROTECTION DESIGN ANALYSES

OBJECTIVE
The objective of this portion of the inspection was to evaluate the adequacy
and control of radiation protection design analyses. Parti'cular attention was
directed towards determining the methodology used to calculate the radiation
doses'n the environmental equipment qualification program and the adequacy of
the shielding design.

EVALUATION
Section 12.2 of the Shearon Harris FSAR 'describes the radiation source terms:
used for shielding design analyses, while the radiation protection design
features are described in Section 12.3. To evaluate the adequacy and control
of shielding design analyses, the team selected the shielding presign analysis

1
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associated with the volume control tank of the chemical and volume control
system. This shielding analysis was selected because it formed the basis for
installed shielding around the volume control tank which maintains acceptable
levels of radiation exposure during noimal operation. The team limited its
review to only a portion of the calculation which formed the design basis for
a masonry block shield wall.

l
For normal operation, the radionuclide activity levels in the volume control
tank are provided by Westinghouse and are based upon activity levels of
reactor coolant assuming there are cladding defects in fuel rods producing one
percent of the core thermal power. For the volume control tank, Westinghouse
design interface information was provided to identify the water and gaseous
volumes and the source strengths in each volume. The team examined the
des'ign analysis performed by EBASCO and observed that the flux contributions
from both liquid and vapor phases were calculated assuming the sources were
distributed uniformly in a cylinder of attenuating material, with a slab
shield exterior and parallel to the cylinder axis. The'resultant flux was
converted to a dose rate. To establish the required shield thickness, a
parametric study was conducted which was the basis for a curve of the gamma
dose rates for various concrete thicknesses. This curve was used to determine
the concrete thickness required to maintain the dose rate outside the shield
wall below 2.5 millirem per hour. Although the team found the methodology

- used by EBASCO to be consistent with industrial practice, the team observed
errors in the design input used and an'nconsistency in the selection of the
dose point (Deficiency D2.5-1).

The team examined the architectural drawings to confirm the shield wall
thickness and to verify the adequacy of design details used as input into the
calculation. During this review, the team observed outdated general
arrangement drawings in a stick file without indication<that the drawings were
to be used for information only or that they had been superseded by later
revisions (Deficiency D2.5-2). The team confirmed that the shield wall was
seismically qualified, that solid masonry blocks had been correctly specified,
and that the correct density for the shield wall had been used in the design
analysi's. During field inspection the team observed the construction of this
wall and verified that solid blocks were installed in accordance with
co'nstruction drawings.

To further evaluate the adequacy of radiation protection design analyses, the
team reviewed the radiation and shielding design review performed to ensure
that personnel can perform necessary post-accident operations in vital areas.
FSAR Section 12.2 identifies the Westinghouse source terms used, while Section
12.3 describes the extent of the design review and reports the results. The
team li!nite'd its review to source term development, the dose rate calculation
associated with the volume control tank, and the dose rate calculations
associated with air handling units 5 and 10 (both safety related; the latter
functions as a room cooler for the chargiqg pumps of the chemical and volume
control system). The team found incorrect input data, design data obtained
from unreviewed and unverified calculations, incomplete references, and
incorrect or unsubstantiated assumptions (Deficiency D2.5-3). Significant
errors were made in the development of the source terms. For example, source
terms used for diluted reactor coolant'6 the post-LOCA shielding design
review are underestimated by appr'oximately 26 percent because of an
unsubstantiated assumption for the minimum volume of water available for
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dilution after a IOCA. Likewise, an incorrect assumption was used for the
free volume of the containment available, fog dilution of the core release.
This error results in a 10 percent underestimation of the atmospheric source
strength.

The team also reviewed the analyses performed to establish the radiation dose
and dose rates used for equipment qualification purposes. FSAR Section 3.11B
provides figures showing general plant arrangements and radiation
environmental conditions. FSAR Appendix 3.11A provides a comparison of the
equipment qualification program for Shearon Harris to NUREG-0588. The team
found a substantial underestimation of the gamma contribution to the
integrated doses due to an incorrect source. term for an instantaneous release
from the fuel to the atmosphere in the containment (Deficiency D2.5-4). The
team also found that the contribution from beta radiation to be underestimated
by 30 percent inside containment because of an incorrect assumption
(Deficiency D2.5-5).

I

Other errors were identified which consisted of incorrect input data, design
data obtained from unreviewed and'teri'fied ca'lculations", incomplete or
incorrect references, incorrect or unsubstantiated assumptions, use of
incorrect methodologies, and errors identified by the checker/verifier not
consistently corrected (Deficiency D2.5-6).'or example, an incorrect
methodology was used to determine the integrated gamma dose at various
locations inside the containment,. An incorrect methodology was also used in
calculating the airborne dose rate within the reactor auxiliary building.
Specifically, a gamma source strength was used that did not include tPe
contribution from the decay of daughter products, thus substantially
underestimating the dose rate outside containment.

Since ail of the errors described in the previous two paragraphs occurred in a
rather lengthy calculation performed during 1981, the team reviewed a second
calculation to determine if these errors, were limited to only that
calculation. The team reviewed a calculation performed in 1984 which revised
some of the dose and dose rates outside of containment. Like the previous
calculation, the team found numerous errors including the more significant
errors previously identified (Deficiency D2.5-7).

I
The team then examined EBASCO's quality assurance records to ascertain if
audits had been performed on the radiation protection group of the Applied
Physics Department and to examine the results of those audits. The team found
that EBASCO quality assurance had performed six consecutive audits between
1976 and 1978 on the radiation protection group and concluded at the end of
each that an unsatisfactory condition existed, Although a,trainin'g program
was instituted, the team found only one follow-up audit in the area of
radiation protection performed in 1982. This audit also qonCluded that the
work reviewed was unsatisfactory. The team could find no record of a
radiation protection follow-up audit with a positive conclusion. In addition
the team did not identify any audits performed by Carolina Power 8 Light's
quality assurance department with respect to EBASCO's radiation protection
group assigned to the Shearon Harris project.

I (

SUMMARY/CONCLUSION
In summary, the team found numerous deficiencies in the design analyses
performed by the radiytion protection group of the Applied Physics Department.
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The team believes that these deficiencies represent a significant weakness in
the implementation of, the design control process within this EBASCO design
organization. Of the five Applied Physics calculations reviewed, all
contained errors; however, four were sufficiently deficient to conclude that
the final design with respect to equipment qualification and post-IOCA
shielding design review has not been demonstrated to be conservative. The
team also concluded that a majority of these errors can be directly related to
a systematic weakness w'ith the implementhtion of the verification process for
design calculations.

The team also believes that EBASCO's Quality Assurance organization was
ineffective in correcting the work products of the radiation protection group
within the Applied Physics discipline. The team is particularly concerned
that no'ecisive action was taken to correct this situation in spite of the
awareness that the work products were not adequate and that the previous
correc"ive action had not been effective. The team concluded that this
represents a significant deficiency in quality assurance activities associated
with ensuring a quality design.

RELATED FORMS:
D2.5-1 (Deficiency)
P2.5-2 (Deficiency)
D2.5-3 (Deficiency)
D2.5-4 (Deficiency)

92. 5-5 (Deficiency)
D2.5-6 (Deficiency)
D2.5-7 (Deficiency)

Volume Control Tank Shielding Analysis
Control Of Design Drawings
Post-LOCA Shielding Design Review
Gamma Radiation Source Strength Assumptions For Equipment
Qualification
Equipment Qualification Beta Dose
Integrated Dose Analysis For Equipment Qualification
Radiation Dose In Equipment Qualification Zone R-6 of RAB

ll

2.6 ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES VENTILATION SYSTEM DESIGN

OBJECTIVE
The objective of this portion of the inspection was to evaluate the adequacy
and control of seismic design analyses for, and installation of, air handling
units to cool the charging pump rooms during post-accident conditions.

EVALUATION
Although the team originally intended to perform a detailed review of that
portion of the engineered safety features ventilation system which interfaces
with the chemical and volume control system, we limited our review because of
reanalysis activity at EBASCO. The tecum found that an extensive review of the
heating, ventilating, and air conditioning systems within the auxiliary
building was being performed. Instead of a detailed review of design
analyses, the team's examination centered on the seismic analysis for
safety related air handling units and the installation of these units in the
plant.

The team reviewed the procurement specification for safety related air
handling units to identify the seis'mic requirements. Particular attention was
directed towards ensuring that Carolina Power S Light's commitment to broaden
the seismic response spectra by plus op minus 15 percent was reflected in the

'rocurement specification and in the vendor's seismic analysis. The team
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confirmed that Carolina Power 8 Light's commitment was implemented.
The'eam'sreview was limited to air handling units 9, 10, and 11 and to theunits'tructural design. Review of the seismic qualification of the cooling

coils, fans and motors, and drain manifolds was not performed.

During the team's review of the seismic analysis, the team noted that the
anchor bolts were assumed to be torqued to the bolt tension specified in, the
AISC Manual. of Steel Construction. However, the team found that the anchor

'oltswere not torqued as assumed in the seismic analysis and that the field
installation packages were not complete (Deficiency D2.6-1).

I
The team compared the duct work arrangement for air handling units 9 and 10
assumed in the static pressure drop calculation to the as-installed
arrangement and found no design concerps.

SUMMARY/CONCLUSION
Inspection of the engineered safety feature ventilation system did not reveal
any significant design concerns. However, field inspection identified
incomplete installation packages for all air handling units selected (6). The
team is'oncerned that a systematic weakness may exist in the documentation of
safety related air handling unit. installation.

RELATED FORMS:
D2.6-1 (Deficiency) Installation of, Charging Pump Room Air Handling Units

2.7 SEISMIC DESIGN OF COMPONENTS NOT REQUIRED FOR SAFE SHUTDOWN .

OBJECTIVE
The objective of this portion of the inspection was to evaluate the adequacy
of design activities performed to demonstrate that postulated failures of
non-seismic components will not damage safety related equipment during a safe
shutdown earthquake.

EVALUATION
FSAR Section 3.7.3.13 states that piping systems which are not designed as
seismic Category 1 which are in close proximity to seismic Category I piping

=systems are constrained, physically separated by barriers, remotely located, or
evaluated to ensure that their failure will not cause failure of seismic CategoryI structures, piping, or equipment essential for safe shutdown. Similar wording
is found in FSAR Section 3.2.1.1 for all non-seismic structures, systems and
components. The team found a description of a seismic interaction study in an
EBASCO piping design specification. The specification indicated that a seismic
interaction study was performed for the Shearon Harris plant and that it applies
to piping and supports.

The team found that a non-seismic piping interaction study was performed by
the mechanical-nuclear discipline. Thy team intended to conduct a detailed
review of this study which consisted of two design analyses, one associated
with the reactor auxiliary building hand the other with the containment.
However, the team found these desigp analyses to be unchecked preliminary
calculations (Deficiency D2.7-1) and concluded that the review of unchecked
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design analyses would not provide useful conclusions as to the adequacy of'he
design control process. The results of these unchecked and unverified
calculations appeared to be the bases for 'reporting in the FSAR that failure
,of any non-seismic Category I piping system would not cause failure of seismic
Category I structures, piping, or equipment essential for safe shutdown.

Because the mechanical discipline perfprmed seismic interaction analyses for
equipment within their design responsibility, the team expected to find
similar analyses performed by other disciplines. Such analyses could not be
found in other EBASCO disciplines so that the team could reasonably conclude
that the overall plant design was reviewed with respect to this concern.

To assess the impact on the design from a lack of a checked and verified
EBASCO seismic interaction study, the team conducted a brief walkdown during
the site inspection. The team observed numerous examples of non-seismically
supported piping systems and electrical conduits suspended by rod hangers over
safety related equipment without documentation to confirm the adequacy of the
installation (Deficiency D2.7-2). Although the team found design guidance in
the form of an approved field change request, this guidance was not reflected
in the design.

The team was informed that a multidiscipline seismic II/I walkdown would be
perform'ed to verify compliance with commitments to Regulatory Guide 1.29.
During the inspection the team note'd that activity at Carolina Power 6 Light
and at EBASCO was in progress to develop a verification program. The team
reviewed internal Carolina Power 8 Light correspondence which indicates that
Carolina Power 6 Light believes that the design documents and procedures that
are now in place and that have been in place for six years provide adequate
assurance that the results of a seismic II/I walkdown will prove to be very
positive.

The team noted that the EBASCO's Mechancical-Nuclear Engineering Department
had a technical directive describing seismic considerations for the non-
seismic category I equipment in nucleaq power plants. Since the team did not
identify any instances where this technical directive was used on the Shearon
Harris design, it was not reviewed,

,

SUMMARY/CONCLUSION
The team concluded that a well controlled design process was not in effect at

'BASCOto ensure that systems and components whose function may not be
required for safe shutdown following a safe shutdown earthquake but whose
failure may prevent a system important to safety from functioning were
designed to survive the earthquake. ;Because design criteria for field routed
piping was not implemented, a field walkdown of all plant areas containing
safe shutdown and essential support equipment will be required to verify the
installed design configuration. The teap is concerned that Carolina Power 6
Light has placed too much confidence ip the work performed by EBASCO in this
area and too much dependence on the seismic II/I walkdown. Previous
experience at other facilities has indicated that walkdowns are difficult to
perform and should not be relied upon to identify and resolve problems late in
the construction. Therefore, the /earn) believes that a seismic interaction
study based upon existing design documents should be performed to identify
pofential seismic interactions and t(at this study should be a multidiscipline
activity.



RELATED FORMS
D2.7-1 (Deficiency) Non-Seismic Piping Interaction Damage Study
D2.7-2 (Deficiency) Seismic II/I Interactions of Field Routed Piping

2.8 'FIELD INSTALLATION OF EQUIPMENT IN CLOSE PROXIMITY TO PIPING SYSTEMS

OBJECTIVE
The objective of this portion of the inspection was to confirm that sufficient
clearance is provided between installed equipment for seismic and thermal
movement of piping systems.

EVALUATION
The team conducted a limited walkdowq of, installed chemical and volume control
piping to confirm that spacing criteria for seismic and thermal movement had
been maintained. The team found an ASME III, seismic supported, charging and
volume control pipe in physical contact with two heating and ventilating
dampers (Deficiency D2.8-1). Although clearance dimensions were identified on
an EBASCO prepared drawing, j.t appears that the field construction is not
observing these requirements. The team observed other examples of inadequate
spacing which confirmed that this, wag not an isolated example.

SUMMARY/CONCLUSION
Because the clearance requirements for seismic and thermal movement are not
being enforced a's inspection criteria, walkdowns to identify and resolve pipe
clearance problems will have to'be performed. The team is concerned that
excessive reliance is being placed on field walkdowns late in the
construction. With substantial hardware still to be installed, it is expected
that the number of interferences will escalate. Therefore, the team believes
that a quality assurance inspection/verification program should be instituted
to ensure that adequate piping tolerances are maintained as piping or other
equipment is installed.

RELATED FORMS
D2.8-1 (Deficiency) Field Installation Tolerances For Hangers

2.9 EMERGENCY SERVICE WATER SYSTEM

OBJECTIVE
The objective of this portion of the inspection was to determine the NPSH at
runout conditions and the critical submergence.

EVALUATION
Although the emergency service water system was not identified, as the system
to be reviewed; the mechanical discipline performed a limited reviewed of the
emergency service water pump hydraulics in support of the team's
instrumentation and control discipline. One aspect of the review involved a
comparison between the pump purchase specification and the pump vendor's"
certified drawing. The team found that the pump vendor's drawing and purchase
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specification disagreed with respect to the critical submergence (Deficiency
D2.9-1). The vendor's drawing was found to have an incorrect elevation for
the critical submergence.

SUMMARY/CONCLUSION
Because the review was performed in support of the team's instrumentation and
control discipline, conclusions relative to the design of the system are
presented in Section 6 of this report.

I

RELATED FORMS:
D2.9-1 (Deficiency) Pump Vendor Drawing Error
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. 3. MECHANICAL COMPONENTS

The objective of this portion of the inspection was to perform a design review
of, selected piping subsystems, pipe supports and associated equipment within
the chemical and volume control system. EBASCQ performed: the primary sample
of work reviewed by the team. The team also reviewed the interface between
EBASCO, Westinghouse and Carolina Power Sr'Light with respect to the design,
evaluation and installation of piping, pipe supports and equipment.i

3.1 DESIGN INFORMATION

OBJECTIVE
The objective of this review was to evaluate the design documents for
conformance to FSAR commitments, consistency and technical accuracy, and to
review the analysis,and design of equipment, piping and supports for
conformance to the governing design specifications.

EVALUA'ZION
The team evaluat'ed: (1) the proce'dures EBASCO used to analyze and design the
piping and pipe supports for the chemical and volume control system, including
the Westinghouse NSSS specifications; (2) the procedures Bergen-Paterson used
to analyze and design the pipe supports for the chemical and volume control
system, and (3) the procedures Carolina Power 6 Light used to redesign piping
and pipe supports for the chemical and volume control system at the Shearon
Harris site.

The team also reviewed the training and guidance procedures provided to EBASCO
and Carolina Power 6 Light technical personnel.

EBASCO technical personnel use EBASCO Specification No. CAR-SH-M-71 to analyze
and design piping and pipe supports. This specification defines the loads and
load combinations for balance of plant piping systems and the mechanical and
structural interface for NSSS and balapce of plant equipment. The EBASCO
Shearon Harris Calculation Procedural Guidelines implement the technical
criteria detailed in Specification No. CAR-SH-M-71, and also contain
supplemental technical criteria. EBASCO requj.res training,.in corporate,
quality assurance,'nd specific technical procedures for entry-level technical
personnel. Advanced technical training is optionally available to senior
analysts and designers.

Bergen-,Paterson technical personnel use the Bergen-Paterson Shearon Harris
Project Book 81 to design pipe supports for the Shearon Harris project. This
specification defines Bergen-Paterson standard design practice, and

also'ncludesproject-specific technical criteria.
Carolina Power 6 Light technical personnel use the Carolina Power 6 Light
Harris Plant Engineering Section Manual of Instructions to redesign piping and
pipe supports at the Shearon Harris site. Carolina Power 8 Light site
personnel also receive administrative, generic and specific training.7 '

The tea'n reviewed the EBASCO Shearon Harris Procedural Guidelines and
identified two separate procedures which specify inconsistent interim
allowable equipment nozzle l,oads. EBASCO procedure SH //020 specifies nozzle
load allowables for the normal, upset, emergency, and faulted conditions which

)
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do not include thermal loads. EBASCO procedure SH fj032, which specifies the
identical nozzle load allowables for the normal,.upset, emergency, and faulted
conditions, states that thermal loads are also included. Although equipment
nozzle loads derived from stress analysis must finally be compared to vendor
allowab .es, the interim EBASCO allowable loads appear to be conservative„
Therefore, no hardware changes are anti'cipated (Deficiency D3.1-1).

The team reviewed EBASCO Specification No. CAR-SH-M-71, and found that the
specification had not been updated to incorporate the latest Westinghouse
d'esign information for the regenerative heat exchanger nozzle thermal
displacements. However, the team confirmed that EBASCO had used the correct
nozzle thermal displacements in Stress Calculation No. 3006 (Deficiency
D3.1-.2).

The team reviewed EBASCO Specification No. CAR-SH-M-30B for piping and
supports and found that EBASCO had not revised the specification to
incorpoiate a field change request deleting the requirement that all stainless
steel pipe be shimmed with stainless steel. The team considers this to be a
minor documentation item (Deficiency D3.1-3).

The Carolina Power 6 Light Harris Plant Engineering Section Manual of
Instructions contains two separate pipe support design procedures; the Piping
Support/Restraint Design Guideline and the Site Hanger Problem Resolution
Guidelines. The team found that these procedures outlined inconsistent pipe
support deflection checks. Since the ASME code does not detail explicit
stiffness criteria, no reanalysis should be necessary (Deficiency D3.1-4).
The Support/Restraint Design Guideline also specifies tabular data for pipe
support supplementary steel that was originally derived by Bergen-Paterson
solely for non-seismic use. However, this restriction was not detailed in the
guideline. The team is concerned that this tabular data may have been
incorrectly used (Deficiency D3.1-5). The team also noted that the Piping
Support/Restraint Design Guideline specifies an incorrect and unconservative
check for the maximum shear stress in a pipe due to torsion and shear loads.
The team is concerned that some site pipe support design work may have
incorporated this incorrect stress check (Deficiency D3.1-6). The teamfinally noted that the Support/Restraint Design Guideline specifies the use of
a straight-line interaction equation to select U-bolts subjected to combined
tension and shear. However, Bergen-Paterson, which supplied the U-bolts and
other pre-engineered pipe support components for the Shearon Harris

project,'everformally substantiated the us'e of this equation. The team anticipates
that Beigen-Paterson will provide thy required substantiation (U3.1-7).

I

The team reviewed Carolina Power 8 Light Procedure No. WP-110 for the
installation of seismic hangers and supports, and noted that the procedure=-
permits the installation of friction 'anchor clamps on small bore pipe.
However, EBASCO did not consider thp pipe stress due to'friction anchor clamp
pretension. The team notes that the design temperatures and pressures for some
small bore pipe in the chemical and volume control system are in excess of 600
degrees F and 2000 psia. The team Pelj.eves that BergenzPaterson can quantify
the pipe stress induced by friction'nchor clamps. This will enable a review
of the maximum stress ratios computed for the small-bore pipe in the chemical
and vol!me control system (U3.1-8).

i
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SUMMARY/CONCLUSION
The team concludes that the EBASCO and Carolina Power 6 Light specifications,
except for the deficiencies detailed above, are acceptable. However, the tea'm
recommends that the EBASCO Shearon Harris Calculation Procedural Guidelines be
controlled. This item is addressed further in Chapter 7.3.

I

RELATED FORMS:
D3.1-1 (Deficiency)
D3.1-2 (Deficiency)

D3.1-3'(Deficiency)
D3.1-4 (Deficiency)
D3.1-5 (Deficiency)
D3.1-6 (Deficiency)
U3.1-7 (Unresolved Item)
U3.1-8 (Unresolved Item)

Allowable Nozzle Loads
Regenerative Heat Exchanger Nozzle Thermal
Displacement Data
Stainless Steel Pipe Supports
CPSL Pipe Support Procedures
Supplementary Steel
Pipe Support Stress Check
U-Bolt Load Interaction
Friction Anchor Clamps

3.2 PIPE STRESS INPUT AND OUTPUT

OBJECTIVE
The objective of this review was to evaluate the input design information used
for the'stress analysis of the chemical and volume control system. The team
also reviewed the evaluation of the stress analysis output data performed to
validate the piping design and to release the piping arrangement drawings for
construction.

EVALUATION
The team evaluated the input data used to stress analyze the chemical and
volume control system. The team also evaluated the analysis results to
determine if piping and equipment had been qualified in accordance with
technic,'il requirements.

The EBASCO stress group began computer analysis of the chemical and volume
control system in the mid-1970's, subdividing the system into approximately
170 subsystems. The initial cafcul,ations of record are dated 1978. The team
examined sixteen of these subsystems, skewing the sample to include most of
the major equipment located in the chemical and volume control system.

The team compared the stress isometrics prepared for each piping subsystem to
the piping flow diagrams, piping arrangement drawings< valve and line lists,
and the valve and equipment drawings.

. The team compared the PIPESTRESS2010 computer coding to the stress isometrics,
and checked the thermal, pressure. an) seismic'loading inp'ut data. The team
also checked that Westinghouse NSSS interface requirements were met; that
flexible equipment was properly modeled and that equipment nozzle thermal
displacements were properly coded.
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The team noted that EBASCO did npt consistently check the computer output for
. each piping subsystem to qualify the associated piping, valves and equipment.

Equipment nozzle loads were also frequently not checked against vendor
allowables. However, the team noted that EBASCO has formulated conservative

— nozzle load 'criteria to qualify equi'pment nozzle loads on an interim basis.
I

Although not a violation of FSAR or regulatory commitments, numerous piping
arrangement drawings were released f'r construction without complete
qualification of the associated piping, valves and equipment as a consequence
of.-this design approach.

\
'I

EBASCO technical personnel indicated to the team that a formal decision was
'adeearly in the project to defer qualification of valves and equipment, and

have provided descriptions of five on-going or recently completed programs to
qualify: (1) Westinghouse active valves; (2) Westinghouse non-active valves;
(3) EBASCO active and non-active valves; (4) containment penetrations, and (5)
equipment nozzles. These are discussed below.

EBASCO Shearon Harris procedure 9059, dated November 4, 1984, outlines the
progran. for the qualification of Westinghouse active valves. Valve end loads
and accelerations are checked. All calculations with overloaded Westinghouse
active valves are currently being rerun.

EBASCO Shearon Harris procedure $I063, in review for release during February
1985, outlines the qualification program for Westinghouse non-active valves.
Accelerations are checked for valves with extended large masses or operator
restraints. All calculations with overloaded Westinghouse non-active valves
are currently being rerun. For previously released calculations where
evaluations had not been performed, EBQSCO is systematically resolving
overloads of Westinghouse supplied non-active valves.

Shearon Harris procedure /j063 also outlines the qualification program for
EBASCO active and non-active valves. Accelerations, but not end loads, are
checked in this program. Unlike the Westinghouse procurement specifications,
EBASCO procurement specifications do not detail end load criteria for active
valves. For previously released calculations where evaluations had not been
performed, EBASCO is systematically resolving overloads of EBASCO-procured
active and non-active valves.

EBASCO Shearon Harris procedure 823, dated August 27, 1984, outlines the
qualification program for containment penetrations.. EBASCO conducted an
evaluation of all containment penetrations in 1984, and concluded that they
met the loading criteria.

C

EBASCO Shearon Harris procedure 832, dated Harch 8, 1984, and Shearon Ha'rris
procedure 7/23 outline'he qualification program for resolution of overloaded
nozzles.

Stress analysis packages with valves or equipment either overloaded or not
previously evaluated are being completed by EBASCO in accordance with the
qualification programs detailed above. These stress analysis packages are
then transmitted to Carolina Power 6 Light. Some of the first packages
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transmitted by EBASCO to Carolina Powe'r 8 Light contained attached open items
lists summarizing valves as yet unqualified, and overloaded equipment nozzles
and flanges.

I

The team found that EBASCO did not perform a Design Basis Earthquake seismic
analysis for four of the sixteen stress analyses reviewed for the chemical and
volume'ontrol piping system. A Carolina, Power 6 Light'etter to 'the'RC
states that a functional capability check will be performed for Class 2 and 3
piping by comparing faulted stress levels with emergency stress level
allowables. A functional capability check should be documented for all stress
calculations lacking a Design Basis Earthquake seismic analysis (Deficiency
D3.2-1).

The team reviewed Stress Calculation No. 3006, which contains a line running
from the tube-side inlet nozzle of the regenerative heat exchanger to
containment penetration M-8. The load summary she'et prep'ared for the
penetration did not consider forces and moments due to Loss of Coolant
Accident. The team determined that the load summary sheet was void, since
EBASCO subsequently evaluated all containment penetrations in 1984, as
described above (Observation 03.2-2).

The team found that EBASCO did not address non-active va1ve accelerations in
eight of the sixteen stress analyses the team reviewed. However, EBASCO is
currently evaluating accelerations for'on-active valves, as describe'd above
(Observation 03.2-3).

The team also found that three Westinghouse active valves were not evaluated
for accelerations or end loads in Stress Calculation No. 141-2. EBASCO
subsequently performed acceleration and end load calculations for these valves
as part of the active valve qualification program described above. However,
the team found the calculations for the valve accelerations to be incorrect
(Deficiency D3.2-4). The team also found Chat three of the sixteen stress
calculations reviewed contained improperly modeled valves. The location of
the valve center of gravity was incorrectly coded for three valves, and the
valve weight was incorrectly coded for. one valve (Deficiency 3,2-5). These
stress calculations should be reanalyzed in order to qualify the valves and
the adjacent pipe supports to the imposed seismic loads. The team reviewed
Stress Calculation No. 3125 and found that a maximum stress ratio of 0.530 for
piping subjected to the emergency condition load combination had been
incorrectly tabulated. The team found a higher stress ratio of 1.069 at
another location in the piping system. The team considers this a minor error
(Deficiency D3.2-6).

For'Stress Calculation No. 3084, the team found that the normal and abnormal
thermal mode cases had been interchanged for a portion of the piping
subsystem. However, no significant change in stress levels or support loads
should occur when the piping subsystem is reanalyzed (Deficiency D3.2-7).

For Stress Calculation No. 141-1, piping thermal expansion for a thermal mode
case was not considered. Only equipment thermal nozzle displacements were
considered (Deficiency D3.2-8). For Stress Calculation No. 142-3, thermal
nozzle 3isplacements were considered for qnly one of two thermal modes of
operation (Deficiency D3.2-9). The team also identified the incorrect coding
of a sign for an equipment nozzle thermal displacement component in Stress
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Calculation No. 750-19 (Deficiency 3.2-10). For Stress Calculation No.
$41-2, the operating pressures instead of the design pressures were used to

. compute the pressure stresses for the sustained and occasional load equations
(Deficiency D3.2-11).

e
The team found no detailed checklist accompanying Stress Calculation No. 157-2
(Observation 03.2-12). The team also found that two welded neck raised face
flanges had not been evaluated for Stress Calculation No. 141-3 (Observation
03.2-13). However, the team was informed that EBASCO will perform a
comprehensive review of all stress calculation packages prior to their
transfer to the site. In addition, the Carolina Power 6 Light site stress
analysis group performs an informal review of. the transmitted stress
calculation packages.

The team found that the stress isometric.c for Stress Calculation No. 750-19
specified span lengths between adjacent pipe mass points that exceeded the
maximum allowable span length specified for the pipe diameter (Deficiency
3.2-14):! The team also identified an anchor 'point on the isometric that was
incorrectly located (Deficiency 3.2-15). The team considers these to be minor
errors.

We also found that a pipe schedule change for Stress Calculation No. 750-19
had not been evaluated. While this individual change is considered minor, a
series of such minor revisions to the piping subsystem might necessitate a
reanalysis (Deficiency D3.2-16).

Finally', the team reviewed Stress Calculation, No. 3006, and found that the
spring-mass model of the regenerative heat exchanger had not been modeled in
accordance with the manufacturer's support detail drawing. The vertical shell
support'adjacent to the tube side nozzle was not modeled in the stress
analysis. A seismic analysis should be performed with the vertical shell
support to confirm the design of the piping subsystem (Deficiency D3.2-17).

SUMMARY/CONCLUSION ~ 'I ~

The team reviewed sixteen chemical and volume control stress calculations, and
concluded that the initial coding of the input data into EBASCO piping program
PIPESTRESS2010 was acceptable. However, it appears that the coded input data
was not consistently checked. The team also noted that valves and equipment
were not. consistently qualified piior'o the release of the piping
arrangement drawings for fabrication and installation. However, EBASCO
technical personnel indicated to the teap that a formal decision was made
early in the project to defer qualification of valves and equipment.

Because of the number of deficiencie~ tge team identified in the input 'coding
to the stress calculations, the team did not develop a high degree of
confidence in the accuracy or completeness of the sixteen chemical and volume
control system stress calculations reviewed.

Since Carolina Power 8 Light intend's to take over the piping design effort
from EB4SCO, it should first confirm that the'ystem as designed is adequately
qualified before performing the required IE Bulletin 79-14 program. The 79-14
program documents out-of-tolerance ~varj.ations'between the as-designed'nd
as-constructed piping and pipe support configurations, and evaluates the need
for additional analysis. Performance of< the 79-14>review prior to or without
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confirmation of a qualified design Pasjs will not adequately substantiate the
design basis, unless subsequent changes (following the 79-14 program) are
properly incorporated in the seismic analyses.

RELATED
D3.2-1
03.2»2
03.2-3
D3.2-4
D3.2-5
D3.2-6
D3.2-7
D3.2-8
D3.2-9 „

D3.2-10
D3.2-11
03.2-12
03.2-13
D3.2-14
D3.2"15
D3.2-16
D3.2-17

FORMS

(Deficiency)
(Observation)
(Observation)
(Deficiency)
(Deficiency)
(Deficiency)
(Deficiency)
(Deficiency)
(Deficiency)
(Deficiency)
(Deficiency)
(Observation)
(Observation)
(Deficiency)
.(Deficiency)
(Deficiency)
(Deficiency)

DBE Inertia/Functional Capability
LOCA Anchor Movement
Evaluation of Valve Acceleration
Westinghouse Active Valve Qualification Program
Modeling of Valve Center of Gravity
Emergency Condition Stress Ratio
Thermal Modes
Thermal Expansion Input
Volume Control Tank Nozzle Displacement
Nozzle Thermal'Displacements
Design Pressure
Stress Summary Checklist
Flange Evaluation
Node Point Spacing
Anchor Location
Pipe Schedule
Regenerative Heat Exchanger Seismic Analysis

3.3 Piping Stress Procedures

OBJECTIVE
The objective of this review was to evaluate the modeling procedures which
EBASCO uses to stress analyze the chemical and volume control system piping.

EVALUATION
The team evaluated the modeling procedures EBASCO used to stress analyze
sixteen of approximately 170 chemical and volume control piping subsystems.

EBASCO stress analysts use the EBASCO Shearon Harris Calculation Procedural
Guidelines and EBASCO piping program PIPESTRESS2010 to stress analyze piping
and equipment. These documents are supplemented by EBASCO specification
CAR-SH-M-71, which defines the governing loads and,load combinations for
balance of plant piping and pipe supports. Specification CAR-SH-M-71 also
details Westinghouse NSSS interface criteria for balance of plant equipment,
in'eluding spring-mass seismic mathematical models for flexible equipment"and
limiting equipment nozzle thermal displacements.

The EBASCO Shearon Harris Calculation Procedural Guidelines detail procedures
for the modeling, review'and documentation of stress analyzed piping
subsystems in accordance with FSAR, ASME and equipment vendor technical
criteria. These procedural guidelines tabulate pipe node point spacing and,
spring rates fpr ASME Class 2 and 3 snubbyrs and restraints as a function of
pipe diameter, as well as EBASCO-computed equipment allowable nozzle loads for
interim qualification of calculated equipment nozzle loads.

ISince both EBASCO and Westinghouse pro'cured active and non-active valves with
fundamental frequencies greater than 33 Hz, these procedural guidelines do'ot
contain a procedure for the spring-mass modeling of flexible valves. ~
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Westinghouse purchased air-operated diaphragm valves from ITT Grinnell that
were originally qualified by ITT Grinnell as rigid on the basis of analysis.
However, ITT Grinnell found these valves to be flexible in tests performed for
another'project in 1982. EBASCO should formulate a procedure to model the
spring-mass parameters of flexible valves if the affected piping subsystems
are to be reanalyzed (Unresolved Item U3.3-1). Eighteen of these valves are
located'in the chemical and volume control system.

EBASCO technical personnel added four new procedures to the EBASCO Shearon
Harris Calculation Procedural Guidelines beginning in 1984 to qualify
Westinghouse and EBASCO active and non-active valves, containment penetrations
and equipment nozzles prior to release of the stress calculations to Carolina
Power 6 Light.

The team reviewed EBASCO piping program PIPESTRESS2010, which defines
procedures for the geometric modeling of pipe, pipe supports and rigid valves.
PIPESTRESS2010 also contains material files which provide thermal expansion
coefficients and allowable stress levels as a function of the specified pipe
material and temperature. PIPESTRESS2010 also performs ASME code equation
che'cks as a function of operating condition. This enables an automatic check
of piping functionality when emergency loads are checked against allowable
ASME code stress levels.

SUMMARY/CONCLUSION
The team reviewed EBASCO Specification No. CAR-SH-M-71, the EBASCO Shearon
Harris Procedural Guidelines, and EBASCO piping program PIPESTRESS2010. The
team concludes that the design information and instructions contained in these
documents should enable EBASCO technical personnel to perform piping stress
analysis in a consistent and timely

mann'er.'ELATED

FORMS:
U3.3-1 (Unresolved Item) ITT GRINNELL Air Operated Valves

3.4 PIPE SUPPORTS

OBJECTIVE
The objective of this review was to evaluate the modeling procedures which
Bergen-Paterson used to analyze and design pipe supports.

EVALUATION
The team evaluated the modeling procedures Bergen-Paterson used to design pipe
supports. The team reviewed approximately thirty pipe supports. With one
exception, these supports, are located in the chemical and volume control
system.

Bergen-Paterson designed all pipe supports for ASME Class 2 and 3 balance of
plant piping systems until mid-1983, when EBASCO assumed that task. The
Carolina Power 6 Light Harris Plant engineering Section now performs all pipp
support design and re-design at the sige, using EBASCO assistance as required.

Bergen-Paterson designed pipe supports ip accordance with the Bergen-Paterson
Shearon Harris Project Book fjl and the Bergen-Paterson Corporate Engineering
Manual Volume 2. Project Book Ijl defined Bergen-Paterson standard design
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practice and included project-specific technical criteria supplied by EBASCO.
The'anual contained Bergen-Paterson load capacity data sheets that tabulated
allowable loads for Bergen-Paterson pre-engineered pipe support components as
a fun'ction of operating condition.

EBASCO provided Bergen-Paterson with pipe support locations, orientations,
loads and load combinations. Pipe support load combinations are defined in
EBASCO specification CAR-SH-M-71. Bergen-Paterson designed pipe supports in
accordance with the Bergen-Paterson technical criteria and the technical data
that EBASCO transmitted.

With one exception, the team considered the Bergen-Paterson pipe support
design effort acceptable. The team reviewed Bergen-Paterson Pipe Support
Calculation No. YD-2-261-FO-H-3 for a diesel fuel oil line that had been
identified by the NRC Construction Appraisal Team during the site inspection
conducted in 1984. The pipe support configuration consists of a slender strut
fabricated from a length of tube steel. The team noted that the
Bergen-Paterson strut analysis did not include the effects of self-weight
excitation or eccentricity. Team analysis of the strut design which
considered the strut dynamic response led to stress levels nearly an order of
magnitude higher than the stress computed in the analysis (Deficiency D3.4-1).

I

The team reviewed a pipe support design that was originally performed by
Bergen-Paterson and then revised by Carolina Power 8 Light. The team found
that the revised pipe support configuration was pot completely or correctly
analyzed. Reanalysis of the pipe support should not result in hardware changes
(Deficiency D3.4-2).

SUMMARY/CONCLUSION
The team considered the Bergen-Paterson pipe suppoxt design effort to be
acceptable, except for the design of slender struts. The team characterizes
the design of slender struts as systematically deficient, because of the large
number of slender struts installed in the plant, and the absence of a design
basis which enables an evaluation of the effects of dynamic excitation and
eccentricity.

1

The Carolina Power 6 Light pipe suppoit design effort appears to be
acceptable, based on the limited sample of pipe support designs reviewed by
the team.

RELATED FORMS:
D3.4-1 (Deficiency) Pipe Support Strut Design
D3.4-2 (Deficiency) B-P/CPM Pipe Support Design

3,5 MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT

OBJECT.VE
The objective of this portion of the inspection was to evaluate the
Westinghouse NSSS-interface for eq~ipmhnt located in the chemical and volume
control system.
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EVAIUATION
The team reviewed 'sixteen of approximately 170 chemical and volume control
stress packages. To insure an adequate review of the Westinghouse-supplied
equipment in the chemical and volume control system, thy team reviewed the
piping stress isometrics that EBASCO prepared for the chemical and volume
control piping subsystems. The team also reviewed FSAR Table 9.3.4-2, which
tabulates the principal equipment located in the chemical and volume control
system, 'and EBQSCO specification CAR-SH-M-71, which details seismic
spring-mass models for flexible equipment.

Based upon this review, the team selected piping subsystems which contained
'hefoll'owing principal components: (1) centrifugal charging pump; (2)

regenerative, letdown, excess letdown, moderating, letdown chiller and letdown
reheat heat exchangers; (3) boric acid tank, and (4) cation bed demineral.izeg.

The team also selected piping subsystems for review that contained heavy
valves with eccentric centers of gravity.

In addition to the Westinghouse NSSS"interface data detailed in EBASCO
specific:ation CAR-SH-M-71, the team reviewed vendor equipment drawings and
Westinghouse and EBASCO procurement specifications for yalves and equipment.

The team checked the following specific interface items: (1) seismic modeling
of -flexible equipment, and (2) proper coding of equipment nozzle thermal
displacements.

Since all valves were procured as rigid valves, only valve weights and
eccentric centers of gravity required checking. However, ITT Grinnell
air-operated diaphragm valves were found to be flexible, and must be remodeled
to include spring-mass parameters (Unresolved Item U3.3-1).

The team also found a deviation between the technical requirements imposed by
Westinghouse on Westinghouse-procured non-active valves and EBASCO
implementation of those requirements. Westinghouse valve specifications for
the Shearon Harris project are implicitlywritten for active valves, and
impose end load as well as acceleration criteria on non-active as well as,
active valves. EBASCO contends that end load criteria need not be evaluated
for non-active valves (Unresolved Item~U3.5-1)'. I

''
SUMMARY/CONCLUSION
The team concluded that EBASCO implemented the interface criteria detailed in
EBASCO Specification No. CAR-SH-M-71 in a consistent manner.
Westinghouse-procured equipment nozzle thermal displacements and .spring-mass
models that Westinghouse formulated for flexible equipment were generally
properly coded into the stress calculations.-

I

RELATED FORMS: ~ II ~

U3.5-1 (Unresolved Item) Westinghouse Supplied Non-Active Valves

I
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4. CIVIL/STRUCTURAL

The objective of this portion of the inspection
design and analysis practices and the technical
These cbjectives were accomplished by reviewing
computer program documentation and drawings.

was to evaluate the structural
execution of the design.
calculations, design criteria,

4.1 DESIGN INFORMATION

OBJECTIVE
The basic civil/structural design information and personnel, qualification and
training were reviewed by the team to assess the design process and assist in
the team's evaluation of design details.

EVALUATION /

The bas c document used in the civil/structural area for the design of the
containment building (including the mat) was the ASME Boiler and Pressure
Vessel Code, Section III, Division 2 (formally, ASME/ACI-359). For other
reinforced concrete structures, the ACI Building Code, ACI-318-71, was used.
For steel structures, the AISC Specifications for the Design, Fabrication and
Erection of Structural Steel for Buildings,, wys used,. These commitments are
contained in Sections 3.8.1.2 and 3.8.3.2 of the FSAR.

The EBASCO Shearon Harris project consists of four groups in the
civil/structural area which had roughly 60 engineers and designers at the time
of inspection. The four groups are Civil Engineering (including structural),
Civil Design Engineering, Architectural and Special Analysis Group.~

II

The Harris Plant Engineering Section of Carolina Power 6 Light Company is
located at the site. This section has a civil unit which consists of about 40
people. Approximately 30$ of the civil unit are Carolina Power 8 Light
employees; the remainder are contract personnel.

The large majority of the original design for the Harris project was done by
EBASCO. The team found that the site civil unit 'was handling about 70% of the
field changes; the remainder were accomplished by EBASCO for issues that
either needed their resolution and disposition or represented work which could
not be handled at the site.

EBASCO engineers on the Shearon Harris project received training in the area
of quality assurance in accordance with EBASCO Company Procedure E-87, Quality
Assurance Training in Engineering and Related Procedures and EBASCO Nuclear,
Quality Assurance Program Manual, Section,QA-I-3, Personnel Indoctrination and
Training Program in Quality Assurance. EBASCO also has an in-house technical
orientation program to enable engineers, particularly in the early years of
their employment, to advance. their technical skills. The available lectures
are listed in the "Engineering Department Resource List of EBASCO Technical
Development Program." 'I

The team reviewed the'EBASCO'raini'ng programs in both technical and quality
assurance areas in the civil/structural discipline and fopnd that they were
acceptable.



SUMMARY/CONCLUSIONS
The team concluded that the design information reviewed reflected FSAR
commitments and regulatory requirements. We also consider that the EBASCO
training programs are acceptable in the civil/structural disciplines.

RELATED'FORMS:
None

SEISMIC ANALYSIS

OBJECTIVE I

The objective of this portion of the inspection was to determine whether the
seismic analyses of the Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant were performed in
accordance with FSAR commitments and NRC regulations. The team performed a
partial review of the seismic analysis of the following structures:

o Reactor containment building (including the foundation mat and
internal structures)

o Reactor auxiliary building

o Diesel generator building

o Emergency service water intake structure

o "Tank building (including tanks)

EVALUATION
The inspection of the seismic analyses extenders from the formulation of the
mathematical seismic models to the development of the floor response spectra
curves. The artificial earthquake motion~i which was developed in the form of
time history, enveloped the provisions of Regulatory Guide 1.60. Structural
damping values used for each component agreed with the provisions of
Regulatory Guide 1.61. Floor response spectra curves were developed for both
the Safe Shutdown Earthquake and the Operating Basis Earthquake.

The team found that, with the exception of torsional effects, the couplingeffects'of three-direction earthquakes (two horizontal and one vertical) were
not considered in obtaining the final responses (Unresolved Item U4.2-1). The
majority of the seismic analyses were performed using EBASCO in-house computer
program Dynamic 2037 which only can handle one-dimensional analysis.
Torsional analyses were performed using the STARDYNE computer code. Modal
responses were combined in accordance with the provisions of Regulatory Guide
1.92.

With the exception of the foundation maps, .the mass moments of inertia were
not considered by EBASCO in most of the 'seismic analyses (Deficiency D4.2-2).
The floor response spectra curves developed by EBASCO were based on a
one-din.ensional analyses. This approach might omit certain peaks, or the .

existing peaks could be shifted due to a more rigorous three-dimensional
analysis (Unresolved Item U4".2-3).;

j
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The team also reviewed the documentation of the EBASCO in-house computer
program DYNAMIC 2037. The program was formulated by EBASCO using the
classicql dynamic approach with the provisions of Regulatory Guide 1.92
contained as part of the requirements. PYNAMIC 2037 handles only
one-dimensional problems. The program was qualified by analyzing a
one-dimensional lumped mass model. The responses were then compared with
these using STARDYNE. The response spectra curves were compared with the
results from NASTRAN. The team found that the documentation was acceptable
and in accordance with regulatory requirements.

Reactor Building

The team reviewed the development of the mathematical model and the computer
runs which generated the structural responses and floor response spectra
curves." The calculation books reviewed by the team were not prepared in
accordance with the EBASCO Company procedure for preparation of calculations.
For example, the table of contents was missing, the summary of results was not
included, assumptions and reference materials were not listed, and numerous
reference pages in the text were either left blank or could not be located
(Deficiency D4.2-4).

Because the limited capability of the computer program used to perform the
seismic analysis, three mathematical models were developed representing the
north-south, the, east-west and the vertical directions. The construction
drawings were compared to the mathematical models to ensure that the models
developed were adequately representative of the as-built structures. One
problem identified by the team was that the mass moment of inertia of the
foundation mat in the north-south direction was changed to a new value;
however, the computer run still used the old value (Deficiency D4.2-5).

Reactor Auxiliary Building (RAB)
1

The reactor auxiliary building consists of two buildings: the RAB Unit 1 and
RAB for Units 1 and 2 (the reactor auxiliary building common). The team
examined the seismic analysis of the buildings. The mathematical model of the
Reactor auxiliary building Unit 1 considered mass moment of inertia in its
model. The team found an erroneous statement that was made in the assumption
section of the calculations (Observation 04.2-6).

An inconsistency was found in the numerical values developed for the
mathematical model compared with the actual model used in the analysis
(Deficiency D4.2-5). The seismic analysis was. performed using a
one-"dimensional approach. EBASCO did perform a three-dimensional analysis to
justify the adequacy of the one-dimensional methodology. However, the team
found that EBASCO used incomplete data>to,perform the justification
(Unresolved Items U4.2-1 and U4.2-3).
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Diesel Generator Building
I

The diesel generator building was originally designed for Units 1 and 2.
Although the building was constructed for both units, equipment was only
erected for Unit 1. The team reviewed. the mathematical model development and
concluded that the model was representative of the as-built structure. The
results of the analysis were adequate except for the failure "to examine mass
moments of inertia as previously described. I

Emergency Service Water Intake Structure

The team's review of the emergency service water intake structure concentrated
on the formulation of the mathematical model. This structure had evolved from
a four-unit building to a structure for a single unit. Many sections of the
structure were modified to cope with the single-unit status. The mathematical
model does represent the as-built structure. However, when the calculation
was revised, portions of the calculation were deleted without revising the
preparer and checker signatures (Deficiency D4.2-4). In developing the
mathematical model, EBASCO used a nonconservative assumption to calculate the
shear area without giving technical justification (Deficiency D4.2-7).

Tank Building

The team reviewed the seismic analysis of the tank building and the seismic
analysis of some Category I tanks. The condensate storage tank, the reactor
make-up storage tank and the refueling water storage tank were seismically
analyzed by the Special Analysis Group of EBASCO. The team reviewed the
model, the input floor motion and the seismic responses of the tank seismic
analysis and found that the analysis was performed in accordance with
established EBASCO procedures and FSAR commitments. The tank building seismic
model was also reviewed by the team. We found the calculation of shear area
used an unjustified assumption (Deficiency D4.2-7) and that the mass moments
of inertia were neglected in the modeling process (Deficiency 94.2-2).

SUMMARY/CONCLUSION
The team considered that. reanalysis is warranted to assess the impact of
identified deficiencies with respect'to mass moments of inertia and shear area
calculation. The team believes thyrse reanalyses will confirm the that current
design is adequate. In general, the team found that the seismic analyses
design process appeared to be controlled.

RELATED FORMS:
U4.2-1 (Unresolved Item)
D4.2-2 (Deficiency)
U4.2-3 ~Unresolved Item)

D4.2-4 (Deficiency)
D4.2-5 (Deficiency)
04.2-6 (Obs'ervation)
D4.2-7 (Deficiency)

Coupling Effects of Eccentric Structures
Mass Moments of Inertia

~Floor Response Spectra Based on One-Dimensional vs.
Three-Dimensional Seismic Analysis
Preparation -of Calculations
Inconsistency Between Calculate.on and-,Seismic Models
Peak Vertical Acceleration Assumption
Shear Area
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4.3 CONTAINMENT BUILDING FOUNDATION MAT

OBJECTIVE
The objective of this portion of the inspection was to determine whether the
design .and analyses of containment building foundation mat were performed in
accordarice with NRC requirements and FSAR commitments. The general
arrangement of the containment base mat was reviewed, with particular emphasis
on methods of transferring horizontal shears (such as those generated by
earthquakes) to the foundation media. Analyses pertaining to the stability of
foundation mat due to wind, tornadoes,'earthquakes, and flood floatation were
also reviewed to determine whether the required factors of safety against
overturning, sliding, and floatation are acceptable.

EVALUATION
The cont:ainment foundation mat is a reinforced circular flat slab resting on
rock. The thickness of the mat is 12 ft; it has a continuous shear key along
the edge of the mat. There are two depressed areas used as valve chambers.
The central portion of the foundation mat is depressed to form the reactor
vessel recess. Inside the containment wall the foundation mat, including the
reactor cavity, is covered with a 1/4-inch thick steel liner. A 5-ft-thick
concrete internal mat is provided over the steel liner for protection and
support of the internal structures.

The team reviewed the structural analysis of the containment foundation mat.
The analysis was performed using a finite element approach and the theory of
plate on elastic foundation. The loads of the superstructure, equipment and
imposed forces are transferred to the foundation mat through the shear wall
system. The further transfer of loads from .the foundation mat to the
foundati.on'media is achieved by direct bearing, friction and lateral soil
passive resistance. Loads and loading combinations used for design and
analysis were in compliance with the FSAR commitments. The team found that a
factor of 1.2 was used in the design to amplify the horizontal seismic loads.
FSAR Section 3.7.2.6A stated that no ampli'fication was considered for circular
foundations. Therefore, the foundation mat is very conservatively designed.
Radial and circumferential reinforcements were provided as required by
analysis and design. Cadwelds were used for splicing circumferential
reinforcements.

I I

The team found that one of the detailed radial stress calculations was not
documented within the foundation mat calculation book No. C101 (Deficiency
D4.3-1). The team also reviewed the foundation mat stability analyses against
overturning, sliding, and floatation for various controlled loading
combinations. The team found the that factors of safety meet the FSAR
commitments. The team reviewed several structural drawings in order to verify
that the design results were correctly transferred to the drawings. Based on
the foundation mat reinforcement drawings that the team reviewed, reinforcing
steel shown on the drawings matched that, required in the design calculations.

C f
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SUMMARY/CONCLUSIONS
The team review of the structural design and analyses of the foundation mat
found that the criteria that were used, in,the analysis,>design; and
construction of foundation mat account for the anticipated loadings and
postulated conditions that may be imposed upon the foundation during its
service 'lifetime. These loads are in conformance with established criteria
and codes. The team concluded for the sample inspected that the design of the
foundation mat is acceptable and meets the provisions of ACI 318-71, Building
Code Requirements for Reinforced Concrete.

RELATED FORMS
D4.3-1 (Deficiency) Radial Reinforcement Stress Documentation

4.4 CONTAINMENT BUILDING'AND INTERNAL STRUCTURES

OBJECTIVE
The objective of this'valuation was to determine whether the containment
building and internal structures, including the primary shield wall, secondary
shield walls, reactor pressure vessel supports, steam generator supports, and
operating structural steel floors and platforms, were designed in accordance
with the applicable codes and regulatory guides and comply with the
commitments in the FSAR.

EVALUATION
The team reviewed design calculations of the containment building, including
the polar crane girder and its anchorage, primary shield wall, secondary
shield walls, reactor pressure vessel 'supports, and steam generator supports.
These structures were analyzed with finite element models for various loads
and loading combinationp. The concrete internal structures are supported by a
5-ft-thick common internal foundation raat. All vertical walls were embedded
in the 'internal mat. There were no anchorages which penetrated through liner
plate and into the foundation mat. Shear keys were provided at the bottom'f
the walls to allow the transfer of radial tangential shears from the walls
into the internal mat.

In reviewing of the design calculations of internal structures, the team found
that the criteria used in the design ahd analysis of internal structures to
account for anticipate loadings and postulated conditions that may be imposed,
on the structures during their service lifetime are in conformance with the
established criteria, codes and specifications. However, the team found that
in the design of the containment building polar crane,'tructural steel
girders and the steel floors, the vertical seismic loading was not considered
in the controlled loading combinations for the final structural analysis
(De'ficiency 94.4-1). EBASCO claimed that there was conservatism in the
preliminary design. Nevertheless, the effects of seismic loading have to be
properly evaluated in the final structural analysis to ascertain that the
preliminary design is conservative>
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The team found that the steam generator support anchor plates, which were
designed based on the analytical results performed by Westinghouse, were
fabricated 'and installed on the site with identified welding defects.
Reanalysis has been performed by EBASCO to assess the structural integrity of
the as-built anchor plates. The structural capacity of the as-built anchor
plates was assessed by EBASCO to be'cceptable and capable of adequately
support.ing the design loads. Following completion of the reanalysis, the
original design calculations of the anch'or plates were superseded by EBASCO.
However, the original analysis still contains a significant portion of the
original design. Thus, by voiding the original calculation, an effective
portion of the design was technically eliminated (Observation 04.4-2).

I
The team reviewed structural drawings of the reactor pressure vessel supports,
steam generator supports and steel floor framing, and determined that the
design information from the calculation was correctly transferred to the
drawings. The team also reviewed the structural drawings df the primary and
secondary shield walls and determined that the reinforcing steel and its
arrangements were accurately shown on the drawings when compared with that
required by design calculations.

SUMMARY/CONCLUSIONS
Although a deficiency was identified in the final structural design analyses ~

of polar crane girders and steel floors, the team believes that reanalysis
will have no effect on the as-built condition of the structures. The team
concluded for the sample inspected that the structural design of the
containment building and internal structures was acceptable and met the FSAR
commitments.

RELATED FORMS
D4.4-1 (Deficiency) Ioading Combinations -

Seismic.c Load
04.4-2 '(Observation) Superseded Design Calculation

4.5 REACTOR AUXILIARYBUILDING
l

OBJECTIVE
The objective of this evaluation was to determine whether the design of the
reactor auxiliary building was in accordance with the codes, regulatory guides "

and commitments in the FSAR.

EVALUATION
The teap reviewed various calculations of the floor slabs for this reinforced
concret" structure. The design specification for this building was also
reviewed to determine whether it met,tPe /SAR and code requirements.

All the slab calculations were performed manually. The direct design method
of the ACI 318-71 code was used extensively. The slab calculations for El.
324.00 ft of the reactor auxiliary building common showed that the limitations
of this method were violated. The tqam found this to be systematic since the
same type of violations occurred in the design of the slab at El.-236.00 ft of
the fuel handling building (Deficiency.'4;5-1).
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The review of the floor slab at El. 26).00 ft of the reactor auxiliary
building common showed that there was inconsistency in the amount of
reinforcing provided between the calculations and the drawing (Deficiency
D4.5-2). We also reviewed the calcuIations for the slab at El. 236.00 ft of
the reactor auxiliary building Unit 1.'he load combinations used for
portions of this slab did not meet the FSAR requirements (Deficiency D4.5-3).

1

The team reviewed the analysis and design of the safety related masonry walls
xn the reactor auxiliary building. There are solid masonry walls in the
vicinity of the volume control tank. The team found that these walls were not
analyzed seismically as stated in the /SAR (Deficiency D4.5-4). Also,

there.'re.

various hollow masonry walls in the reactor auxiliary building. We found
that the hollow masonry walls around stairway number A-4 had two problems with
their design: 1) An unbroadened floor response spectrum was used
(Deficiency D4.5-5); and 2) The as-built condition did not match the analysis
performed (Deficiency D4.5-6). Both errors make the design of these walls
unconservative.

0

SUMMARY/CONCLUSION
The teach found that the overall design of the reactor auxiliary building meets
the FSAR commitments with the exception of the deficiencies mentioned above.
Some local areas need more analysis to confirm the structural adequacy of
these portions. A systematic evaluation of the use of the direct design
method and the design of hollow block walls around stairways in all Category I
structures is needed to dete'rmine whether the FSAR commitments were met.

RELATED FORMS::
D4.5-1 (Deficiency)
D4.5-2 (Deficiency)
D4.5-3 (Deficiency);
D4.5-4 (Deficiency)
D4.5-5 ~ (Deficiency)
'D4.5-6 (Deficiency)

Slab Design Using Direct Design Method
Spacing of Slab Reinforcement
Load Combination for Slab Design
Seismic Analysj.s For Masonry Walls
Use of Floor Response Spectra
Design of Masonry Wall Around;Stairway A-4

4.6 DIESEL GENERATOR BUILDING

OBJECTIVE
The objective of this portion of the inspection was to determine whether the
design of the diesel generator building was in accordance with the codes,
regulatory guides and commitments ip tPe FSAR.

EVALUATION
The team inspected the design specification for the diesel generator building,
as well as various manual computations and computer analysis. The analysis
and design of the diesel generator building was performed by manual and
computer calculations, both done in parallel. A three-dimensional finite
eleinent model was used for the computer analysis. EBASCO has performed
extensive analysis for the diesel generator building. The team noted that the
calculations were well organized and easy to follow.

p M
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The team also inspected some structural drawings of the diesel generator
'uilding.The drawings showed that the requirements of the design

calculations were correctly reflected.

SUMMARY/CONCLUSION
EBASCO has performed extensive analysis for the diesel generator building.
The team believes that the design objectives for this building were met and
that the design is in. accordance with the 'FSAR commitments and the associated
NRC Regulatory Guides.

RELATED, FORMS:
None

4.7 TANK BUILDING

OBJECTIVE
The objective of this part of the inspection was to 'determi.'ne whether'r'not
the tank loading was accurately obtained and was properly used in the design
and analysis of tank building, and to determine whether that'the structural
design and analyses were .consistent with the required design criteria, codes,
and commitments in the FSAR.

EVALUATION
The tank building is a reinforced concrete shear wall structure. The
foundation mat is 8 ft thick and is founded on rock. The major function of
the, tank building is to house the refueling water storage tank, reactor
make-up water storage tank, 'condensate storage tank, and other associated
equipment.

Loads and loading combinations pertaining to the tanks and anchor bolts were
provided by the tank vendor to EBASCO. A finite element method was used in
the design of the tank building. Shear cone theory was used to calculate the
required anchor bolt embedment length in the concrete floor. However,
subsequent to the construction of the tank building and the installation of
tank anchor bolts into the concrete floor, Carolina Power 8 Light Company
changed the tank vendor. A new tank vendor was engaged by Carolina Power S

Light Company to fabricate all the tanks in the tank building. New tank'loads
were provided by the new tank vendor to EBASCO for final evaluation and
analysis. It was found by EBASCO that the new tank loads were less than those
that were used in the design of. thq tank building.

The team reviewed the design calculations of tank building. Our review of the
design of the tank building confirmed that the design approach was appropriate
and was in accordance with the codes and requirements as committed to in the
FSAR. The team also reviewed structural drawings of tank building, and
determii>ed that the design information from the calculation was correctly
(ransferred to the drawings. However, it'was found that EBASCO had voided the
original anchor bolts embedment design calculations (Observation 04.4-2).,
This practice rendered the associated structural drawings without a documented
design basis.
l

II I
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SUMMARY/CONCLUSIONS
The team reviewed the stru'ctural design and analysis of tank building and
confirmed that the design was in conformance with FSAR commitm'ents and NRC
regulations. The team concluded for the selected sample that the design of
tank building is acceptable and met the provisions of ACI-318-71, Building
Code Requirements for Reinforced Concrete.

RELATED FORMS
None.

4.8 MAIN DAM SPILLWAY

OBJECTIVE
The objective of this evaluation was'to determine whether the design of the
main dam spillway was in accordance with the codes,,regulatory guides and
commitments in the FSAR.

EVALUATION
The team reviewed calculations for 'the seismic analysis, as well as the
structural analysis and design of the main dam spillway. The EBASCO design
specification for this structure was also evaluated.

I I

The main dam spillway is a heavy reinforced concrete structure, consisting
mainly of two abutments and one pier; A lumped mass dynamic model was
prepared for the seismic analysis of the spillway. The properties of the
model were different in the two horizontal and vertical directions. The
seismic analysis was conservative except in one case where EBASCO used the
same shear area for both horizontal dynamic models (Deficiency.D4.2-7).

The structural analysis and design was performed by manual calculations. The
main dam spillway is subjected to various loads including hydrostatic, soil
and earthquake. The EBASCO specification 'and the FSAR commit to various load
combinations for the design of the spillway, including operating basis and
design basis earthquakes. The calculations reviewed showed that only the load
combination which includes the design basis earthquake was used (Deficiency
D4.8-1). Also, the team found an arithmetic error in the calculations of the
abutment design which would lead to an unconservative design (De'ficiency
D4.8"2).

SUMMARY/CONCLUSION
The team's inspection showed that the EBASCO specification for the main dam
spillway was in accordance with the FSAR c'ommi,tments. Although there were
some errors in the calculations for analysis and design, the team does not.
believe that they will result in any hardware changes. In general, the design
objectives for the main dam spillway were met."

RELATED FORMS::
D4.8-1 (Deficiency) Ioad Combinations for Main Dam Spillway
D4.8-2 (Deficiency) Main Dam Spillway Abutment Design
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4.9 ANAIYSIS AND DESIGN OF MECHANICAL COMPONENT SUPPORTS

OBJECTIVE
The objective of this review was to determine whether the supports for various
tanks and equipment were properly presigned in accordance with the FSAR
requirements.

EVALUATION
The team reviewed the dynamic and hydrodynamic analysis of Category I tanks
and the subsequent support design by EBASCO. A lumped mass model was prepared
and the response of the tanks was calculated using the response spectrum
method with the proper floor response spectra. This information was submitted:
to the vendors through an EBASCO specification for the design of the tanks and ~

their anchor bolts. The team reviewed the design of the anchor bolts for
the'oricacid tank and found it to be acceptable. The team noted that the

support design for the boric acid tank performed by EBASCO met the FSAR
requirements. The team found that EBASCO did not perform a local analysis of
the structures supporting the tanks for horizontal seismic, loads (Deficiency.
D4.9-1); Although this was noticed in the calculations for the boron recycle
hold-up tank, the team believes that it is a systematic problem and an
evaluation of the structural adequacy of those parts which support the tanks
should be made for local horizontal seismic loads.

The team also reviewed the design of supports for various equipment including
the charging safety injection pump, regenerative heat exchanger, air handling
unit number 10, the HVAC chiller at El. 261.00 ft in the reactor auxiliary
building and the fuel pool heat exchanger in the fuel handling building.
The team found the design of these supports to be acceptable.

The team reviewed the design of the embedded plates that are associated with
the chemical and volume and control system pipe supports. EBASCO uses two
types of strip plates to attach the pipe supports. These plates have stud
anchors and their design was in accordance with the NRC Regulatory Guides.
Individual plates with drill-in anchors were also used whenever the capacity
of the strip plate was exceeded or when no strip plates existed in the
vicinity of the pipe support. EBASCO's design of these plates was in
accordance with FSAR commitments.

SUMMARY/CONCLUSION
We found that the supports for the tanks and various equipment were designed
in accordance with FSAR commitments. The design of the anchor bolts, which
was performed by the equipment suppliers, was conservative. Although the
supports were properly designed, the team believes that the adequacy of the
structural parts supporting heavy equipment should be checked for horizontal
seismic loads transferred from this equipment.

RELATED FORMS:
D4.9-1 (Deficiency) Boron Recycle Hold-up Tank Seismic Loads



4.10 DESIGN OF ELECTRICAL CABLE TRAY/CONDUIT SUPPORTS

OBJECTIVE
The objective of this review was to determine whether the design criteria and
the design of the electrical cable trays and conduits were in accordance with
the commitments in the FSAR.

EVALUATION
The, special analysis group in EBASCO developed the criteria for the seismic
design of electrical cable trays. The criteria require that the cable trays
and their supports meet certain frequency requirements. The team selected the
reactor auxiliary building to check whether these requirements were met. The
qualification report by Husky Products Inc. showed that the frequency of the
cable trays met the EBASCO design specification. Although this is true, a
check of the frequency calculations for the cable tray supports revealed that
they were not complete. The frequency for the type of longitudinal bracing
using one row of struts was not calculated (Deficiency D4.10-1). Such an
omission could lead to an unconservative design of the longitudinal bracings".
The team believes this to be a systematic error and that an evaluation should
be extehded to cable trays in other Category I structures.

SUMMARY/CONCLUSION
The design and analysis of the cable tray supports meet the FSAR requirements,
except that an evaluation of the frequencies of longitudinal bracing should be
performed for all Category I buildings.

RELATED FORMS
D4.10-1 (Deficiency) Cable Tray Support Frequency

4.11 BESIGN OF HVAC DUCT SUPPORTS

OBJECTIVE
The objective of this evaluation was to determine whether the design criteria
and the design of the HVAC duct supports were in accordance with the codes,
regulatory guides and commitments in the FSAR.

EVALUATION
Design of the HVAC duct supports involves three groups from EBASCO. The HVAC
group develops the static loads transferred to the support. They a1so hav'e
the responsibility to determine, the maximum span lengths of the ducts to
ensure that their frequencies are above 33 Hz. The special analysis group
determines the accelerations to be used to design the HVAC duct supports, and
the structural group designs the supports. The team reviewed the activities
of all these groups to determine the adequacy of design.

In reviewing'the HVAC drawings for the reactor auxiliary building, the team
noted that maximum span lengths as shown in EBASCO computer outputs were
exceeded (Deficiency D4.11-1). This error would make the HVAC ducts more
flexible and the design of both the Puces and the duct supports less
conservative. Also, the team note) that static loads which were palgulaped by
the HV$C group for the duct supports were in error (Deficiency D4.11-2).
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The EBASCO design specification for the design of HVAC duct supports,
developed by the special analysis group, requires that the duct support
frequency in all three directions be a minimum of 16 Hz. The structural group
calculated the frequencies only in two directions. The frequencies in the
longitudinal direction were not evaluated (Deficiency D4.11-3). This
frequency should be calculated to determine the adequacy of the duct supports
in the longitudinal direction.

SUMMARY/CONCLUSION
Due to.the errors and omissions found in the design of the HVAC ducts and duct
supports, the team believes the FSAR requirements were not met. The errors
found are systematic. An evaluation of"HVAC ducts and duct supports in all
Category I structures is considered necessary to determine the adequacy of the
as-built duct supports.

RELATED FORMS:
D4.11-1 (Deficiency) Frequency of HVAC Ducts
D4.11-2 (Deficiency) 'Loads on HVAC Duct Supports
D4.11-3 (Deficiency) Frequency of HVAC Duct Supports
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5. ELECTRICAL POWER

The objective of this portion of the inspection was to review selected
electrical components in the chemical and volume control system and other
related portions of the power distribution system. The team reviewed
calculations, specifications, and drawings prepared by EBASCO and Carolina
Power 6 Light's site engineering section'. The team also reviewed design
interface and methods of communication between design

organizations'.1

DESIGN INFORMATION

OBJECTIVE
The objective of this portion of the inspection was to asseps <he,des'.gn
criteria and the transfer of design information within and between
disciplines. The second objective was to assess the design communication ,

between Carolina Power 6 Light, EBASCO, and Westinghouse.

EVALUATION
The original design of the"Harris plant electrical systems was performed by
EBASCO in their New York office, This, design was reviewed by Carolina Power 6
Light's'Nuclear Power Engineering Department in Raleigh, North Carolina until
1979.'t the end of 1979, the present Harris Plant Engineering Section (HPES)
was established on site and assumed the responsibility for the interface with
EBASCO. The NSSS design was performed by Westinghouse in Monroeville,
Pennsylvania. The team reviewed the EBASCO company procedures for division of
responsibility, preparation of calculations, design input and verification,
and interface with the NSSS vendor. EBASCO electrical engineering used the
company standard specifications for electrical power equipment and added the
Harris-specific details. The team reviewed the EBASCO Design Criteria for the
Harris Plant which included areas such as separation, cable.'apacity and
voltage drop, and battery sizing. The team reviewed Section 8 of the Harris
FSAR fo™ an overview of the safety related electrical design;

The team reviewed selected Westinghouse electrical interface information
provided for EBASCO's information and identified one potential problem area
(Unresolved Item U5,1-1) related to apparent failure of EBASCO to obtain
Westinghouse approval of departure from Westinghouse guidelines for cable
pulling tension and length.

The team also reviewed the Harris Plant Engineering Section Manual of
Instructions and found that a number of instructions had not yet been
developed for this manual. This requires HPES personnel to use the
corresponding corporate procedures from the Nuclear Engineering and Licensing
Department of Carolina Power 8 Light.

Design Basis Documents were prepared by EBASCO and reviewed by the Harris
Plant personnel but have. not been implemented: for use in the HPES electrical
group. The team reviewed the design basis document for the electrical power
system and found that, although it is not an electrical system description, it
did provide a good basis for design information about the electrical system.

SUMMARY/CONCLUSION
We found a good basis of design information and control in the EBASCO
electrical group. We found the Carolina gower 6 Light electrical engineering
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assuming the takeover of the on-site design with the help of EBASCO personnel.
"The team was concerned that the design basis documents were not in general use
at the site electrical area. Tgis concern is addressed further in Chapte'r 7.2.

RELATED FORMS:
U5.1-1 (Unresolved Item) Westinghouse Guidance for Nuclear 'instrumentation

'Systems

5,.2 PERSONNEL AND GUIDANCE

OBJECTIVE
The objective of this, inspection item was to evaluate the degree of. education
and actual design experience of personnel engaged in the design effort on the
Shearon Harris project, and also to evaluate the guidance provided to the
personnel.

EVALUATION
Technical guidance available to the EBASCO electrical staff consisted of
corporate electrical engineering guides, corporate design guides, and project
specific electrical criteria. EBASCO standard specifications were used as the
basis for the Harris plant-specific specifications. EBASCO has also
formulated a "sources of information sheet," which lists the technical and
administrative information needed to accomplish a design effort. Finally,
EBASCO has prepared an ongoing electrical engineering department training
program which covers all facets of electrical power design. All personnel
participate in this program 'at a level equivalent to their project
responsibility.

The team reviewed the training conducted at the Harris site for the Harris
Plant Fngineering Section electrical group. This training consists of a

required reading list which covers engineering department administrative
procedures, selected FSAR sections, ANSI N45.2.11, and selected sections of

'0CFRPart 50. There exists no technical guidance, in the form of technical
procedures or guidelines, for the Harris Plant Engineering Section electrical
group as required by the licensee's commitment to ANSI N45.2.11 (Unresolved
Item U5.2-1).

Finally, the team also noted that although it is a standard practice within
the Harris 'Plant Engineering Section +at group leaders be Principal
Engineers; this is-not the case in the electrical section.

SUMMARY/CONCLUSION
The team believes that the technical guidance and training provided by EBASCO

for its personnel fully meet the intent;of ANSI N45.2.11:.
I I

However', we feel that the lack of guid'pnce, design experience and training
available in the Harris Plant Engineering Section electrical group has
contributed to the problems noted by the team in the design effort at the
site.

RELATED FORMS:
U5.2-1 (Unresolved Item), Electrical Power, Design Procedures and Guidelines
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" 5.3 STANDBY EMERGENCY POWER SUPPLY

OBJECTIVE
The objective of this inspection activity was to review the applicable design
documents to ensure that the diesel generators have sufficient capacity,
capability and rel'iability. to perform their safety function.

EVAIUATION
The team reviewed the EBASCO emergency, diesel generator load lists for both
Train A and Train B emergency diesel generators. These lists are manually
prepared, verified and approved, and tabulate the the starting and running
lo'ads connected at the different sequence intervals. Two cases are evaluated,

'ne for 'LOCA load and the other'for Safe Shutdown load. Included in the list
are graphical analyses of both cases for both diesel generators. The team
found these lists to be accurate and well controlled. Load sequencing is
performed at 5-second intervals via'he sequencing logic. The logic is
separated into eight automatic load blocks and one manual load block. The
safety related emergency buses are designed such that non-safety loads
connected to the emergency safety buses are shed on loss of offsite power or
loss of,offsite power coincident with LOCA. However, the FSAR commits to the
provisions of Regulatory Guide 1.75, requiring that non-safety loads also be
shed in the 'case of LOCA alone. The existing circuitry does not meet this
commitment. We also found that analysis had not been performed to evaluate
the- impact of non-availability of these non-1E loads shed on a LOCA, such as
the Power Operated Relief Valve Isolation Valves, and questioned the desire-
ability of isolation of such loads.'Unresolved Item U5 ~ 3-1).

The team reviewed diesel generator unit and control panel specification
CAR-SH-E-ll to determine the adequacy of generator loading requirements and
voltage restoration requirements. In addition, the factory performance test
for the diesel generators was reviewed. The requirements of the specification
were found to be satisfactory, and the performance tests verified these
requirements.

4

The die'sel generator electric circuit protection system was reviewed and found
to.be in compliance with the requirements of 'the'FSAR. !

SUMMARY/CONCLUSION
With the exception of the fact that the non-safety loads connected to the
safety buses are not shed on LOCA alone, the design of the standby emergency
power supply system reviewed by the team appears to be adequate such that

it'ill

perform its safety function.

RELATED'ORMS: I

U5.3-1 (Unresolved Item) Independence of Electric Systems

t

5.4 MOTOR'ONTROL CENTERS

OBJECTIVE
The objective of this portion of the inspection 'was to review and evaluate the
design and application of the safety related motor control centers.

! I
k I

EVAIUATZON
The team reviewed motor control center specification CAR-SH-E-10B in order to
determine allowable fault current, and these values were compared to the
values obtained in short circuit calculation DAC-1. The team also reviewed
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.motor control center and power center feeder breaker instantaneous a»d long
time trip settings to verify adequate overcurrent protection. The Leam found
that all 600-ampere safety related motor control center feeder breakers are
set at 720 amperes, and all 3200-ampere power center feeder breakers are set
at 3200 amperes (long time trip). This situation of setting breakers without
consideration of the connected load results in numerous situations where
safety related power center and motor control center design current loads can
be exceeded without protective action occurring (Deficiency D5.4-1).

Several motor operated valve circuits were reviewed, including inrush and
running currents, short-circuit protection, overload and fuse protection,
control circuit .voltage drop, and thermal overload protective device size
selection. The team found that the procedure used by the Shearon Harris
Operations Department to select the thermal overloads for safety related motor
operated valves is really intended for continuous duty motors. This method of
setting thermal overloads for intermittent duty qotors does not ensure
adequate protection for these motor operated valves during normal plant
operation (Deficiency D5.4-2). Additionally, during the review of
calculations performed for selecting overload heaters for safety related motor
operated valves, the team discovered that the engineer who performed the
calculate.ion also signed the data sheet as the verifier. Thus, no verification
of safety related calculations was performed (Deficiency D5.4-3). In order to
verify the reliability of the power supplies to the motor control centers, the
team reviewed the circuit breaker setting calculations for the power center
and station service transformer feeder breakers. Both of these breaker long
time trip settings are such that adequate protection of the safety related
station service transformers cannot be'hown (Deficiency D5.4-4). The team
also reviewed the termination of motor operated valves. EBASCO has specified
the use of specific terminal boxes for various Class lE applications and has
included these requirements on the 'miscellaneous electrical details and notes.
In. order to ensure the quality of these terminal boxes, it is expected that
they be'purchased as "Q" (safety related) components. However, Carolina Power
and Light has purchased all terminal boxes as "NON-g" (Unresolved Item U5.4-5)

SUMHARY/CONCLUSION
Safety related power distribution system circuit breaker long time trip
setpoints are such that motor control 'centers, power centers, and the station
service transformer ratings can be exceeded without protective action
occurring. Thermal overloads selected for safety related motor operated valves
may not protect the valve motors during normal plant operation, and no
verification of these calculations has been performed. Terminal boxes used ip
safety lrelated applications are not purchased as safety related components.
The team believes that a reanalysis of safety related breaker settings, which
includes consideration of connected loads, should be conducted. A new
procedure for the selection of motor operated valve thermal overloads should
be developed, and those which have been selected and installed may need to be
replaced with proper overloads. Calculations which have been performed to
select motor thermal overloads should be properly verified and documented.
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RELATED FORMS:
D5.4-1 (Deficiency) Protection of Safety Related Buses
D5.4-2 (Deficiency) Motor Operated Valve Thermal Overload Protection
D5.4-3 (Deficiency) Design Verification of Thermal Overload Settings
D5.4-4 (Deficiency) Station Service Transformer Protective Relaying
U5.4-5 (Unresolved Item) Procurement of equality Components

5.5,. DIRECT CURRENT SYSTEM
II

OBJECTIVE
The objective of this portion of the inspection was to determine the method
used to size and specify the Class lE batteries and battery chargers and to
assess the capability of the direct current system to supply adequate power to
the safety related direct current loads.

EVALUAT"ON 4

The team reviewed the Class 1E battery sizing calculations. The calculations
were c3ear and were complete with the references attached. The team found a
small number of errors or inconsistencies which would not affect the size of
the battery (Deficiency D5.5-1)

The team reviewed the direct current equipment rated voltage ranges. We found
that insufficient data 'existed to suppor't the FSAR'statement that all Class lE
direct current equipment was qualified, to operate at. 140 volts (Deficiency
D5.5-2).

In order to determine the allowable voltage drop in switchgear control
circuits, EBASCO developed a battery discharge voltage profile. The team
determined that this profile was not conservative (Deficiency D5.5-3) and was
not correctly used in the calculation of permissible control circuit voltage
drop for the circuits which close the switchgear'(De'fic4ency D5.5-4).

The team reviewed the provisions available for surveillance of the direct
current systems and determined that, contrary to what was jtatbd in the FSAR,
battery charger current indication was not available on the main control board
(Deficiency D5.5-5). The team observed that the direct current bus
undervoltage alarm was incorrectly set (Observation 05.5-6).

SUMMARY/CONCLUSION
The licensee should verify the inputs and correct the errors noted in the
battery sizing calculation. The battery voltage. profile should also be
reviewed for accuracy. The Class 1E direct current equipment should be
reviewed to confirm that their operating voltage range is adequate'he
indication and alarms, available for the direct current system 'Should be
reviewed and compared to the commitments of the FSAR.

i,

RELATED FORMS:
D5.5-1 (Deficiency)
D5.5-2 (Deficiency)
D5.5-3 (Deficiency)
g5.5-4 (Deficiency)
D5.5-5 (Deficiency)
05.5-6 (Observation)

Battery Sizing Calculation
DC Equipment Rated Maximum Voltage
Battery Discharge Voltage Profile
DC System Minimum Voltage
DC System Control Room Indication
DC System Undervoltage Alarm
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5.6 CONTAINMENT ELECTRICAL PENETRATIONS

OBJECTIVE
The objectives of this portion of the inspection were to evaluate the
,.specification of the containment electrical penetrations, to review t

. development of the available fault currents at the penetrations, and to
examine the interdiscipline inputs to the penetration specification.

. ~
This portion of the inspection also included a review of the primary and
backup electrical protection for these penetrations ~

EVALUATION
The team reviewed the specification for the containment electrical
penetrations and the calculation of fault currents at the penetrations.

The teain reviewed the compliance to Regulatory Guide 1.63 as modified by FSAR
commitments and determined that the backup penetration protection provided for
the reactor coolant pump power feeder was not independent of the primary
protection (Deficiency D5.6-1).

SUMMARY/CONCLUSION
The team was satisfied that the electrical penetrations weqe correctly
specified.

EBASCO should redesign the backup protection circuit for the reactor coolant
pump power penetrations to ensure that a single failure of the switch'geak DC

supply; lockout or interlock relays can not result in a breach of containment
caused by overcurrent which would damage the penetration seals.

RELATED FORMS:
D5.6-1 (Deficiency) Penetration Protection (}ualification

5.7 MOTOR ELECTRICAL PROTECTION

PBJECTIVE
The objective'f this portion of the inspection was to review and evaluate the
motor starting and running conditions under different plant modes of operation
and to evaluate the type of motor protection provided.

EVAIUATION
The team reviewed the specifications and vendor motor data, available for
selected Class 1E 6600-volt and 460-volt motors. The team found that the
EBASCO specification for 460-volt motors less than 300 hp did not require that
the motor vendor submit, acceleration and thermal capability curves simi,lar to
the larger. motors but instead required the vendor to submit an approximate
locked rotor safe withstand time and accelerating time (if it was greater than
10 seconds). The team found that, the relay protection for all 460-volt motors
was selected based upon an accelerating time of 10 seconds and neglected the
locked rotor safe withstand time (Deficiency D5.7-1).

The team reviewed the voltage regulatipn study to determine the voltage
available at the Class lE motors during system high and'low voltage and during
loading of the diesel generator.



'ghe team reviewed the bus undervoltage>relay protection and determined that
the 480-volt bus undervoltage relay setting did not agree with the relay
setting calculation (Deficiency D5.7-2).

The team reviewed the startup test procedure for motors and determined that no
motor starting parameters were required to be recorded to substantiate the
motor protection relay settings,(Obseryati,on 05.7-3).

SUMMARY/CONCLUSION
We found that the motor protection for the 460-volt motors was incorrectly set
based upon typical or=-assumed data. This protection must be reanalyzed using
specific motor data in order to assure adequate protection for these motors.
We found what appeared to be a random error for the 480-volt bus undervoltage
relays in the transfer of data from the relay calculation to the relay setting
drawing which will require correction. We observed that the motor checkout
procedure lacked any requirement to monitor and record the motor's starting
parameters. These data for the large motors should be recorded and reviewed
by the relaying engineer.

RELATED FORMS:
D5.7-1 (Deficiency) Use of Motor Data in Setting Procedure
D5.7-2 (Deficiency) 480-Volt Bus Undervoltage Alarm
05.7-3 (Observation) Motor Acceptance Testing

t

5.8 CABLE DESIGN AND ANALYSIS

OBJECTIVE
The objective of this portion of the inspection was to evaluate a sample of
cable analysis performed to determine whether cables were properly sized and
installed to limit the temperature *rise of conductors to within the rating of
the cable for normal and overload conditions.

EVALUATION

, Excessive circuit lengths for a given conductor size can create a voltage drop
which reduces the voltage at the terminals of a load to a value which
adversely affects the performance of tPe circuit. The team found that an
apparent systematic problem exists for dc motor operated valves in that no
voltage drop calculations were performed. An independent calculation
performed by the team indicated that insufficient voltage may exist at these
safety related motor operators for them to perform their safety function
(Deficiency 5.8-1).

i

Calculations which are performed to select; cable size should be based on a

conservative estimate of the load (and later verified for actual conditions),
or should be based initially on actual load, conditions. The team reviewed
EBASCO calculation No. 44SKD, which is a l,oop, length analysis of control
circuits based on typical component loading. 'e found that the relays used in
the aux- liary transfer panels for the remote shutdown panels draw current in
excess of that assumed in calculation No. 44SKD. This resulted in the Harris
Plant Engineering Section electrical group selecting an undersized wire for
this application. Additionally, EBASCO has no criteria which limit, the number
of.'relays that can be placed on one circuit (Deficiency 5.8-2).
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The team reviewed the computer program used to perform the auxiliary
electrical system load study. This program calculates the voltage conditions
throughout the plant electrical power distribution system for various
configurations of operating equipment. The data used for the reactor coolant
pumps did not represent the most limiting data available. Therefore, the
worst case voltage drop conditions were not evaluated (Deficiency 5.8-3).

SUMMARY/CONCLUSION
Based on the results of our review, a cable sizing calculation should be
performed for dc motor operated valves', and the cable should be replaced for
those valves which do not meet the requirements of the calculation.

The feeder circuits for the auxiliary transfer panels may either have to be
replaced with larger cable, or the number of relays on a single circuit be
reduced.

In the case of the reactor coolant pump load requirements, we believe that
this represents a breakdown of the design interface between EBASCO and
Westinghouse. The correct reactor coolant pump load data should be obtained
from Westinghouse, the appropriate 'design documents updated, and the auxiliary
system load study re-run to verify the adequacy of the distribution system to
handle the increased load.

I i

RELATED FORMS:
D5.8-1. (Deficiency) DC Motor Operated Valve Voltage Drop
D5.8-2 'Deficiency) Control Circuit Voltage. Drop
D5.8-3 (Deficiency) Reactor Coolant Pump Power Cable Voltage Drop

5.9 ELEMENTARY/INTERCONNECTION DIAGRAM REVIEW

OBJECTIVE
The objective of this inspection aotivity~was to follow the ci'rcuit
development from the system concept through the development of the control
wiring diagram and the power distribution and motor data drawing series.

EVAIUATION
The. team reviewed selected control wiring diagrams in the chemical and volume
control system. Westinghouse designed this system, proyiding a system
description and elementary wiring diagrams. The team was satisfied that
EBASCO correctly implemented the Westinghouse design for this system and
confirmed that EBASCO design drawings were submitted to Westinghouse for their"
review.

The team also reviewed portions of the containment spray system.'his system
was designed by EBASCO without the aid of a system description. The logic and
the control wiring diagrams were developed by the EBASCO instrument and
controls group and submitted to the mechanical (logic only), electrical, and
licensing disciplines for their review. These diagrams established the safety
significance of the circuit and assigned it to a'separation group as required.
The EBASCO electrical group assigns the individual loads to particular buses
using the power distribution and motor data diagrams. During inspection, the
team found some problems with the interdiscipline review of nohstanda'rd
designs for the reactor vessel level instrumentation system (Deficiency
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D5,9-1)„ resulting in non-independence of indication for the A and B trains,
and the breaker failure detection scheme for the reactor coolant pump motors
(Deficiency D5.6-1).

-'UMMARY/CONCLUSION
The team found that EBASCO correctly imple'mented "the Westinghouse design for
the chemical and volume control system. The team also found that the systems
that were designed by EBASCO were based upon their piping and instrumentat,ion
diagrams and the logic diagrams: No system descriptions were produced by
EBASCO for Shearon Harris.

The team found two examples where the interdiscipline review- failed to detect
problems in the control and wiring diagrams in the area of independence of
safety related circuits. The design basis for the non-Class lE to Class 1E

isolation cabinets should be reviewed to eliminate any potential area for
single failure.
I

RELATED FORMS:
D5.9-1 (Deficiency) Reactor Vessel Level Instrumentation System RCP Inputs
D5;6-1 (Deficiency) Penetration Protection Qualification

5.10 DESIGN ACTIVITIES INCLUDING DESIGN CHANGE CONTROL

OBJECTIVE
The objective of this inspection item was to determine the adequacy and degree
of conformance to project procedures governing original design, design changes
and drawing revisions both at the site and at EBASCO.

EVALUATION , , I H

The team reviewed numerous original design efforts, design change notices, and
drawing issues and revisions at EBASCO. The procedures governing these
activi.ties were considered very thorough and all personnel appear to be well-
disciplined in using them. At the site, the team reviewed activities
involving drawing preparation, design change and original design. The
drawings that were reviewed have been prepared in accordance with existing
guidance. The team also reviewed numerous design change requests. We found
that all of the design changes reviewed were classified as minor changes with
no design verification required. Chapter 7.4 of this report specifically
addresses concerns regarding minor design change classifications. Finally, the
team reviewed original design work performed by the Harris Plant Engineering

,Section electrical group. In two cases, the site electrical group selected the
feeder cables and breakers for the auxiliary transfer panels for the remote
shutdown panel. We found the cable and breaker combinations selected to be
incorrect with no calculations performed as the basis for selection (Deficiency
D5.10-1).

SUMMARy/CONCLUSION
The team concluded that a more conscientious adherence to the licensee's
commitments to the requirements of ANSI N45.2.11 in the areas of design and
design control are required within the Harris Plant Engineering Section
electrical group.

' Additionally, the team. questions whether the cumulative effect of several
"minor" design changes to a given system should not ip fact require, design
verification.
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RELATED FORMS:
D5.10-1 (Deficiency) Site Engineering Design Change Control

5.11 ELECTRICAL SEPARATION

OBJECTIVE
The objective of this inspection item was to examine the design provisions for
electrical separation and physical independence of Class lE circuits.
EVALUATION
The Shearon Harris FSAR commits to the guidance of Regulatory Guide 1.75.
This commitment is supported by the miscellaneous electrical details and notes
used by the field for installation of the cable to maintain separation
requirements. "

The team inspected the reactor coolant pump switchgear to verify that
separation requirements were maintained between control cables of redundant
safety channels and between safety and non-safety cables. No violations were
found.

The team also inspected numerous cable tray and conduit routings for
separation group identification and separation maintenance. The team found
that separation distance requirements between safety related cable trays and
non-safety cables is not being maintained. The team was informed that cable
tray separation violations are being'ide'ntified by walkdown, and tray covers
are being designed by the Harris Plant Engineering Section in order to meet
separation requirements. Upon inspection of the cable tray cover designs the
team discovered that there are a number of power cable tray designs which
incorporate lengths of tray cover in excess of the 10-foot limit and as long
as 70 feet. Carolina Power 8 Light was aware of this item and stated that
analyses would be performed by either Carolina Power 6 Light or EBASCO.

gUMMARY/CONCLUSION
A contr&lied program (walkdown) has been initiated to identify separation
violations. This walkdown could have been avoided had the non-safety cable
tray runs been. tracked and coordinated. wit'.h the daffy cable tray runs.
Deficient conditions are being corrected by installing barriers. This method
of design results in many situations where engineers are forced to apply judgement
in evaluating as-built conditions which would not have beep accepted -in the
original design. The team believes that a preferred approach would have
resulted in a design which ensured separation and eliminated, the need of walkdowns
and engineering judgement to resolve problems.

With respect to the cable tray designs in excess of 10 feet, the team believes
that a preferred approach Mould have been to analyze the design prior to
construction. 'e acknowledge the licensee's plans to analyze these conditions.

RELATED FORMS:
None



6, INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROL

The objective of this portion of the inspection was to review the
instrumentation and control design of the Shearon Harris Unit 1 chemical

and'olumecontrol system. Applicable EBASCO and Westinghouse design control
methods used in the design of the reference system were also reviewed by the
team. To ensure a thorough review of EBASCO design control processes for
balance of plant safety related'systems, the team reviewed other
instrumentation and control design details in portions of the emergency
service water system, heating and ventilation system, spent fuel pool cooling
system, auxiliary feedwater system, diesel fuel oil system, the reactor
auxiliary building sump, and main diesel generator initiation circuits for
both safety injection and loss of offsite power signals, Since Carolina Power
6 Light has recently assumed responsibj.lity for updating of many EBASCO
instrumentation and control design documents, the team reviewed Harris Plant
Engineering Section design control methods and a sample of field-produced
design modifications.

The team conducted reviews with Carolina Power 6 Light Harris Plant
Engineering Section instrumentation and control, as-built drafting,
electrical, mechanical, and regulatory compliance groups. Brief discussions
were also held with Carolina Power 6 Light construction engineering and
operating plant groups at the plant site. Within EBASCO, the team conducted
reviews'with instrumentation and control, electrical, mechanical, chemical,
applied physics, and licensing groups.

6.1 DESIGN INFORMATION AND PERSONNEL

OBJECTIVE
This section summarizes the instrumentation and control design process between
Carolina Power 8 Light and EBASCO. The team reviewed design information
prepared by Carolina Power 6 Light apd by EBASCO. A small sample of design
information provided Qy Westinghouse and other equipment suppliers was also
reviewed. We examined technical information exchanges between Carolina Power 6
Light and EBASCO with emphasis on the selection of a given technical approach
for several design modifications of interest to the team.

l

The information reviewed included general and system-specific design criteria,
a Westinghouse system description, interlock functional requirements,
separation requirements, logic diagramp, piping and instrument system
diagrams, instrument procurement specifications, instrument setpoint
documents, control wiring diagrams, panel arrangement drawings, environmental
and seismic qualification reports, and, other detailed design documentation.
The scope of the review extended from design input through the installed
equipment at Shearon Harris Unit 1.

The teaih reviewed the'hemical and volume control system with emphasis on
adherence to Westinghouse interface design and system functional requirements.
Design aspects related to field installation were also examined. The reactor
vessel level instrumentation system was ryviewed to evaluate the interface
among Westinghouse, EBASCO, and Carolina Power S Light. The team was informed
that'esign modifications deemed necessary by Carolina Power 6 Light that
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involve safety related systems were implemented by EBASCO using the design
change notification process.

Design control procedures and instructions prepared by Caroling Power. 6 Light
were reviewed as well as a number of Shear'on Harris project design control

"

procedures and instructions prepared by EBASCO. This material included the
Harris Manual of Instructions, the corporate Nuclear Engineering and Licensing
Department Manual, the EBASCO Manual of Procedures, and an EBASCO
instrumentation and control design guide.

The technical qualifications and relevant, design experiences of approximately
'twenty EBASCO and ten Carolina Power 6 Light personnel involved in these
design activities were reviewed by the team.

We reviewed internal technical audit reports prepared by Carolina Power 6
Light and by EBASCO of the emergency service water and the auxiliary feedwater
systems, respectively. Technical design verification activities performed by
both Carolina Power 6 Light and EBASCO were also examined.

EVALUATION
The team performed a detailed review of EBASCO control wiring diagrams for the
chemical volume and control system, and correlated portions of their technical
information with other design documents, such as Westinghouse interlock
sheets, the EBASCO instrument list, EBASCO instrument procurement
specifications, and the Shearon Harris FSAR. These control wiring diagrams
possess high accuracy, as only a few minor errors were noted by the team. The
team selectively sampled a number of EBASCO instrument schematic and logic
diagrams used to communicate technical interface data to Westinghouse for
other balance of plant systems. As .no errors were evident, the team had no
further questions in this area.

A number of minor deficiencies were noted among the Westinghouse documents,i
EBASCO instrumentation and control design documents, and related EBASCO
interdisciplinary design documents during the inspection.

I

Westinghouse instrumentation informati'on was entered into the instrument list
by FBASCO. The instrument list provides both a cross-reference of critical
documents and a storage facility 'of require/ information, all of which is
arranged by instrument tag number. In some cases; EBASCO failed to correctly
transfer information from Westinghouse drawings and lists to the instrument
list. (Deficiency D6.1-1).

A number of inconsistencies were noted between design input information
contain<'d in'the FSAR and the EBASCO instrument index (Deficiency D6.1-2) ~ The
team also identified a minor data entry error for the diesel generator
starting air compressor pressure alarm setpoint (Deficiency D6.1-3).

Component numbering inconsistencies befweqn Westinghouse drawings and EBASCO
drawings for instrument loop outputs to the annunciator have not been resolved
through the design process. Such inconsistencies introduce unnecessary
confusion for document users (Deficiency D6.1-4).

II

!
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Westinghouse does not ordinarily transmit interlock sheets to external users.
A minor error found by the team on an interlock sheet which had been
undetected and may have been corrected if included in the design information
provided to EBASCO and Carolina Power 6 Light (Observatj.on 06.1-5).

Westinghouse designed and provided most of the chemical and volume control
system instrumentation. EBASCO then prepared the system design basis which
states that all chemical and volume control instrument lines are designed to
maintain pressure boundary integrity following a seismic event.
EBASCO-procured chiller surge tank level transmitter LT-0380 does not meet the
system seismic criteria (Observation 06.1-6).

The team also found that one sheet of an EBASCO control wiring diagram had not
been updated for process instrument cabinet interconnecting wiring changes
resulting from-a fire protection system design change (Deficiency D6.1-7). The
master file for one EBASCO procurement specification contained obsolete
information that should have been purged to preclude inadvertent misuse
(Observation 06.1-8).

An EBASCO instrumentation and control procedure for implementation of industry
standards and NRC Regulatory Guides into procurement specifications had not
been kept current with the status of the procurement documents (Deficiency
D6.1-9).

During the inspection, the team noted significant inadequacies and incomplete-
ness of design control procedures currently being used for this discipline by
Carolina Power 6 Light (Deficiency D6.1-10).

C

SUMMARY/CONCLUSION
On the basis of the samples included-in 'the inspection, the design process at
Westinghouse appeared to be controlled, in the instrumentation and control
area. The samples reviewed indicate that, Westinghouse is in compliance with
the basic criteria specified in the FSAR for Shearon Harris. The transfer of
information between Westinghouse and EBASCO appears to be generally well
controlled. The disc'repancies noted by the team are either minor or easily
corrected. i

The relative absence of documentation incdnsistencies, errors, and omissions
in EBASCO instrumentation and control design documents provided evidence of
sufficient attention to detail in the EBASCO checking, design review, and
design verification processes. With tPe recent turnover of these design
documents to Carolina Power 8 Light, maintaining this level of accuracy during
completion of plant construction and initial operation of the plant is
essential. Although inadequaices and j.ncompleteness were identified in the
Carolina Power 6 Light design control procedures, this is not significant
concern to the existing design considering the limited amount of safety related
design work performed in the field. The team's opinion is that improvements
must be made to Carolina 'Pow'er R Light<design control procedures and to the
internal methods which ensure their implementation.

I

RELATED FORMS:
D6.1-1 (Deficiency)
D6.1-2 (Deficiency)
D6.1-3 (Deficiency)

Instrument List Data Base
FSAR/Instrument Index Consistency
Diesel Generator Starting Air Compressor Pressure Alarm
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D6.1-4

06,1-5
06.1-6
D6.1-7
06.1-8
D6.1"9
D6.1-10

(Deficiency)

(Observation)
(Observation)
(Deficiency)
(Observation)
(Deficiency)
(Deficiency)

Component Identification on Control Wiring and Process
Control Block Diagrams
Volume Control Tank Isolation Valve Interlock

CVCS Design Basis
Process Instrurpentation Cabinet Interconnections
Flow Indicating Switch Design Pressure and Temperature
EBASCO Procugemept Specifications
Incomplete and Unissued Drafting Manual

6.2 PROTECTION SYSTEM AND PROTECTIVE ACTION SYSTEM

OBJECTIVE
EBASCO has design responsibility for the balance of plant protection system
used to initiate operation of safety related supporting systems and the design
of protective action system outputs used to actuate individual components and
equipment. In this area, the team examined the EBASCO design for automatic
initiation of the main diesel generators from either a safety injection signal
or a loss of offsite power signal. Inspection emphasis'was placed on periodic
'test design provisions included in these circuits to ensure high operational
availability and reliability of the Class lE power system. We also reviewed
EBASCO':," design review and design verification activities related to the
design of these instrumentation and control circuits. I

EVAIUATION
The-team confirmed that the EBASCO design of diesel generator initiation
circuits based on safety injection 'and loss of offsite power signals meets the
technical requirements of applicable industry standards, such as the single
failure criterion, physical separation and electrical isolation,
qninterruptible power- source, and capability for periodic test. The team
noted that EBASCO had implemented recommendations from an internal reliability
study of the emergency load sequencer to improve its on-line surveillance
monitoring and periodic test capabilities. The team had no further questions
in this area.

SUMMARY/CONCLUSION
Based on the documents reviewed, the team concluded that a controlled and
effective design process had been used by EBASCO for the balance of plant .

protection syste'm and protective action system.

RELATED FORMS:
None-.

r

6.3 INSTRUMENTATION AND PANEL SEPARATION

s
rd
to the

i

'BJECTIVE
Physical separation and electrical isolation requirements applicable to
balance of plant safety related instrumentation and interconnecting cabling
are "specified in IEEE Std. 384-1974, QC Regulatory Guide 1.75, and on an
EBASCO.drawing for miscellaneous electrical details and notes. Proces
instrument tubing separation requirements are delineated in 1SA Standa
S-67.02, a Westinghouse design basis engineering specification applied
Shearon Harris project, and in notes oh EBASCO arrangement drawings.
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The team reviewed the physical separation and electrical isolation criteria
and examined the installation of instrument impulse lines, wiring and cables,
both internal and external to iqstrumeptation and control panels and racks.

EVALUATION
The separation criteria established by Westinghouse and EBASCO, fog electrical
instrumentation components and for proCess'nstrument tubing satisfied
applicable industry standards and regulatory requirements. The assignment of
a particular separation train was correctly designated on the EBASCO design
documents for a number of individual components reviewed by the team. The
team had no further questions in this area.

The team noted an inconsistency among the Westinghouse and EBASCO design
document:.s in their use of the terms safety train, nuclear safety train, and
train. While no technical error was found on the design documents as a result
of these terminology variations, the inconsistent use of these phrases could
cause confusion, especially during 'draAing revision (Observation 06.3-1).

The team believes that based on Shearon Harris FSAR commitments to Regulatory
Guide 1.75 and IEEE Standards 384 and 420 'an engineering analysis should be
performed with respect to the use of flexible conduits without an air gap
between them for redundant channel physical separation in control panels.
Westinghouse did not perform such an analysis. for the main control boards.
EBASCO followed the Westinghouse design approach for the auxiliary control
panels, again without analysis (Deficiency D6.3-2).

\'

The team learned that the EBASCO instrument impulse line minimum separation
distance has been substantially reduced by a Carolina Power 6 Light field
change request with EBASCO concurrence. The field change was designated
"minor" by Carolina Power 8 Light and was therefore not subject to design
verification. The team considered that this modification reflected a major
change in the original design intent making a "major" designation by Carolina
Power 6 Light essential. In addition, Carolina Power. 8 Light field change
request justification sheets indicated that EBASCO would perform a design
verification. This documentation also calls into question whether the design
change was major or minor. EBASCO design verification was not performed, and
no evidence was provided to indicate that this design change was evaluated by
EBASCO as a major change affecting the original design intent (Unresolved Item
U6.3-3).

SUMMARY/CONCLUSION
The'separation design criteria used by Westinghouse and EBASCO satisfied
applicable requirements. A justification analysis was required and should
have been performed for the redundant cables installed wit/in pevqral control
room panels that did 'not meet a minimum air gap separation distance.
Westinghouse has stated that an analysis of the electrical separation method
for electrical cables in the main control board could be easily accomplished
due to the low voltage levels involved. The team anticipates no major impact
on design as a result of the analysis. The potential impact of the instrument
impulse 'line separation distance reduction cannot be determined at this time.
Either an extensive review of design drawings or physical inspection of
install'=d instrument tubing separation will be required to completely assess
the impact of this design change.
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RELATED FORMS:

06.3-1 (Observation)
D6.3-2 (Deficiency)
U6.3-3 (Unresolved Item)

"Train" Terminology
Conduit Separation
Instrument Impulse Line Separation Distance

6.4 ENVIRONMENTAL AND SEISMIC QUALIFICATION

OBJECTIVE
'/he team reviewed a sample of EBASCO balance of plant ibstr'umentation, rack,
and panel procurement specifications to verify their implementation of
applicable FSAR environmental and seismic qualification requirements. A
number of environmental and seismic qualification test reports were also
reviewed at EBASCO and Carolina Power & Light.

EVALUATION
Significant variations in technical content and completeness among the EBASCO
procurement specifications were noted by the team during this review
(Deficiency D6.1-9). Nevertheless, the technical requirements for
environmental and seismic qualification were 'deemed adequate by the team in
each instance. Appropriate response spectra broadening was evident in each
specification subject to seismic requirements, and the specification of
environmental conditions was consistent with the FSAR commitments.

Procurement of a differential pressure switch in lieu of the switch originally
speciHed was made by the EBASCO instrumentation and control group without
coordinating the change with the equipment qualification group. Although the
equipment qualification group had not yet received the revised purchase
specification, information in the qualification package clearly indicated that
different switches were being provided. The equipment qualification group
failed to discover this during the package preparation (Observation 06.4-,1).

Carolina Power Zc Light has not yet issped any final qualification'reports, but
a draft report reviewed by the team is consistent with EBASCO format and did
not contain any significant errors.

As part, of this review of procurement specifications, the team reviewed the
specification for the containment hydrogen analyzer system. The team found
that the supplied equipment does not conform to the requirements of the
procurement specification. Additionally, the vendor did not take exception to
the specification (Deficiency D6.4-2)

I

SUMMARY/CONCLUSION
The equipment qualification program at EBASCO and Carolina Power 6 Light
appeared to be adequately controlled. The large number 'of specifications and
qualification reports reviewed by the team indicated that equipment purchased
by the -"nstrumentation and control group and reviewed by the equipment
qualification group should meet its intended purpose. Though no eqpipment.
qualification errors resulted, the procurement inconsistencies should be
corrected. I
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RELATED.FORMS:
06.4-1 (Observation) ITT Barton Diffqrential Pressure Switches
D6.4-2, (Deficiency) Vendor Conformance to Specification

6.5 BALANCE OF PLANT INSTRUMENT SETPOINT CALCULATIONS

OBJECTIVE
EBASCO has design responsibility for balance of plant safety related
instrumentation in the Class lE power system and among various engineered
safety feature supporting systems. A number of these instrument loops either
actuate or provide automatic control of safety related systems, while others
provide Class lE alarms in support of actions taken by the plant operator.
The team selected 17 specific safety related setpoints in the balance of plant
scope, and reviewed the existing design basis information established by

'BASCO 'or by individual equipment vendors to determine whether the selected
setpoint and permissible tolerance values were reasonable. Of particular
interest to the team were the design basis determinations specified in IEEE
Std. 279-1971 and IEEE Std. 603-1980 for:

(1) The process safety limit.
(2) Allowances for calibration error and instrument inaccuracy,
(3) Allowances for instrument and setpoint drift.
(4) The margin established for each safety related setpoint
relative to the process .safety,limit.

Regulatory Guide 1.105 provides 'guidance regarding the documentation of
assumptions and the minimum margin used in selecting the setpoints used, to.
initiate automatic protective actions and alarms in a manner similar to the
IREE standards.

EVALUATION
The team was informed by Carolina Power 6 Light that'only those safety related
s'etpoints identified in the plant Technical Specifications would have a
documented design basis,. The team did npt agree with this stated limitation
since the Technical Specifications may not identify all of the balance of
plant safety related setpoints involved in initiating protective actions and
Class 1E alarms.

The team ascertained that setpoint calculations for the nuclear steam supply
scope had been accomplished and documented by Westinghouse'n those
instances involving the sizing of equipment, such as tank volumes, EBASCO
prepared detailed calculations that included both setpoint and tolerance
values. Several examples of sizing caiculations were reviewed and were
considered adequate by the team in terms of the chosen setpoint and
tolerances.

I

Where equipment sizing was not an issue, EBASCO documented the setpoint and
tolerance values by internal letter or memorandum. EBASCO personnel indicated
that such setpoint values were chosen based on undocumented engineering
judgment. Based on the team's review of this material and setpoint worksheets
prepared by the EBASCO instrumentation and control group, the documents did
not,provide the required design basis for thepe selections (Unreso'lved Item

P
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U6.5-1). In one instance involving an emergency service water low pressure
measurement, the team believes that the selected setpoint may not be
appropriate. Setpoint tolerances for a number of measurements, such as HVAC

* equipment and the reactor auxiliary building sump, were based on expected
instrument performance rather than on anticipated process requirements.

0
SUMMARY/CONCLUSION
Design basis documentation for the selection of safety related setpoint values
and toler'ances appeared satisfactory f6r the nuclear steam supply scope and
for a limited portion of instrument loops in the balance of plant scope. In
one instance, the chosen setpoint value appeared to be unconservative. Based
on the other examples reviewed by the team, setpoint calcul'ations or

'quivalentdesign basis documentation did not exist for a number of balance of
plant safety related setpoints.

RELATED FORMS:
U6.5-1 (Unresolved Item) Design Basis for Safety Related Instrument Setpoints

6.6 CONTROL SYSTEMS

OBJECTIVE
Functional requirements for control aspects of the chemical volume and control
system are delineated on Westinghouse pump and valve interlock functional
diagrams. Balance of plant contro1 systems are delineated on EBASCO
functional logic diagrams and on control wiring diagrams. The team reviewed
both Westinghouse and EBASCO design practices for the chemical volume and
control system, as well as balance of plant HVAC, containment spray, Class 1E
power system sequencer, and the'normal and emergency service water systems.
This review also included fire door monitoring and integrated leak rate test
instrumentation designs developed by Carolina Power 8 Light and design details
for one instrument rack fabricated at the Harris plant site. Emphasis was
placed on the identification of potential adverse interactions between these
individual control systems and the plant. safety systems.

EVALUATION
The design of control aspects for the systems reviewed by the team appeared to
be controlled and adequate. A minor inconsistency on one Westinghouse
interlock sheet did not affect the accuracy of the corresponding EBASCO
control„wiring diagram (Observation 06.1-5). The team found no adverse
interactions between control and safety systems during the review of EBASCO
control wiring diagrams, other EBASCO design documents, and Carolina Power S

Light drawings. No errors were noted by the team in component safety
classification designations on the EBASCO instrument list.
gUMMARY/CONCLUSION
Based on the drawings and documents reviewed, the team concluded that adequate
control had been placed on the design of control systems by all three design
organizations. ( ~

RELATED FORMS:
None.

~ t
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6.7 . INDICATION AND ANNUNCIATION

OBJECTIVE
The team reviewed the instrumentation provided for indication and annunciation
of the chemical and volume control system. The FSAR, control wiring diagrams,
control panel drawings and specifj.cations were examined to determine if all
the required instrumentation and alarms had been provided. Implementytion of
human factors considerations wer'e also'examined on the auxiliary equipment and
control;panels.

EVALUATION
Component numbering inconsistencies between Westinghouse and EBASCO drawings
for instrument loop outputs to the annunciator have not been resolved through
the design process (Deficiency D6.1-4).

The team found that the FSAR did not accurately reflect the existing
indication design (Deficiency D6.1-2).
t

Westinghouse-designed reactor coolant pump seal bypass and leakoff flow
indicators were not redesigned as required when the flow elements were
revised: This could prevent proper annunciation of pump seal problems.
EBASCO did not incorporate the flow element or indicator revisions into the
instrument list (Deficiency D6.7-1).

SUGARY/CONCLUSION
The design of indication and annunciation instrumentation appeared to be
controlled. EBASCO control wiring diagrams clearly identified the required
indications, and the control panels provided all indication and annunciation
alarms as required by the FSAR. Human factors considerations appear to have
been properly implemented. The numbering inconsistencies, indicator redesign
and FSAR inaccuracy identified by the team do" not have a significant impact on
the indication and annunciation design, but do need to be corrected.

RELATED FORMS:
6.7-1 (Deficiency) Westinghouse Reactor Coolant Pump Instrumentation

6.8 BALANCE OF PLANT DESIGN AND FIELD CHANGES

)

OBJECTIVE
The team examined EBASCO procedures'or design change notifications and
Carolina Power & Light procedures for field change requests used to modify the
balance of plant instrumentation and control design. We reviewed
approximately 400 individual design modifi,cations made by these organizations
with particular emphasis directed toward conformance with the original design
criteria and FSAR commitments. During the plant walkdown, the team inspected '

selected portion of the installed instrumentation for needed physical
separation and electrical isolation device requirements. We also examined the
physical location of instrumentation in relation to operating and maintenance
needs and checked for the absence of potential hazards.

EVALUATION
The EBASCO design change notification procedure was considered satisfactory by
the team. The technical content of in)ividua$ design change notifications was

.I
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also deemed adequate. The 5eam recommends that the procedure be revised to
clarify the intent of the procedure requirement to attach background
information regarding the design changg (Observation 06.8-1). Design'hanges
may also be accomplished by drawing and specification revision without a
design change notice. An error was discovered by EBASCO in the sump pump
control instrumentation. The instrumentation and control group issued an
internal memorandum requesting the mechanical group to correct the problem by
physically modifying all of the sump pump controls and revising the
specification. The EBASCO mechanical group did not correct all of the items
as directed and did not seek or rec'eiv6 instrumentation and control group
concurrence to exempt any items from modification. The pumps that were not
corrected will not function at the specified setpoints (Observation 06.8-2).

EBASCO's licensing group may perform a review of instrumentation and control
safety drawing changes either when the design change notice is issued, or when
the drawing incorporating the change is issued. Carolina Power 8 Light has
assumed responsibility for many of the drawings, including the task of
incorporating EBASCO issued design change notices. The Carolina Power 6 Light
licensing group is not required to review the EBASCO issued design changes.
The team believes that a potential 'exists for safety related design change
notices written by EBASCO but incorporated by Carolina Power 6 Light to
inadvertently bypass the licensing review (Observation 06.8-3) ~

The team found that Carolina Power and Light's field change request procedure
did not provide sufficient guidance to permit consistent determinations to be
made between major and minor design changes (Unresolved Item U6.3-3). The
Carolinh Power 6 Light field change request construction procedures manual
allowed the originator to void a field change request after the engineering
manager had dispositioned it. The voided field change request. was then
distributed in the same manner as the original, but there was no requirement
to notify the engineering manager and obtain his concurrence to void the field
change request (Observation 06.8-4).

Incorporation of design change notices and field change notices into the base
drawings is controlled at Carolina Power 6 Light by the electrical/
instrumentation and contxol drafting manual. We found that this drafting
manual had not been issued and did not contain any drafting requirements or
guidance for the instrumentation and control discipline. For approximately
six months, Carolina Power 6 Light has been performing a significant amount of
site design work without the required drafting manual (Deficiency D6.1-10).

Substitution of wood for metal by Carolina Power 8 Light on the safety battery
room service sink supports violates the FSAR analysis, which assumed that no
solid combustible material was in the rooms. The reason fear the material
substitution was not documented, nor was engineering review or concurrence
obtained. EBASCO and Carolina Power 6 Light engineers questioned by the team
were unaware of the substitution (Deficiency D6.8-5).

When an approved design change modifies the plant licensing basis the
resulting FSAR amendment, should be supported by a Carolina Power S Light field
change request or by actual revision of existing drawings and analyses. We
found that a FSAR amendment was issued'or the fuel pool equilibrium
temperature without a completed, reviewed, approved or verified analysis
(Deficiency D6.8-6).
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SUMMARY/CONCLUSIONS

Design Change Notification Supporting Data
Sump Pump Control
Licensing Group Interface
Voiding Field Change Requests
Battery Room Service Sink
Calculation Basis for Licensing Amendment

gBASCO procedures for control of revisions to documents were found to be
generally satisfactory. The EBASCO procedural requirement to resolve
interdisciplinary comments before design change issue should be emphasized.
The team considers that EBASCO and Carolina Power 6 Light should examine their
licensing review process and emphasize the need to document the reasons for
design changes. Carolina Power 6 Light does not have all of the required
procedures in place. As an example, we found that the electrical/
instrumentation and control drafting manual needs to be expanded and issued.
Procedural control should be placed on material substitution which affects
safety. Training or reinforcement of procedures should be accomplished to
prevent FSAR revision without completion of the required backup calculation.
The team considers that the items addressed above indicate a general need for>
strengthening of design procedures in the Instrumentation 6 Control area by
Carolina Power 6 Light.

RELATED FORMS:
06.8-1 (Observation)
06.8-2 (Observation)
06.8-3 (Observation)
06.8-4 (Observation)
D6.8-5 (Deficiency}
D6.8-6 (Deficiency)
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. 7. DESIGN CONTROL ASPECTS RELATED TO MORE THAN ONE DISCIPLINE

The objective of this portion of the inspection was to evaluate the design
controls associated with the use of computer codes, to address several
deficiencies common to more than one discipline and to identify concerns that
crossed'discipline boundaries. As the inspection progressed, internal
discussion among the team members revealed some concerns pertaining to the
design capability of the Harris Plant Engineering Section", the EBASCO

verification process, the degree of design review afforded design changes, apd

the interface between internal and 'external design organizations. The

following sections describe each of these areas separately.

I

7.1 COMPUTER SOFTWARE EQUALITY ASSURANCE

The objective of this portion of the inspection was to evaluate the use of
computer codes in the design and analysis of safety related structures,
systems", and components to ensure that the NRC requirements for design control
were met. Specific attention was given to the handling and resolution of
eirors identified in both vendor-supplied and EBASCO-proprietary computer
codes.

The team reviewed EBASCO's Administrative Procedure No. A-30, dated October
1 4 ) 197 7 p

entitled "Computer-Based Systems/Program Deve lopment Contro 1 .
" This

procedure is applicable for use on Shearon Harris. The overall evaluation of
this procedure was that it was weak in addressing many aspects of a quality
assurance program for computer codes. A draft revision to EBASCO's

Administrative Procedure No. A-30, dyteg February 1984, was reviewed and found
to be a significant improvement over the current procedure. It was also noted
that a revised draft procedure No. A-30 was under development. Prompt
approval and implementation of this draft procedure would provide greater ~

assurance at EBASCO that computer codes are properly used in design
applications.

The team reviewed EBASCO-provided documentation related to the usage of 15

vendor-supplied or EBASCO-proprietary computer codes. This documentation
consisted of computer code revision listings where applicable, user manuals,
vendor supplied error reports when ayai],able, and EBASCO-,documented error/bug
reports. Ten of the fifteen computer codes were found to be ipfrqquently used
and had no record of any revisions.

Two computer codes were found to have minor changes that did not relate to the
correct technical basis of the output. Three computer codes were found to
have many revisions over the last 6 to 8 years. Only one code, which was

EBASCO-proprietary code, had documentation assessing the impact of identified
errors on Shearon Harris design, analysis. Discussion with numerous EBASCO

employees associated with the handling of the computer codes revealed that
each discipline had designated engineers who were responsible for evaluating
the effect of identified computer code errors on design analysis. All
responsible engineers assured the team that these computer code error reviews
were conducted.
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With the exception of the above mentioned documentation of computer-code
r

, error reviews, most error reviews were undocumented. Documentation of error
reviews was being addressed by EBASCO in the latest draft o'f the
administrative procedure. This problem was previously identified by the NRC

and documented in ISE Vendor'nspection Branch Inspection Report
9990505/84-02. Follow-up in this area wi11 be conducted by the NRC through
the NRC's evaluations of the corrective actions taken by EBASCO in response to
the findings in -the Vendor, Inspection Report.

7.2 DESIGN CAPABILITY OF THE HARRIS PLANT ENGINEERING SECTION

As the inspection progressed, internal discussion among members of'he team
resulted in questions being raised with regard to the capability of the site
engineering section to assume the design of the plant from EBASCO, New York.

r
I ~

While only a small amount of safety related design work in the electrical area
had been performed and no safety related instrumentation and control original
design work had been performed by the on-site Carolina Power S.Light
engineering organization,'ignificant errors were found in the work that had
been done. Several random errors were found in the design work performed by
other disciplines.

II

The team reviewed the experience of those persons assigned to the Harris Plant
Engineering Section, the degree of background information available at the
site for the Harris design and the availability af procedures and technical

'uidelinesto engineering personnel. In general, the team found that the
majority of personnel assigned to the site engineering section were contract
personnel with Carolina Power 8r Light employees acting in the supervising
positions. We found that technical expertise rested in large part with the
contract personnel.

The Harris Plant Engineering Section, Manual of Instructions contained a

section for technical guidelines. The team found that no guidelines or
technical procedures existed for the electrical or instrumentation and control
groups. System descriptions were not required for the Harris plant, and design
basis documents were not generally being used or were not even available at the
working level within electrical and instrumentation and control groups.'he
team believes that the lack of design guides and procedures contributed .

directly to the deficiencies identified in the electrical discipline.
Technical guidelines and design basis documents should be developed and
included in the required staff training for all disciplines.

Based upon the limited amount of site safety related design, it appeared to be
too early to adequately make a determination of the capability of the Harris
Plant Engineering Section to assume total, design control. However, it does

'ppearthat substantial augmentation to the skills of the existing organization
will be required for Carolina Power S Light to complete the number of plant
walkdowns and analyses that will be required to complete the plant.

7.3 DESIGN VERIFICATION PROCESS

EBASCO Company Procedure No. E-76,
Nuclear Power Plants," establishes

"Procedure'or Design Verification For
the requirements for verification of EBASCO

I
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nuclear power plant designs., The stated purpose of procedure E-76 is "to
establish guidelines for design verification of safety related structures,
ystems and components for nuclear power plants'o conform with the

requirements of ANSI 45.2.11-1974, as amended in NRC Regulatory Guide 1.64-
Revision 2 and in compliance with lOCFR50, Appendix B." This is accomplished
by an independent verifier who verifies design output documents defined as

drawings, calculations, specifications and other documents defining technical
requirements of structures, systems and components. The design is considered
adequate when the appropriate design inputs have been properly selected to
generate the design output documents; the appropriate design inputs have been

correctly translated into specifications, drawings, calculations, procedures
and instructions upon which final design is based; and design verification has

been satisfactorily performed and properly documented.

,

The team identified deficiencies which ranged from minor documentation errors
to design oversights. In the final analysis, we believe that these deficiency.es
should have been found by the checks and reviews prescribed by EBASCO's design
process. In a practical sense, the team recognizes that some errors will slip
-through--this is why conservation and margins are incorporated in designs;

- however, the design process should be ti'ght enough to preclude significant
errors. The team examined the deficiencies found on the Shearon Harris project
to assess which of those deficiencies it was believed should have been identified
by an effective design verification process. The following are examples o'

deficient design conditions that the team believes should not have gone undetected
by EBASCO's design verification process and that had the potential for causing
significant design inadequacies.

Deficiency D2.3-1 identified proble'ms with calculations TANK 13 and SD-15 in
which the team found that the containment recirculation sumps are not
submerged during containment minimum water level conditio'ns and that the
approach velocity of water at the face. of the sump screen does not
"approximate" the value identified in Regulatory Guide 1.82. If this
deficiency had gone undetected, the potential exists for incorrect perform'ance
of the containment recirculation sumps and loss of adequate post-accident
long-term cooling.

Deficiency D2.3-2 identified a design methodology employed in calcula'tion TANK

13 to determine the critical submergence required to prevent vortex formation
in the containment recirculation sumps. If this deficiency had gone
undetected (notwithstanding independent model testing which was performed by
Carolina Power 6 Light outside the EBAPCO design verification process), the
potential existed for insufficient NPSH for the residual heat removal and
containment spray pumps during the recirculation mode.

Deficiency D2.3-5 identified that an i'ncorrect design methodology was used in
calculation CT-27 because of an inappropriate assumption. If this deficiency
had gone undetected, erroneous eductor flow rates would have been used in
chemistry calculations to verify the pH range of the containment spray.

Deficiency D2.3-6 identified a design oversight associated with the design of
the chemical addition portion of the containment spray system. If this
deficiency had gone undetected, 'the potential existed for common mode failure
of both chemical addition trains resulting in an inadequate pH range to remove



iodines from the containment atmosphere and to minimize damage to
safety related equipment due to the acidic nature of borated water.

Deficiency D2.5-3 identified numerous errors in calculation THI-026 which will
'cause the post-LOCA radiation dose rate within various areas of the plant to
increase. If this deficiency had gone 'undetected, the potential exists that
personnel could not perform necessary post-accident operations in vital areas.

Deficien'cy D2.5-4 identified an error in calculation EQ-27 which c'auses a
substantial underestimation of the gamma dose rates inside containment
following a LOCA. If this error had gone undetected, the potential exists for
safety related equipment to be not qualified to perform .their safety function
in a post-accident environment.

Deficiency D2.5-6 identifies numerous other errors in calculation EQ-27 which
will cause the integrated radiation do4es within various areas of the plant to
increase. Again, the potential exists for safety related equipment to be not
qualified to perform their safety related function in a post-accident
environment.

Deficiency D2.5-7 identifies numerous errors in calculation No. 039 which will
cause the dose rates within equipment qualification zone R-6 of the reactor
auxiliary building to increase. Because the gamma dose is substantially
underestimated, the potential exists for safety related equipment located in
this area not to be qualified to perform their post-accident function.

Deficiencies D3.1-1, D3.1-2, D3.2-1, D3.2-4, D3.2-5, D3.2-6, and D3.2-14 all
relate to EBASCO Shearon-Harris calculation procedure guidelines. These procedures
are not formally controlled by EBASCO nor 'were the identified deficiencies
otherwise prevented by the design verification process.

Deficiency D3.2-5 identified that three of sixteen stress calculation packages
reviewed by the team contained improperly modeled valves. Verification for
correct modeling of valve center of gravity was improperly performed. As a
consequence, valve and/or piping failures during a seismic event were
indeterminate.

Deficiency D3.2-1 identified that four stress calculations did not confirm the
functional capability of piping within the chemical and volume control system.
As a consequence, there was no documented basis for a determination that the
chemical and volume control system would remain operable following the design
basis earthquake.

I

Deficiepcy D4.5-1 identified that incorrect, methodologies were used for
portions of the slabs in the reactor auxiliary building and in the fuel,
handling building. As a consequence, the failure of the slabs in a seismic
Categor'y I building during a design basis earthquake was indeterminate.

Deficiency D4.11-1 identified that, the maximum span lengths for heating,
ventilating, and air conditioning ducts were exceeded without design analyses
to confirm adequacy of the duct and the duct support. If this deficiency had
gone undetected, the potential exists for damage to safety related equipment
located beneath the ducting and loss of safety related heating, ventilating,
and air conditioning system functions following a „design basis earthquake.-
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Deficiency D4.11-3 identified that the frequency of heating, ven'tilating, and
air conditioning duct supports in the horizontal direction along the axis of
the ducts were not calculated and compared to the design frequency of 16 Hz.
If this deficiency had gone undetected, the potential exists for damage to
safety related equipment located beneath tQe ducting and loss of safety
related heating, ventilating, and air conditioning system functions following
a design basis earthquake.

Deficiency D4.10-1 identified that the axial horizontal frequency for cable
tray supports of the type with one row of struts as longitudinal bracing was
not calculated and compared to design frequency of 16 Hz in the reactor
auxiliary building. If this deficiency had gone undetected, the potential
exists for damage to safety related equipment located beneath the cable trays
and loss of safety function of equipment associated with the electrical cables
in the trays following a design basis earthquake.

Deficiency D4.2-2 identified an undocumented assumption in which the mass
moments of inertia were omitted from models used in seismic analyses. As a ~

consequence', failure of seismic Category I structures and equipment following
a design basis event was indeterminate.

Deficiency D4.2-7 identified the use of excessive shear areas in the
development of seismic models of the tank building, main dam spillway, and
intake structure. As a consequence, 'the failure of seismic Category 1

structures and,equipment following a design basis event was indeterminate.

Deficiency D5.6-1 identified that the primary and backup penetration
protection for the reactor coolant pumps are susceptible to common mode
failure due to failure of the primary trip circuit direct current power
supply, a failure of the interlock relay, or a failure of the lockout relay.
If this deficiency had gone undetected, the potential exists for breach of the
containment pressure boundary through the 'reactor coolant pump penetrations

'ecausethe reactor coolant pumps and feeder breakers are not safety related.
~ '1

The team also noted that a number of the deficiencies are related to
calculations where the preparer of the calculation did not properly document
and/or justify assumptions or used inappropriate design input. Although the
verifier is tasked with the responsibility to confirm these aspects of a

calculation, the preparer and verifier have a joint responsibility. The
design verification and calculation preparation procedures have the proper
requirements, but the preparer and,verifier are not implementing those
requirements. The team believes that failure to effectively implement
procedures on the scale observed in this inspection reflects lack of
management attention. The team observpd that EBASCO Company Procedure E-30,
"Preparation Of Calculations," does not require the supervisor of the preparer
or verifier to review and/or approve the calculation. Review and/or approval
by other than the checker/verifier of a calculation is optional unless
r'equired by special project or department 'procedures or depending on the
importance of the calculation. The vast majority of calculations reviewed by.
the team were not reviewed and/or approved by the responsible lead discipline
ngineer. In effect, one of the mast pxpqrienced and knowledgeable engineers
as been separated from his most important responsibility; to ensure the

adequacy of te'chnical work under his direction.
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The team obse'rved that the verifier, by EBASCO procedure, must also function
as the checker. The team has found better results when the two functions are
separated. Specifically, when the checker is responsible to confirm all of
the mathematics of a calculation while the verifier concentrates on the

- adequacy of design inputs, 'assumptions, methodologies, and results, we bel.ieve
- that a better design verification is accomplished.

Because a great deal of good work was reviewed, we do not consider that the
findings warrant negative conclusions regarding the adequacy of this overall
design process. However, considering the type and nature of the design
deficiencies found, it is the team's conclusion that the implementation of
EBASCO's verification process should be improved and that management attention
is requ'red in this area.

7.4 MINOR DESIGN CHANGE DESIGNATION

Responsibility for control and revision 'of many design documents has been
transferred during the past year from EBASCO to the Carolina Power 6 Light
Harris Plant Engineering Section. The team determined that field-initiated
design changes affecting these design documents were subject to the design
change control provisions delineated in Section 3.2 of the Carolina Power S

Light Nuclear Plant Engineering Department Procedure Manual. Each technical
discipline represented on the .inspection tea'm examined a number of Carolina
Power 6 Light's field change requests to determine the implementation

: effectiveness for this procedure. Particular emphasis was placed on ensuring
that field change requests'dentified as "minor" were properly designated.,

C

The Carolina Power 6 Light design change control procedure was deemed
deficient by the team because it did not contain a definition of what
constituted a "major" design change, and provided an ambiguous definition for
a "minor" design change (Unresolved Item g6.3-, 3).

A Carolina Power 6 Light field change request involving limited use of
Minitrim polyvinyl chloride at cable exits in non-seismic instrument cable
trays was identified as a minor'change not subject to design verification
(Deficiency D2.4-4). Even though this material is normally excluded from
sensitive fire areas, the design change permitting a limited use of Minitrim
in areas outside containment was not reviewed by the EBASCO fire protection
group. 'n this instance, the field change request appeared to alter the
original fire protection design basis with respect to the desired non-use
of plastic material within the plant.

jf

In the mechanical components discipline area, the team noted that some pipe
stress field change requests had been identified as major design changes, and
the team concurred with each of these designations. A design change involving
pipe schedule of the charging pump case drain nozzle (Deficiency D3.2-16)
requested a review by stress analysis even though the change, by itself, was
minor. However, the impact of this change on the original,stress analysis was
not addressed. In such cases, the team's concern was that the accumulation of
a number of minor design changes could impact existing stress analysis
calculations.

c '
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In the electrical and instrumentation and control design areas, approximately
800 field change requests were examined by the team. Within each of these
disciplines, no field change request reviewed by the team had been identified
or designated as a major design change. Following a limited sampling, the team
identified one design change involving instrument tubing routing separation
distances that, did change the original EBASCO design intent, and noted that
some uncertainty had been evident within the Harris Plant Engineering Section
regarding. the minor designation of this change (Unresolved Item U6.3-3). In
another instance, substitution of materials for the battery room service sink,
involving non-safety related equipment located in a safety related plant area,
altered the original fire protection design basis (Deficiency D6.8-5). This
substitution was accomplished through the purchasing group and was not examined
by the design change process.

Improvements in the Carolina Power 6 Light design change control procedure
appear necessary to provide a clear distinction between major and'minor design
changes with management attention directed to the proper application of
guidelines in this area.

7.5 DESIGN INTERFACE PROBLEMS

During the course of the inspection, we identified several problems
relating to the design interface between EBASCO and the Carolina Power 8 Light
Company site group. In addition, the team reviewed the interdiscipline
interface at EBASCO and Carolina Power 6 Light, as well as the interface
between EBASCO and Westinghouse.

Each technical discipline represented on the inspection team has reviewed .the
interface between the various groups and organizations involved in the Harris
Nuclear Plant. The following is a synopsis of the teams'eview which
summarizes findings that relate to whether the different interfaces are
handled properly and areas of concern considered tied to poor,.interface
control.

In the mechanical systems discipline, three of the team's deficiencies
resulted directly from a poor EBASCO interdiscipline interface. The
radiation protection group of the Applied Physics Department did not obtain
design input from the responsible design group. As an example, the
derivation of source terms for the contribution of cesium i,sotopes was based
upon values obtained from another nuclear steam supply vendor. In addition,
Westinghouse was not consulted concerning the derivation or use of the cesium
source terms. The quantity of water available from the refueling water
storage tank for dilution of the primary coolant is overestimated and was not
obtained from the mechanical discipline which had design responsibility for
the sizing of the tank. The free volume of the containment available for
dilution of the core release is overestimated and was not obtained from the
structural discipline which had design responsibility for calculating the free
volume (Deficiency D2.5-3).

In another instance, the radiation 'protection group of the Applied Physics
Department did not obtain design input from the proper interdiscipline
interface. A value for the containment free volume was used which was got „

conservative. The correct value should have been obtained from the



structural discipline which had design responsibility for calculating the
c'ontainment free volume (Deficiencies D2.5-6 and D2.5-7).

Two interface problems dealing with fire protection were identified by the
team. In the first instance, the team no'ted numerous cases where power cable
tray fillfor safety related cable exceeded the committed 30/ (maximum fill).

'The degree of cable tray fillis used in both the determination of allowable
cable ampacity and also in the combustible. products calculation. On"occasions
where the excess fillwas examined by the electrical discipline for ampacity
considerations, they did not inform the fire protection discipline, which
assumes in their design calculation that the percent filldoes not exceed 30/.
This occurred in spite of the fact 'that electrical discipline confirmed to the
fire protection group that 30/ fillcriteria for cable trays with power cables
was a good value for use in their analyses (Deficiency D2.4-2). In another
case, the Carolina Power 6 Light electrica'1 group approved the expanded use of
a material (Minitrim PVC) with known hazards during a fire without the approval
or review of the Carolina Power 6 Light or EBASCO fire protection groups
(Deficiency D2.4-4).

In the electrical power discipline, we detected internal interface problems at
both EBASCO 'and Carolina Power 6 Light. At EBASCO, the electrical group
interfaced with the instrument and control group in the review of the control
wiring diagrams. Two control wiring diagrams reviewed by the team had errors
that the electrical group should have caught because both involved the 6.9-kV
switchgear (Deficiencies D5.6-1'and D5;9-1).

At the site, the team found three instances where work performed by the Harris
Plant Operations Section could have affected the basic design philosophy of
the plant,but they did not interface with the appropriate engineering
disciplines'xamples of this are motor operated'alve protection
(Deficiency D5.4-2), direct current maximum system voltage (Deficiency
D5,5-2), and motor acceptance testing (Observation 05.7-3).

In the mechanical components discipline, an area of concern was the
EBASCO/Westinghouse interface concerning the qualification of non-active
valves. The applicable Westinghouse specifications requipe valve end load
evaluation and that valves be qualified to specific seismic loads. EBASCO

did not qualify non-active valves purchased to Westinghouse criteria to the
,end load limits 'stipulated. In an EBASCO to Westinghouse letter dated May 6,
1983, EBASCO requested a clarification of the Westinghouse valve specification
to obtain relief from the end load criteria." In a June 3, 1983 reply,
Westinghouse reiterated their justification of the criteria and concluded that
they have no plan to 'relax the allowable valve nozzle load criteria.
Recently, EBASCO has again presented their contention that end load criteria
need not be evaluated for non-active valves, and Westinghouse has verbally
agreed. The issue is still open with written confirmation from Westinghouse
pending. Thus, many non-active Westinghouse valves have been procured and
installed without total compliance with the applicable criteria (Unresolved
Item U3.5-1).

On a favorable note, the team reviewed the interface between the Carolina
Power' Light and EBASCO stress groups. When a Field Change Request (FCR)>is
issued, by the site group, it is jugged either minor or major depending on the
significance of the change. Minor changes were handled by the site stress
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group with copies going to EBASCO for their records. Over two dozen minor
FCR's were reviewed by the team, and they were completely traceable to
EBASCO's Isometric Drawing Schedule, which lists all open items against an
isometric. Major FCR's were sent to EBASCO for evaluation. The team
reviewed twelve of these cases and found them to be handled with proper design
control.

The instrumentation and control interface between EBASCO and the Carolina
Power 8 Light Harris Plant Engineering Section was characterized by effective
and clear communication using both telephone memoranda and formal documents
such as design change notifications and field change requests. For this
discipline, none of the defici'encies or unresolved items noted by the team
app'eared to result from this organizational interface.

A number of deficiencies identified by the team were directly related to poor
interface control. Deficiencies were<noted in the area of interface between
the Applied Physics Department and the Mechanical Department at EBASCO. The
EBASCO/Westinghouse interface had numerous problems in clearing the confusion
concerning Westinghouse non-active valve qualification. Also, Harris Plant
Operation Section did not properly interface with engineering, resulting in
three electrical power related deficiencies. As work at the Harris site
accelerates towards fuel load date, numerous instances of interdiscipline and
EBASCO/Carolina Power 6 Light interfaces will surface. The team considers
that attention should be given to these areas of interface including proper
communication and documentation, thus greatly reducing the possibility of
problems.
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8. BACKGROUND

8.1 MEETINGS

During the course of the inspection, frequent meetings were held to discuss
the preliminary inspection findings. The team leader held meetings weekly to
brief Carolina Power 6 Light and EBASCO project management. The entire team
met with Carolina Power 6 Light and EBASCO personnel several times during the
inspection to explain the purpose, scope and conduct of the inspection, to

'acilitate understanding of the design process, and to discuss the results of
the inspection. The following describes the purpose of these latter meetings,
'and Table 8.1 is a matrix of meeting attendance.

Meeting gl. The NRC explained the purpose of the Integrated Design Inspection
program at this meeting. Background material for several
candidate systems was requested. The meeting was held at. the NRC

Region II office on June 26, 1984. The inspection was later
postponed at Carolina Power 6'ight's request.

Meeting j/2. The team leader reiterated the purpose of the Integrated Design
Inspection program, reviewed background material which had

been'repared,and discussed the tentative inspection schedule. The
meeting was held in EBASCO's New York office on November 5, 1984.

I
Meeting g3. The team entrance meeting'as held at the site on December 4,

1984. Carolina Power 6 Light presented an overview of the
Shearon Harris project, their organization, and their involvement
in the design process.

Meeting g4.
~

'eeting85.

The meeting was held on December 5, 1984, the initial day of the
team's background information trip to EBASCO's New York office.
EBASCO presented an overview of its organization and the design
process for the Shearon Harris project.

I

A meeting was held on December 20, 1984, in EBASCO's New York
office concerning the various facility change systems in use for
the Shearon Harris plant.

Meeting {$6. On March 13, 1985, an exit meeting was held at the site to
discuss the inspection findings and preliminary conclusions.
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TABLE 8.1 MEETING ATTENDANCE

NAME/TITLE/ORGANIZATION MEETING
1 2 3

NUMBER
4 5

B. Grimes/DQAVT Division Director/NRC
T. Ankrum/QA Branch Chief/NRC
J. Milhoan/QA Section Chief/NRC
R. Architzel/IDI Team Leader/NRC
A. Dubouchet/IDI Team Member/Harstead Engineering
J. Kaucher/IDI Team Member/WESTEC

~ G. Morris/IDI Team Member/WESTEC
G. Overbeck/IDI Team Member/WESTEC
L..Stanley/IDI Team Member/Zytor
A. Unsal/IDI Team Member/Harstead Engineering
H. Wang/IDI Team Member/NRC
J. Nevshemal/IDI Team Member/WESTEC
S.'Gula/IDI Team Member/Harstead Engineering
M. Wegner/IDI Team Member/NRC
L. Yang/IDI Team Member/NRC
J. Stewart/IDI Team Member/NRC
C. Walenga/IDI Team Member/NRC
D. Norkin/IDI Team Leader/NRC
G. Imbro/IDVP Program Mgr./NRC
P. Predrickson/Section Chief/NRC
R. Prevatte/Senior Resident Inspector Const./NRC
P. Bemis/Director Reactor Safety/NRC-RII.

X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X X
X X
X X
X X
X X
X X
X
X
X
.X .X
X
X X
X X
X

X
X,
X
X
X

X
X'

X,
X

G.
R.
S.
E.
J.
L.

A.
M.
E.
W.
M.
G.
J.
W.
E.
E.
D.
L.
A.
0.
S.
R.
V.
R.
N.

Maxwell/Senior Resident Inspector OPS/NRC
Christesen/President/EBASCO
Smith/Chairman/President/CPSL
Harris/Principal Mech. Engineer/CPSL
Ruggiero/Ass't Project Engineer/EBASCO
Sas/VP - Corp 6 Consulting Eng/EBASCO
Padalino/Project Engineer/EBASCO
Santosuosso/Project Manager/EBASCO
Anderson/Ass't Project Manager/EBASCO
Thompson/Mgr Eng Management/COL
Kowalkski/Sr Supervising Engr - Civil//BASUCO
Stuckey/Project Quality Assurance Engr/EBASCO
Gagliardi/Supervising Mechanical Engr/EBASCO
Attarian/Supervising Electrical Engr/EBASCO
Garibaldi/Supervisor-Nuclear Licensing/EBASCO
Pehush/Supervising IGC Engineer/EBASCO
Wagner/Engineering G.M./CPSL
Odar/Civil Supervisor/EBASCO
Carlsen/QA Lead/EBASCO
Loflin/Mgr. HPES/CP&l
Parker/WRD NSSS Project Manager/Wesgin~house
Painter/Site Mgr./Westinghouse
Zimmerman/Mgr. Nuclear Licensing/CPSL,
Stewart/Principal Engineer/CPGL
Cox/Project Specialist/COL
Parsons/CPSL
Chiangi/CPSL

X X
X X
X
X X
X X
X X
X
X
X
X X
X X
X X
X X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X
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C.
R.
C.
R.
M.

Wagoner/DIC
Prunty/Principal Engineer/CP&L
McKenzie/CP&L
Watson/V.P. Harris Nuclear Project/CP&L
McDuffie/Senior V.P. Nuc Eng/CP&L

H. Banks/Mgr. Corp. Q.A./CP&L
A. Cutter/V.P. Nuc. Eng. '& Licensing/CP&L
W.. Malec/Project Engineer/EBASCO
R;
L.
M.
R.
J.
C.
K.
S.

Hanford/Welding Mgr./CP&L
Powell/Engineer/CP&L
Holloway/Engineer/CP&L
Brown/Adm. Ass't to Chairman/CP&L
Sally/Site-Representative/NCEMPA.
Hinnant/Mgr. Startup/CP&L
Hate'/Principal QA Engineer/CP&L
Goyal/Lead Civil Engineer/EBASCO

- . 'TABLE 8.1

NAME/TITLE ORGANIZATION

D. McCarthy/Licensing/CP&L
J. Nevill/Principal Engineer/CP&L
H.'illiams/Project Engineer - Civil/CP&L

MEETING
1 2 3

X
X
X
X
X
X

NUMBER
4 5 6

X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X,

8.2 PERSONNEL CONTACTED - MECHANICAL SYSTEMS

Name Title {

M.

V.

J. Pinto

Gagliardi

Chitnis

Grant

Shih

Mechanical Lead Discipline Engineer
(

Lead Engineer Shielding

Applied Physics Lead Discipline Eng.

Lead Engineer Containment Analysis

Lead Fire Protection Engineer

EBASCO

EBASCO

EBASCO

EBASCO ,

CP&L/Energy
Support Services

S.

R.

M.

D.

E.

L.

Hardy

Stewart,

Siegel

Serbanescu

Graff

Northein

Rowell

Fire Protection Engineer

Lead Mechanical Engineer

Lead Fire Protection Engineer

Lead Discipline Eng. Fire Protection

Mechanical Systems Engineer

Mechanical Engineer

Licensing Engineer

CP&L

CP&L

EBASCO

EBASCO

CP&L/EBASCO

CP&L

CP&L
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8.2 PERSONNEL CONTACTED " MECHANICAL SYSTEMS (CONTINUED)

Name

K. 'Shaw

R. Fergus

J. Dami z

W. Stuckey

E. Borkowska

T. Yang

E. Harris

F. Emmer

S. Ostrow

H. Williams

M. Kutcher

D. Shah

J. Bielawski

J. Garibaldi

J. Ruggiero

J. Padalino

Y. Kao

R. Hayford

P. Barilla

A. Parker

U. Patil

Title

Licensing Engineer

Mechanical Engineer NSSS

Seismic II/IEngineer

Project Quality Assurance Engineer

HVAC Engineer

Radiological Protection Engineer

Principal Engineer

'Seismic II/IEngineer

Principal Engineer Applied Physics

Lead Structural Engineer

Mechanical Design Supervisor

Lead System Engineer

Lead HVAC Engineer

Project Licensing Engineer
\

Assistant Project Engineer

Project Engineer

Senior QA Engineer

Project Engineer

Lead Shop Order 280/290 Engineer

Project Manager

Senior Engineer

Or anization

CP&L

EBASCO

EBASCO

EBASCO

EBASCO

EBASCO

CP&L

EBASCO

EBASCO

CP&L

EBASCO

EBASCO

EBASCO

EBASCO

EBASCO

EBASCO

Westinghouse

Westinghouse

Westinghouse

Westinghouse

Westinghouse



8.2 PERSONNEL CONTACTED - MECHANICAI SYSTEMS (CONTINUED)
I

Name Title

G. Harkness

M. Shannon

J. Conklin

J. 0'hara

L. Yemin„

R. Rossi

J. Mareq

Engineer

Senior Engineer'icensing

Senior Engineer

Manager Mechanical Equipment Design

Westinghouse
/

Westinghouse

Westinghouse

Westinghouse

Assistant Chief Mechanical Engineer

Corporate Quality Assurance

EBASCO

EBASCO

Consultant Containment Spray Chemistry EBASCO

8.3 PERSONNEL CONTACTED « MECHANICAL COMPONENTS

Name

J. F. Nevill

M. G. Gagliardi

R. D. Harrington
Y

A. T. Parker

D. C. McCarthy

E. Harris

J. Ruggiero

R. Stewart

E. Chan

G. White

E. Gurun

A. Boehm

P. Fiala

R. Nilan

T. Cheung

A. Shaban

Title

Principal Engiqeer-Hanger Unit

Supervisor-Mechanical Engineering
I

Senior Engineer-Hanger Unit

Project Manager-NSSS

Project Engineer-Iicensing

Principal Engineer-,Engineering Mgmt

Assistant Project Engineer

Project Engineer-Mech Unit

Principal Engineer-Mech Engineer
l

Project Engineer-Hanger/Field Support

Lead Equipment Engineer-M/E

Supervising Engineer-Stress Analysis

Lead Piping Engineer-Mech Engineer

Lead Engineer-Support/Restraints

Lead Engineer-Stress Analysis

Supervising Engineer-Applied Physics

Or anization

CPSL

EBASCO

CPSL

Westinghouse
I

CPSL

CPSrL

EBASCO

CPSL

EBASCO

CPSL

EBASCO

EBASCO

EBASCO

EBASCO

EBASCO

EBASCO

~ l
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Name

R. I. Hayford

M. Chuaprasert

Title

Project Engineer
1

Senior Engineer-Support/Restraints

B. Schonbach . Senior Engineer~Stress; Analysis

T. Lavin Mechanical Engineer

J. N. Underwood Project Engineer-HPES

8.3 PERSONNEL CONTACTED -MECHANICAL SYSTEMS (CONTINUED)

Or anization

Westinghouse

EBASCO

EBASCO

EBASCO

CPSL

F. J. Nowak Iead Stress Engineer-HPES CPSL

8.4 PERSONNEL

Name

E.,Odar

S. Goyal

W. Chao,

D. Patel

L. Williams

M. Gagliardi

D. Nuta

L. Chu

A. Stepanian

C. Shih

Z.T. Shi

E. Chan

A. Baig

CONTACTED " CIVIL/STRUCTURAL'
I

Title

Senior Supervising Engineer/Civil

Principal Engineer/Civil

Principal Engineer/Civil

Principal Design Eng'ineer/Civil
I

Project Engineer/Civil Unit

Supervising Enginepr/Mechanical
I

Associate Consulting Engineer/SAG

Senior Design Engiqeer'/Civil

Principal Engineer/HVAC

Senior Engineer/SAG

Principal Engineer/SAG

Lead NSSS Engineer/Meohan'ical

Senior Design Engineer/Civil

Or anization

EBASCO

EBASCO

EBASCO

EBASCO

CPSL

EBASCO

EBASCO

EBASCO

EBASCO

EBASCO

EBASCO

EBASCO

EBASCO

T. McCarthy
I

Principal Design Engineer/Civil Design EBASCO

K.D.
Chiu'.S.

Huang

J.G., Shieh

Associate Consulting Engineer

Principal Engineer/Analytic 6 Computing

Senior Engineer/Civil

EBASCO

EBASCO

EBASCO



8.4 PERSONNEL

'Name

J.T. Lai

Y.L. Chen

R.N. Soni

S. Jiang

CONTACTED - CIVIL STRUCTURAL (CONTINUED)

Title

Principal Engineer

Senior Design Engineer/Civil Design

Senior Design Engineer/Civil Design

Senior Design Engineer/Civil Design

EBASCO

EBASCO

EBASCO

EBASCO

8.5 PERSONNEL CONTACTED - ELECTRICAL

Name

G. Attarian

R. Bucci

Pagan

Bielowski

H. Gruen

M. Migliaro

J. Raffeale

J. Somma

S. Segarra

W. Pehush

P.=Gaffney

Title

Supervisory Electrical Engineer

Supervisory Engineer

Equipment Qualification Engineer

Supervisory HVAC Engineer

HVAC Engineer

Battery Specialist.

Cable Routing Engineer

Electrical Engineer
II 6 C Engineer

Supervising I 6 C Engineer,

Assist Supervising Electrical Engineer

EBASCO

EBASCO

EBASCO

EBASCO

EBASCO

EBASCO

EBASCO

EBASCO

EBASCO

EBASCO

EBASCO

A. Mattia

P. Aidemirski

Electrical Engineer

Relaying Engineer

J. Gil-Berlinches Electrical Engineer EBASCO

EBASCO

EBASCO

S. Parikh

M. Petrizzo

I 8 C Engineer

Electrical Engineer

EBASCO

EBASCO

G. Parker.

Palgianti

Control Design Sqperyisor

Supervisor, Instrumentation Design

EBASCO
I
F

EBASCO
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8.5 PERSONNEL CONTACTED " ELECTRICAL (CONTINUED)

Name Title Or anization

D. Wagner

R. Punty

V. Cox

B. Hynds

L.
Rau'.

Yandow

Instrumentation'esign Supervisor

'I & C Principal Engi'neer

Electrical Principal. Engineer

Electrical Engineer

Licensing Engineer

Equipment qualification Engineer

EBASCO

CP&L

CP&I

CP&L

CP&L

CP&L

B. Morris

D. Graf

K., Plymale

J. Morris

M. Bodnar

J. Mendiata

W. Aycock

R.,Stuart

S. McCoy

W. Cooper

S. Alvis

W. Slover

D. Tibbits

AD Lane

S. Dey

S. Hughey

A. Baghot

I. Greenburg

T. Parker

Electrical Engineer

Mechanical Engineer

Mechanical Engineer

Startup Engineer,

Electrical Engineer

Electrical Engineer

I & C Engineer

Mechanical Engineer

Electrical Engineer

Electrical Startup Engineer

CP&L

CP&L

CP&L

CP&L

CP&L

CP&L

CP&L

CP&L

CP&L

CP&L

Project Engineer, Technical Support

Regulatory Compliance

Electrical Engineer

Electrical Engineer

Electrical Engineer

Project Engineer

NIS Supervisory Engineer
I

Project Manager

CP&L

CP&L

CP&L

CP&L

CP&L

Westinghouse

Westinghouse

Westinghouse
I

Electrical Technical Support Engineer CP&L
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8a5 PERSONNEL CONTACTED - ELECTRICAL (CONTINUED)

Name Title O~raniza tion

R. Hayford Project Engineer Westinghouse

8.6- PERSONNEL

Name

E. Harris, Jr.

R. Prunty
'..

Edwards

E. Evans

D.

D.

Boush

Parrish

P. Yandow
1

~
~W. Aycock

F. Mullis

M. Kite

G. Boyd

D. Morgan

V. Cox

R. Stewart .

M. Casey .

L. Rowell

D. McCarthy

H. Mutnick

T. Janik

K. Shaw
'.

McKeuzie~

~

CONTACTED - INSTRUMENTATION 8 CONTROLS

Title

Principal Engineer, Mech.

Principal Engineer> ISC

ISC Supervisor

ISC Project Engineer

Sr. Design Specialist, ISC

Engineering Technician, ISC

Senior Engineer, ISC EQ

Design Specialist, IRC

Design Specialist,'IGC

Design Specialist, IGC

Design Specialist, ISC

Sr. Design Specialist, IRC

Project Specialist, Elec.

'Principal Engineer, Mech.

Sr. Engineer, Mechanical
(

Lead Engr.,NSSS 6 Regul. Comp.

Licensing Supervisor,Regul.Cmp.

As Built Drafting Proj. Engr.

As Built Drafting Elec/ISC

Assoc. Engr.,NSSS Sr Regul. Comp.
a

Principal QA Engineer

Or anization

CPSL HPES

COL HPES

CPM HPES

CPGL HPES

CPSL HPES

CPSL HPES

CPGL HPES

CPSL HPES

CPSL HPES

CPM HPES

CPGL HPES

~ CPSL HPES

CPSL HPES

COL HPES

CPSL HPES

CPSL HPES

CPGL HPES

CPSL HPES

CPSL HPES

CP8tL HPES

CPSL Raleigh
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8.6 PERSONNEL CONTACTED " INSTRUMENTATION 6 CONTROI,S
I

Name Title

(CONTINUED)

P. Gordey

D. Knepper

T. Morton

S. Stat2:

W. Pehu'sh

M. Khushalani

S. Segarra

V. Cornell

D. Vesperman

W. Gartland

S. Parikh

F. Angelone

S. Brumaru

J. Ceraolo

J. Vale

E. Garruto

H. Jones

M. Leon

G. Durniak

J. Lewis

S. Nath
)

B. Rowe

Lead Engineer, RAB ISC Const.

Construction Engineer

ISC Maintenance Supervisor

Sr.Supervising Engineer, ISC

Supervising Engineer,- ISC

Iead Instrumentation F)ngineer

Lead Controls Engineer

Sr. Engineer, ISC

Sr. Engineer, IGC
I

Principal Engineer, IRC

Sr. Engineer, IRC
,

Technician, ISC

Engineer, IRC

Principal Engineer, IGC

Principal Engineer, IRC

Sr. Engineer, ISC

Sr. Assoc. Engineer, IRC

Sr. Assoc. Engineer', ISC

Engineer, ISC

Assoc. Engineer, IGC

Sr. Engineer, IQC

Engineer, ISC

CPM. Const.

CPSL Const.

CPSL HPOS

EBASCO, NY

EBASCO, NY

EBASCO, NY

EBASCO) NY

EBASCO, NY

EBASCO, NY

EBASCO, NY

EBASCO, NY

EBASCO, NY

EBASCO, NY

EBASCO, NY

EBASCO, NY

EBASCO, NY

EBASCO, NY

EBASCO, NY

EBASCO, NY

EBASCO, NY

EBASCO, NY

EBASCO, NY

f
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D. Tortorello

H. Sears

G. Attrarian

Engineer, IGC

Technician, ISC

Supervising Engineer, Elec.

P. Gaffney Principal Engineer, Elec.

P. Sposato

G. Parker

J. Bielawski

E. Chan

D. Shah

E. Gurun

Engineer, Electrical "

Controls Design Super'.sor

Iead HVAC Engineer

Lead NSSS
Engineer'ead

Systems Engineer

Lead Equipment Engineer

G. Rimer Sr. Chemical Engineer

D. Bregman Lead Plumbing Engineer

T. Grant

G. Buniak

DE Connelly

B. Rokes

Chief Engineer, Applied Physics

Lead Radiation Monitor Engineer

Iead Licensing Engineer

Sr. Nuclear Engineer, Reg.Comp.

J. Dabinett 'ngineer, ISC

8.6 PERSONNEL CONTACTED - INSTRUMENTATION 6 CONTROLS

Name Title

(CONTINUED)

Or anization

/BASSO, NY .

EBASCO, NY

EBASCO, NY

EBASCO; NY

EBASCO, NY

EBASCO, NY

EBASCO, NY

EBASCO, NY

EBASCO, NY

EBASCO, NY

EBASCO, NY

EBASCO, NY

EBASCO) NY
I

EBASCO) NY

EBASCO, NY

EBASC(, SHNPP

EBASCO, SHNPP

B. Ollivier

R. Hayford

Sr. Designer, IRC

Project Manager, SHNPP

EBASCO, SHNPP

Westinghouse



D2.2-1 (Deficiency) Westinghouse Design Interface Drawings

BACKGROUND: Prior to our inspection, Carolina Power 6 Light became concerned
with the flow of design information from EBASCO to Westinghouse. This concern
centered on Westinghouse's ability to keep their proof-of-design calculations
current with changes made by EBASCO. During a November 20, 1980 meeting, all
parties agreed to establish a Design Interface Drawing List. Westinghouse
identified the EBASCO design documents which were the bases for their
proof-of-design calculations. Thereafter, EBASCO was to periodically send to
Westinghouse the revisions of these document plus the various design change
notices, field change requests and permanent waivers that precipitated the
revisions. The team reviewed the list of EBASCO design documents (Reference
1) which Westinghouse used in their proof-of-design calculation for the
chemical and volume control 'system. The team compared this'ist with the
latest transmittal from EBASCO to Westinghouse (Reference 2) to determine if
the required information was being sent.

DESCRIPTION: The team found three of the eighteen drawings that Westinghouse
had determined to be part of the Des'.gn Interface Drawing List were not
included in the EBASCO transmittal. These drawings were CAR-2165-G-137,
-'G-139 and -G-245. The team was informed that the missing drawings had been
dropped'from the list by EBASCO. This error was caused by improper computer
input, to the EBASCO Drawing Control Log from which the Design Interface
Drawing List is extracted. The drawings were included in EBASCO transmittals
(References 3 and 4) prior to January 1982 and dropped in subsequent
transmittals to Westinghouse.

BASIS: In the FSAR, Carolina Power 6 Light has committed to Regulatory Guide
1.64 (Reference 5), which endorses ANSI N45.2.11 (Reference 6). This standard
requires that external interfaces between design organizations performing work
affecting quality of design be controlled. Contrary to this requirement,
design drawings from one design organization were not transmitted to an
interfacing design organization to use in design analyses.

IHPACT ON DESIGN: The team does not anticipate that the latest version of,
these drawings will significantly affect Westinghouse's conclusions concerning
the design of the chemical and volume control system. However, verification
will be required by a responsible design organization to confirm the system
design. 'I

EXTENT: The team reviewed the Design Interface Drawing List for the safety
injection, residual heat removal, component cooling water, and reactor coolant
systems. No additional drawings were found missing; therefore, this
deficiency is not considered systematic.

POST CUTOFF WORK: In an EBASCO letter (Reference '7), supplementary
information in the form of a letter (Reference 8) from EBASCO to Westinghouse
was provided to the team. This letter acknowledges the errors described above
and transmits the the missing drawings and associated DCNs. The letter al'so
identifies that a fourth drawing (Refepenqe 93 which was also dropped from the
Design Interface Drawing List due to the same computer input error. Like the
other missing drawipgs„ the latest version was transmitted with associated
DCNs.-

~ '«1



1

REFERENCES
1'. Attachment to Westinghouse transmittal CQL-6075.
2. EBASCO Transmittal to Westinghouse EP-W-2462, 8/8/84.
3. EBASCO Transmittal to Westinghouse EB-W-1970, 8/5/81.
4. EBASCO Transmittal to Westinghouse EB-W-2050, 12/31/81.
5. Regulatory Guide 1.64, Quality Assurance Requirements for the Design of'uclear Power Plants, Rev.', 6/P6.
6. ANSI N45.2.11, Quality Assurance Requirements for the Design of Nuclear

Power Plants, 1974.
7. EBASCO letter EB-FG-762 to Mr. R: Architzel (NRC) from Mr. J. Santosuosso

(EBASCO), Carolina Power 6 Ligbt Company Shearon Harris Nuclear Plant
Integrated Design Inspection, 2/22/85.

-8. EBASCO letter EB-W-2585 to Mr. A. Parker (Westinghouse) from Mr. J.
Santosuosso (EBASCO), Power 8 Tight Company Shearon Harris Nuclear Plant.
Integrated Design'Inspection, 2/15/85.
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D2.2-2 (Deficiency) Proof-of-Design Calculation

BACKGROUND: Westinghouse, the nuclear steam supply system designer, maintains
responsibility for verification of the design of the chemical hand volume
control system. The verification process consists of performing
proof-of-design calculations. These calculations are based on design
documents produced by EBASCO and include piping orthographi,c and general
arrangement drawings. From these drawings the number of fittings and the
length and size of pipe are determined and used in performing total discharge
head and NPSH available calculations for the charging pumps. The team
reviewed two calculations (References 1 and 2) to determine if an appropriate
analytical method had been used and if the installed arrangement was reflected
in design analyses.

DESCRIPTION: Errors were found in calculations concerned with confirming the
NPSH available for the charging pumps and with determining the effect of an
EBASCO pipe rerouting. For calculation CWS-CQL-025, two pipe lengths were
found to be twice as long as the drawing indicated and an extra 90 degree
elbow was used in the calculation. The line length error was attributed to
using the wrong scale on a drawing. Specifically, a scale of 3/16 of an inch
per foot was used instead of the proper value of 3/8 of an inch per foot. The
reason for inclusion of an extra 90 degree elbow could not be determined. For
calculation SD/SS-CQL"026C, an error was found in the calculation of the
pressure drop for the original system. The pressure drop was calculated to be
9 feet of water when the correct pressure drop is approximately 2.2 feet of
water. This error was the result of using twice the correct flow in the
calculation. Since pressure drop varies as the square of the flow rate, the
factor of 2 error on flow rate resulteh in a factor of 4 error in the pressure
drop. The team found that both calculations were signed as being checked.

BASIS: In the FSAR, Carolina Power 6 Light hps committed to Regulato'ry Guide
1.64 (Reference 3), which endorses ANSI N45.2.11 (Reference 4). This standard
requires design activities be accomplished to ensure that applicable design
inputs are correctly translated into design dpcuments. Contrary to this

'ommitment,errors were found in the translation of EBASCO design input into
design analyses.

IMPACT ON DESIGN: This deficiency identifies minor errors which will not have
an impact on the design except for revision of the calculations to correct the
documentation discrepancies.

I

EXTENT: Due to the complexity of these calculations, the errors are
considered to be minor and random and, therefore, not systematic in nature.

I

REFERENCES
'.

Westinghouse Calculation CWS-CQL~025, Charging, System Evaluation, 3/20/79.
2. Westinghouse Calculation SD/SS-CQL-026C (suppl.) EBASCO DCN-013, Low Head

Safety Injection.
3. Regulatory Guide 1.64, Quality Assurance Requirements for the Design of

Nuclear Power Plants, Rev. 2, 6/76.
4. ANSI N45.2.11, Quality Assurance Requirements for the Design of Nuclear

Power Plants, 1974.
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.D2.3-1 (Deficiency) Containment Rec'irculation Sump Design

BACKGROUND: In FSAR Section 1.8, Carolina Power 6 Light committed to comply
. with the guidelines of Regulatory Guide 1.82 (Reference 1). Regulatory
position C.7 of this guide indicates that reactor building sumps which are
designed to be a source of water for the emergency core cooling system and/or
the containment spray system following, a LOCA should be designed such that the
design coolant velocity at the inner screen is approximately 0.2 feet per
second. It further indicates that the available surface area used in
determining the design coolant velocity should be based on one-half of the
free surface area of the inner screen to conservatively account for partial
blockage. This guide also indicates in position C.8 that the top deck of the
sump should be designed to be fully submerged after a IOCA and completion of
safety injection.

The containment emergency sumps at Shearon Harris are concrete structures with
six vertical openings, each 4 feet wide by. 3 feet 10 inches high, with a
bottom elevation of 221 feet. Debris is prevented from entering the sump by
trash racks and inner screens at each opening. Each trash rack consists of a,
series of 1/2-inch bars mounted both vertically and horizontally at the face
of the opening, on two inch centers in each direction. The inner "screen" is
a perforated plate with 1/8-inch holes located on centers such that thy ratio
of open area -to total area is 0.40. This screen is corrugated such that the
plate faces, considered from a plan view, iform angles of about 79 degrees with
respect to a projection of the plane of the face of the sump inlet. The
upstream, or outer, face (i.e., the projection of a plane containing the
upstream vertices of the corrugated scpeen) is located about two inches
downstream of the trash rack. The 'downstream, or inner, face of the
corrugated screen is located about 15 inches downstream of the upstream face.

EBASCO's mechanical/nuclear discipline performed final calculations
(References 2 and 3). The first calculation, SD-15, was performed to verify
that the water velocity at the recirculation sump fine screen is less than the
guideline of Regulatory Guide 1.82. The second calculation, TANK-13, was

'erformedto verify the sizing of the pefueling water storage tank. One
aspect of this second calculation was to determine the minimum water level in
the containment after the completion of safety injection. The team reviewed
both of these calculations to confirm that Carolina Power 6 Light's
commitments to Regulatory Guide 1.82 had been satisfied.

DESCRIPTION: Me found that the Shearon Harris containment emergency sump
screen design is not consistent with the guidance of Regulatory Guide 1.82 and
is therefore contrary to Carolina Power 8 Light's FSAR commitments. First and
most importantly, the water level in the containment following safety
injection does not result in the sump being fully submerged. Secondly, the
approach velocity of water at the face of the sump screen does not
"approximate" the value identified in Regulatory Guide 1.82 (0.2 feet per
second).

As indicated above (see BACKGROUND), the sump openings extend from elevation
221 feet to elevation 224 feet 10 inches. The top deck of the emergency, sump
is at elevation 227. From Reference 3~ the calculated minimum water level
followirig a safety injection was found to 'be at elevation 223 feet. Even
though the emergency sump screens are apparently not fully submerged during



minimum containment water level conditions, the team found no consideration
'-.given;to the effects of floating debris in the design analyses reviewed;

With a containment water level at elevation 223 feet, the projected area of
the sump inlet that is submerged and available for the transport of water into
the sump is about 48 square feet (6 x 4 feet x 2 feet). In Reference 2 the
design r'ated flow through the sump during recirculation was determined to be
6025 gallons per minute. With this flow rate, the approach velocity at the
face of the sump, upstream of each trash rack, will be about 0.28 feet per
second. While passing through the trash racks (where, due to the lattice of
1/2-inch bars, the ratio of open area to total area is about 0.58), the flow
velocity will increase to about 0.48 feet per second. Within the two-inch

'separation between the trash rack and the face of the screen (as previously
defined in the BACKGROUND), the average velocity across a plane normal to
flow, and upstream of any effect associated with screen blockage, will return
to about 0.28 feet per second. At the face of the screen, an assumed blockage
of 50 percent of the free area may cause the average flow velocity to increase
to about 0.56 feet per second. For example, if one assumes that debris enters
because of the high approach velocity and settles along the bottom half of the
submerged portion of the inner sere'en, then the flow through the remaining
volume may channel vertically and only pass through the upper half of the inner
screen. This effect could force flow through only half the available
cross-sectional area and would result in a doubling of the velocity. Within
the screen area,(i.e., between the projection of the planes containing the
upstream and downstream vertices), the term "velocity" is somewhat meaningless
due to flow redirection along the face of the plates and through the plate
perforations. However, the average velocity across any plane normal to the
overall flow (i.e., parallel to the face of thy sump) will exceed the velocity
at the face of the screen due to the existence of metal (a section of the sump
screen)"within that plane which will be a function of corrugation geometry,
plate thickness, and perforation density. Based upon the foregoing, the team
co nclu de d tha t the s e ve lo citie s d o not a pp roxima te the va lue s id e ntifie d in
Regulatory Guide 1.82.

If the sump screens were actually demons'trated to be submerged by other'
analyses, the velocities discussed above would decrease by a factor of 0.52 (3ft 10 in versus 2 ft available vert'ically), This may still yield flows above
0.2 feet per second at the inner screen (0.29 feet per second).

Regardless of this concern, if an analogous 50 percent blockage of the trash
racks (which lie in a flat plane) is considered, the resulting flow of 0.50
feet pei second is well in excess of'tha't recommended by Regulatory Guide
1.82. This may result in transport of debris into the inner screen, versus
the desired effect (and the intent of the guidance) of having debris settle
before reaching the sump screens.

I

BASIS: 'In the FSAR, Carolina Power 8 Light committed to Regulatory Guide 1.64
(Reference 4), which endorses ANSI N45.2.11,(Reference 5). This standard

'equiresthat design verification be performed to ensure that the design, of a
particular structure,'system or component 'meets the specified design input and
to verify the adequacy of the design. In procedure E-76 (Reference 6), EBASCO
identified the required actions by individuals to verify design output.
documents. Contrary to these requirements', the verification process for
References 2 and 3 did not confirm that applicable regulatory requirements
have been met 'and 'that design inputs were correctly selected.
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.IMPACT ON DESIGN'. This deficiency is expected to result in additional
analysis to confirm the design adequacy of the containment emergency sumps.
Because of the degree of non-submergence of the emergency sumps, hardware
changes may be required either to the emergency sumps or to the refueling
water storage tank and possibly to both. The team noted that even if the sump
s'creen is covered through recalculation or design change to the refueling
water storage tank, the approach velocities will be reduced to about 0.52
times those identified above due to, the additional flow channel area
.available; Under these circumstances the approach velocity at the face of the
screen w'ill be on the order of 0.29 feet per second.

EXTENT: " This deficiency is limited to'the containment emergency sumps and the
refueling water storage tank.

V

REFERENCES
1. Regulatory Guide 1.82, Sumps for Emergency Core Cooling and Containment

Spray Systems, Rev. 0, 6/74.
2. EBASCO Calculation SD-15, Containment Recirculation Sump-Velocity at Fine

Screen, Rev. 0.
3. , EBASCO Calculation TANK-13, RWST Tank Capacity Verification, Rev. 2.
4. Regulatory Guide 1.64, Quality Assurance Requirements for the Design of

Nuclear Power Plants, Rev. 2, 6/76'.
5. ANSI N45.2.11, Quality Assurance Requirements for the Design of Nuclear

Power Plants, 1974.
6. EBASCO Company Procedure No. E-76„ Guideline"for Design Verification,

1/20/83.
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D2.3-2 (Deficiency) Containment Recirculation Sump Vortexing

BACKGROUND: The mechanical discipline performed:calculation TANK-13

'(Reference 1) to verify the proper sizing of the refueling water storage tank.
One of the stated objectives of the calculation was to confirm Lhat. Lhe

refueling water storage tank. has sufficient volume to fill the containment
With waker to control emergency sump vortexing. The sizing criteria further
required that this volume of water be introduced into the containment prior to
switchover of the low pressure safety injection and containment spray pump

suctions from the refueling water storage tank to the containment emergency
sumps. Critical submergence to prevent vortexing at the low pressure safety
injection and 'containment spray pump suctions was calculated to be 3.06 and

1.90 feet, respectively. The calculation concluded that sufficient water
would be introduced during safety injection mode prior to switchover to
prevent vortex formation.

I

DESCRIPTION: The conclusion of TANK-13 with respect to critical submergence
is incorrect. An equation for critical submergence was used that did not take
into account surface turbulence. The equation came from a source document
(Reference 2) which appears inappropriate for application to the containment
emergency sumps, because the pump inlets are located in a relatively shallow
reservoir. The equation selected for use was derived for conventional
hydroelectric plants where the deep water reservoir eliminates the surface
effect (i.e., wave action) on vortex formation.

The team performed a preliminary calculation for critical depth using'ata
from a pump manufacturer's handbook (Reference 3). Based upon this
calculation, the team concluded that vortexing would occur at the minimum
containment water level. The team's results are also consistent with results
from hydraulic testing performed just prior to the inspection by Alden
-Research Laboratory (Reference 4) at Carolina Power S. Light's direction.

BASIS: In the PSAR, Carolina Power S Light has committed to Regulatory Guide
1.64 (Reference 5), which endorses ANSI N45.2.11 (Reference 6). This standard
requires the verifier of a design analysis to confirm that an appropriate
design method was used. Contrary to this ~requirement, the verifier of
calculation TANK-13 did not establish that the appropriate design method was

used. Contrary to Carolina Power 6 Light's PSAR commitment, design control has

not been maintained in that applicable regulatory requirements for verification
of design analyses were not correctly applied to ensure that emergency core
cooling and engineered safety featured system suctions are protected from
vortex formation following switchover to the recirculation mode.

I

IMPACT ON DESIGN: It appears that the containment emergency sump design may

require modification to add baffles to eliminate vortex formation. As a

minimum, additional engineering analysis is required to confirm that
sufficient submergence is available to prevent vortex formation.

EXTENT: This deficiency is common to both containment emergency sumps.
Because a deficiency was also found with respect to the level reserved for
prevention .of vortex formation in the refueling water storage tank (see
Deficiency D2.3-3), the team is concerned that other instances may exist in
which insufficient or inappropriate action was taken to prevent vortex
formation.

~ ~
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REFERENCES
l. EBASCO Calculatio'n TANK-13, RWST Tank"Capacity Verification, Rev. 2,

8/10/82.
2.'echnical Paper by Dr. Y.R. Reddy and J.A. Pickford, Vortices At Intakes

=In Conventional Sumps, Water Power', 3/72;
3. Goulds Pump Handbook.
4. Alden Research Laboratory Report; Reactor Containment Recirculation Sump

Evaluation - Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant.
5. Regulatory Guide 1.64, Quality Assurance Requirements for the Design of

Nuclear Power Plants, Rev. 2, 6/76.
6. ANSI N45.2.11, Quality Assurance Requirements for the Design of Nuclear

Power Plants, 1974.
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'D2.3-3 (Deficiency) Refueling Water Storage Tank Vortexing

~
~

BACKGROUND: The refueling water storage tank provides a quantity of water
required to fillthe refueling water cavity, the fuel transfer tube and the
fuel transfer canal during refueliqg. Following a LOCA, the emergency core
cooling and containment systems take suction from the refueling water storage
tank. As a consequence, there are a variety of requirements on the water
volume in the tank. For example, the water volume injected prior to emergency
core cooling system switchover must pr6vide sufficient water depth in the
containment to control sump vortexing, to provide for settling and screening
of debris, to ensure adequate NPSH for those emergency core cooling and
engineered safety featured systems taking suction from the containment
emergency sump and to provide'ufficient pumping time to meet core cooling and
containment sump pH requirements. The depth of water remaining in the
refueling water storage tank at the completion of the switchover must be
sufficient to reduce the potential for vortex formation and entrainment of air
into the refueling water storage tank suction piping.

DESCRIPTION: In calculation E(}S-2 (Reference 1), an unsubstantiated
assumption was used for the volume of water required to remain in the tank to
prevent vortex formation. Calculation EgS-2 had a statement which indicated
that 54,430 gallons of water was required to prevent vortex formation. No
justification was provided for this assumption. The team was informed that
this quantity of water may have been'selected based on the value determined
for the containment emergency sump (see Deficiency D2.3-2).

BASIS: In the FSAR, Carolina Power 8 Light committed to Regulatory Guide 1.64
(Reference 2), which endorses ANSI N45.2.11 (Reference 3). This standard
requires that design analyses be verified. In procedures E-30 (Reference 4)
and E-76 (Reference 5), EBASCO identified the require/ actions by individuals
to prepare and verify a calculation. Contrary to these requirements, the
originator did not clearly state the justifications and source of assumptions
used in the calculation and the verifier did not confirm that the assumptions

, wepe adequately described and reasonable'.

IMPACT ON DESIGN: This deficiency requires reanalysis to confirm that
sufficient water remains in the tank to prevent vortex formation. If the
current value for criti:cal submergence is not adequate to prevent vortex
formation, changes in the refueling water storage tank volume, level
setpoints, allocation of its water inventory, or combination of all three may
be required.

,

EXTENT: Because a deficiency was also found with respect to prevention of
vortex formation in the containment emergency sumps, the team is concerned
that other instances may exist in which insufficient or 'inappropriate action
was taken to prevent vortex formation. The failure of the preparer and
verifier to ensure that design inputs and assumptions are justified and that
sources are identified are errors which have been identified in

other'eficiencies(see Deficiencies D2,2-1,'D2.4-1, D2.5-1, D2.5-5, D2.5-6, and
D2.5-7); therefore, this deficiency is indicative of a weakness in the

'reparationand design verification of design analyses.

POST CUTOFF WORK: The team was shown a preliminary analysis which was not
checked or verified. This analysis concluded that sufficient water is
available in the refueling water storage tank to prevent vortex fo'rmation and
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provide water for its safety functions. Because of its preliminary status,
the team did not review the calculation.

REFERENCES
1. EBASCO Calculation E(}S-2, Refueling Mater Storage Tank Level Setpoints,

Rev. 3, ll/9/84.
2. Regulatory Guide 1.64, guality Assurance Requirements For The Design Of

Nuclear Power Plants, Rev. 2, 6/76.
3. ANSI N45.2.11, guality Assurance Requirements for the Design of Nuclear

Power Plants, 1974.
4.. EBASCO Company Procedure No. E-30, Preparation Of Calculations, 2/20/83.
5. EBASCO Company Procedure No. E-76, Guidelines for Design Verification,

1/20/83.
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D2.3'-4 (Deficiency) Refueling Water Storage Tank Capacity

BACKGROUND: The refueling water storage tank provides a 'quantity of water
required to fill the refueling water cavity, the fuel transfer tube and the
fuel transfer canal during refueling. In addition, the refueling water
storage tank provides a safety related source of water for the emergency core
cooling system and the'ontainment spray system during the injection phase
following a IOCA.

DESCRIPTION: We found that the minimum available capacity of the refueling
water stora'ge tank for injection into the containment building via the reactor
core or spray headers following a LOCA is not consistently identified in the
FSAR. In FSAR Seqtion 6.2.2.3.2.3, Carolina Power 8 Light indicates that the
capacity of the refueling water storage tank is based upon obtaining a
quantity of water sufficient for operation of two high head safety injection
pumps, two low'ead safety injection pumps and two containment spray pumps for
30 minutes. In FSAR Section 6.3.3, Carolina Power 6 Light describes the
oper'ator action required to complete switchover of the low head system from
the injection to the recirculation mode. A, discussion is included of the
amount of usable refueling water storage tank water available for injection.It indicates that with two high head safety injection pumps, two low head
safety injection pumps and two containment spray pumps in opqration, 210,000
gallons of water is available for injection. This corresponds to the amount
of water between the low-alarm (an alahn indicating that the tank should be
filled) and the low-low alarm (an alarm indicating that operator should take
action to switchover from the injection mode to the recirculation mode). This
amount is identified as sufficient .volpme to permit 20 minutes of injection
without operator action. EBASCO calculation TANK-13 (Reference 1) is a
calculation which confirms that the refueling water storage tank provides
sufficient volume to permit all safety pumps to run for,20 minutes without
operator action. The team also observed other values identified as minimum
usable refueling water storage tank volumes. These are:

o FSAR Table 6.2.1-5 indicates that the volume of water used in the
containment pressure and temperature analysis is 349,412 gallons.

o Attachment 1 of E-54 (Reference 2) states the minimum volume available for
emergency core cooling and containment spray is 293,377 gallons.

BASIS: The FSAR is not consistent. The team is concerned because EBASCO
procedure E-77 (Reference 3) provides guidelines for the generation of design
inputs. These guidelines identify the FSAR as a source of design input.
Carolina Power 8 Light has committed to regulatory guide 1.64 (Reference 4),
which endorses ANSI N45.2.11 (Reference 5). This standard requires that
design input be specified on a timely basis and to the level of detail
necessary to permit the design activity to be carried out in a correct manner
and to provide a consistent basis for making design decisions, accomplishing
design verification measures, and evaluating design changes. Use of an FSAR
which has incorrect or inconsistent information does not provide a consistent
basis for making design decisions, accompli,ishing design verification measures,
and evaluating design changes.

IMPACT ON DESIGN: This deficiency is not expected to have a hardware impact;
however, it does highlight the tearq's concern that the FSAR may not be an
appropriate. source of design input.



EXTRA: The team observed other instances of errors and inconsistencies in
, the FSAR (see Deficiency D6.1-2); therefore, it is concluded that this
deficiency is'ystematic. The team observed a program in place to verify FSAR
commitments, and this program has the ability to identify errors in the FSAR.
Because the-program is concentrating on verifying that certain commitments
have been met, it does not appear to bp effective in guaranteeing the accuracy

— of the FSAR such that it can be used as a design input document.

.POST CUTOFF WORK: A speed letter (Reference 6) has initiated action to
correct the'ording of FSAR Section 6.2.2.3.2.3 to be consistent with FSAR
Section 6.3.3..

','REFERENCES
1; EBASCO Calculation No. TANK-13, RWST Tank Capacity Uerification, Rev. 2,

,8/27/82.
2. EBASCO Procedure E-54, Procedure for the Determination of the Pressure

Temperature Containment Transients and Related Design Information,
, 2/20/8. 'I

3. EBASCO Procedure E-77, Selection, Ideqtifj.cation and Documentation of
Design Inputs, 1/20/83.

4; Regulatory Guide 1.64, Quality Assurance Requirements for the Design of
Nuclear Power Plants, Rev.=2, 6/76.
ANSI N45.2.11, Quality Assurance Requirements for the design of Nuclear
Power Plants, 1974.

6.,'BASCO Speed Letter from DE Shah'to G. Rimer, E. Chan, K. Shih,
Containment Spray FSAR Sections 6.P and 6.5.2, 12/10/84.

I ~
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D2.3-5 (Deficiency) Containment Spray System Eductor Flow Rate

BACKGROUND:, The mechanical discipline performed a calculation (Reference 1) 'to
determine the minimum and maximum flow of sodium hydroxide to "the eductors

, from the sodium hydroxide storage tank. This calculation is also used to
demonstrate compatibility between the installed eductors and the system
configuration.', The results of thid calculation are used to verify the
capability of the containment 'spray'system to maintain spray pH between 8.5
and 11.0 with an emergency sump pH greater than 8.5 (FSAR Section 6.5.2.l-b).
The containment spray -system consists of two pump trains (A and B) with one

'ductorper pump.

DESCRIPTION: The team found that calculation CT-27 (Reference 1) contains two
areas of deficient work. One is the methodology used to determine the eductor
minimum arid maximum flow. The other pertains to the hydrodynamic conditions
under which each eductor will operate.

The sodium 'hydroxide flow to an eductor is determined by the use of an, overall
flow coefficient. between the sodium hydroxide storage tank and the eductor
sodium hydroxide supply inlet. The overall flow coefficient was determined by

. a network analysis. An erroneous parallel branch assumption was used for the
system piping that connects to the sodium hydroxide supply inlet of the
eductor. This resulted in identical overall flow coefficient for both
e'ductors. 'The piping system is different in this area for each eductor;
therefore,"'the flow coefficients are not identical.

The second area of concern. involves the determination of the hydrodynamic
conditions that exist for. the eductor. This determination is necessary in
order to verify that the eductor will be'ithin its operating regime., The
meth'od used is basically iterative .,where a flow is selected and a calculation
is performed. If the calculated'"flow,is different than the selected flow,
another. selection is made. Iterations are continued until close agreement is „

reached'he calculation for the flow through the orifice that is piped in
parallel to the'eductor contained an incorrect sign (+/-) on one of the. terms.,
-Because of this error in the sign, an erroneous flow was calculated.

BASIS: Carolina Power 8 Light has "committed to Regulatory Guide 1.64
(Reference 2), which endorses ANSI N45.2.11 (Reference 3),. This standard
requires that the verifier of the calculation confirm that an appropriate " *

design method was used and that assumptions were'rea'sonable. Contrary to
.these commitments, an incorrect method was used because an inappropriate
assumption was,made. In addition, EBASCO has identified the required act'ions
by the. checker of,a calculation in,procedure E-30 (Reference 4). 'Contrary to
these requirements the checker did not identify that an incorrect sign was

used'HPACT

ON DESIGN:" This deficiency 'i's hot expected to result in any hardware
changes; however, reanalysis is required to confirm that the pH of water from
the containment spray system can be maintained within re'quired limits during
injection.

1I

I I

EXTENT: This deficiency is another example of an'rror which should have been
'detected during the design verification process. Therefore this deficiency,

-.coupled with Deficiencies D2.,3-1, D2.3-2, and D2.3-6, appears to )e indicative
of a systematic problem with the implementation of the verification process.



,POST CUTOFF WORK: In an EBASCO letter (Reference 5) supplementary infoapation
- ',in the form of a revised calculation (preference 6) w'as provided to the team.

Although the team did not, review the calculation provided, the letter
concluded that corrective actions confirmed the adequacy of the existing
design.

I

REFERENCES
1. EBASCO Calculation CT-27, Detailed Calculation on NaOH Eductor Loop, Rev.

0, ll/15/84.
2. Regulator'y Guide 1.64, Quality Assurance Requirements for the Design of

Nuclear Power Plants, Rev. 2, 6/76.
3. ANSI N45.2.11, Quality Assurance Requirements for the Design of Nuclear

Power Plants, 1974.
4. EBASCO Company Procedure No. E-30, Preparation of. Calculations, 2/20/83.
5. EBASCO letter to Mr. R. Architzel (NRC) from Mr. J. Santosuosso (EBASCO),

Carolina Power 6 Light Company Shearon Harris Nuclear Plant Integrated
Design Inspection, 2/22/85.

6, 'EBASCO Calculation CT-27, Detail Calculation on NaOH Eductor Loop, Rev.l,
2/12/85.
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D2.3-6 (Deficiency) Containment Spray System Single Failure

BACKGROUND: The containment spray system is intended to operate on demand to
mitigate the consequences of a LOCA. The spray fluid is a mixture of water
from the refueling water storage tank and sodium hydroxide from the
containment spray additive tank. The spray fluid is a buffered solution in
which the pH is maintained high enough to scrub iodines from the containment
atmosphere yet low enough to minimize the caustic effects of a high pH
solution on safety related equipment inside containment. To maintain iodines
in solution, enough sodium hydroxide is added through the spray flow so that
the calculated emergency sump pH reaches 8.5. The containment spray flow has
a pH within the range of 8.5 to 10.8 per the Shearon Harris FSAR.

1

The containment spray system consists of two trains, each of which is designed
to meet 100 percent of the full system requirements. The sodiuni hydroxide
addition portion of each train has,an eductor which adds sodium hydroxide to
the spray fluid in a controlled manner. Sodium hydroxide can be supplied from
the containment spray additive tank through automatically opened valves
(3CT-V85SA-1 and -V88SB-1) and through a normally closed emergency addition
line. The latter source permits the addition of sodium hydroxide from a tank
truck through a hose connection if it has been determined that additional
sodium hydroxide is required.

'he

team reviewed the EBASCO flow diagram for the containment spray system
(Reference 1) to confirm that the design'et the single failure criterion.

DESCRIPTION: The sodium hydroxide addition portion of the containment spray
system is susceptible to a common, mode failure. A single, normally closed',
manual valve is used to isolate the emergency sodium hygroqide fillconnection
from the suction side of both eductors. If this valve is mistakenly opened
and remains open undetected, a common mode failure of both trains could occur,
preventing the addition of sodium hydroxide through the containment spray
system. The emergency hydroxide addition line is a two-inch line fitted with

. a commercial grade hose connector, and the normally closed valve provides .the,
only saf'ety grade isolation. The single failure to maintain this valve closed
can go u'ndetected because the valve has no position indication, normally
closed supply valves from the additive tank will prevent leakage from the
tank, and check valves (2CT-V13SA-2 and 2CT-V35SB-1) may prevent back leakage
from the eductors.

Leaving the emergency addition line isolation valve open will allow both
eductor trains to malfunction in one of two ways, depending upon the
hydraulics of the system. The abductors could draw air, which could prevent
the addition of sodium hydroxide as well as cause the containment spray pumps
to cavitate. An open emergency addition line during safety injection could
also cause the loss of sodium hydroxide out the open line resulting ip a spray
pH too low to meet the iodine removal and retention requirements of the
system. I

I

BASIS: In the FSAR, Carolina Power 8 Light committed to Regulatory Guide 1.64
(Reference 2), which endorses ANSI N45.2.11 (Reference 3). This standard
requires that the design be verified and that the verifier confirm that
applicable regulatory requirements are satisfied by the design.'hese require-
ments are also explicitly stated in EBASCO procedure E-76 (Reference 4), which
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requires th'at design output documents, such as drawings, be subject to the
.,'-,design verification process. Contrary to these requirements,'he verific'ation
.';',of Reference 1 failed to identify a po)ential common mode failure within

the''-

dhemicaI addition portion of the containment spray system.
1

IMPACT ON'ESIGN: This deficiency could result in hardware or procedure. changes
',.'uch as„the addition of valve posit'ion: indication, addition of a second
-',,"-„isolation valve, blank flanging the emergency addition line,,requiring the

'alve to be locked closed during operation, or some combination of these.

'",'EXTENT This deficiency is not considered to be systematic because only one
,"'-'""'.incident was found during the inspection where a single failure, could prevent

the'successful. operation of a safety relapsed system. However, the failure to,, .

identify this potential common mode failure during the design verification
process is systematic because of other examples found during the inspection os

, inadequate implementation of the verification process.
I

REFERENCES
-l. EBASCO Drawing CAR-2165-G050, Flow Diagram Containment Spray System, Rev.

10.
2. Regulatory Guide 1.64, Quality Assurance Requirements for the Design of

Nuclear Power Plants, Rev. 2, 6/76.
.3.'NSI N45.2.11, Quality Assurance Requirements for the Design of Nuclear "

Power Plants, 1974.
4. EBASCO Company Procedure No. E-76, Guideline for Design Verification,

-1/20/83.
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U2.4-1 (Unresolved Item) Cable Tray Combustible Ioa'd Calculations
I

BACKGROUND: Electrical calculation 46-AO calculates typical cable combustible
values for power, control, and low level qables in trays throughout the plant.
Typical cal'culations are performed in order to avoid complicated specific
calculations and still provide conservative, representative values for the
three categories of cable trays. These values are used as design input to
Fire Protection Calculation FP-5-1-'A-BAL.

DESCRIPTION: One of the bases for calculation 46-AO is an assumption that a

typical cable type is an adequate representation 'of all other cable types.
This cable type is used to establish the Btu value of the insulation per foot
of cable in trays. For single conductor power cables, size AWG 6 was selected
because it is the median size cable. For, control and low level cables, the
selection was based on the cable type with the largest length ordered and
installed. However, there is no justification for these assumptions to show
that the cables selected are representative of a typical value. of .Btu/ft of
cable, or that the approach is cons'ervhtive.

POTENTIAL BASIS: EBASCO Engineering Procedure E-30 requires that
justification be provided for assumptions introduced into calculations.

I

POTENTIAL IMPACT ON DESIGN: Calculation 46-AO should be redone if adequate
justification cannot be provided for the assumptions contained therein.
Additionally, if the typical Btu/ft values for cables change, then the
associated Fire Protection Calculation may have to be redone.

EXTENT: This item applies to all combustible load calculations involving
gable.

REFERENCES
1.- EBASCO Electrical Calculation 46-AO, Rev. 0, 4/26/84.
2. Fire Protection Calculation FP-5-1-A-BAL, Rev. 2, ll/28/84.
:3. EBASCO Engineering Procedure E-30, Preparation of Calculations, 2/20/83.
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D2.4-2 (Deficiency) Cable Tray Overfill
I

BACKGROUND: In the FSAR Carolina Power 6 Light committed to maintain the
;percent fillof cable trays containing safety related power cables at or below
30$ (Reference 1). In addition, the combustible load calculations used this
value of percent fillto calculate the'otal Btu content due to cable
'insulation. Cable tray ampacity calculations are performed when cable trays
containing safety related power cable exceed 30/ filled.
DESCRIPTION: The team identified cable trays with power cable fillin excess
of the design criterion which were justified from an electrical point of view;
however, fire protection design calculations were not revised accordingly.
During its review of the Harris Plant cable and conduit list, the team noted
numerous listings for safety related power cable trays which were greater than
30$ . Some were higher than 40$ . In most cases, the EBASCO electrical
department had performed ampacity calculations to justify this condition.
Actual physical arrangement of cable in the trays or abandoned cable formed
the basis for these calculations. However,'hese considerations may not be
sufficient for fire protection analyses unless the physical amount of
combustible material is reduced. Not accounting for the presence of unused
cable in the fire protection analysis, which is one justification used 'to
justify overfill .from an electrical viewpoint is not conservative with respect
to total combustible loading.

l 1

BASIS: In the FSAR Carolina Power 6 Light has committed to Regulatory Guide
1.64 (Reference 2), which endorses ANSI N45.2.11 (Reference 3). This standard
requires that each organization performing work affecting quality of dqsign
identify in writing its internal design interfaces for managing the flow of
design information between organizational units. Contrary 'to this commitment
the team could find no procedure or instruction in place to prohibit filling a
power cable tray beyond 30$ as long qs apyacity requirements have been
satisfied.

0

IMPACT ON DESIGN: This deficiency is not expected to result in hardware
changes; however, reanalysis may be required in those fire zones with high
combustible loads to confirm the adequacy of the fire protection design
features.

POST CUTOFF WORK: This deficiency was identified during the preparation of the
inspection report. Carolina Power 8 Light was informed of the deficiency by a
telephone call on March 4, 1985.

EXTENT: This deficiency applies to all cable trays with an overfill
condition.

REFERENCES
1. Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant FSAR, Section 8.3.1.3.
2. Regulatory Guide 1.64, Quality Assurance Requirements for the Design of

Nuclear Power Plants, Rev. 2, 6/76<
3. ANSI N45.2.11, 1974 - Quality Assurance Requirements for the Design of

Nuclear Power Plants.
l
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D2.4-3 (Deficiency) Combustible Load Within Fire Area 1-A-BAL

BACKGROUND: General Design Criterion 3 of Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 50
requires that structures, systems, and components be designed and located to
minimize the probability and effect of fires and explosions. In the FSAR,
Carolina Power 6 Light committed to. perform a fire hazards analysis which
considered potential in-situ and transient fire hazards. The fire protection
discipline performed calculations to determine the combustible fire loading
and smoke removal rate for various fire areas. The purpose. of these ,

calculations is to identify the concentrations of combustible contents,
including transient fire loads due to combustibles expected to be used in
normal operations such as refuelihg, 'maintenance, and modifications. The
results of these combustible load calculations are reported in FSAR Appendix"
9.5A.1. The team selected combustible load calculation for fire area 1-A-BAL
(Reference 1) for review because the area contains various chemical and volume
control system components. 4

DESCRIPTION: Amendment 18 of the FSAR revised the combustible loadings in
fire area 1-A-BAL based upon revision of calculation FP-5-1-A-BAL. However,
the FSAR amendment incorrectly reported the totai combustible load in fire
zones 1-A-3-PB and 1-A-3-COMI. Calculation FP-5-1-A-BAL was initially
performed assuming that all cable trays were 4 inches deep. Revision 1 of the
calculation corrected the depth of control and instrument cables trays to 5.25
inches. To account for this increased depth, the combustible load per unit
area was multiplied by a factor of 1.3125; however, the total combustible load
was not increased in a similar manner. As a consequence, the combustible load
per unit area correctly reflects the potential fire severity within a fire
zone, but the total combustible load is incorrect.

BASIS: In the FSAR, there is an inconsistency between the total combustible
load in a given fire zone and the combustible load per unit area. In
addition, the verifier of calculation FP-5-1-A-BAL did not confirm that the
cable tray depth correction factor was applied correctly. Company Procedure

'E-76 (Reference 2) requires the verifier confirm that inputs were correctly
incorporated into the design and that the output is reasonable compared to the
inputs. Contrary to this requirement the verifipr did pot confirm that the

'abletray depth correction factor 'was'pplied correctly and did not recognize
that the results were not consistent with the input.

IMPACT ON DESIGN: This deficiency is not expected to have an impact on the
design because the derived combustible fire loading per unit area is used to
compare the area's fire hazard relative to those of other fire areas, to judge
the adequacy of the area boundary fire barriers, and to verify the proper
selection of adequate fire control and suppression systems and equipment.

EXTENT: This deficiency is systematic because the team found the same
discrepancy in both of the fire zones 'examined (i.e., zones 1-A-3-COMI and
1-A-3-PB). The team also noted that the same technique was used to calculate
the combustible loading in other fire zones of fire area l-A-BAL.

I

REFERENCES
1. EBASCO Calculation FP-5-1-A-BAL, Combustible Fire Loading (Btu per sq.

ft.) and Smoke Rempval Rate (CBf per sq. ft.) for Fire Area l-A-BAL, Rev.~

2, Il/21/84.
2. EBASCO Company Procedure E-76, Guidelines For Design Verification, 1/20/83,
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,. D2.4-4 (Deficiency) Use of Minitrim (PVC) in Areas Outside Containment

BACKGROUND: Burning polyvinyl chloride (a type of plastic). can be a hazard 'to
fire fighters and detrimental to the operation of safety related equipment,
and it is normally excluded from use in sensitive fire areas. The use of

- Minitrim, made of polyvinyl chloride, was not permitted by Shearon Harris
project ~specifications; however, FCR-E-'030 (Reference 1) permitted limited use
in a specific application. Minitrim was permitted as a trimming material for
cutouts at cable exits in non-seismic instrument cable trays. The material
was to be used on those trays constructed with solid bottoms and covers. In
FCR-E-3499 (Reference 2) the use of Minitrim was expanded to protect cable
from edges of cable trays and equipment.

I
DESCRIPTION: FCR-E-3499 was approved without being sent to the field fire
protection discipline or to EBASCO's fire protection group for review and
approval. In addition, the FCR states that an FSAR change is not,required and
that Appendix R is not affected. FCR-E-3499 indicates that contrary to
FCR"E-030 limited application, the field has made extensive use of Minitrim
without appropriate approval. FCR-E-3499 identifies that the fire hazards
analysis (Reference 3) acknowledges minimal use of this material in accordance
with the limited application of FCR-E-030. Without a detailed justification,
FCR-E-3499 approves the use of this material with restriction on its use
inside the containment and the main steam tunnel and with a requirement that
the use be minimized. The FCR states that an electrical drawing containing
miscellaneous details and notes must, be revised as a result of this FCR. This
FCR is identified as a minor change and, as such, does not require design
verification. During" the inspection, the team confirmed that an FSAR change
was in progress (Reference 4) based upon the approved electrical FCR and that
the field fire protection discipline had approved the FSAR change (Reference
5). This change states that "the use of plastic materials is minimized" and
that "plastics are used only where required as essential equipment and to the
minimum extent possible, as detailed'in the fire hazards analysis." The team
could not find any controls in place to limit the use of Minitrim other than
the restrictions of FCR-E-3499. In addition, the team could not find a
detailed discussion of the use of Minitrim in the fire hazards analysis. This
material was observed in the following locations during a brief plant tour.

o Heat and Ventilating and Electrical'ojm Kiev. 286 ft.
480 V Motor Control Center lA21-SA
Cable Tray P1323SA
Cable Tray P1322SA
480 V Motor Control Center lA31-SA

o Switchgear Room 1A

Cable Tray CA7614 SA/LA 7614 SA
Cable Tray C1222
Cable Tray LA7623

o Switchgear Room 1B

Cable Tray P1822SB/PI823SB
.Cable Tray C1810SB
Cable Tray L1801SB



o Cable Vault A254

Cable Tray CB0124 SA
Cable Tray CA0110 SA
Cable Tray CA0120 SA
Cable Tray CA0114 SA

The team was informed that Minitrim was initially approved in FCR-E-030
because it was identified as the only acceptable product found; however, the
team found no evidence that a similar condition exist when FCR-E-3499 was
approved.

BASIS: 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion III requires that field changes be
subjected to design control measures commensurate with those applied to the

'riginaldesign and be approved by the organization that performed the
original design unless another responsible organization is designated.
Contrary to this requirement, the original design organization (EBASCO) did;
not approve FCR-E-3499 and the designated field organization also did not
approve the design change. Harris Plant Engineering Instruction 3.3
(Reference 6) requires that the engineer assigned to the FCR ensure that FSAR
requirements/commitments have been assessed and appropriate action taken.
Contrary to this requirement, the assigned engineer indicated that an FSAR
change was not required. Instruction 3.3 requires the assigned engineer to
determine if interdiscipline review/repolution is required and provides
guidelines for making this determination. Contrary to this requirement, the
assigned engineer indicated that Appendix R was not affected and as a
consequence the field fire protection discipline did not receive FCR-E-3499
for evaluation. Carolina Power 6 Light has committed to Regulatory Guide 1.64
(Reference 7), which endorses ANSI N45.2.11 (Reference 8). This standard
indicates that minor changes to design documents are inconsequential edigorial
corrections or changes to commercial terms and conditions. ANSI N45.2.11
further indicates that changes that fall into this category may not require
the revision to receive the same review 'and" approval as the original document.
Contrary to this requirement and Carolina <Power 6 Light's commitment,
FCR-E-3499 was identified as a minor change not requiring design verification.
ANSI N45.2.11 identifies basic questions that are to be addressed during a
design review. If the FCR had not been identified as a minor change, various
ANSI N45.2.11 questions may have alerted the verifier that the proposed change
required interface review and lacked specific controls to minimize the -use of
Minitrim. The questions are:

o Have the design interface requirements been satisfied?

o Are the specified parts, equipment, and processes suitable for the
required application2

Are the acceptance criteria incorporated in the design documents
sufficient to allow verification that design requirements have been
satisfactoril accom lished?p

IMPACT ON DESIGN: This specific deficiency is not expected to have a hardware
impact. However, additional engineering analysis may be required to determineif more suitable substitutes exist, to determine the amount of material
currently"existing in the plant, and ty estab$ ish a mechanism for verification
that the use has been minimized.



EXTENT: This deficiency identifies two potential systematic weakness. 'he
'. 'irst is that there is no system to ensure that the Fire Hazard Analysis is

updated on 'a periodic basis or verified against design changes already
approved. The team found measures in place or under preparation for the Safe >

Shutdown Analysis; however, similar measures were not observed for the Fire,
Hazard Analysis. The second is that FCRs are routinely identified as minor
changes.and, as a consequence, do not undergo design verification.
POST CUTOFF WORK: The team noted that'a team of Carolika Power 8 Light fire
protection engineers performed an evaluation/comparison of Shearon Harris
design to the NRC concerns. resulting ifrom recent inspections at the Watts Bar
and McGuire Nuclear Power plants. The preliminary results (Reference 9)
identify that there is no system to ensure that the Fire Hazards Analysis is
updated on a periodic basis. The team also noted that although the
preliminary results were reported after the cutoff date, the comparison was
conducted prior to cutoff date.

REFE
l.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

7.

8.

9.

RENCES
CP&L FCR-E-030, Minitrim on Non-seismic Cable Tray, Rev. 0, 11/30/79.
CP&L FCR-E-3499, Minitrim on Cable Tray, Rev. 0, 12/18/84.
CPSL Fire Hazard Analysis, FSAR Section 9.5.1.3 and FSAR Appendix 9.5A.
CPSL letter from L.I. Loflin (CP&L) to J.R. Santosuosso (EBASCO), CE-
15794, FSAR Change Notice F-182.
CP&L FSAR Amendment Review Approval Form, Item No. HPES-119, 12/14/84.
CP&L Harris Plant Engineering Instruction 3.3, Processing and Control of
FCRs/PWs, Rev. 15.
Regulatory Guide 1.64, Quality Assurance Requirements for the Design of
Nuclear Power Plants, Rev.2, 6/76.
ANSI N45.2.11, Quality Assurance Requirement for the Design of Nuclear
Power Plants, 1974.
CP&f Memorandum from A.B. Cutter (COL) to R.A. Watson (COL), Shearon
Harris Nuclear Power Plant Fire Protectiop., $ppendix R, Pre-Audit
Activities, 11/30/84.
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D2 ~ 5-1 (Deficiency) Volume Control Tank Shielding Analysis
s

BACKGROUND: The Applied Physics discipline performs shielding design analyses
of plant equipment and piping containing potential radioactive fluids. Since
the volume control tank of the chemical and, volume control system contains
-radioactive primary coolant, a final shielding design analysis (Reference 1),
was performed. The thickness of th'e shield wall'was based 'upon not exceeding
a maximum dose rate of 2.5 mrem/hr.

DESCRIPTION: Calculation VC-RS-VT-,51.1 was reviewed in detail and the
.following deficient items were identified:

o The calculation used source strengths for the liquid and vapor phases of
the volume control tank from the PSAR. The source of the PSAR source
strengths appears to be a Westinghouse WCAP (Reference 2). However, the
current source terms provided in Westinghouse's Final Radiation Analysis.
Manual (Reference 3) revised the energy grouping, and the source strengths
appear to be higher than the PSAR numbers by inspection.

'0 The liquid and vapor volumes of the tank were based upon values obtained
from a Westinghouse WCAP. However, prior to the verification of the
analysis (i.e., three and one half years transpired before the calculation
was checked) these values were revised by Westinghouse's Final Radiation
Analysis Manual.

The dose rate was calculated at a point 7 feet from the floor; however,
the basis for selecting this dose point was not identified. Although the
vapor phase has a significant effect on the resultant dose rate, the dose
point was not selected to maximize the contribution from the vapor phase.

~ I s ~

The team was informed that engineering judgment exercised at the time new
source terms were made available determined that the specified shield wall
thicknesses were adequate. The team was also informed that this

'onclusionwas borne out by the preliminary recalculation performed (See
POST CUTOFF WORK). The team found no statements made in the calculation
or on file to confirm EBASCO's statement concerning engineering judgment.
In addition, the team found no EBASCO procedural requirement or Applied
Physics Department instruction requiring that calculations be reviewed
periodically to confirm that the design input and assumptions are current
and to document why calculation revisions are not necessary. Finally, ~

EBASCO procedure E-30 (Reference 4) requires that where detailed
calculations are not, warranted, a calculation sheet shall be completed to
clearly state the basis of how design data was developed and to
demonstrate EBASCO's intent to identify and justify engineering
judgments.

II

BASIS: In the FSAR, Carolina Power Sr Light committed to Regulatory Guide 1.64
(Reference 5), which endorses ANSI N45.2.11 (Reference 6). This standard
requires that the verifier of a calculation confirm that inputs are correctly
selected. Contrary to this commitmeat, the calculation was verified to be
correct even though input data were incorrect or not substantiated. The team
is also concerned because EBASCO procedure E-30 (Reference 7), in effect at
the time the analysis was verified, permitted the safety analysis report to be
used as a source of design input for design analyses. ANSI N45.2.11 reqvirys
that design input be specified on a timely basis and to the level of detail
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necessary to permit the design activity to be, carried out in a correct manner
-- „and to provide a consistent basis for making design decisions, accomplishing

'design verification measures, and evaluating design changes. Use of a PSAR
which has incorrect or inconsistent, information does not provide a consistent
basis for making design decisions, accomplishing design verification measures,
and evaluating design changes.

IMPACT ON DESIGN: This deficiency is not expected to have a hardware impact;
however, reanalysis should be performed to document the adequacy of the
shielding provided around the volume control tank.

~ g g I I
EXTENT: This deficiency is systematic because other deficiencies were
identified which also indicate a weakness in the design verification process.
These deficiencies .include D2.5-5, D2.5-6, D2.5-4 and D2.5-7.

POST CUTOFF WORK: The team was informed that preliminary recalculation
confirms that the design is adequate.

REFERENCES
1. EBASCO Calculation No. VC-R5-VT-51.1, Volume Control Tank Shielding,

Rev. 0, 4/4/78.
2. Westinghouse letter CQL-886 from J. Sejvar (Westinghouse) to K.A. Krauss

(EBASCO), Radiation Analysis Design Manual (WCAP-7627), Rev. 1, 2/1/73;.
3. Westinghouse letter CQL-5435 from R.L. Whitney (Westinghouse) to L.V.

Thierwechter (EBASCO), Final Radiation Analysis Manual, Rev. 2, 7/25/79.
4. EBASCO Procedure E-30, Preparation of Calculations, 2/30/83.
5. Regulatory Guide 1.64, Quality Assurance Requirements for the Design of

Nuclear Power Plants, Rev. 2, 6/76.
6. ANSI N45.2.11, Quality Assurance Requirements for the Design of Nuclear

Power Plants, 1974.
7. EBASCO Procedure E-30, Preparation of Calculations, ll/30/79.
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D2.5-2 (Deficiency) Control of Design Drawings

BACKGROUND: During a review of the concrete shielding design around the
chemical and volume control tank, the team examined the civil drawings to
verify the thickness of shield walls compared to the thicknesses recommended
by EBASCO's Applied Physics Department. During that review, the inspector
compared the revision dates of drawings located in the civil design area to
the latest Drawing Control List.

DESCRIPTION: In a stick file of general arrangement drawings, the team
observed that an arrangement drawing of the reactor auxiliary building at
elevation 261 ft (Reference 1) was not the latest revision. We found 8 out of
approximately 20 other arrangement drawings on the stick file not to be the
latest revision. None of the drawings on the stick file had an indication
that the drawings were to be used for information only or that they had been.
superseded by a later revision.

~ ~

BASIS: This deficiency is a violation of EBASCO's Nuclear Quality Assurance
Program Manual procedures QA-I-4 (Reference 2) and QA-II-1 (Reference 3).
QA-I-4 requires that activities related to revision of drawings be performed
in accordance with QA-II-1. This procedure requires that outdated and/or
superseded documents be destroyed or clearly marked as superseded or
designated void. In addition, this deficiency is contrary to Carolina Power 6
Light's commitment to Regulatory Guide 1.64 (Reference 4), which endorses ANSI
N45.2.11 (Reference 5). This standard requires that personnel be make aware
of and use proper and current drawings.

IMPACT ON DESIGN: This deficiency could have a significant impact on the
plant design if the latest design drawings are not used during the design
process.

EXTENT: This deficiency appears to be systematic because procedures are not
available to describe the process by which individual engineers and designers
are to verify that the drawings they use are the most recent. QA-11-1
indicates that each EBASCO department head is responsible for maintaining and
enforcing a written system for the distribution and control of that
department's drawings for activities affecting quality. However, contrary to.
the general requirements of the quality 'assurance procedure, the team could
not identify an implementing procedure which provides direction at the
engineer and designer level.

POST CUTOFF WORK: Upon discovery of tPe out-of-date drawings on the stick
file, the team was informed of a similar Institute of Nuclear Power Operations
finding concerning drawing stick files and the corrective actions (Reference
6). The following summarizes the corrective actions.

o Only 2 controlled stick files of all Project drawings will be maintained.

Each discipline is to contique to maintain a controlled stick file of all
drawings generated by that discipline. All other print files are to be
thrown away and physically off the design floor by December .7, 1984.

a

I
By December 15, 1984, the rhmai:ning project stick files are to be reviewed
against the latest Document Cpntqol List to ensure that the most current
revision of each drawing is in place.

I
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"..o Beginning December 10, 1984, all drawing standard distributions will be
= accomplished by one designated individual instead of by each discipline.

o Project reviews will be performed on a periodic basis to ensure that up-
to-date drawings are filed.

I ~ 'I

o EBASCO's Quality Assurance organization has been requested to perform QA
audits of the project's drawing stick files on a periodic basis.

REFERENCES
1. EBASCO drawing CAR-2165-G-017, 'General Arrangement Reactor Auxiliary

Building Plan El. 260.00 ft., Rev. 9.
2. EBASCO Nucle'ar Quality Assurance Program Manual Section QA-I-4, Design

Control, Rev. 2. I I II I j
3. EBASCO Nuclear Quality Assurance Program Manual Section QA-II-l,

Instructions, Procedures and Drawings, Rev. 3,. 6/29/84.
4. Regulatory Guide 1.64, Quality Pssuraqce Requirements for the Design of

Nuclear Power Plants, Rev. 2, 6/76.
5. .ANSI N45.2.11, Quality Assurance, Requirements for the Design of Nuclear

- Power Plants, 1974.
6. EBASCO Interoffice Correspondence from J. Padalino to M. Stuckey, INPO

Finding - Drawing Stick Files, ll/30/84.

I
I
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: D2.5-3 (Deficiency) Post-IOCA Shielding Design Review

BACKGROUND: In response to Three Mile Island Action Item II.B.2 of NUREG-

0737 (Reference 1), the Applied Physics discipline performed a radiation and
shielding design review of areas outside the containment building that could
become highly radioactive following a severe accident. This assessment is
documented in calculation TMI-026 (Reference 2). The purpose of the radiation
and shielding design review was to ensure that personnel can perform necessary
post-accident operations in vital areas.

I

DESCRIPTION: Calculation TMI-026 contained the following discrepancies.

o The source term derived for the contribution of cesium isotopes is based ~

upon values obtained from another nuclear steam supply vendor. In addition, a

formal calculation does not exist to document how the numbers were derived.
Specifically, the EBASCO analyst used cesium release numbers from Combustion
Engineering's System 80 standard design and scaled the values down for the
Shearon Harris power output. These source terms are used in the dose rate
calculations for long-term radiation sources and are reported in the FSAR on
Table 12.2.1-28 in the form of gamma source strength. The team was informed
that Combustion Enggneering input was used because Westinghouse does not
provide this information in their Ragiation Analysis Manual (Reference 3).
The team was informed by EBASCO that Westinghouse was not consulted as tq the
derivation or use qf the cesium source terms.

o The quantity of.pater available from the refueling water storage tank for
dilution of the primary coolant'is 'oveRestimated. The calculation states that
the minimum volume pf refueling water is 50894 cubic feet. This volume
corresponds to approximately 380700 gallons. This value exceeds the minimum
refueling water storage tank volume available for injection. A mechanical
discipline calculation (Reference 4) performed to verify the size of the
refueling water storage tank determined that 213000 gallons was the minimum
volume available for injection. Although the originator indicpted in the
calculation that the value was obtained from another analyst's calculation,
the team was informeg that a calculation did not exist to support the value of
50894 cubic feet. To assess the magnitude of this discrepancy, the team
estimated the dilution volume available from the refueling water storage tank,
reactor coolant system, boron injection tank, the safety injection

'ccumulators, and the NaOH chemical addition tank. Based upon the team's
estimate of the available dilution volume, the source terms for a diluted
reactor coolant used in calculation TMI-026 are underestimated by
approximately 26 percent.

o The free volume of the containment available for dilution of the core
release is overestimated. The calculation states that the containment free
volume is 7.1E(+10) cubic centimeters; however, 6.41E(+10) cubic centimeters
corresponds to the free volume calculated by the civil discipline for use in
the containment pressure and temperature analysis. The source for the value
used in the calculation was not referenced and the team was informed that a
calculation did not, exist which establj,shed the value. This discrepancy
results in a 10 percent underestimation of the atmospheric source strength.

o In determining the gamma source strengths at various energy ranges'or
undiluted p'rimary coolant, a computational error was made such that the
resulting gamma source strengths are underestimated. In the conversion
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. process, the thermal output in watts was divided by the reactor coolant system
volume in cubic centimeters. A value of 11.24 watts/cubic centimeters was
used; however, the value should have been 11.5 watts/cubic centimeters. 'his
discrepancy results in approximately a 2 percent error in all of the gamma
source strengths for undiluted reactor coolant.

o In calculating the dose rate inside and outside the cubical containing the
volume control tank of the chemical and volume control system, the thickness
of the tank used was incorrect. The'calculation assumed that. the volume
control tank has a steel thickness 'of 2.54 centimeters. The vendor drawing of

-the tank (Reference 5) indicates that the steel thickness of the tank is 0.250'. inches or 0.635 centimeters. This discrepancy has a significant impact on the
resultant dose rate for the gamma energy levels of interest. For example, the
affects of gamma rays at 1.0 MeV. are underestimated by roughly 60 percent
assuming no contribution from the dose buildup factor. For 0.3 MeV the
effects are underestimated by roughly 80 percent.I ~

o The height, of the liquid and vapor phase in the volume control tank, were
based upon a liquid volume of 125 cubic feet and a vapor volume of 175 cubic.
feet. These volumes should have been 150'cubic feet based upon Westinghouse's
Radiation Analysis Manual. It appears that these volumes were taken from
calculation VC-RS-VT-51.1 (Reference 6) or a superseded Westinghouse WCAP
(Reference 7). However, this misstatepent does not appear to have an effect
on the calculation, because the analyst assumed that the tank was completelyfilled with reactor coolant. Because of the self-shielding effect of water,
this assumption may not result in a conservative dose rate. The team noted
that the contribution from the vapor phase was shown to have a more
significant, effect than the liquid phase in another shielding calculation
(i.e., calculation VC-RS-VT-51.1).

o Instances were identified where .the checker/verifier, (same individual)
indicated that additional information was required to complete the
documentation or to add clarity; however, the information was not provided. In
many instances, only the results were listed without supporting calculations
to document how the results were obtained. A specific example is in the
calculation of the dose rates through various ghickneqses as, of,concrete and

~ the extrapolation for the thickness of concrete walls intervening between the
control room and the containment atmosphere. The checker/verifier requested
that a sketch be provided of the configuration including dimensional data.
This information was not provided. In the same calculation the
checker/verifier questioned the value used for the radius of the containment.
The calculation assumed a containment radius of 130 feet, which is
approximately twice the actual radius. Other similar instances were observed
by the team.

o The team found that assumptions were not consistently justified when they
were introduced into the calculation. Likewise, the team found that source
documents for base data were not consistently identified in the calculation.
For example, in calculating the radiation in the vicinity of air handling unit
AH-5, sources and magnitude of that radiation were identified; however, a
reference was not provided. The verifier requested that a reference be
provided to identify where these numbers were derived. The team confirmed
that the information came from unchecked and unverified calculations performed
with a hand calculator. This unsubstantiated information was recorded oq,
general arrangement drawings and ca/led dose maps. The team observed examples

I
1
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of these dose maps (References 8 and 9) and confirmed that they were not
prepared or controlled in accordance with established company procedures.
Another'instance of this same type occurred in calculating the radiation dose
from equipment located near air handling unit AH-10. In addition to these,
other instances were observed by the team.

BASIS: In the FSAR, Carolina Power 6 Light has committed to Regulatory Guide
1.64 (Reference 10), which endorses ANSI N45.2.11 (Reference ll). This
standard requires that design analyses be verified. In procedures E-30
(Reference 12) and E-76 (Reference 13), EBASCO identified the required actions
by individuals to prepare, check, and verify a calculatio'n. Contrary to these
requirements, the originator did not clearly state the justifications and
source of assumptions and base data used in the calculation; the checker
initialled and dated each page of the original calculation without ensuring
that necessary corrections and additions had been made or requiring that a
statement be added indicating that known errors were acceptable because there
was no significant impact on the final result; and the verifier of the
calculation did not verify that inputs Vere correctly selected and that
assumptions were adequately described and reasonable. Contrary to Carolina
Power S Light's FSAR commitment, design control has not been maintained in that

, applicable regulatory requirements for verification of design analyses were not
correctly applied to ensure that personnel can perform necessary post-accident
operations in vital areas following a IOCA.

IMPACT ON DESIGN: This deficiency will require reanalysis and documentation
of calculation TMI-026. The errors identified will cause the dose rates
within various areas to increase. The significance of these errors vary;
however, the current calculation has insufficient information to conclude that
personnel can perform necessary post-accident operations in vital areas.

EXTENT: The errors described in this deficiency may affe'ct the integrated
doses used throughout the plant, because the dose caused by recirculating
fluids is to be included in the total dose to equipment when establishing
radiation environment. In addition, the errors are indicative of errors found
by the team in other radiation protection calculations performed by the i

. Applied Physics discipline.

REFERENCES
1. NUREG-0737, Clarification of TQI Action Plan Requirements, 11/80.
2. EBASCO calculation TMI-026, Post-TMI Shielding Review, Rev. 0, 2/3/80.
3. Westinghouse letter CQL-5435 from R."L. Whitney (Westi'nghouse) to L.V.

Thierwechter (EBASCO), Final Radiation Analysis Manual, Rev. 2, 7/25/79.'.

EBASCO calculation TANK"13, RWST Tank Capacity Verification, Rev. 2,
8/10/82.

5. Westinghouse drawing 583F749, Sheet 1 of 2, Tank-Volume Control, Rev. 7,
2/5/75, EMDRAC DWG 0 1364-1720 Rev. 3, EBASCO Forced Revision 1, 5/18/78.

6. EBASCO calculation VC-R5-VT-51.1, Volume Control Tank Shielding, Rev. 0,
4/4/78 7. Westinghouse letter C(}L-886 from J. Sejvar (Westinghouse),to,
K.A. Krauss (EBASCO), Radiation-Analysis Design Manual (WCAP-7627), Rev.
1, 2/1/73.

8. EBASCO SK 2165-M-612, General Arrangement Reactor Auxiliary Building Plan
Elevation 190,00 and,216.00 Unit 1, Integrated Radiation Dopes,'to
Equipment During Normal and Post-Accident Environments, undated.

9. EBASCO SK 2165 M-353, General Arrangement Reactor Auxiliary Building Plan
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Elevation 190.00 and 216.00 Unit 1 Preliminary Estimation of Radiation~
Doses One Hour After the Accident, undated.

10. Regulatory Guide 1.64, (}uality Assurance Requirements for the Design of
Nuclear Power Plants, Rev. 2, 6/76.ll. ANSI N45.2.11, guality Assurance Requirements for the Design of Nuclear
Power Plants, 1974. I ~ I

12. EBASCO Company Procedure No. E-30, Preparation of Calculations, ll/20/79.
13. EBASCO Company Procedure No. E-76, Guideline for Design Verification,

1/20/80.
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., -D2.5-4 (Deficiency) Gamma Radiation Source Strength Assumptions For Equipment~

~

Qualification

BACKGROUND: The radiation environment for qualification of equipment is based
on the normally expected radiation environment over the installed life of <the<
equipment, plus 'that associated w'ith the most severe design basis accidept
during or following which the equipment is required to remain functional. To
establish the gamma radiation environment following a LOCA inside containment,
the Applied Physics discipline performed calculation EQ-027 (Reference 1).

DESCRIPTION: Calculation EQ-027 used an incorrect source term for an
instantaneous release from the fuel to the atmosphere. Specifically, a
halogen release of 12.5 percent was mistakenly used instead of the 50 percent
required. The team identified what two apparently independent errors by the
originator of the calculation which caused the source term for the halogens to
be underestimated. The following is a description of these errors.

o Although the calculation initially states that the containment source
terms for a design basis accident are to be based upon a core release of
100 percent of the noble gases, 50. percent of the halogens, and 1 percent
of the solids, a halogen release of only 25 percent- was assumed and used
within the calculation.

o Although Westinghouse provided EBASCO with source terms in their Radiation
Analysis Manual (Reference 2) which were consistent with. the core release
required, the EBASCO analyst misinterpreted the basis of the halogen.
source term. Specifically the EBASCO analyst misused Table 5-9 of the
Radiation Analysis Manual which provides the noble gas and halogen
inventories released from the fuel as the result of a maximum credible
accident., The analyst appears to have assumed that the source terms
released were for 100 percent of the noble gases and halogens instead of
100 percent of the noble 'gases and 50 percent of the halogens as stated by
Westinghouse within the text 'of Radiation Analysis Manual. Because of
this error, the EBASCO analyst 'divided the Westinghouse halogen inventory
by 4 to obtain what he thought was a 25 percent halogen inventory; instead
he obtained only a 12.5 percent halogen inventory.

Thus, considering both errors, the halogen source terms were misrepresented by
a factor of 4 in the calculation.

BASIS: In Appendix 3.11A of the FSAR, Carolina Power 8 Light stated that the
source term used in determining the radiation environment is that 100 percent
of the noble gases, 50 percent of the iodines, and 1 percent of the remaining
fission products are released instantaneously from the fuel to the containment
atmosphere. Contrary to this commitment, a reduced halogen source term was
used. In addition, Carolina Power 6 Light has committed to Regulatory Guide
1.64 (Reference 3), which endorses ANSI N)5.2.11'(Reference 4). This standard
requires design analyses be verified. In procedure E-76 (Reference 5), EBASCO
identified the required actions by individuals to verify a calculation.
Contrary to these requirements, the verifier of the calculation did not ensure
that inputs were correctly selected, that design interface information from
Westinghouse had been properly interpreted and that applicable regulatory
requirements were met. Contrary to 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion III an)
Carolina Power 8 Light's FSAR commitment, design control has not been
maintained in that the Licensee has failed to ensure that applicable



. regulatory requirements for calculation of radiation doses to equipment pre '-

correctly, translated into design analyses.

IMPACT ON DESIGN: This deficiency will require reanalysis and revision of
calculation EQ-027. The errors identified in this deficiency will cause

the'ntegratedradiation dose within the containment and the reactor auxiliary
building to increase. This deficiency is considered significant by the team
because it represents a substantial underestimation of the gamma dose rate. '

The increase in the integrated doses for equipment qualification, in concert
with other deficiencies we- found (i.e., D2.5-5 and D2.5-6), may necessitate
the replacement of equipment.

EXTENT: This deficiency is systematic, because calculation EQ-027 is the only
'source of radiatioq doses post"IOCA. Consequently, errors in the calculation
affect all equipment doses. In addition, failure of the verifier of the
calculation to ensure its accuracy is systematic based upon the team's review
of other radiation protection calculation performed by the Applied Physics
discipline and described in deficiencies D2.5-1, D2.5-5, D2.5-6 and D2.5-7.

REFERENCES
1. EBASCO calculation EQ-027, Integrated Doses for Equipment Qualification,

Rev. 0, 9/21/81.
2. Westinghouse letter CQL-5435 from R. L. Whitney (Westinghouse) to L.V.

Thierwechter (EBASCO), Final Radiation Analysis Hanual, Rev. 2, 1/25/79.
3. Regulatory Guide 1.64, Quality Assurance Requirements for the Design of

Nuclear Power Plants, Rev. 2, 6/76.
4.. ANSI N45.2.11, Quality Assurance 'Requirements for the Design of Nuclear

Power Plants, 1974.
5. EBASCO Company Procedure No. E-76, Guideline for Design Verification,

1/20/80.
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D2.5-5 (Deficiency) Equipment Qualification Beta Dose

BACKGROUND: The radiation environment for qualification of equipment is based
on the normally expected radiation environment over the installed lifg of the
equipment, plus that associated with the most severe design basis accident
during or following which the equipment is required to remain functional. To
establish the beta radiation environment'ollowing a LOCA inside containment,
the Applied Physics discipline performed calculation EQ-027 (Reference 1).

DESCRIPTION: Calculation EQ-027 contained an incorrect assumption which
reduced the post-IOCA integrated beta dose by 30 percent. Specifically,'the
calculation determined the integrated beta dose directly from the beta
integrated energy fluxes provided by Mestinghouse (Reference 2). However,~ the
analyst concluded that Westinghouse derived the beta energy fluxes by assuming
no credit for the washing effect, of containment spray. By comparing the
washed and unwashed beta source terms calculated in Appendix D of NUREG 0588
(Reference 3), the analyst concluded that the beta dose could be reduced by at
least 30 percent. ~ I ~

BASIS: In Appendix 3.11A of the FSAR, Carolina Power 6 Light stated that for
qualification purposes, reductions in air dose due to spray washout and
plateout are not used in calculating the post-accident radiation environment.
Contrary to that FSAR commitment, credit was assumed for washout with respect
to the beta dose. In addition, NUREG 0588 states that removal of iodine from
surfaces by steam condensate flow or washoff by the containment spray may be
assumed if such -effects can be justified and quantified by analysis or
experiment. The team could find no plant-specific justification for the 30
percent reduction assumed. Carolina Power 8 Light has also committed to
Regulatory Guide 1.64 (Reference 4), which endorses ANSI N45.2.11 (Reference
5). This standard requires that design analyses be verified. In procedures
E-30 (Reference 6) and E-76 (Reference> 7), EBASCO identified the required
actions by individuals to prepare, check, and verify a calculation. Contrary
to these requirements, the originator did not clearly state the justification
for the beta reduction assumed and the veqifier 9f the calculation did not
verify that this assumption was adequately described and reasonable.

IMPACT ON DESIGN: This deficiency will require reanalysis and documentation
" changes. The increase in the beta dose is not expedted to result in hardware

changes. However, Carolina Power 6 Iight has committed to qualify electrical
equipment to an integrated dose which corresponds to the sum of the gamma and
beta doses. Therefore, the increase in the beta dose will increase the
integrated dose for equipment qualification and may, in concert with other
deficiencies identified by the team, resut in the replacement of equipment.

EXTENT: This deficiency is systematic, because calculation EQ-027 is the only
source of radiation doses post-LOCA. Consequently, errors in the calculation
affect all equipment doses. This deficiency is also systematic 'because other
deficiencies were identified which .indicate a weakness in the design
verification process. These deficiencies are D2.5-1, D2.5-4, D2.5- 6, and
D2.5-7.

REFERENCES
1. EBASCO calculation EQ-027, Integrated Doses for Equipment Qualification,

Rev. 0, 9/2/81. If

I
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2. Westinghouse letter CgL-5435 from R.L. Whitney (Westinghouse) to L.V.
Thierwechter (EBASCO), Final Radiation Analysis Manual, Rev. 2, 7/25/79.'. NUREG-0588 For Comment, Interim Staff Position on Environmental
gualification of Safety Related Electrical Equipment, 12/79.

4. Regulatory Guide 1.64, guality Assurance Requirements for the Design-of
Nuclear Power Plants, Rev. 2, 6/76.

"5. ANSI N45.2.11, guality Assurance Requirements for the Design of Nuclear
Power Plants, 1974.

'6. EBASCO Company Procedure E-30, Preparation of Calculations, ll/20/79.
7. EBASCO Company Procedure E-76, Guideline for Design Verification, 1/20/80.
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D2-.5-6 (Deficiency) Integrated Dose Analysis For Equipment Qual',fication

BACKGROUND: The radiation environment for qu'alification of equipment is based
on the normally expected radiation environment over the installed life of the
equipment, plus that associated with. the most severe design basis accident
during or followi'ng which the equipment is required to remain functional. To
establish the radiation environment inside and outside the containment

- following a LOCA, Applied Physics performed a calculation (Reference 1). The
results of this calculation were reported in Appendix 3.11B of the FSAR.

DESCRIPTION: Calculation EQ-027 contained the following discrepancies:

o, In calculating source strengths at various energy levels, a value was used
for the containment free volume which,was,not conservativei Specifically, a
value of 6;51E(+10) cubic centimeters was used instead of 6.41E(+10) cubic
centimeters. The latter value corresponds to the free volume calculated by
the civil discipline for use in the containment pressure and temperature
analysis. The source of the larger containment volume was not identified.
This discrepancy results in a 1.5 percent underestimation of the radiation
source strengths.

o The decay constant for Kr-89 was incorrectly calculated. Specifically, a
value of 3.659E(-2)/sec was calculated and used in the analysis when a value
of 3.629E(-3)/sec should have been used based upon a half-life of-3.182
minutes'.

o The decay constant for Xe-135m was incorrectly calculated. Specifically, a
value of 1.8E(-l)/sec was calculated and used in the analysis when a value of
7.38E(-4)/sec should have been used based upon a half-life of 15.651 minutes.

o For isotopes Kr-89 and Xe-138, the gamma radiation energy levels emitted
(expressed in MeV) and their corresponding intensities (expressed as a

. percentage) were not complete. Although the analyst had available to him an
EBASCO-prepared computer library of energies and probabilities by isotope,
undocumented values were used.

o A computational error was found in the source strength associated with a
0.305 MeV gamma for Kr-85m. The gamma source strength should have been
1.625K(+6) gammas/cc-sec instead of 1.25E(+6) calculated.

l

o A rigorous analysis was not performed for the contribution from daughter .
products to the source terms. Instead of performing an analysis, an
assumption was used that, the contributions from the daughter products will
increase the integrated dose by 30 percent. The source for this assumption
was identified as IE Bulletin 79-01B. The team could not find such an
assumption or guideline in IE Bulletin 79-01B. In addition, EBASCO could not
identify a design analysis which confirmed this assumption. The team did note
that in Appendix D to NUREG 0588 (Reference 2), such an assumption was used;
however, this appendix was included only to demonstrate the estimation of
qualification doses at a point inside containment. As a consequence, explicit
treatment of daughter products was not required. Since the contribution is
significant and since the emphasis in NUREG-0588 (Reference 3) is on
mechanistic and analytical treatment in~such areas as act!ivity r'edistribution
and spray removal, explicit treatment of daughter products should hav'e been
included.
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. o The integrated gamma dose within various defined volumes of the containment
was calculated based upon the contribution from the containment atmosphere and
the contqinment sump. For these volmnes, the contribution from immersion in
the containment atmosphere was assumed to be equal to the product of the
integrated dose calculated at the center point of the containment and a volume
fraction corresponding to the ratio of the defined volume to the total
containment volume. This assumption is not justified by the equations used.
Specifically, the calculation determines the dose at a point in the center of
the containment modeled as a right cylinder. The dose is calculated on the
basis formulae presented in ANS/SD-76/14 (Reference 4) which use G-functions.
The dose rate at any point within the 'cylinder can be calculated given the
distance from the centerline and the height. However, the dose rate was
calculated only at the center of the containment. As described above, a
volume fraction was used to translate that dose rate to another portion of the
cylinder. The team reviewed the curves used to determine the values of the
G-function and found that .the curves. are a function of the mean'fre'e path
(i.e., the product of the probability per unit distance for interaction and
the thickness of attenuating material). An assumption that a volume fraction
can be used to calculate the dose rate within another smaller region of the
containment is not consistent with the methodology represented by formulae gr
the values of the G-functions referenced. The team could find no design
analysis performed to justify that the assumption was appropriate or
conse'rvative.

C

o In calculating the airborne dose rate within the reactor auxiliary
building, a gamma source strength was used that did not include the
contribution from decay of daughter products. 0
o Instances were identified where the checker of the calculation identified
computational errors. These errors were not consistently corrected in the
calculation nor were statements'provided to indicate that the errors were not
significant with respect to the conclusion. For example, the checker
identified errors in the sump water source strength immediately after the
accident (t=O) and indicated that the dose contribution would change because
of the source strength errors. The calculation was not revised, nor was a
statement added to indicate that the errors would not have a significant
effect even though the dose contribution immediately foglowing. an accident
would have increased. Another example was found in the calculation of the
post-LOCA air dose in the reactor auxiliary building., Although the checker
identified that the leakage from the containment was underestimated in the
calculation by an order of magnitude, the source strengths were not corrected,
which results in an underestimation of the dose rate. Numerous other examples
were observed by the team.

o The team found that assumptions were-not consistently justified when they
were introduced into the calculation; Likewise, the team found that source
documents for base data were not copsistently identified in the calculation.
For example, in calculating the gamma dose in the reactor auxiliary building
information was used from "dose maps prepared for post-TMI shielding review."
Although the verifier of the calculation requested that a reference be
provided to identify the source of this inforination, a specific reference was
not provided. The team confirmed that the information came from unchecked and
unverified calculations performed with a hand calculator. This
unsubstantiated information was~recorded on general 'arrangement drawings and
called dose maps. The team observed examples of these dose maps (References 5
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and 6) and confirmed that they were not prepared or controlled in accordance
'wi'th established company procedures. An example, of an assumption that, was not
justified occurred in calculating the post-LOCA activity in the reactor
auxiliary building. Specifically, the calculation assumed that the leakage
from the containment is uniformly'istributed in four quadrants around the
,containment structure and seven elevations. These assumptions reduce the
,resulting source strengths significantly (i.e., by a factor of 3.57E-2). The
,team was informed that no consideration was given to potential leakage paths
(such as containment penetrations) and,the presence of those paths within a

'ivenarea.

BASIS: In the FSAR, Carolina Power 6 Light has committed to Regulatory Guide
1.64'(Reference 7), which endorses ANSI N45.2.11 (Reference 8). This standard
requires that design'nalyses be verified. In procedures E-30 (Reference 9)
and E-76 (Reference 10), EBASCO identified the required actions by individuals
to prepare, check, and verify a calculation. 'ontrary to t!hese requirements,
the originator did not clearly state the justifications and sources of
assumptions and base data used in the calculation; the checker initialled and
dated each page of the original, calculation without ensuring that necessary
corrections and additions had been made or requiring that a statement be added
indicating that known errors were acceptable because of no significant impact
on, the final result; and the verifier of the calculation did not verify that,
inputs were correctly selected, that assumptions were adequately described and
reasonable, and that appropriate calculational methods were used. Contrary to

~
~

Carolina Power 6 Light's FSAR commitment, design control has not been maintaine
in that applicable regulatory requirements for verification of design analyses
were not correctly applied to ensure compatibility of materials used in
equipment required to function following a LOCA.

t
IMPACT ON DESIGN: This deficiency will require reanalysis and documentation
of calculation EQ-027. The errors identified will cause the integrated
radiation doses within various areas of the plant to increase. The

. significance of these errors vary. > The increase in the integrated doses for
equipment qualification, in co'ncert with other deficiencies identified by the
team (D2.5-4 and D2.5-5), may cause the replacement of equipment.

EXTENT: The errors described in this deficiency will affect the integrated
doses used throughout the plant and are indicative of errors found in other
radiation protection calculations performed by the Applied Physics discipline.

.This deficiency is also systematic because other deficiencies were identified
which also indicate a weakness in the design verification process. These
deficiencies are D2.5-1, D2.5-4, D2.5-5, and D2.5-7.

d

4.
5.

REFERENCES
1. EBASCO calculation EQ-027, Integrated Doses for Equipment Qualification,

Rev. 0, .9/21/81.
2. .NUREG-0588 For Comment, Interim Staff Position on Environmental

Qualification of Safety Related Electrical Equipment, 12/79.
NUREG-0588, Interim Staff Position on Environmental Qualification

of'afetyRelated Electrical Equipment, Rev. 1, 7/81.
ANS/SD-76/14, A „Handbook of Radiation Shielding Data, 7/76.
EBASCO SK 2165-M-612, General Arrangement Reactor Auxiliary Building Plan
Elevation 190.00 and 216.00 Unit 1 Integrated Radiation Doses to
Equipment During Normal and Post-Accident Environments, undated.
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6.

7.

8.

9.
10.

EBASCO SK 2165 M-353, General Arrangement Reactor Auxiliary Building Plan
Elevation 190.00 and 216.00 Unit 1 Preliminary Estimation of Radiation
Doses One Hour After The Accident, undated.'-
Regulatory Guide 1.64, Quality Assurance Requirements for the Design of
Nuclear Power Plants, Rev. 2, 6/76.
ANSI N45.2.11, Quality Assurance Requirement for the Design of Nuclear
Power Plants, 1974.
EBASCO Company Procedure No. E-30, Preparation of Calculations, ll/20/79.
EBASCO Company Procedure No. E-76, Guideline for Design Verification,
1/20/80.'
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D2.5-7 (Deficiency) Radiation Dose In 'Equipment Qualification Zone R-6 of RAB~

~ ~

~

~

~

~

BACKGROUND: The radiation environment for qualification of equipment is based
on the expected radiation environment over the installed life of the
equipment, plus that associated with the most severe design basis accident
during or following which the equipment is required. To establish the
radiation environment following a IOCA inside containment, the Applied Physics
discipline performed calculation EQ-027 (Reference 1). This calculation
established the bases for the integrated dose values recorded in various
figures of FSAR Appendix 3.11B. 'A second calculation, No. 039 (Reference 2),
was performed in 1984 which revised the integrated dose values for equipment
qualification zone R-6 of the reactor auxiliary building.

DESCRIPTION: Calculation No. 039 contained the following discrepancies:

o In calculating source strengths at various energy levels, a value was used
for the containment free volume which was not conservative. Specifically, a
value of 6.51E(+10) cubic centimeters was used instead of 6.41E(+10) cubic
centimeters. The latter value corresponds to the free volume calculated by
the civil discipline for use in the containment pressure and temperature
analysis. This discrepancy results in a 1.5 percent underestimation of the
radiation source strengths. This error was also found in another calculation
and is described in Deficiency D2.5-6.

o An assumption was made concerning the leakage rate from the containment to
adjoining buildings and to the atmosphere without justification. The analysis
assumed that half of leakage occurs to atmosphere and that the rest leaks to
adjoining buildings. In addition, the analysis assumes that the leakage to
adjoining buildings occurs equally (i.e., the atmosphere within four quadrants
of containment leak equally to adjoining buildings and equally to seven
elevations within those buildings). These assumptions reduce the resulting
source strengths significantly (i.e., by a factor of 1.78E-2). The team was
informed that no consideration was given to potential leakage paths and the
presence of those paths within a given area.

'

o An incorrect source term was used for an instantaneous release from the the
fuel to the atmosphere. Specifically, a halogen release of 12.5 percent was
mistakenly used instead of the 50 p'ercent required. Although the source
document for the curie'ontent per cubic centimeter reported on page 5 of the
calculation is not identified, the team was able to derive noble gas
concentrations. This was accomplished by taking the source terms from
Westinghouse's Radiation Analysis Manual (Reference 3) and dividing by the
containment free volume (i.e., 6;51E10 cubic centimeters). However, the
halogen concentrations used in the calculatiop are consistently lower by a
factor of 4. This same .error was also foNd in another calculation and is
described in Deficiency D2.5-4.

o For isotopes Kr-89 and Xe-138, the gamma radiation energy levels emitted
(expressed in MeV) and their corresponding intensities (expressed as a .

percentage) were not complete. Although the analyst had available to him an,
EBASCO-prepared computer library of energies and probabilities by isotope,
undocumented values were used. This same error was also found in another
calculation and is described in Deficiency D2.5-6.
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o In calculating the airborne dose rate within the reactor auxiliary
building, a gamma source strength was used that did not include the
contribution from the decay of daughter products. This same error was also
found in another calculation and is described in Deficiency D2.5-6.

o An incorrect time-dependent equation was used to calculate activity of
various isotopes in curies per cubic centimeter inside the reactor auxiliary
building. The originator of the 'calculation derived a first order ordinary
differential equation to describe the production and removal of activity in
zone 6 of the reactor auxiliary building. The production term represents
leakage isotopes from the containment and the removal term represents
radioactive decay of those isotopes. As noted above, the effects of daughter
products were not considered in the analysis. This notwithstanding, the
derivation of the time-dependent relationship for the activity in the room
based upon the differential equation is not correct. This conclusion is based
upon a derivation performed by the team. The originator of the calculation
did not record the steps performed to arrive at the solution and simply
identified the solution; therefore, the team is unable to identify the
specific error(s) made. However, the team did note that the originator stated
that the solution was based upon the initial condition that the containment,
activity i5 zero at time zero. This is an inconsistent assumption because the
release to the containment atmosphere should have been assumed to be
instantaneous based upon Carolina Power 8 Light's FSAR commitments.

o An unstated assumption was made that the integrated dose to equipment for
the first 24 hours can be calculated'y'assuming a linear relationship between
time zero and 24 hours later. However, this assumption underestimates the
contribution of isotopes with a short half-life. Justification was not
provided for assuming the longer time interval'although smaller'time intervals
would have resulted in a higher integrated dose.

BASIS: In the FSAR, Carolina Power 6 Light has committed to Regulatory Guide
1.64 (Reference 4), which endorses ANSI N45.2.11 (Reference 5) ~ This standard
requires that design analyses be verified. In procedures E-30 (Reference 6)
and E-76 (Reference 7), EBASCO identified the required actions by individuals
to prepare and to verify a calculation. Contrary to these requirements, the
originator did not clearly state the justifications and source of assumptions
and base data used in the calculation, and the verifier of the calculation did
not verify that inputs were correctly selected, that assumptions were
adequately described and reasonable, and that appropriate calculational
methods were used. Contrary to Carolina Power 6 Light's FSAR commitment,
design control has not been maintained in that applicable regulatory require-
ments for verification of design analyses were not correctly applied to ensure
compatibility-of materials used in equipment required to function following a

LOCA.

IMPACT ON DESIGN: This deficiency will require reanalysis and documentation
of Calculation 039. The errors identified will cause the dose rates within
equipment qualification zone R-6 of the reactor auxiliary building to
increase. The significance of these errors vary; however, this deficiency is
considered significant because it represents a substantial underestimation of
the gamma dose rate. The increase in the integrated doses for equipment
qualification may necessitate the replacement of some equipment.

I
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EXTENT: This deficiency is considered systematic by the team, because the
same errors identified in Deficiencies D2.5-4 and D2.5-6 appear again, in,a
calculation that is relatively recent '(i.e., 1984). This deficiency does not
seem to indicate improvement in the preparation and verification of radiation
protection, analyses between 1981 and 1984.

REFERENCES
l. EBASCO calculation EQ"027, Integrated Doses for Equipment Qualification,

Rev. 0, 9/21/81.
2. EBASCO calculation no. 039, Radiation Dose in RAB Kiev. 236.00, Rev. 0,

5/7/84.
3. Westinghouse letter CQL-5435 from R.L. Whitney (Westinghouse) to L.V.

Thierwechter (EBASCO), Final Radiation Analysis Manual, Rev. 2, 1/25/79.
4. Regulatory Guide 1.64, Quality Assurance Requirements for the Design of

Nuclear Power Plants, Rev. 2, 6/76.
5. ANSI N45.2.11, Quality Assurance Requirements for the Design of Nuclear

Power Plants, 1974.
6. EBASCO Company Procedure No. E-30, Preparation of Calculations, 2/20/83.
7. EBASCO Company Procedure No. E-76, Guidelines for Design Verification,

1/20/83.
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~ D2.6-1 (Deficiency)'Installation of dharging Pump Room Air Handling Units

BACKGROUND: The reactor auxiliary building rooms containing the chemical and
volume control system charging pumps are cooled by engineered safety feature
heating and ventilating systems. Air handling units AH-9 (1A-SA) and AH-9

='- (1B-SB) provide cooling for rooms housing charging pumps 1A-SA and 1B-SB
respectively, while air handling units AH-10 (1A-SA) and (1B-SB) provide
cooling for the swing charging pump 1C-SAB. The air handling units and
associated coolers provide cooling only during post-LOCA conditions and on
occasions when the normal room temperatures exceed room limits. Because the
air handling units are engineered safety feature components, they are
seismically designed. The equipment insta'llation packages were reviewed to
confirm that these air handling units were installed in accordance with
assumed conditions in the seismic analysis (Reference 1).

l
II'

DESCRIPTION: The team found that the field installation is not consistent
with that assumed in the seismic design analysis. Specifically, the anchor
bolts were not torqued to 19 kips as assumed in the seismic design analysis.i
In addition, the team did not find the Equipment Installation Packages
complete. Specifically, the Equipment Installation Package for air handling
units AH-9 (1A-SA) and (1B-SB) and AH-10 (1A-SA) and (1B-SB) did not contain
equipment installation sheets and all applicable vendor'drawings.

BASIS: The seismic analysis for the air handling units states that the anchor
bolts are assumed to be 5/8 of an inch. in diameter, made of type A325'igh
strength steel and torqued to the bolt tension specified in Table 1.23.5 of
the AISC Manual of Steel Construction (Reference 2). This manual states that
all A325 bolts shall be tightened to a bolt tension not less than that given
in Table 1.23.5. The AISC manual further requires that, tightening was to be
done by the turn-of-nut method or with a calibrated torque wrench. Contrary
to this requirement, the team found no evidence that the appropriate torque
was applied to the anchor bolts. Work"Procedure 1.05 (Reference 3) requires
that the equipment anchor bolts be torqued per the vendor information
contained in the equipment installation package. However, the vendor drawings
referenced on the equipment installation traveler (i.e.', document used to
route the packet of information to the appropriate individuals for
installation activities and inspection) did not contain vendor information
with respect to the torque to be applied. In the absence of such specific
information, Work Procedure 1.05 states that anchor bolts and fasteners are to
be tightened to the "snug tight" condition, which is the full effort of a man
using an ordinary spud wrench. However, the team noted that the "snug tight"
condition is the first step in the turn-of-nut method of tightening according
to the Manual of Steel Construction. To reach the torque values required by
Table 1 ~ 23.5, each bolt must be tightened additionally by an amount of nut
rotation associated with bolt length as specified in the Manual of Steel „

Construction.

Work Procedure 1.05 requires that the discipline engineer prepare an Equipment
Installation Package which contqins necessary information such as:

vendor'rawings,specific vendor handling instructions, storage levels, grouting,
anchor bolts, etc. This information was to be summarized on an equipment
installation sheet and this sheet was to be part of the package. 'Contrary to
this requirement, the team observed equipment installation packages which did
not contain this information.
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, IMPACT ON DESIGN: This deficiency is not, expected to result in a hardware
modification; however, documentation of the anchor bolt torque applied will
have to be obtained. However, if this deficiency had gone undetected, the
seismic analysis would have been without a valid basis.

EXTENT: This deficiency appears to be systematic because the team also foun'd
a'imilar deficient condition for the installation of air handling units AH-ll
(1A-SA) and (1B-SB). We also noted that the seismic analysis was applicable
to numerous safety related air handling units in the plant. In addition,
there is a generic deficiency with respect to method of torquing anchor bolts
and fasteners in Work Procedure 1.05 in effect at the time of installation.
The team also found the same method in the current, revision of thy work
procedure (Reference '4).

REFERENCES
1. EBASCO Air Handling Units File No. 9Q-BE-08-20"Sl, Documentation Package

Specification No. CAS-SH"BE-08, Corporate Consulting And Development
- Company Report No. A-198-79-02, Seismic Qualification Report of Seismic

Category I Air Handling Units, Rev. 1, 12/11/76.
2. AISC Manual of Steel Construction, Specification for the Design,

Fabrication and Erection of Structural Steel for Buildings, Seventh
Edition, 2/12/69.

3. CPGL Work Procedure 1.05, Installation of Equipment (Safety Related,
Seismic Class I and NSS), Rev. 5, 1/15/81 4. CPM Work Procedure 1.05,
Installation of Equipment (Safety Related Seismic Class I and NSS), Rev.ll, 8/10/84.
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'2.7-1 (Deficiency) Non-Seismic Piping Interaction Damage Study

BACKGROUND: The guidelines of Regulatory Guide 1.29 (Reference 1) state that
systems and components whose function may not be required for safe shutdown
following a safe shutdown earthquake but whose failure may prevent a system
important to safety from functioning should be designed to survive the
earthquake. To address this requirement, a seismic interaction study was
performed within the mechanical discipline and documented in two design
analyses (Reference 2 and 3).

~ J I

,DESCRIPTION: Although preliminary calculations SSIS-Ol and -02 (inside and
, outside containment, respectively) wdre not che'eked, results were used in

Carolina Power 6 Light's FSAR. These calculations did not contain a complete
description of the methodology or the acceptance criteria used.

BASIS: EBASCO Company Procedure E-30 (Reference 4) requires that preliminary
calculations be checked when the calculations are the basis of data included
in submittals to public agencies. Contrary to this requirement calculations
SSIS-01 and -02 were not checked although this information appeared to be the
basis for reporting in the FSAR tha't failure of any non-seismic Categ'ory I
piping system would not cause failure of seismic Category I structures,
piping, or equipment essential for safe shutdown.

IMPACT ON DESIGN: This deficiency could have a significant impact on design
because the methodology and acceptance criteria used were not reviewed and
verified. Consequently, unacceptable interactions between non-seismic
Category I and Category I structures, systems, or equipment; essential for safe
shutdown could have gone undetected. However, Carolina Power Sr Light has
committed to perform a "seismic II/I"walkdown to confirm the adequacy of the
plant design (Reference 5). Consequently, errors and misinterpretations
caused by failing to have the methodology and accept'ance cr'iteria 'reviewed a'nd
-verified should be identified by the field walkdown.

EXTENT: This deficiency is systematic, for seismic interaction studies
performed by the mechanical discipline because both calculations were not
checked. This deficiency coupled with Deficiency D2.7-2 concerning the
seismic interactions of field routed piping indicates a systematic weakness of
the plant design with respect to the interaction of non-seismically supported
equipment and components with safety related equipment. However„ the
procedural error (failure to check preliminary calculations which form the
basis of information submitted to public agencies) does'not appear to be
systematic because the team did not find other examples of this error.

REFERENCES /

1. Regulatory Guide 1.29, Seismic Design Classification, Rev. 3, 9/78.
2. EBASCO preliminary calculation SSIS-Ol, Non-Seismic Piping Interaction

Damage Study, Rev. 0, 8/31/78.
3. EBASCO preliminary calculation SSIS-02, Non-Seismic Piping Interaction

Damage Study (Inside Secondary Containment), Rev. 0, 2/23/83.
4. EBASCO Company Procedure No. E-30, Preparation of Calculations, 2/20/83.,
5. Carolina Power 6 Light's Presentation to Advisory Committee on Reactor

- Safety, 1/12/84.
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~'D2.7-2 (Deficiency) Seismic II/I Interactions Of Field Routed Piping

BACKGROUND: The guidelines of Regulatory Guide 1.29 (Reference 1) state that
systems and components whose function may not be required for shutdown
following a safe shutdown earthquake but whose failure may prevent a system
important to safety from functioning should be designed to survive the
earthquake.

DESCRIPTION: The team observed a non-safety related 1.5-inch instrument air.
line located in the reactor auxiliary building at elevation 247 feet which was

. not seismically supported and which could affect the function of
safety related equipment located in the immediate vicinity. Specifically, the
instrument air line was supported by rod hangers suspended from the ceiling
and came within close proximity of safety related conduits and in physical
contact with safety related ducting associated with air handling unit AH-9

.(1S-SA). The function of some of the safety related cables includes power to
chemical and volume control system minimum flow valves and indication and
control of air handling unit 9 (1S-SA).

BASIS: FCR-P-508 R-2 (Reference 2) provides spacing criteria to be used by
piping designers to prevent the potential for adverse seismic interactions in
routing small bore (2-inch and smaller) piping in areas containing
safety related equipment. Contrary to this guidance, a non-seismically
supported instrument air line was routed within interaction zones without a
confirmatory analysis in the form of a seismic interaction study to verify
that the plant could be safely shutdown,

IMPACT ON DESIGN: A field walkdown of all plant areas will be required to
confirm that the failure of non-safety related equipment and components do not
adversely affect the ability to safely shut down the plant following a seismic
event. This deficiency could have an impact on design in that non-seismically
supported piping may require rerouting or seismic support depending upon the
.results of a seismic interaction study.

EXTENT: This deficiency appears to be systematic. The team observed numerous
examples of non-seismically supported piping systems and electrical conduits
suspended by rod hangers over safety related equipment without sufficient
documentation to confirm the adequacy of the installation.

REFERENCES
1. Regulatory Guide 1.29, Seismic Design Classifiqation, Rev. 3, 9/78.
2. CPS'CR P-508, Piping Tolerances, Rev. 2, 5/19/83.

I
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D2.8-1 (Deficiency) Field Installation Tolerances For Hangers

BACKGROUND: To provide sufficient space for seismic and thermal movement of
piping systems, EBASCO provided the field construction activity clearance
dimensions in the form of a note on a drawing (Reference 1). This note
identifies pipe clearances between other pipe, equipment, or structures for
various piping categories (e.g., ASME III seismic, seismically supported ANSI
B31.1, non-seismic ANSI B31.1) and temperatures (temperatures greater than 200
degrees F, less than or equal to 200 degrees).

\'. DESCRIPTION: The team observed an ASME III, seismic supported, charging and
volume control pipe in physical'contact with two heating and ventilating
dampers on elevation 247 feet of the reactor auxiliary building. The team.

,could not find an outstanding nonconformance report indicating that a quality
assurance inspection/verification effort was performed.

BASIS: Contrary to the clearances listed on Reference 1, the ASME III seismic
supported chemical and volume control line did not have sufficient spacing
between two heating and ventilating dampers.

IMPACT ON DESIGN: This deficiency could have an impact on the design. Sinceit appears that the clearances of Reference 1 are not being enforced as
inspection criteria, pipe clearance inspections will be required. Mith
substantial hardware still to be installed, it is expected that the incidences
of interferences will escalate.

EXTENT: This deficiency appears to be systematic in that the team observed
other examples of inadequate spacing for seismic and thermal mbverhent'.

REFERENCES
1. EBASCO Drawing CAR-2165-G-107 S01,,Field Installation Tolerances For

Hangers, Rev. 7, 6/25/84.
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D2.9-1 (Deficiency) Pump Vendor Drawj.ng Error
N

BACKGROUND: The emergency service water pump is a vertical pump which
requires a minimum submergence to prevent air entrainment vortexing. This
submergence is measured from the bellmouth. The pump purchase specification
stated that the minimum submergence was to be 6.8 feet above the bellmouth.
The pump vendor drawing (Reference 1) was reviewed by the team to determine if
the pump sitisfied the requirements set forth in the purchase specification.

DESCRIPTION: The pump vendor drawing incorrectly indicates that the minimum
submergence was 4.8 feet. The vendor drawing shows the minimum submergence
elevation to be 196.46 feet with the bellmouth at elevation 191.67 feet.

BASIS: EBASCO procedure E-1 (Reference 2) provides the requirements for
review of vendor drawings. Contrary to these requirements, the drawing error
was not detected during the review of the pump 'vendor's certified information.

I I
C

IMPACT ON DESIGN: This deficiency will not have a hardware impact; however, a
revision to the drawing is required to correctly show the elevation
corresponding to- minimum submergence level.

EXTENT: This appears to be an isolated error that, only affects this
particular pump certified drawing.

POST CUTOFF CWORK: In an EBASCO letter (Reference 3) supplementary information
in the form of a revised drawing (Reference 4) was provided to the team. The
drawing correctly shows the minimum submergence level of 198.47 feet.'

REFERENCES
- l. EBASCO EMDRAC Drawing 1364-7370 R7, Hayward Tyler Drawing 01-400-246,

Rev. G, 5/8/81.
2. EBASCO Company Procedure No. E-l, Review Of Vendor Drawings, 9/20/83.
3. EBASCO letter to Mr. R. Architzel (NRC) from Mr. J. Santosuosso (EBASCO),

Carolina Power 6 Light Company Shearon Harris Nuclear Plant Integrated
Design Inspection, 2/22/85.

4. EBASCO EMDRAC Drawing 1364-7370 R7, Hayward Tyler Drawing No. 01-400- 246
Rev. G, EBASCO Rev. 1, 2/12/85.
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D3.1-,1 (Deficiency) Allowable Nozzle I,oads

BACKGROUND: Equipment nozzle loads derived from stress analysis must be
checked against the vendor supplied nozzle allowables detailed in the
equipment procurement specification. For qualification purposes, the nozzle

— loads must be verified to meet the purchase specification requirements.
EBASCO technical personnel indicated to the team that a formal decision was
made early in the project to defer qualification of equipment.

DESCRIPTION: The EBASCO Shearon Harris Calculation Procedural Guidelines
provide generic nozzle load allowables to 'the analyst to enable interim .qualification of equipment nozzle loads derived from stress analysis.
Allowable nozzle resultant forces and moments are specified as a function of
nozzle geometry, design temperature and load condition. However, there are
two separate procedures contained in the procedural guidelines which specify
inconsistent allowable nozzle loads..

j
EBASCO procedure SH No. 020 (Reference 1) specifies nozzle load allowables for

,the normal, upset, emergency, and faulted conditions which do not include
stresses due to temperature. EBASCO procedure SH No. 032 (Reference 2)
specifies the identical nozzle load allowables for the normal, upset,
emergency, and faulted conditions, wit/ the notation that "Self

limiting'hermalloads included in all above cases".

BASIS: The basis for this deficiency is the specification of inconsistent
design information. ANSI N45.2.11 contains provisions for design input
detailed in Section 3, Design Input Requirements. Contrary to this
requirement, two separate stress procedures specified inconsistent tabular
data to be used for the interim qualification of equipment nozzle loads.

IMPACT ON DESIGN: This error is considered' documentation error. Since
nozzle loads derived from stress analysis must finally be compared to vendor
allowables, no hardware changes should be necessary.

EXTENT: This is considered a random erroq, since the team identified only one
inconsistency in the specification of interim allowable equipment nozzle
loads.

POST CUTOFF WORK: EBASCO revised Shearon Har'ris'Procedure No. 20 to
incorporate the correct nozzle loading criteria table. Due to time
constraints, the team did not review the revised procedure.

REFERENCES
1. EBASCO S-H Calculation Procedural Guidelines, Procedure SH No. 020,

10/26/76.
2. EBASCO S-H Calculation Procedural Guidelines, Procedure SH No. 032,

03/08/84.

s ~
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D3.1-2 (Deficiency) Regenerative Heat Exchanger Nozzle Thermal Displacement
Data

BACKGROUND: Appendix A of the EBASCO Design Specification (Reference 1)
contains seismic and thermal data for use in the design and analysis of piping
and supports.

DESCRIPTION: Westinghouse provided nozzle thermal displacements for the
regenerative heat exchanger, which are tabulated in the design specification.
The Westinghouse tabulation contained in the EBASCO Design Specification is
dated September 13, 1977. Westinghouse transmitted a revised tabulation to
EBASCO on December 15, 1980 (Reference 2), but the design specification was
not updated to reflect this revision.

BASIS: The design ANSI N45.2.11 contains provisions for design input in
Section 3, Design Input Requirements. Contrary to this requirement, the
design specification was not updated to reflect the revised Westinghouse
transmittal.

IMPACT ON DESIGN: This error is considered a documentation error, since it
appears that EBASCO used the correct nozzle thermal displacement in the stress
analysis.

EXTENT: This is considered a random error, since the team identified no other
instance where the referenced specification contained voided design
information.

REFERENCES
1. EBASCO Specification No. CAR-SH-,M-71, Design Specification for ASME

Nuclear Safety Classes 1, 2 6 3. and ANSI B31.1, Non-nuclear Safety/Seismic
Category I and Seismically Designed Piping and Supports, Rev. 1, 1984.

2. Westinghouse Letter C(}L-6168, 12/15/80.
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D3.1-3 (Deficiency) Stainless Steel Pipe Supports

BACKGROUND: Fabrication of hangers, supports and anchors for the Shearon
Harris plant is performed in accordance with the Reference 1 specification.

I

DESCRIPTlON: Subsection 22.29 of the Reference 1 specification requires that
"All supports in contact with stainless steel pipe shall be stainless steel or
halogen free plastic suitable for the piping system temperature." However, a

. field change request (Reference,2) was issued~which deleted the requirement
for stainless steel shims. EBASCO failed to revise the specification in
accordance with the field change request.

I
BASIS: Carolina Power & Light committecl to ANSI N45.2.11. Section 8 of this
standard, Design Change Control, requires that design changes to approved
design documents be documented. Contrary to this commitment, the
specification was not revised in accordance with the field 'change 'request.

IMPACT ON DESIGN: A documentation change is required.

EXTENT: This is considered a random error, since the team identified no other
instance where the referenced piping specification had not been properly
revised.

REFERENCES
1. EBASCO Specification No. CAR-SH-M-30B, General Power Piping (Hangers,

Supports 6 Anchors), Rev. 16, 04/12/83.
2...CPGL Field Change Request H-980, 10/15/81.
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D3.1-4 (Deficiency) CPM Pipe Support Procedures

J.

BACKGROUND: Carolina Power 6 Light performs support redesign required by
field modification in accordance with two separate procedures (References 1

and 2). Each of these procedures requires that a deflection check, in
addition to a stress 'check be performed on the pipe support.

DESCRIPTION: The deflection check detailed in Reference 1 stipulates that
the allowable deflection due to. load combinations containing operating basis
earthquake loads at the point of loading shall not exceed 1/16 in for rigid
restraints and anchors and 1/32 in fear snubbers in each restrained direction.

f

The deflection check detailed in Reference 2 requires that (1) the maximum
allowable deflection in the restrained direction at the load point be limited
to 1/16 in, (2) the maximum allowable deflection for anchors be limited to
1/32 in in all directions to minimize the'impact of welded pipe attachment
analysis, and (3) the maximum allowable deflection for frames utilizing

-.snubber assemblies be limited to 1/32 in.
/

"The deflection criteria detailed in the separate pipe support design
procedures are not consistent. Based upon information provided by Carolina
Power 8 Light substantiating a forthcoming amendment to FSAR Table 3.9.3-7, ~

the instructions contained in Reference 1'are correct. The deflection
criteria detailed in Reference 2 should therefore be revised accordingly.,

BASIS: Inconsistent deflection checks are outlined in the Carolina Power 8
Light pipe support design procedures.

IMPACT ON DESIGN: A documentation change is required. No reanalysis should
be necessary, since the ASME code does not detail explicit stiffness criteria'.

EXTENT: This j.s considered a random error, since the team identified no other
inconsistent design procedures in the referenced guidelines.

REFERENCES ~

1. CPSrL Piping Support/Restraint Design Guideline, Rev. 0, 08/01/84.
2. CPSL Site Hanger Problem Resolution Guidelines, Rev. 3, ll/Ol/84.
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D3.1-5 (Deficiency) Supplementary Steel

BACKGROUND: Exhibit 13-'', supports and restraints
of. supplementary hanger
length.

of the Carolina Power' Light procedure for pipe
(Reference 1) provides tabular data for the selection
supporting steel as a function of load and span

DESCRIPTION: Exhibit 13 is identical to Bergen-Paterson Standard E102, which
is contained in the Bergen-Paterson Shearon Harris project book (Reference 2).
Bergen-Paterson limits the application of'Standard E102 solely to non-seismic
pipe supports. Subsection III.A.7 of the Carolina Power 8 Light procedure
clearly stipulates the use of Exhibit 13 for supplementary steel to be
designed to upset and emergency» condition'load combinations. Exhibit

13'f'he

Carolina Power 8 Light support design guideline should be restricted
solely to the selection of supplementary steel for non-seismic supports,
unless Carolina Power 6 Light obtains substantiation from Bergen-Paterson that
unrestricted use of the tabular data contained in Exhibit 13 is acceptable.

BASIS: The design procedure may contain an unconservative approach for
selection of secondary steel.

IMPACT ON DESIGN: Reanalysis may be required if the tab'ular data were
improperly used.

ll

EXTENT: This is systematic for any seismic supplementary steel sized to
restrain dynamic loads in accordance with the Reference 1 procedure.

REFERENCES
1. CPGL Piping Support/Restraint Design Guideline, Rev. 0, 08/01/84.
2. Bergen-Paterson Shearon Harris Project Book No. 1, Issue No. 11, 08/15/83.
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D3.1-6 (Deficiency) Pipe Support Stress Check

BACKGROUND: The Carolina Power 8 Light procedure for pipe supports and
restraints (Reference 1) details a series of analysis checks for field
designed pipe support components.

DESCRIPTION: Subsections 5.b and 5.c of the Reference 1 procedure provide
formulas for shear stresses induced in open structural shapes, structural
tube, and pipe due to torsion 'and to direct shear.

I

The team reviewed the methodology contained in some of these guidelines.
The analyst is instructed to perform a total shear stre'ss check by combining
torsional and direct shear stresses by the square root of the sum of the
squares.

BASIS: This method is incorrect and unconservative. For example, maximum
shear stresses in pipe due to torsion and shear loads are directly additive.

IMPACT ON DESIGN: A document change is required. Reanalysis may be requiredif Carolina Power Sr Light used this shear stress check to design pipe
supports. Other equations contained in the referenced pipe support procedure
may also be 'incorrect.

I

EXTENT: This is systematic for any field design performed by Carolina Power 8
Light in accordance with the Reference 1 procedure.

REFERENCES
1. CP&L Piping Support/Restraint Design Guideline, Rev. 0, 08/Ol/84.
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U3.1-7 (Unresolved Item) U-Bolt Load Interaction
J

BACKGROUND: Bergen-Paterson provided load capacity data sheets for standard
pipe support components in -their Engineering Manual (Reference 1).

DESCRIPTION: Bergen-Paterson's 'loa'd capacity data sheets for U-bolts which
specify allowable tension or shear loads as a function of operating condition.
However, Bergen-Paterson did not specify an interaction equation to design
U-bolts subjected to both tension and shear loads.

The Carolina Power 6 Light procedure for pipe supports and restraints
(Reference 2) specifies the use of a straight-line interaction equation to
enable the selection of U-bolts subjected to both tension and shear loads.

POTENTIAL'ASIS: Carolina Power 4 Light's use of a straight-line interaction
equation to qualify U-bolts subjected to combined tension and shear has not
been formally substantiated by Bergen-Paterson, the vendor. Bergen-Paterson
should be able to substantiate the load capacities of pre-engineered pipe
support components by, testing or analysis performed to ASME code requirements.
ANSI N45.2.11, Section 3, Design, Input Requirements, requires the
documentation of performance requirements such as capacity,'ating and system
output.

(

POTENTIAL IMPACT ON DESIGN: Carolina Power 6 Light should obtain confirmation
from Bergen-Paterson, substantiated by analysis or testing, that use of a
straight-line interaction equation to qualify U-bolts subjected to combined
tension and shear is acceptable. No hardware. changes should be required.

EXTENT: This is systematic for all U-bolts subjected to both tension and
shear loads.

POST CUTOFF WORK: Bergen-Paterson has confirmed that a linear interaction
equation is acceptable (Reference 3). Bergen-Paterson should confirm that
analysis and/or test data exist to substantiate the use,of this equation.

-REFERENCES
1. Bergen-Paterson Engineering Manual, Issue 5A, 12/07/79.
2. CPSL Piping Support/Restraint Design Guideline, Rev. 0, 08/08/84.
3. Bergen-Paterson letter MC/EC/10,, 0)/25'/85.

I
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U3.1-8 (Unresolved Item) Friction Anchor Clamps

BACKGROUND:, It is normal practice on the Shearon Harris pr'oject to use clamps
in conjunction with pipe shear lugs to transfer pipe loads to supports. The
load transfer between clamp and pipe occurs solely through the lugs. However,
the Carolina Power 6 Light procedure for pipe supports and restraints
(Reference 1) permits the installation of friction anchor clamps on small bore
pipe.

DESCRIPTION: Friction anchor clamps for piping between 3/8-in and 2-in in
diameter are furnished by Bergen-Paterson (part number 6010), and consist of a

, double pair of stiff yokes which are clamped to the pipe with a double pair of
5/8-in-diameter bolts. The bolts are pretensioned with a specified torque
which varies from 170 in-1b for 3/8-in-diameter pipe to 330 in-lb for 2-in-
diameter pipe. EBASCO has not considered pipe stresses due to friction anchor
clamp pretension. The team noted that design temperatures and pressures for
some small bore pipe in the chemical and volume control system are in excess
of 600 degrees F and 2000 psi.

POTENTIAL BASIS: EBASCO did not consider pipe stress due to friction anchor
clamp pretension.

'
POTENTIAL IMPACT ON DESIGN: Additi'onal analysis and documentation are
required to quantify pipe stress due to friction anchor clamp pretension, and
to review maximum stress ratios for small bore pipe in the chemical and volume
control system.

EXTENT: This is systematic for all friction clamps installed on small 'bore
pipe.

POST CUTOFF CWORK: Bergen-Paterson has calculations to quantify pipe stress
due to friction anchor clamp pretension (Reference 2).

I I ~

REFERENCES
1. CPSL Procedure No. WP-110, Installation of Seismic Pipe Hangers and

Supports for Seismically Analyzed Pipe, Rev. 11, 07/26/84.
2. Bergen-Paterson Letter, 02/08/85.

t
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D3.2-1 (Deficiency) DBE Inertia/Functional Capability

BACKGROUND: EBASCO Specification M-71 requires that Class 2 and 3 piping
within the chemical and volume control system must consider the design basis
earthquake (DBE) inertia loading case. According to this specification,-a DBE
plant event is an emergency condition for the chemical and volume control
system and a faulted condition for the plant. Carolina Power 8 Light Company
letter (Reference 2) committed to ensure functional capability for Class 2 and
3 piping below 400 degrees F, by comparing faulted stress levels with

, emergency level stress allowables as stipulated in FSAR Section 3.9.3-11.

DESCRIPTION: No analysis or reference to the DBE inertj.a load case was made
for four of the stress calculations (References 3 through 6) that the team
reviewed. Thus, an emergency level stress evaluation could not be performed,'nd functional capability for the subject calculations was not confirmed.

- In the majority of stress calculations, EBASCO would calculate DBE strqssep
and loads by considering them to be twice those of the operating basis
earthquake (OBE) load case. For the four subject stress calculations, this
procedure was not implemented.

BASIS: This is a violation of the commitments made in a Carolina Power 8
— Light letter to the NRC, dated July 15, 1983 (Reference 2). The letter

commits to ensuring functional capability for Class 2 and 3 piping by
comparing faulted stress levels with emergency stress level allowables. As
defined in EBASCO Specification M-71, for 'the'hemical volume and control
system, the DBE inertia load case is part of the defined faulted condition.
Without performing a DBE stress computation, no faulted condition stress
levels can be calculated for comparison.

IMPACT ON 'DESIGN: EBASCO should either perform a DBE inertia analysis or
institute proper documentation verifying that stress and support limits are
met.

EXTENT: This appears to be systematic. Most analyses reviewed by the team
performed prior to 1981 lacked a DBE calculation and an emergency level stress
comparison.

POST CUTOFF WORK: Following the inspection, PBASCO provided the team with a
revision to procedure SH-006 which states their reasons why it is not
necessary to revise stress calculations to j.nc$ude a DBE load ca'se and 'an

'mergencystress level comparison where no emergency condition analysis wasinitially performed. This is based on an EBASCO assumption that if an actual
'DBE response spectrum is considered, the DBE stress will typically vary
between one and 1.5 times the OBE stress'. Since the stress limit for the DBE
event is 1.5 times the OBE limit, the stress criteria will be met. The team
agrees that this is a valid assumption in most cases, but it does not assure
compliance in all cases. The team believes'hat EBASCO should perform a
technical analysis which would provide a basis for its assumption.

REFERENCES
1. EBASCO Specification CAR-SH-M-71,,Design Specification for ASME

Nuclear Safety Classes 1, 2, 6 3 and ANSI B31.1 Nonnuclear Safety/Seismic
Category I and Seismically Designed -Piping and Supports, Appendix F.



Carolina Power 8 Light'letter, M.A.". McDuffie to H.R. Denton, Item "SER
Open Item No. 277, NRC question 210-35," 7/15/83.
EBASCO Calculation 142-1, 5/24/78.
EBASCO Calculation 142-1,, 5/12/78.
EBASCO Calculation 157-2, g/22/78.
EBASCO Calculation 3000, 8/24/78.

F
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03.2-2 (Observation) LOCA Anchor Movement
H

I

BACKGROUND: The EBASCO specification for mechanical containment penetrations
(Reference 1) defines two load combinations which combine forces and moments
due to operating pressure, weight, operating basis or design basis earthquake

'and IOCA effects.

DESCRIPTION: The team reviewed a'alculation (Reference 2) containing a 3-ip
'diameterline which runs 'from the tube-side inlet nozzle of the regenerative

heat exchanger to containment penetration M-8.

A load summary sheet for the containment penetration combined the computed
loads from both sides of the penetration (References 2, 3); however,
penetration forces and moments due to IOCA effects were not considered, and
the containment penetration was not qualified in accordance with the load
combinations defined in the EBASCO specification.

EBASCO technical personnel later informed the team that a decision had been
"

made early in the project to defer 'qualification of containment penetrations.
However, this decision was never documented in the Reference 2 analysis, and
the load summary sheet prepared for the containment penetration was never
voided. EBASCO actually evaluated containment penetrations in 1984, in

'ccordancewith EBASCO Shearon Harris Procedure No. 23, dated August 8, 1984.

BASIS: This is not a deficiency, since E)ASCO performed an evaluation of all
containment penetrations in 1984, and concluded that they met the loading
criteria. ,Due to time constraints, the team was unable to review this
program.

RECOMMENDATION; The team recommends that EBASCO review all stress packages
with containment penetrations to void obsolete load summary sheets, and to
reference the evaluation perfoaped .in 1984. r

REFERENCES
1.'BASCO Specification No. CAR-SH-M-54, Nuclear Containment Mechanical

Penetrations, Components and Assemblies, Nuclear Safety Class 2, Rev. 13,
6/4/82.

2. EBASCO Stress Analysis Calculation No. 3006, Rev. 2, 3/25/81.
3. EBASCO Stress Analysis Calculation Nd. 141-3, Rev." 5, 7/16/83.
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03.2-3 (Observation) Evaluation of Valve Accelerations

'ACKGROUND: (}ualification of seismic Class I valves must demotlstr'ate'the
valve's ability to perform its intended function during and after a seismic
disturbance. In order to qualify both active and inactive valves, the
appropriate valve specifications cite allowable valve accelerations for the
vertical and horizontal directions. In reviewing the output of a pipe stress
calculation, the, analyst compares the calculated valve acceleration against
the specified allowable. As required by Procedure SH-023, a section of the ,
stress summary checklist acknowIedges the comparison and verification of valve
accelerations.

DESCRIPTION: The team noted during reviews of stress calculations that valve
accelerations were not addressed. The analyst failed to evaluate the
calculated valve accelerations against the allowable for several stress
calculations (References 2 through 9),.as required by EBASCO Procedure SH-023,
associated vendor valve specifications and the generic EBASCO valve
specification M-45. The analyst would either check off the appropriate box -on
the checklist that valve accelerations, were evaluated or consider the subject
not applicable (NA) for the subject calculation.

EBASCO is currently evaluating g-loading for non-active valves. Shearon
Harris Procedure 063, in review for release during February 1985, outlines the
qualification program for EBASCO active and non-active valves, as well as the
qualification program for Westinghouse non-active valves. For previously
released calculations where evaluations have not been performed, EBASCO is
systematically resolving overloads of EBASCO and Westinghouse valves. Due to
time constraints the team was unable to review this program.

BASIS: This is not considered a deficiency since EBASCO had implemented a
program which would perform valve acceleration evaluations for all valves
which were not previously addressed.

RECOMMENDATION: The team recommends that for previously released calculation
packages where g-loading evaluation had not been performed, the evaluation
should be referenced in the original stress package and the results
documented.

2.
3.
4.
5..
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

REFERENCES
l. EBASCO Shearon Harris Procedure SH-023, Stress Analysis Calculation

Design Verification and Transmittal, 8/27/84.
EBASCO Calculation No. 142-1, 5/24/78.
EBASCO Calculation No. 3084, 12/21/81.
EBASCO Calculation No. 141-2, 4/12/78.
EBASCO Calculation No. 157-2, 8/22/78.
EBASCO Calculation No. 3000, 8/24/78.
EBASCO Calculation No. 146-2, '8/21/81.
EBASCO Calculation No. 142-3, 10/6/81.
EBASCO Calculation No. 141-1, 10/1/81.
EBASCO Shearon Harris Procedure SH-059, Allowable Load Limit for
Westinghouse Active Valves, 10/4/84.ll. EBASCO Specification M-45, Seismic Consideration for Mechanical
Equipment, Rev. 9, 11/2'/77,
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D3.2-4 (Deficiency) Westinghouse Active Valve (}ualification Program

BACKGROUND: Westinghouse active valves mus't be functional during and after,all possible loading cases. An integral part of the stress analysis processis the evaluation of active valve accelerations and active valve end loading.
Following the EBASCO procedures (References l, 2 and 3), the analyst evaluates
active valves against the allowable acceleration and end load limits. In
1983, EBASCO implemented a program to maintain a record of all active valve
acceleration and end load calculations. Where active valve qualification'alculations had not been performed with the original stress analysis package,
an analyst is required to compute accelerations and end loads from the
appropriate computer output and to include these in a Westinghouse Active,
Valve calculation book, When a stress analysis is updated, copies of the
valve acceleration and end load evaluations are included in the calculation
book. Periodically, EBASCO transmits a list of all overloaded active valves
to Westinghouse for acceptance.

DESCRIPTION: Stress calculation 141-2 was reviewed by the team and found
lacking in acceleration .and end load evaluations for three Westinghouse active
valves. The three valves in question werq: (1) 2CS-V600-SB-1, (2)
2CS-V601-SB-1, and (3) 2CS-V602-SB-l. As part of EBASCO's active valve
qualification program, acceleration and end load calculations were performed
on March 25, 1983 (Reference 5). Forces and moments were taken from the
original analysis dated May 12, 1978 (Reference 4). In'eviewing the valve
acceleration calculations, the team found them to be in error for all three
active valves.

The most significant error concerned valve 2CS-V602-SB-1. The calculated
operating basis earthquake (OBE) Z-direction acceleration was calculated to be
0.501g. The team calculated the OBE Z-direction acceleration valve at thelimit imposed by EBASCO Procedure SH-059. In addition, no reference was madeon'he calculation sheets to the date or„ revision of the original computer
analysis.

The sketch included on the valve acceleration calculation sheet did not
correctly represent the mathematical model 'for'two active valves,
2CS-V601-SB-1 and 2CS-V602-SB-l. Also, the original calculation package
contained no acknowledgment of the acceleration and end load evaluations which
were performed for the three active valves.

BASIS: The three active valves in question had errors in their valve
acceleration evaluations. Also, EBASCO's commitment to ANSI N45.2.ll-1974
(Reference 6) was not properly implemented in that there was no auditable link
between the calculation and their associated computer

runs'MPACT

ON DESIGN: The three subject valve acceleration values should be
evaluated and results compared to appropriate limits. The original
calculation package should be updated to include documentation of the active
valve qualification.

EXTENT: The team review of the Westinghouse Active Valves .ca],culqtion book
revealed the previously noted deficiencies, indicating that this problem may
exist for more analyses contained in the calculation book.
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REFERENCES
1'. EBASCO Shearon Harris Procedure SH-023, Stress Analysis

Calculation Design Verification and Transmittal, Rev. 2.
2. EBASCO Shearon Harris Procedure SH-003, Filling Out Checksheets

Forms 622-1, -2, -3, -4, -5, Rev. 2.
3. EBASCO Shearon Harris Procedure Sg-059, Allowable Westinghouse Active

Valves, Rev. 2.
4. EBASCO Calculation No. 141-2, Rev. 2., 5/12/78.
5. EBASCO Calculation Book Westinghouse Active Valves, Book l.
6. ANSI N45.2.ll-1974, Quality Assur'ance Requirements for the Design of

Nuclear Power Plants.
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D3.2-5 (Deficiency) Modeling of Valve Center of Gravity

'BACKGROUND: In order to properly evaluate the influence of a valve upon~a
piping system, each valve should be modeled accurately for input into the
mathematical model. This gives the representative results which can be used
to evaluate the valve for seismic and nozzle loading qualification. Shearon
Harris Procedure SH-023 requires that checklists be included in the stress
package. These checklists verify consideration of the valve center of gravity
as shown on the specific equipment drawing and that the valve center of
gravity was properly modeled for computer input.

DESCRIPTION: Three of the sixteen stress calculations reviewed by the team
contained improperly modeled valves. Stress calculation 3125 represents

-piping between the boric acid tank and two anchors (node points 118 and 155)
as shown on Stress Isomeric No. 1A-236-CS-39. As shown on the valve drawing
(Reference 4), an 86-lb valve 3CS-V730No. SN-1 has a center of gravity located
5-7/16 inches positive vygtically and 4-9/16 inches easterly from the center
of the valve body axis. J'The mathematical model had the center of gravity

~ lying on the centerline of the valve body.

Calculation 141-1 reprgsepts piping between the No. 2 charging pump and anchor
points (nodes 293, 24/< and 348) as shown on Stress Isometrics No. 1A-236-CS-6
and 7. An active va3.ve 2CS-V606 SB-l was modeled with a center of gravity
located 1.267 ft in the,'positive (x) direction (plant north) from the center
of the valve body. As indicated on the appropriate valve drawing (Reference
8), the center of gravity; is located 1.267 ft positive vertically versus
horizontally north from the center of the valve body.

Ca'lculation 3001 represents piping inter'facing with the suction charging pump
1B-SB as shown on Isometric No. 1A-236-CS-1. The mathematical model for an
active valve 2CS-1-522 SB-1 had a lumped mass of 510 lb at a center of gravity

, located 0.41 ft vertically from the center of the valve body. Another mass
point, 195 lb, was located 3.5 ft positive vertically from the first center of
gravity. This information is contrary to the valve drawing (Reference ll),
which indicates a total valve weight of 855 lb with a center of gravity
located 1.37 ft from the center of the valve body.

For all three subject calculations, the analyst checked off in the appropriate
stress summary checklist box that~ the valve center of gravity had.been
properly considered. This was later verified by the chhcker.

BASIS: Verification of correct modeling of'alve center of gravity, as
required by EBASCO's procedure SH-023, was improperly performed.
Inconsistencies exist between the manufacturer's valve drawing and the valve
representation in the mathematical model.

IMPACT ON DESIGN: 'he three subject calculations should be reanalyzed to
verify that the valves meet their requirements for seismic qualification.
Also, due to a possible change in loading, end nozzle loads for the two active
valves should be evaluated as requi!red~by EBASCO'Procedure SH-059. In
addition, the associated stress isometrics should be corrected to reflect the
proper location of the valve center of gravity, and in the case of calculation
3001, the correct valve weight.
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= EXTENT: This does not appear to be systematic, since the team reviewed,
sixteen stress calculations with numerous valves 'and only documented modelin'g
inconsistencies for the three valves mentioned above.

l J

POST CUTOFF WORK: Following the inspection, EBASCO informed the team'hat the
subject isometric and calculation 3125 were revised to reflect the correct
representation-of valve 3CS-V730-SN. The team was not provided with a copy of
either the revised isometric or revised calculation 3125; thus, no detailed,
review could be performed. EBASCO did provide the team with a non-active
valve summary sheet which documents the calculated accelerations for valve
3CS-V730-SN as being acceptable.

REFERENCES
1. EBASCO Shearon Harris Procedure SH-023, Stress Analysis Calculation

Design Verification and Transmittal, Rev. 2.
2. EBASCO Stress Calculation 3125, 4/11/84.
3. Stress Isometric No. 1A-236-CS-39, Rev. 3, 4/12/84.
4. Yarway Valve Drawing 1364-3408k, Rev. 7.
5. EBASCO Stress Calculation 141-1, 10/1/81.
6. Stress Isometric No. 1A-236-CS-7, Rev. 3, 10/1/81.
7. Stress Isometric No. 1A-236-CS-6, Rev. 3, 10/1/81.
8. EBASCO Valve Drawing 1364-4481, 4/14/84.

EBASCO Stress Calculation 3001, 10/26/84.
Stress Isometric No. 1A-236-CS-1, 10/26/84.
Westinghouse Valve Drawing 8376D29, 8/1/84.
EBASCO Shearon Harris Procedure SH-059, Allowable Ioad Limit for
Westinghouse Active Valves, Rev. 2.

l
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D3.2-6 (Deficiency) Emergency Condition Stress Ratio

BACKGROUND: EBASCO Procedure SH-0)3 requires the analyst to complete a
checklist which tabulates the highest stress ratio (actual stress/code
allowable stress) for each required load case after completion of a
computerized stress analysis. The stress ratio comparison verifies that the
piping system meets the ASME stress limits committed to in Section 3.9.3-11D
of the FSAR.

-DESCRIPTION: The team reviewed stress calculation 3125 and checked the stress
ratios tabulated for ASME Code Equation 9, the emergency condition, committed
to in FSAR Section 3.9.3-11D. The highest stress ratio that the analyst
tabulated was 0.530. The, team found a stress ratio of 1.069 at another
location on the piping system.

BASIS: This was an error in reporting the stress results by the analyst, as
, well as a verification of the error by the checker.

IMPACT ON DESIGN: The correct stress ratio of 1.069 is above the allowablelimit. Appropriate documentation should be added in order to justify the
sight overstress condition.

EXTENT'This appears to be random and wag the only instance of failure to
properly list stress ratios found by the team.

POST CUTOFF WORK: EBASCO reanalyzed stress calculation 3125 and has provided
the team (following the inspection) with a revised analyst checklist, 622-3,
which summarizes the maximum stress ratios for the various ASME stress .

equations. The revised summary checklist identifies that all stress levels
are acceptable. However, the team noted that the original analysis computed
an emergency stress ratio of 1.069, whereas this updated revision to the
stress calculation reports an emergency stress ratio of 0.236. This is a
significant reduction in the stress level and therefore indicates major
changes to the original calculation, other than the omitted modeling of valve

,3CS-V730-SN. The team was not aware of any design changes to the piping
system. The revised stress calculation should be reviewed to determine the
reason for the reduced stress levels.

REFERENCES
l. EBASCO Shearon Harris Procedure SH-023, Stress Analysis Calculation Design

Verification and Transmittal, Rev. 2. <

2. EBASCO Stress Calculation 3125, 4/11/54.
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D3.2-7 (Deficiency) Thermal Modes
I

BACKGROUND: In order to meet the ASME Section III stress requirements as
committed to in FSAR Section 3.9.3.1,'he analyst must evaluate the piping
system for representative thermal modes. EBASCO Specification M-71 requires
evaluation of thermal modes which will impose the highest stress levels,
support loading and equipment loading and equipment loads.

DESCRIPTION: For stress calculation 3084, two thermal cases were considered:
(1) normal cooperating at 105 degrees F,'nd (2) abnormal at 50 degrees F. At
valve 3CS-D51-SN-1, the analyst interchanged the normal (150 degrees F) and
abnormal (50 degrees F) temperature cases for the continuation of analyzed
piping. Thus the thermal case 1 did not have a continuous temperature of 150
degrees F throughout the mathematical model, while thermal case 2 did not have
a consistent temperature of 50 degrees F throughout.

BASIS: The piping analysis did not properly account for thermal loads on
piping due to intermixing of the normal operating and abnormal operating
temperatures.

IMPACT ON DESIGN: The normal op'crating and abnormal load cases should be
reanalyzed in order to properly evaluate their significance. No significant
change in stress levels or support loads should occur.

EXTENT: This is a random error, since this was the only instance identified by
the team in which thermal modes were incorrectly, interchanged.

REFERENCES
1. EBASCO Specification CAR-SH-M-71, Design Specification For ASME Nuclear,

Safety Classes l, 2 6 3 and ANSI B3l.l, Non-Nuclear Safety/Seismic
Category I and Seismically Designed Piping and Supports, Appendix F.

2. EBASCO Calculation No. 3084, 12/21/81.
I
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D3.2-8 (Deficiency) Thermal Expansion Input

BACKGROUND: In order to meet the ASME Section III requirements for the
evaluatiop of thermal expansion as committed to in Section 3.9.3.1 of the

'SAR, the analyst must perform a thermal analysis which accounts for the
thermal expansion of the pipe and the thermal expansion of the attached

-, equipment.

DESCRIPTION: For calculation 141-1, the analyst did not account for the
thermal expansion of the pipe during the 130 degrees F thermal mode case.,
Only equipment displacements were included. Thus, the calculation of thermal
'stress, levels, support loads, and equipment nozzle loading is in error.

BASIS: The piping analysis did not properly account for thermal loads on
piping and components due to thermal expansion as required the FSAR, Section
3.9.3.1 and EBASCO Specification M-71.

IMPACT ON DESIGN: Reanalysis should be performed to evaluate load changes for
pipe supports and equipment noziles.

I 1

EXTENT: This is considered a ran'dom error, since the team reviewed sixteen .
stress calculations, and this was the only case in which thermal expansion of
the pipe was omitted.

POST CUTOFF WORK: Following the inspection, EBASCO provided the team with a
copy of the revised thermal computer analysis. The stress levels appear to be
acceptable. However, the team was not provided with documentation evaluating
changes in support and equipment loading. Thps, the revisions provided were
not complete and the team was unable to review this item in fully

REFERENCES
l. EBASCO Calculation 141-1, 10/l/81.
2. EBASCO Specification M-71, Design Specification for ASME Nuclear Safety

Classes 1, 2, and 3 and ANSI B31.1, Non-Nuclear Safety/Seismic Category I
and Seismically Designed Piping and Supports,'p'pendix F.

~ ~

I
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II
I

D3.2-9 (Deficiency) Volume Control Tank Nozzle Displacement

BACKGROUND: When performing a thermal stress analysis of a piping system, the
analyst, defines the piping configuration, inputs the appropriate mate'rial and
physical properties, and considers equipment nozzle thermal growth where
applicable. The ASME Code, Subsection NC-3645.2, requires that stress levels
be calculated for piping thermal expansion plus expansion of terminal points"
when these points represent equipment.

DESCRIPTION: For stress calculation 142-3, the analyst considered two thermal
modes „of operation, 115 degrees F and 250 degrees F. Two piping terminal
points contained in the analyzed configuration are located at, the nozzles of
the volume control tank. Thermal nozzle displacements were calculated for a
temperature of 250 degrees F. The calculated displacements were included for
the 115 degrees F mode but omitted for the 250 degrees F mode when these were
input into the mathematical model.

BASIS: The thermal stress analysis of the subject calculation is in error and
not in conformance with the ASME Code as committed to in Section 3.9.3.1 of
the FSAR.

IMPACT ON DESIGN: Failure to include the nozzle. displacements for the 250
degrees F load case could result in changes in stress levels, support loads,.
and nozzle loading. Reanalysis is required to examine loads on supports and
equipment.

EXTENT: This is considered a random error, since no other cases of failure 'to~

~include nozzle thermal displacements were found by the team.

-'REFERENCES
l. EBASCO Calculation 142-3, 10/6/81.
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D3.2-10 (De'ficiency) Nozzle Thermal Displacements

BACKGROUND: Equipment with a minimum fundamental frequency of 33 Hz can be
modeled as rigid for purposes of piping stress analysis. Equipment nozzles
are then modeled as anchor points, and any nozzle thermal displacements are
then imposed at the corresponding anchor point.

I

DESCRIPTION: The team reviewed a stress calculation (Reference 1) for a run
of 1-in-diameter pipe connected to the case drain nozzle of charging pump
1C-SAB. The nozzle was modeled as an anchor ppint in the stress analysis, and
nozzle thermal displacements were imposed at that point. However, the
magnitude of the axial thermal displacement was coded with the incorrect sign;
+0,004 in was input instead of -0.004 in.

BASIS: An incorrect sign was coded for one component of a nozzle thermal
displacement.

IMPACT ON DESIGN: Because the magnitude of the thermal displacement is low,
this error is considered minor.

EXTENT: This is considered a random error, since the team identified only one
equipment nozzle thermal displacement component coded with an incorrect

sign.'OST

CUTOFF WORK: EBASCO re-ran the referenced calculation with the correct
nozzle thermal displacements. Due to time constraints, the team did not
review the revised analysis.

REFERENCES
l. EBASCO Stress Analysis Calculation No. 750-19, Rev. 1, 09/19/82.

i

f
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D3.2-11 (Deficiency) Design Pressure~

~

~ ~ ~BACKGROUND: As committed to in FSAR Section 3.9.3.l, the analyst must use the
design pr'essure to calculate the stress levels for sustained and occasional
l'oading properly. EBASCO pipestress computer program 2010 calls for the use
of design pressure in its sustained and occasional stress level computations.

DESCRIPTION: For calculation 141-2, the analyst calculated the pressure
stress for the sustained load equation using an operating pressure of 740 psig
instead of the design pressure of 2735 psig (Reference 4). For the occasional
load equation, an operating pressure of 2350 psig was used instead of the
design pressure of 2735 psig.

BASIS: As committed to in FSAR Section 3.9.3.l, the analyst must use the pipe
d'esign pressure in calculating pressure stresses for the ASME Section III
stress equations (Reference l). The use of the lower operating pressure
values instead of the 2735-psig design pressure will result in an
unconservatively lower pressure, stress:

IMPACT ON DESIGN: No hardware changes„are required. However, the pressure
stresses should be recalculated and documented.

EXTENT: This is a random error, since no other analysis reviewed by the team
had this error.

POST CUTOFF WORK: EBASCO performed a set of calculations using the correct
design pressure and found acceptable results. The team reviewed the revised
calculation and agreed that the results are acceptable and:no design changeswill result.

2.
3.

REFERENCES t ~

l. ASME Section III, Winter 1972 Anaconda Subsections NC-3652.1, 3652.2,
3652.3(b).
EBASCO Calculation 141-2, 5/12/78.
Carolina Power 6 Light Company Line List.'

l
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03.2-12 (Observation) Stress Summary Checklist
e
e

BACKGROUND: EBASCO Procedure SH-023 requires that the stress analyst perform „.'umerous checks of the isometr'ic, design'nput, computer coding, computer
output, and confirmation of the'structural'dequacy of the system. This
p'rocedure provide's the .analyst with a detailed checklist covering all aspects
of,a stress analysis review as we1.1 ks v'erification by a checker.

=-,, DESCRIPTION: Stress calculation 157-2 had no accompanying detailed checklis't
with the computer output. -The- team had no way .to confirm that the ASME
Section III stress equations limits were met and if functional capability of

, the system was confirmed. In addition, the stress summary should contain the
evaluation of nozzle loadings for both the moderating heat exchanger 1X-SN and,'.the letdown chiller heat. exchanger 1X-SN. At present, EBASCO is in the
process of transferring all,stress calculation packages to 'the'Shearon Harris''-",site, stress group. At. the time of the transfer a transmittal sheet is
attached to the stress package which lists open items still to be resolved'.
Also, the site stress group performs an informal review of all transferred
stress packages which would recognize missing documentation and evaluations.

'I

the

BASIS: This is not a deficiency since EBASCO includes an attached punch;list'to the transferred stress package which would identify open items. An
omission such as the missing checklist found by the team would be listed or
redone at the time of transfer.

'RECOMMENDATION:At the time of completing the stress summary checklist
. analyst should also evaluate and document the appropriate equipment nozz
for c'ompliance to their given allowable loadings.

REFERENCES
1. EBASCO Shearon Harris Procedure, SH-059, Allowable Load .Limits .for

Westinghouse Active Valves, Rev. 2.
2. EBASCO Shearon Harris Procedure SH-023, Stress Analysis Calculation,

Design Verification Transmittal, Rev. 2.
3.'. EBASCO Calculation 'No. 141-3, 7/16/83.

'.'.'EBASCO Stress Isometric No. 1A-236-CS-22, Rev. 5, 7/21/83.
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03.2-13 (Observation) Flange Evaluation~

~

~

BACKGROUND: The analyst is required to evaluate Class 2 and 3 flanges as part
of the process for structurally, qualifying a piping system. Using the
guidelines of EBASCO Procedure SH-059, the analyst combines computed flange
loading, following the format of Procedure SH-'23, and compares them to the
appropriate limits.

DESCRIPTION: During the team's review of calculation 141-3 we noted that two
welding neck raised face flanges had not been evaluated. These were located
at npdal points 1090 and 1101 as shown on Stress Isometric j/lA-236-CS-22.

Presently a program is underway which transfers stress calculation packages
from EBASCO to the stress group at the Shearon Harris site. At the time of
receiving the stress packages, the site stress group informally reviews the
package for completeness (computer output, revision of isometric, stress
summary sheets, and valve, nozzle and flange evaluations).. When the IE
Bulletin 79-14 walkdown program is initiated, all stress packages will be
formally reviewed for consistency with field measured pipe routing and support
location, as well as valve, equipment nozzle, and flange qualification.

BASIS,: This is not a deficiency since Carolina Power 6 Light has both, an,
informal and formal review process which'hould identify this type of
omission.

I

RECOMMENDATION: The team recommends that proper documentation of the flange
evaluation be made in the original stress package.

I

REFERENCES
1. EBASCO Shearon Harris Procedure SH-059, Allowable Load Limits for

Westinghouse Active Valves, Rev'. 2;
2. EBASCO Shearon Harris Procedure SH-023, Stress Analysis Calculation,

Design Verification Transmittal, Rev. 2.
3. EBASCO Calculation No. 141-3, 7/16/83.
4. EBASCO Stress Isometric No. 1A-236-CS-22, Rev. 5, 7/21/83.



D3.2-14 (Deficiency) Node Point Spacing

BACKGROUND: Linear elastic dynamic stress analysis of a piping subsystem
subjected to a seismic event requires that the piping and associated
components be rendered into an equivalent spring-mass system. Maximum
feasible mass point spacing along a pipe run is a function of the pipe
material, geometry and weight, as well as the frequency above which the
seismic spectral accelerations are ,constant. This limiting acceleration is
taken to be 33 Hz for a seismic event.

The equation detailed in Appendix R-2 of the EBASCO piping analysis user's
manual (Reference 1) defines the limiting spacing between mass points as a
function of the pipe parameters and cutoff frequency.

FSAR subsection 3.7.3.1.1.1 stipulates a more stringent commitment to limit
the maximum spacing between mass points to no more than "one-half of the
distance for which the frequency of a simple support beam would be 20 cps".

Based on this commitment, maximum span lengths as a function of pipe diameter
have been tabulated for use by the stress analyst (Reference 2).

DESCRIPTION: The team reviewed a stress isometric (Reference 3) detailing a
run of 1-in-diameter pipe which specifies several span lengths between mass
points (4.00 ft, 4.95 ft, 6.00 ft, and 6.08 ft) exceeding the maximum span
length of 3.25 ft permitted for 1-in-diameter pipe. The team also noted the
improper mass unit specified in the equation detailed in Appendix R-2 of the
EBASCO piping analysis user's manual. This equation specifies the incorrect
units for the pipe weight. Use of this equation will result in incorrect and
unconservative span lengths between pipe mass points.

0
BASIS: Span lengths between adjacent pipe mass points exceed the maximum
allowable span length allowed by EBASCO procedure (Reference 2).

IMPACT ON DESIGN: The piping subsystem should be reanalyzed after additional
mass points have been coded to eliminate pipe span lengths in excess of the
maximum permissible span length. Hardware changes should not be necessary.

EXTENT: This is considered a random error, since the team reviewed sixteen
stress isometrics in detail, and identified only one stress isom'etric which
tabulated excessive span lengths for adjacent pipe mass points.

POST CUTOFF WORK: EBASCO revised the referenced isometric, and re-ran
calculation 750-19. Due to time constraints, the team did not review the
revised analysis.

REFERENCES
l. EBASCO User Manual for PIPESTRESS2010, Release No. 3.16.0, 08/06/84.
2. EBASCO S-H Calculation Procedural Guidelines, Procedure MN/ML No. 359,

06/18/76.
3. EBASCO Isometric 1A-236-CS-48, Rev. 1, 09/19/82.
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. D3.2-15 (Deficiency) Anchor. Location~

~

I
I

BACKGROUND: Piping stress isometrics are prepared to enable the stress
analyst to code the input data for that piping subsystem. Each stress

~ isometric tabulates the global coordinates of the piping subsystem anchor
points. This information is used to define the location of the piping
subsystem with respect to the plan and elevation of a given structure. The
anchor global locations also enable a computer geometry check of the input"
coding.

DESCRIPTION: The team reviewed a stress isometric (Reference 1) on which an
'nchornode point was incorrectly located 2.0 ft. to the north. The

corresponding computer run specifies the correct north coordinate for the
anchor point. It appears, that an initial geometry check of the computer input

, coding failed, and that the computer"input coding, but not the stress
isometric, was revised to specify the correct location of the anchor point.

BASIS: The specification of an anchor global coordinate is inco'nsistent w'ith
the dimensions detailed on the stress isometric. EBASCO Procedure SH-009
(Reference 2) requires that the global coordinates specified on the stress
isometric and in the computer coding be jn agreement.

IMPACT ON DESIGN: This is a minor error. If the stress isometric is updated,
the anchor location should be corrected.

'I

EXTENT: This is a random error~ since the team identified only one incorrect
anchor location on a stress isometric.

1

POST CUTOFF WORK: EBASCO revised the anchor point coordinates given on the
referenced isometric. Due to time constraints, the team did not confirm the
revision.

REFERENCES
,1. EBASCO Isometric 1A-236-CS-48, Rev. 1, 09/19/82.
2. EBASCO S-H Calculation Procedural Guidelines, Procedure SH No. 009.
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D3.2-16 (Deficiency) Pipe Schedule

BACKGROUND: To stress analyze a piping subsystem, the pipe material
properties, geometry, and weight must be defined. The pipe wall thickness is
one of the geometric properties to be defined.

DESCRIPTION: The team reviewed a stress calculation (Reference 1) for a run
of 1-in-diameter pipe connected to the case drain nozzle of charging pump
1C-SAB. Schedule 40 wall thickness was originally specified for that pipe, and
the corresponding wall thickness was used in the computer analysis. The pipe
wall thickness was subsequently changed to, schedule 160. This minor design
change, along with a number of other pipe schedule changes, was documented in
a piping flow diagram Design Change Notification (Reference 2) that
specifically requested a review by the stress analysis group. The subsequent
piping Design Change Notification (Reference 3) released by the stress
analysis group did not address the impact of this pipe schedule change on the

~ original stress. analysis.

BASIS: Carolina Power Sr Light has committed to follow Regulatory Guide 1.64
which endorses ANSI N45.2.11-1974. Section 8, Design Change Control, requires
that changes be subjected to design control measures commensurate with those
applied to the original design. Co'ntrary to this requirement, the pipe
schedule change was not addressed in the piping Design Change Notification, or
documented on the stress isometric of record for subsequent review.

IMPACT ON DESIGN: Minor hardware changes should be tracked more accurately to
assess cumulative impact. While this individual change is considered minor, a
series of such minor revisions to the original piping subsystem might
necessitate a reanalysis.

,EXTENT: Failure to track minor piping design changes appears to be
systematic.

POST CUTOFF WORK: EBASCO re-ran the referenced calculation with the correct
pipe schedule. Due to time constraints, the team did not review the revised
analysis.

REFERENCES
1. EBASCO Stress Analysis Calculation No. 750-19, Rev. 1, 09/19/82.
2. EBASCO Design Change Notification No. FD-1007, 04/12/84.
3. EBASCO Design Change Notification No. 530-1216.
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D3.2-17 (Deficiency) Regenerative Heat Exchanger Seismic, Analysis

BACKGROUND: Appendix A of the EBASCO design specification (Reference 1)
provides design data for Westinghouse supplied equipment. Nozzle thermal
displacements and natural frequencies for tanks, pumps and heat exchangers are
provided, as well as seismic mathematical models for flexible equipment.

DESCRIPTION: The team reviewed a stress analysis (Reference 2) of a piping
subsystem which contains the regenerative heat exchanger and the 3-in-
diameter line connected to the heat exchanger'ube side inlet nozzle.

Since the regenerative heat exchanger exhibits fundamental frequencies of 24
and 28 Hz in the horizontal and vertical dire'ctions,'ehtinghouse supplied a
detailed seismic mathematical model to EBASCO.

For this calculation, EBASCO modeled the upper half of the heat exchanger from
the central anchor point to the node point defining the tube side in)et .

nozzle. With one exception, EBASCO used the detailed geometric, mass and
material data provided by Westinghouse. In accordance with the Joseph Oat
.support detail drawing (Reference 3), Westinghouse restrained the heat
exchanger shell in the vertical and lateral directions at a point adjacent to
the tube side inlet nozzle. EBASCO modeled the lateral support at that
location, but did not model the vertical support.

Westinghouse also provided a thermal vertical displacement of 0.25 in at the
tube side inlet nozzle. To calculate tPis displacement, Westinghouse released
the vertical restraint adjacent to the tube side nozzle.

It appears that EBASCO did not model the vertical support adjacent to the tube
side inlet nozzle in order to impose the vertical thermal nozzle displacement
specified by Westinghouse on the connecting piping. This incorporated
in'compatible thermal and seismic data into a single mathematical model. While
the thermal run appears to be correct, EBASCO must confirm that deletion of
the vertical shell support adjacent to,the tube side inlet nozzle does not
change the seismic response of,the piping subsystem.

BASIS: The analytical model did not represent the installed configuration.

IMPACT ON DESIGN: Reanalysis should be performed with the added vertical
restraint.

EXTENT: This is a random error, since the team reviewed the EBASCO modeling
of other seismic spring-mass equipment models supplied by Westinghouse

and'ound

no other deficiencies'

POST CUTOFF WORK: EBASCO has scheduled incorporation of the support as a
snubber.

I

f
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REFERENCES
'',.1. EBASCO Specification No. CAR-SH"M"71, Design Specification for ASME

Nuclear Safety Classes 1, 2 6 3 and ANSI B31.1 Non-nuclear Safety/Seismic
Category I and Seismically Designed Piping and Supports, Rev. 1, 1984.

2. EBASCO Stress Analysis Calculation No. 3006, Rev. 2, 03/25/81.
3. Joseph Oat'rawing No. 5360, (gssepbly 6 Details) for Regenerative Heat

Exchanger, Rev. 7, 10/04/74.
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U3.3-1 (Unresolved Item) ITT Grinnell Air Operated Valves

BACKGROUND: The valve"procurement specifications prepared by Westinghouse and
EBASCO for the NSSS and balance of plant sc'opes of work require that valve
fundamental frequencies be greater than 33 Hz to insure rigid dynamic response
to an operating basis or design basis earthquake.

DESCRIPTION: ITT Grinnell supplied Westinghouse with air-operated diaphragm
valves that were initially qualified by analysis and shown to be rigid. ITT
Grinnell performed qualification tests for another project in 1982 which
indicated that the fundamental frequencies of these valves varied, from
approximately 13 to 18 Hz (Reference 1). ~

Carolina Power 6 Light sent an interim report to the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission which indicated that the air-operated diaphragm valves supplied by
ITT Grinnell, designed to minimum natural frequencies of 33 Hz, were found by

- test not to meet this requirement (Reference 2). Eighteen of these
air-operated diaphragm valves are located in the chemical and volume control
system.

ITT Grinnell subsequently performed fragility tests under g-levels much higher
than originally specified to demonstrate that these valves would perform their
safety related function and remain operable.

\

However, seismic reanalysis is required for piping subsystems in which these
flexible valves are located. Valve frequencies below the 33-Hz seismic
threshold may shift piping subsystem frequencies and amplify pipe stresses,
and pipe support and valve operator support reactions.

The team noted that there was no procedure available to the EBASCO stress
analysts which provides instructions on the modeling of flexible valves.

POTENTIAL BASIS: There is no procedure available to the EBASCO stress
analysts which provides instructions for the modeling of flexible valves.

I

POTENTIAL IMPACT ON DESIGN: Documentation changes and reanalysis are
required. Some hardware changes may be required.

EXTENT: This is systematic for all piping subsystems in which flexible valves
are located. I

I

REFERENCES
1. Westinghouse Ietter CQL-8174, 09/04/84.
2. CPSL Letter NRC-283, 10/25/84.

a l
I
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D3.4-1 (Deficiency) Pipe Support Strut Design

, BACKGROUND: Bergen-Paterson has designed the great majority of the pipe
restraints for the Shearon-Harris project. Bergen-Paterson pipe support
design procedures are documented in Reference 1.

(I

DESCRIPTION: The team reviewed a pipe support design (Reference 2) that jihad~
" -been identified by the NRC Construction Appraisal Team during the course of

the inspection conducted at the Shearon-Harris site during 1984.

The pipe .support configuration consists of an engineered strut fabricated from' length of tube steel and a strut provided by Bergen-Paterson as a standard
catalog item.

0

The struts are nearly colinear and oriented ve'rtically. The base of the
tubular strut is welded to an embedment plate located at bottom of concrete at
elevation 287 ft 6 in in the diesel generator building.

The tubular strut is fabricated from 3-in-square 1/4-in-thick tubing and is'
ft 2-1/16 in in length. The catalog item provided by Bergen-Paterson is

supported by the tubular strut,'and in'urn restrains a 2-in-diameter pipe
located in the fuel oil piping system. The support configuration is
designated as a safety class 3, seismic category 1 restraint.

I

The analytical qualification of the strut in the Bergen-Paterson calculation
(Reference 2) consists of the following steps: (1) the slenderness rati:o
(Kl/r) is computed, (2) the allowable axial stress is selected from the AISC
manual (Re'ference 3), (3) the axial stress in the tubular strut is computed,
and (4) the axial stress is compared with the allowable axial stress. The
analyst concluded that the assumed strut size is adequate.

For this calculation, the analyst selected the wrong allowable axial stress
from the AISC manual. Based on the slenderness ratio of 178 calculated in
step 1, the allowable axial stress is 4.71 ksi and not the 6 '4 ksi s'elected
by the analyst. The analyst incorrectly defined the strut as a secondary and
not a main member. Since the tubular strut is the sole structural member
providing restraint, with no redundancy, j.t is defined as a main member..

If, in addition, the analyst had used the recommended design K factor of 2.1
instead of the theoretical K factor of 2.0, the allowable axial compressive,
stress would then be 4.27 ksi instead of 6.64 ksi.

However, the team noted that the following significant design parameters were
not addressed in the calculation: (1) fundamental lateral frequency of the
strut, (2) self-weight excitation, "(3) strut lateral whip, (4) secondary
moments, and -(5) effects of eccentricity.

The fundamental lateral frequency of the strut is 12.8 Hz. Team review of the
unbroadened dynamic analyst.s response spectra for the diesel generator
building (Reference 4) at elevation 291.00 ft (mass point 3) indicated that
12.8 Hz is coincident with the peak spectral accelerations at that elevation.
For 4 percent damping, the design basis earthquake spectral accelerations in
the N-S and E-W directions are 1.63 g and 1.64 g
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Computing the resulting bending moments induced at the base of the strut due
to strut self-weight and a lateral tip load of half the weight of the catalog
item will cause bending stresses (combined by SRSS) of about 6000 psi.„ This
compares with the 722 psi stress determined in the origina) calculation.

I it II

. The strut lateral tip deflection is approximately +/-0.3 in in the N-S. and E-W
directions, and will therefore whip the attached catalog item.

Additional secondary bending moments on the order of five to ten percent of
the primary bending moments will,be induced by the axial compressive force
acting through the moment arm created by lateral deflection.

Finally, no eccentricity of the catalog item with respect to the tubular strut
is assumed. Such eccentricity causes a lateral reaction component to act at
the tip of the strut, in addition to t'e primary axial component. As an
example, field modification 35928, which is contained in the original design
(Reference 2), documents an eccentricity of one degree for the catalog item.
with respect to the tubular strut. The Carolina Power '6 Light installation
procedure (Reference 5) permits an angular deviation of +/-4 degrees.

BASIS: The basis for this deficiency is the inadequate design basis for the
slender strut documented in the Reference 2 calculation.

IMPACT ON DESIGN: This deficiency will require documentation changers and
reanalysis. Some hardware changes may additionally be required.

EXTENT: This deficiency appears to be systematic for all slender struts,
based upon the fact that Bergen-, Paterson does not provide design procedures to
the analyst which enable an evaluation of the dynamic behavior of slender
struts.

REFERENCES
1. Bergen-Paterson Shearon Harris Project Book No. 1, Issue No. 12, 09/06/83;
2. Bergen-Paterson Pipe Support Calculation No. YD-2-261-1-FO-H-3, Rev. 0/A,

10/09/82.
3. American Institute of Steel Construction Manual of Steel Construction,

Seventh Edition.
4. EBASCO Diesel Generator Building Rpspanse Spectra, Calculation Volume No.

DGC-102 (Part I 6 II).
5. CPSL Procedure No. WP-110, Insta)lation of Seismic Pipe Hangers and

Supports for Seismically Analyzed Pipe, Rev. 11, 07/26/84.
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D3.4-2 (Deficiency) B'-'/CPS'ipe Support Design

BACKGROUND: Bergen-Paterson has designed the great majority of the pipe
restraints for the Shearon-Harris project. Bergen-Paterson pipe support
design procedures are documented in Reference 1. Carolina Power 6 Light is
currently performing redesign as required by field modifications. Carolina
Power 8 Light pipe support design procedures are documented in References 2,
and 3

DESCRIPTION: The team reviewed a pipe support design (Reference 4) that was
originally performed by Bergen-Paterson and then revised by Carolina Power 8
Light. The original design sketch and bill of materials prepared by
Bergen-Paterson is shown on pages 1 and 2 of the Reference 4 design. The
revised support design and bill of materials is shown on page 3.

1

The original support configuration consisted essentially of a fabricated box
Suspended from a short vertical tube strut. This configuration was rotated
into the horizontal plane in the revised configuration. The final'onfiguration therefore consists of a fabricated box welded to a short
horizontal strut which is in turn welded to a vertical embedded plate.

For the calculation performed by Carolina Power 8 Light to qualify this
revised configuration, the team noted that: (1) the 5-1/2-in x 3-in bearing
plate that was analyzed is not tabulated in the bill of materials for the
revised configuration, and appears to be item 5 of the original bill of
materials; (2) the moment of inertia and section modulus computed for this
plate (which do not exist in the revised design) are incorrect. The plate
length rather than the plate width was used to calculate these quantities; (3)
the deflection check was performed on the correct, item P of the revised bill
of materials, which is the lower horizontal leg of the box configuration
supporting the horizontal leg of pipe. However, the analyst should also have
checked the deflection of the horizontal strut which supports the box
configuration; (4) the horizontal strut, which is the primary load carrying
member for this support configuration, was not formally analyzed for thecritical load combination, nor was the critical load combination properly
defined. The loads actually detailed in the calculation, which were used only
to check the embedded plate by inspection, calculated the lateral friction
forces as 0.3 times the load combination containing the design basis
earthquake force, which is incorrect and qnconservative: The Bergen-Paterson
project book defines the load combinations for which friction forces are to be
considered. Based upon that review and a review of the relative magnitudes of
the tabulated gravity, thermal and seismic loads, the correct critical load
case for the horizontal strut is gravity plus thermal load, where friction is
taken as 0.6 times that sum.

BASIS: The analysis of the revised pipe support is incomplete and incorrect.

IMPACT ON DESIGN: A reanalysis of the support configuration is required.
Hardware changes are not probable.

EXTENT: This error does not, appear to be systematic, since the team reviewed
approximately a dozen Carolina Power 6 Light pipe support designs which were
acceptable.



REFERENCES
1. Bergen-Paterson Shearon Harris Project Book No. 1, Issue No. 12, 09/06/83.
2. CPSL Piping Support/Restraint Design Guideline, Rev. 0, 08/Ol/84.
3. CPSL Site Hanger Problem Resolution Guidelines, Rev. 3, ll/01/84
4. CPK Calculation for Hanger No. A-6-236-1-CS-H-2027, Rev. 1S1, 08/23/82.
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U3.5-1 (Unresolved Item) Westinghouse Supplied Non-Active Valves

BACKGROUND: The Westinghouse valve specifications for the Shearon Harris
project are implicitly written for 'active valves. Valve structural integrity
must be certified by the valve supplier unless (1) the minimum section modulus
and area of the valve body crotch is 10/ greater than the connected piping,
and (2) the'ode allowable stress limit for the valve body material is
comparable to the code allowable stress limits of the connected piping.

The Westinghouse valve specifications (References 1, 2) also mandate that
valve assemblies function under normal, upset, emergency and faulted
conditions, noting that: "As a minimum, no loss of function implies that
pressure boundary joints remain leak tight, yokes, frames and similar
structures will not break, actuators will not freeze or bind and the
performance of valve internals will not be impaired." In order to assure

~ valve function under normal, upset, emergency and faulted conditions,
Westinghouse imposes end load criteria on the valve purchaser.

The Westinghouse valve specifications also require that the natural'reque'ncy'f

overhanging or extended structures be not less than 33 Hz, and that valves
be qualified to specific seismic loads.

l;'ESCRIPTION: EBASCO has not qualified non-active valves purchased to
Westinghouse criteria and installed in balance of plant piping systems to the
end load criteria stipulated in the Westinghouse valve specifications, and has
qualified only two subsets of 'the balance of plant non-active valves to"the
required seismic g-loads: (1) non-active valves with large offset weights, and
(2) non-active valves with restrained operators.

In a letter from EBASCO to Westinggouse (Reference 3), EBASCO request'ed a
clarification of the Westinghouse valve specifications to obtain relief from
the end load criteria imposed on non-active valves.

l

The Westinghouse response (Reference 4) indicated that "the valve end load
criteria provided in Sections 1.2.3 and 1.2.4 of General Specification
G-678853 'and G-678852 respectively defines the piping system loads that the
valve design can tolerate at the valve nozzles. These criteria are applicable
to all valves covered by these specifications (see valve index), active or
non-active".

l
I

The Westinghouse response concludes by noting that "Westinghouse has no plans
to revise these valve specifications and considers the subject of relaxing
allowable valve nozzle load criteria closed".,

I

EBASCO subsequently recommended that Carolina Power Sr Light ignore end load
criteria for non-active valves, and Carolina Power 6 Light concurred with that
recommendation (References 5, 6).

POTENTIAL BASIS: EBASCO contends that end load criteria need not be evaluated
for non-active valves. The team noted that this approach appears to be
technically justifiable. However, since EBASCO has chosen to deviate from the
technical requirements imposed by, Weqtinghouse, EBASCO should formally
document the'echnical procedures employed to qualify the structural intqgrigy

C
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~ ~of the non-active valves purcha'sed'fro'm Westinghouse and installed in balance
. of plant piping systems.

. POTENTIAL IMPACT ON DESIGN: Documentation changes are required. No
reanalysis or hardware changes are necessary.

EXTENT: This is systematic for all nop-active valves purchased from
Westinghouse and installed in balance of plant piping systems.

POST CUTOFF WORK: EBASCO has again requested that Westinghouse clarify the
Westinghouse valve procuiement 'specifications to specify qualification
requirements for non-active valves. ~ ~

REFERENCES
1. Westinghouse Equipment Specification G-952845, Rev. 1, 05/10/78.
2. Westinghouse Equipment Specification G-678837, Rev. 2, 10/19/77.
3. EBASCO Letter EB-W-2208, 05/06/83.
4. Westinghouse Letter CQL-7423, 06/03/83.
5. EBASCO Letter EB-C-16691, 06/15/84.
6. Carolina Power 6 Light Letter CE-15231, 06/28/84.

I
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U4.2-1 (Unresolved Item) Coupling Effects of Eccentric Structures
C

BACKGROUND: Structures which are not concentric have eccentricities in that
the center of gravity of the structure does not coincide with its center of
resistance. An eccentric structure wi3.1 have coupling effects during a

,seismic event. For instance, when a structure is excited in one direction,
there will be responses in the orthogonal directions. These coupling effects
"can be significant, and erroneous seismic responses could be developed without
considering the coupling effects.

DESCRIPTION: EBASCO performed one-dimensional seismic analyses using its
in-house computer code DYNAMIC 2037, which does not include coupling effects.
EBASCO did perform a three-dimensional seismic analysis to justify that the
one-dimensional approach was adequate (Ref. 2). Their justification was based
on the comparison of accelerations at each mass point. 'However, only one
direction's acceleration values were used from the three-dimensional analysis
for the comparison. This approach did not include the coupling effects. Team
review of the computer run (Ref. 3) noted that the response in the other
directions was significant and could invalidate the conclusion of the
comparison.

POTENTIAL BASIS: Justification for using a one-dimensional seismic analysis
as opposed to three-dimensional seismic analysis is erroneous without
considering the coupling effects for an eccentric structure.

POTENTIAL IMPACT ON DESIGN: An evaluation is necessary to determine the
validity of the three dimensional justification and the need for additional
analysis.

EXTENT: This item was limited to the justification for use of a one
dimensional seismic model for structures.

POST CUTOFF WORK: Justification (Reference 4) was received and reviewed by
the team following the completion of this inspection. The team found that the
justification was acceptable in that tbe coupling effects were not significant
enough to change the final results of the analyses.'o further licensee
response is required for this item.

REFERENCES
1. EBASCO Computer Code DYNAMIC 2037, "Frequency Response and Spectral

Analysis of Structures," Rev. 0, July 1977.
2. EBASCO Calculation No. A137<"Unsymmetric Torsional Analysis RAB Unit 1",

Rev. 0, August 1977.
3. EBASCO Calculation No. A131, Vol. I "RAB Unit 1 Torsional Analysis

DYNRE»STARDYNE 3 Run No. SE/UOJP, June 30, 1977.
4. EBASCO Calculation No. AIDI, AID2, AID3, RAB Unit l, Torsion 3-D Coupling,

Rev. 0, February l, 1985.
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D4.2-2 (Deficiency) Mass Moments of Inertia
I

*

BACKGROUND: A lumped mass mathematical model for seismic analysis consists of
lumped masses which represent the weight of building elements and equipment
and weightless members connecting the lumped masses and representing the.
structural configurations. In a seismic analysis'he lumped masses should
include the mass moments of inertia which are potentially significant in
obtaining the structural responses with respect to rotation.

DESCRIPTION: EBASCO omitted the mass moments of inertia in its
'one-dimensional seismic analyses for the reactor containment building, tank
building, diesel generator buildings and the emergency service water intake
structure. This property was only considered for the foundations mats of
these buildings. EBASCO used its in-house computer code DYNAMIC 2037 (Ref. 5)
for the one-dimensional analysis. In EBASCO's three-dimensional torsional
analyses using STARDYNE, only the torsional mass moments of inertia were
included. This approach is unconservative because omitting the masp moments
of inertia neglects„ the„ responses from rotation which are potentially
significant.

BASIS: Failure to consider mass moments of inertia in a seismic analysis
without documented technical justification is contrary to the licensee's
commitment to ANSI 45.2.11-1974 with respect to documenting and verifying
assumptions.

IMPACT ON DESIGN: Evaluation is needed to determine the necessity of
reanalyses with mass moments of inertia included.

EXTENT: This deficiency is systematic. All seismic analyses reviewed except
those for the reactor auxiliary building had the same deficiency,.

POST CUTOFF WORK: The team .has .received additional analyses to justify this
assumption from the licensee following the completion of this inspection.

REFERENCES
1. EBASCO Calculation No. C131 "Containment Building Dynamic Analysis Input

Data," Rev. 0, April 27, 1979.
2. EBASCO Calculation No. TK101 "Tank Building Dynamic Analysis," Rev. 2,

September 21, 1984.
3. EBASCO Calculation No. DG101 "Diesel Generator Building, Section 2,

Dynamic Analysis," Rev. 1, December 17, 1984.
4. EBASCO Calculation No. EI108 "Emergency Service Water Intake Structure

Seismic Analysis."
5. EBASCO Computer Code DYNAMIC 2037, "Frequency Response and Spectral

Analysis of Structures," Ref. 0, July, 1977.
6. EBASCO Calculation No. C132 "Containment Building Torsional Analysis,"

Rev. 0, August 18; 1977.
7. EBASCO Calculation No. A133 "Unsymmetrical Torsional Analysis, Reactor

Auxiliary Building Unit 1," Rev. 0, August, 1977.
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U4.2"3 (Unresolved Item) Floor Response Spectra Based on One-Dimensional vs.
Three-Dimensional Seismic Analysis .

BACKGROUND: A one-dimensional seismic analysis allows each mass point to have
two degrees of freedom (one translatiop and one rotation), whereas a three-
dimensional seismic analysis will allow six degrees of freedom (three
translations and three rotations). Since the three-dimensional analysis has
more degrees of freedom, it will have structural frequencies which may not
correspond to the frequencies of three individual one"dimensional analyses.
Therefore, the floor response spectra may have their peaks shifted or new,
peaks created.

DESCRIPTION: EBASCO performed seismic analyses using one-dimensional approach
as indicated in the FSAR Section 3.7.2.1A. The floor response spectra were

- developed based on the results from the one-dimensional~ analyses. ~ A three-
'imensionalanalysis was performed to confirm the adequacy of the one-

dimensional approach. By comparing computer runs (Ref. 1), the team found
that the frequencies from the three-dimensional run, except the first
frequency (corresponding to the fundamental frequency), differed significantly
'from those of the one-dimensional analyses. EBASCO did not generate floor
response spectra with the three-dimensional approach to justify the adequacy
of the floor response spectra results of the one-dimensional analysis. The
justification EBASCO performed was an acceleration comparison (Ref. 2) which
the team determined was inadequate.

POTENTIAL BASIS: Generation of floor response spectra using only
one-dimensional approach without proper justification is .contrary to the
licensee's commitment to ANSI N45.2.11-1974.

POTENTIAL DJPACT ON DESIGN: This could have an impact on hardware if the
floor response spectra generated with a three dimensional approach have peak
accelerations which shift in frequency significantly or if new peaks are
created.

EXTENT: This justification is common for all floor response spectra, which
were generated from a one dimensional seismic analysis.

POST CUTOFF CWORK: EBASCO provided further justifications (Ref. 4) to the team
following the completion of this inspection. The team found that the
additional material was acceptable and adequately justified EBASCO's approach.
No further licensee response for this item is required.

REFERENCES
1. EBASCO Calculation No. AI31 "RAB Unit 1 Torsional Analysis DYNRE-1," Vol.

1, Rev. 0, July 1, 1977, Run No. SEAUOJ9, June 30, 1977.
2. EBASCO Calculation No. A133 "Unsymmetrical Torsional Analysis RAB Unit 1,"

Rev. 0, August 1977.
3.- ANSI N45.2.11 "Quality Assurance Requirements for the Design of Nuclear

Power Plants," 1974.
4. EBASCO Calculations No. AIDl, No, AID2, No. AID3, RAB Unit l, Torsion 3-D

coupling, Rev. 0, February 1, 1984.
"
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D4.2"4 (Deficiency) Preparation of Calculations

BACKGROUND: EBASCO Company Procedure E-30, Preparation of Calculations,
:: . provides the scope, format and details of the preparation of calculations.

)ection 2.0, Scope, of the procedure states, "This procedure shall be followed
by all engineering disciplines in preparation of calculations...." Section
5.1, Documentation Format, of the procedure clearly defines the format 'of
calculations: "Each calculation shall include some or all of the following
items, depending on applicability: cover sheet, table of contents, criteria,

~ applicable codes and standards, assumptions, literature searches and other~
background data and summary of calculation results."

DESCRIPTION: The team found several examples of inadequate preparation of
calculations in the civil/structural discipline.

Calculations No. C131 and No. C132 (Ref. 2 and 3) do not conform to E-30 in
that they do not contain criteria, assumptions, etc. They also contain
reference pages which cannot be found, and, in many instances, they leave
reference page numbers blank.

Calculation No. G248S04 (Ref. 6) has either wrong reference page numbers or
references cannot be located.

Calculations No. C103 (Ref. 5) and No. C132 have references which were
prepared several months later than the calculations.

Calculation No. C101 (Ref. 4) has inconsistent references in'its loading
combinations. The numbers for certain loading combinations were
inconsistently referenced through the calculation.

1

Calculation No. EI108 (Ref. 7) was originally prepared for .four units; +en
the project was changed from a four-unit project to a single-unit project,
certain features of the building were deleted. These deletions were reflected-
in the calculation; however, documentation of the preparer and checker was not
changed.

BASIS: In the FSAR, Carolina Power 8 Li'ght has committed to Regulatory Guide
1.64 (Reference 8) which endorses ANSI.N45.2.11 (Reference 9). This standard
requires that analyses be sufficiently detailed as to purpose, method,
assumptions, design input, references and units so that a person technically
qualified in the subject can review and understand the analyses and verify the
adequacy of the results without recourse to the originator. In addition,
EBASCO Procedure E-30 identifies the specific requirements to be performed to
satisfy the guidance of the standard. Contrary to Carolina Power 6 Light's
commitment and EBASCO's own procedures;- the calculations were not prepared
consistent with the procedure requirements.

IMPACT ON DESIGN: This deficiency is y documentation problem which did not
affect the results of the analyses or design.

EXTENT: Although the team found several examples of poor documentation, we do
not consider this to be a significant problem due to the large volume of
calculations reviewed and the nature of these items. However, the team
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believes EBASCO should give additional attention in the future to proper
implementation of their procedures.

REFE
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~ s

RENCES
EBASCO Company Procedure No. $ -30, Preparation of Calculations, Rev. 3,
February, 20, 1983.
EBASCO Calculation No. C131, Containment Building Dynamic Analysis Inp'ut
Data, Rev. 0, April, 1977.
EBASCO Cal'culation No. C132, Containment Building Torsional Analysis, Rev.
0p Angus't 18'977
EBASCO Calculation No. C101, Containment Building Basemat Analysis and
Design, Rev. 2, November 20, 1984.
EBASCO Calculation No. C103, Containment Building Basemat Stability
Analysis, Rev. 1, May 8, 1978.
EBASCO Calculation No. G-248S02, Reactor Vessel Support Design, Rev. 8,
September 15, 1980.
EBASCO Calculation No. EI108, ESW 6 CTM Intake Structure Unit No. 1 6 No.
2 and Partially Built No. 3 6 No. 4 Dynamic Analysis, Rev, 0, August 12,
1983.
Regulatory Guide 1.64.
ANSI N45.2.11, Quality Assurance Requirements for the'esign of Nuclear
Power Plants, 1974.

0
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',D4.2-5 (Deficiency) Inconsistency Between Calculation and Seismic Models~

~

~

BACKGROUND: Seismic models are developed in accordance with drawings,
equipment lists, etc. Calculation books provide the details of how the models
are actually developed. The actual model properties used in developing
seismic responses should be consistent with the calculations.

DESCRIPTION: The team found three inconsistencies between seismic models and
their associated calculations.

EBASCO Calculation No. <A116 computed the mass and mass moment of inertia for a
support point at elevation 216.0 ft to be 590 lb and 0.984 E04 slugs,

.respectively, but the seismic model shows that the mass and mass moment of
inertia are 350 lb and 0.79 E04 slugs, respectively.

At elevation 286 ft, the calculated vertical mass is 20704 kips, while the
model indicates the mass would be 20551 kips.

Another calculation, No. C131, computed the mass moment of inertia at the
foundation level (elevation 190 ft) in the North-South to be 6.25 E07 Kslugs;
the model showed that a value of 5.75 E07 Kslugs was used. EBASCO showed the
team another computer run using correct numerical values for mass moment of
inertia which demonstrated that this error had no effect on the final results,
but this was never documented.

BASIS: There are inconsistencies between the calculated values and the values
actually used in the analyses.

IMPACT ON DESIGN: The errors were minor and should not affect the results of
the analyses.

EXTENT: Inconsistency between calculations and seismic models appears to be a
random problem considering the large amount of data reviewed by the team.

POST CUTOFF WORK: The team has received an evaluation package by the licensee
following the completion of this inspection.

REFERENCES
l. EBASCO Calculation No. C131, "Containment Building Dynamic Analysis Input

Data," Rev. 0, April 27, 1977.
2. EBASCO Calculation No. A116, "Dynamic Analysis Input for RAB Unit 1," Rev.

0, April, 1977.
3. EBASCO Company Procedure No. E-30, "Preparation for Calculations," Rev.

3, February 20, 1983.
4. ANSI N45.2.11, "Quality Assurance Requirements for the Design of Nuclear

Power Plants," 1974.
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04.2-6 (Observation) Peak Vertical Acceleration Assumption

BACKGROUND: Regulatory Guide 1.60 provides the shape and intensity of the
design ground response spectra. The licensee committed to follow the guidance
of this Regulatory Guide in FSAR Section 3.7.1.1A. The Regulatory Guide
specifies that the vertical and horizontal earthquakes for a given site should
have the same peak acceleration.

DESCRIPTION: EBASCO Calculations No. A116 and No. A316 (Ref. 2 and 3)
indicate in their assumptions that the vertical earthquake should be 2/3 of
the horizontal earthquake. However, by reviewing the actual computer input,
the team noted that the horizontal and vertical earthquakes used were of the
same magnitude. Therefore, the actual input was in accordance with the
provisions of Regulatory Guide 1.60.

BASIS: The assumption was not incorporated in the actual design; however, the
stated assumption was not in accordance with the provisions of Regulatory
Guide 1.60.

RECOMMENDATION: EBASCO should correct the assumptions in the referenced
calculations.

REFERENCES
1. USNRC Regulatory Guide 1.60, "Design Response Spectra for Seismic Design

of Nuclear Power Plants," Rev. l, December, 1973.
2. EBASCO Calculation No. A116 "Dynamic Analysis Input for RAB Unit 1," Rev.

0, April 1977.
3. EBASCO Calculation No. A316 "Dynamic Analysis Input for RAB Units 1 6 2,"

, Rev. 0, May 1977.
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BACKGROUND: Members that connect the loped masses in a three-dimensional
lumped mass seismic model are represented either by stiffness matrices or
member properties in the form of areas and areal moments of inertia. The
terms used for these member properties are the cross-sectional area and two
shear areas in the three translational directions. The shear areas are
normally a fraction of the cross-sectional area, and their numerical values
depend on the shapes of building elements which constitute a particular
member. The two orthogonal shear areas can differ by a large margin.

I

DESCRIPTION: EBASCO assumed the shear areas to be the same and equal to the
cross-sectional areas for several members in the seismic models of the tank
building and main dam spillway. In the intake structure model., the shear
areas were taken as 85$ of the cross sectional area in both directions. This
approach overestimates the shear areas and could underestimate the seismic
responses. EBASCO used the conventional approach to calculate the shear areas
in other seismic analyses. EBASCO 'Company Procedure E-30, Section 5.4
requires that "Assumptions shall be clearly stated with justifications and
sources."

a

BASIS: EBASCO did not justify the approach it used to calculate shear area;
this is contrary to the licensee's commitment, to ANSI N45.2.11-1974, Section
4.2 with respect to documenting and verifying assumptions and EBASCO Company,
Procedure E-30, Section 5.4.

IMPACT ON DESIGN: An evaluation is needed to demonstrate'hat the approach
used does not have significant effects'n 'the'inal results of the analyses or
reanalyses should be performed.

EXTENT: This error was identified ~in the analyses of three structures.
EBASCO should review all three-dimensional seismic analyses to ensure that
shear areas were calculated properly<

REFERENCES
l. EBASCO Calculation No. TK101 Tank Building Dynamic Analysis, Rev. 2,

September 21, 1984.
* 2. EBASCO Calculation No. EI 108 ESW $ntqke Structure Units 1 and 2 Dynamic

Analysis, Rev. 0, August 12'983.
3. EBASCO Company Procedure No. E-30, Preparation of Calculations, Rev. 3,

February 20, 1983.
4. ANSI N45.2.11-1974, Quality Assurahce 'Requirements for the Design of

Nuclear Power Plants.
5. EBASCO Calculation No. R-102, Main Dam Spillway Dynamic Analysis, Rev. 1,

November 1977.
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D4.3-1,(Deficiency) Radial Reinforcement Stress Documentation

'-
BACKGROUND: EBASCO Company Procedure No. E-30, Preparation of Calculations
states that each set of calculations should include summary of calculation
results. EBASCO Calculation Book No. 101 contains a radial reinforcement

- stress summary of the containment basemat. The Calculation Book lists radial
reinforcement stress as 44.6 ksi.

I

DESCRIPTION: Team review of the containment basemat design calculation (Ref.
~ 1) identified that there was no detailed calculation for the listed radial

reinforcement stress of 44.6 ksi which was found'in 'the'ummary of stresses
for Calculation Book No. C101. However, the detailed calculation was found
in an uncontrolled EBASCO Calculation No. 2-2G.

BASIS: The identified calculation documentation deficiency is inconsistent
with EBASCO Procedure No. E-30, which implies that calculation summaries
contain the results of the particular calculation.

IMPACT ON DESIGN: The uncontrolled calculation should be reviewed and
appropriately documented in Calculation Book No. C101.

EXTENT: - This appears to be an isolated case of improper documentation. No
other cases of failure to include detailed calculations with the original
calculation were found.

POST CUTOFF WORK: The relevant calculation pages have been added to
Calculation Book No. C101.

REFERENCES
l. EBASCO Calculation Book No. 101, Containment Building Base Mat Analysis

and Design, Rev. 2, November 21, 1984,
2. EBASCO Company Procedure No. E-30, Preparation of Calculations,

February 20, 1983.
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D4.4-1 (Deficiency) Loading Combinations - Seismic Load

BACKGROUND: FSAR Section 3.8.3.5 states that the structural acceptance
criteria for containment internal structures is to comply with the loading
combinations given in FSAR and to assure that structural integrity of Seismic
Category I steel structures is maintained for the stated service and factored
load conditions.

I

DESCRIPTION: Team review of the design calculations of the containment
building polar crane girders and the internal structural steel platforms found
that the structural members were preliminqrily designed based on estimated
vertical seismic loads. However, loading combinations used to assess the
final structural analysis did not appear to.consider the vertical structural
seismic load. EBASCO indicated that there was sufficient conservatism in the
preliminary design. Nevertheless, the effects of seismic load should be
properly evaluated in the final analysis to ascertain that the design is in
fact; conservative.

BASIS: There is an inconsistency between the structural acceptance criteria
and the FSAR commitment.

IMPACT ON DESIGN: There is no impact on design because of the conservative
nature of the preliminary design.

c

EXTENT: This deficiency applies only to structural steel design of platforms
and crane girders.

POST CUTOFF WORK: The comparison of the a'ctual responses accelerations with
the design accelerations used for preliminary design has been documented in
the calculation book.

REFERENCES
1. EBASCO Calculation Book No. 5 (G-253 S02 and S06), Containment Building

Liner Sh. 7, Rev. 0, January 25, 1979.
2. EBASCO Calculation .Book G-221, Vol. 1 8 4. Containment Building Platform

Sh. 3, Unit 1, Rev. 7, March 15, 1984.
3. EBASCO computer outputs Book 1, Containment Building Platform Static

Analysis, Geometry, Loads, and Member Strength, Rev. 0, dated October
1984.

4. EBASCO Company procedure No. E-30, 'preparation of calculations, February
20, 1983.
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04.4-2 (Observation) Superseded Design Calculation

BACKGROUND: The team found two examples of voided calculations where thy
superseded calculations were still "the basis of the design.

1. The steam generator support anchor plates were designed based on the
analytical results performed by Westinghouse. They were fabricated and
installed on the site with known welding defects.

2. Anchor bolt embedment design calculations for the refueling water storage
tank, reactor make-up water storage tank and condensate storage tank were
based on loads provided by the initial tank vendor (Brown Minneapolis'ank). The Carolina Power 6 light Company chynged the tank vendor
following the installation of the anchor bolts. The new tank vendor
(Richmond Engineering Company) fabricated, the tanks to match the installed
tank anchor bolts.

; DESCRIPTION: Design calculations performed by EBASCO required 2.5" thick
anchor plates for the steam generator supports. 'However, welding defects were
found in the as-built anchor plat'es. Reanalysis was performed to evaluate the
structural integrity of the as-built anchor plates. EBASCO assessed that the
structural capacity of the as-built anchor plates was adequate to support the
design loads. The original design calculation (Ref. 1) was then superseded by
EBASCO. However,-the original calculation remains the base design of the
drawings (Ref. 2).

The team also found that new tank loads were developed by the new tank vendor
(Richmond Engineering Company). EBASCO reviewed'nd checked the new loads and
found that the new tank loads were less than those developed by the initial
tank vendor. Therefore, no anchor bolts em)edment calculations were performedfor the new tank loads. However, EBASCO, voided the original anchor bolts-
embedment design calculations (Ref. 3) which remain the basis of the anchor
bolt design.

BASIS: This is a documentation problem because calculations which still
represent the design basis, have been voided. However, there is no impact,on ,the structural design because the reanalyses were adequate, although they rely
in part on calculations which are now voided.

RECOMMENDATION: The applicable portions of the superseded design calculations
should be restored.

REFERENCES
l. EBASCO Calculation book G-248-502 - Containment Building Steam Generator

and R.C.P. Vert. Support, Rev. 0, April 29, 1974.
2. Drawing No. CAR-2168 - G-24802, Rev. May 9, 1984.
3. EBASCO Calculation Book No. TK105, Rev. 2, October 4, 1984.
4. Drawing No. CAR-2167 - G-3240, Rev. 11, ~

January 23, 1984.
5. EBASCO Company Procedure No. E-30, Preparation of Calculations,

February 20, 1985.
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— D4.5-1 (Deficiency) Slab Design Using Direct Design Method

BACKGROUND: Portions of the slabs at El. 324.00 ft of the reactor auxiliary
building (Calculation A351) and El. 236.00 ft of the fuel handling building
(Calculation FH540) were designed using the "direct design method" describ'ed
in the ACI 318-71 Code (Reference 2). This method can be used only if the
limitations'i'sted in Section 13.3.1 of the referenced code are satisfied.

DESCRIPTION: In the reactor auxiliary building slab design, ACI 318-71 Code,
Section 13.3.1.3, was violated. This section states that "the successive span
lengths in each direction shall not differ by more than one-third of tge
longer span." The portion of the slab at El. 324.00 ft, bounded by column
lines B, D and 42, 44, has a dimension of 55 ft in the east-west direction.
The successive span in the same direction, bounded by column lines D, E and
42, 44, has a dimension of 30 ft. The difference between these two spans is
46/.

In the fuel handling building slab design, Section 13.3.1.1 of the same code
was violated. This section states that "there shall be a minimum of three
continuous spans in each direction." This slab contains two continuous spans
which do not adhere to the code restriction. The designer stated this fact in
his calculations (Reference 3, pg. 12) and dismissed it without any
justification.

BASIS: ACI 318-71 Code, Sections, 13.3.',l.l and 13.3.1.3 were violated.
FSAR Section 3.8.1.2 commits to implement the requirements of ACI 318-71 Code
(Reference 2).

IMPACT ON DESIGN: Reanalysis will be required to ensure the adequacy of the
existing slabs.

EXTENT: This deficiency appears to be systematic. Two building having
reinforced concrete slabs were revi'ewed by the team. We found the direct
design method was used extensively for slab design. Other Category I
buildings could be using the same deiign'pProach.'

I

POST'CUTOFF WORK: EBASCO has performed analysis (Reference 4) for the reactor
auxiliary building slab at El. 324.00 ft to show that the's-built slab is
adequate. The team has not revieweP these calculations. Such analysis should
be extended to other Category I buildings where similar violations of the ACI
318-71 Code were identified by the team.

REFERENCES
1. EBASCO Calculation A351, Reactor Auxiliary Building El. 324.00 ft, Slab

Units 1 Ec 2, Rev. 0, 4/81.
ACI 318-71, Building Code Requirements for Reinforced concrete.
EBASCO calculation FH540, Slab Design for El. 236.00 ft, Rev. 1, 8/78
Sheet 12.

4. EBASCO Calculation AID 5, Reactor Auxilia~ Building - IDI guestions,'ev.
0, 2/7/85.
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D4.5-2 (Deficiency) Spacing of Slab Reinforcement

,
BACKGROUND: The slab at Elevation 261.00 ft of the reactor auxiliary building
is designed in accordance with the ACI 318-71 Code (Reference 3). Flexural
reinforcement is provided at the top and at the bottom of the slab in order to
resist the vertical loads acting on the slab.

DESCRIPTION: The spacing of the top flexural reinforcing does not match the
calculations. Calculation A345 shows that No. 8 rebars at 5-1/2 inches
spacing are to be placed at the top of the slab. However, the applicable
drawing of the as-built condition (Reference 2) shows the spacing to be less
conservative at 6 inches.

BASIS: There is an inconsistency between the drawing and the calculations for
this slab.

IMPACT ON DESIGN: This is a documentation problem, and it will not require
any analysis. The area of the required reinforcing as shown in the
calculations is less than the amount provided in the as-built drawings.
Therefore, the as;built slab has adequate reinforcing.

EXTENT: This error seems to be isolated. No similar problems with spacing iof
slab reinforcement were identified by the team.

POST-CUTOFF WORK: EBASCO has 'stated that they will revise their calculation
to show the correct amount of reinforcing provided in the as-built slab.

REFERENCES ~ ~

I. EBASCO Calculation A345, Reactor Auxiliary Building El; 261.00 ft,
Units 1 6 2, Rev. 1, 7/79.

2. ,EBASCO Drawing CAR-2167 G-1465, Reactor Auxiliary Building El. 261.00 ft,
Plan C Reinf. Units 1 8 2, Rev. 5,'8/31/79.

3. 'CI 318-71, Building Code Requirements for Reinforced Concrete.

P ll
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D4.5-3 (Deficiency) Ioad Combination for Slab Design

BACKGROUND: The initial design of the concrete slab at El. 236.00 ft of the
reactor auxiliauy building was perfohned in 1974. At that time the load
combinations used for design were different than the ones that are committed
to in the FSAR. In 1978, Calculation A153 was revised to accommodate the
changes in the load combinations.

I I

DESCRIPTION: When the calculations were revised, certain portions of the slab
at El. 236.00 ft were still not analyzed by using the load combinations as
described in Section 3.8.4.3.2. of the FSAR. A load combination 1.5D + 1.8L
was used. Instead, 1.4D +1.7D +1.9E should have been used (where D = dead
load, L = live load, E = OBE earthquake). The latter load combination would
give 'higher loads on the slab, thus making the present analysis less
conservativ'e.

BASIS: The slab was not analyzed in accordance with Shearon Harris FSAR
Section 3.8.4.3.2.

IMPACT ON DESIGN: Reanalysis of the slab will be required.

EXTENT: This item does not seem to'e'ys'tematic. The team reviewed many
other calculations an'd found in most cases that the correct load combinations
were used in the design and analysis.

I

POST CUTOFF WORK: EBASCO has performed a reanalysis (Reference 2) with the
correct load combination to show the adequacy of the as-built slab. The team
has not reviewed this

reanalysis.'EFERENCES

l. EBASCO Calculation A153, Auxiliary Building Unit, No. 1 Slab Design El.
236.00 ft, Rev. 1, 4/78.

2. EBASCO Calculation AID 5, Reactor Auxiliary Building - IDI Questions,
Rev. 0, 7/2/85.
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D4.5-4 (Deficiency) Seismic Analysis For Masonry Walls

1 ~

- BACKGROUND: The reactor auxiliary building contains various solid and hollow
masonry walls. FSAR Section 3.8.4.8 states that these walls are seismically
designed. The design method used wag to determine the natural frequency of
the wall and then use the appropriate floor response spectra to calculate the
seismic loads on these walls.

DESCRIPTION: Solid masonry walls in'the vicinity of the volume control .tankin the reactor auxiliary building were not analyzed seismically. EBASCO
calculation CAR/C91 does not include the seismic analysis of these walls.
EBASCO stated that these walls were similar to another solid masonry wall
which was analyzed seismically. However, the team noted that. such similarity
did not exist due to the fact that. the walls around the volume control tank'ere much higher than the wall EBASCO claimed to be similar.

BASIS: The licensee's commitment in FSAR Section 3.8.4.8, which requires that
these walls be seismically designed, was not implemented.

- IMPACT ON DESIGN: A seismic analysis of these walls is necessary 'to determine
-whether they require any hardware changes.

EXTENT: This deficiency does not appear to be systematic since other masonry
walls were seismically designed.

t

POST CUTOFF WORK: EBASCO has performed analysis to show the design of the
wall to be adequate. 'he team has not'eviewed this analysis.

REFERENCES
l. EBASCO Calculation CAR/C91, Ana'lysis of Safety Related Masonry Walls,

Rev. 1, 12/12/84.

l,
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D4.5-5 (Deficiency) Use of Floor Response Spectra

BACKGROUND: FSAR Section 3.8.4.8 states that seismically designed masonry
walls should use the broadened floor response spectra curves to calculate the
seismic loads on these walls. The use of broadened response spectra is
recommended by Regulatory Guide 1.122 I(Reference 2), which Carolina Power 8
Light committed to in FSAR Section 3.8.3.2.

DESCRIPTION: In the reactor auxiliary buji.lding, the hollow masonry walls
-around stairway A-4 were designed using unbroadened floor response spectra
curves (Reference 1). This could lead to an unconservative design; if the
broadened curves were used, higher acceleration and hence higher seismic loads
would have been obtained.

BASIS: FSAR Section 3.8.4.8, which states that "appropriate broadened floor
response spectra curves" were to be used, was not implemented.

IMPACT ON DESIGN: A reanalysis using the correct response spectra is
necessary to determine the adequacy of the existing design.

EXTENT: This deficiency does not appear to be systematic in that this was the
only case where the team found that 6nbroadened response spectra curves
weren't used.

POST CUTOFF WORK: EBASCO has performed analysis using broadened response
spectra curves to show the design of the walls to be adequate. The team has
not reviewed this analysis.

REFERENCES
1. EBASCO Calculation CAR/C91, Analysis of Safety Related Masonry Walls,

Rev. 1, 12/12/84.
2. NRC Regulatory Guide 1.122, Development of Floor Design Response

Spectra for Seismic Design of Floor-Supported Equipment or Compon'ents,
Rev. 1, 2/78.
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:.',D4.5-6 (Deficiency) Design of Masonry Wall Around Stairway A-4

"BACKGROUND: A seismic analysis was performed for the design of the masonry,
'.walls around stairway A-4 in the reactor auxiliary building (Reference 1).

The analysis and design require that mortar-filled masonry walls contain four
No. 6 reinforcing bars. The desi'gn also states that two W6x25 beams are, to be,
used in the north and south end of the stairway to support the masonry walls.

DESCRIPTION: The as-built condition, as described in Permanent Waiver
AS-1045, shows that four No. 4 peinforcing bars are used instead of four No. 6
rebars. Also, Reference 2 shows that the north and south ends of the stairway
contain only one W6x25 instead of two. Both items change the physical
properties of the masonry wall, making the as-built conditjon different and c

less conservative than the requ'irements of design. During the walk-down, the
team noted that the upper portion of the masonry wall did have four No. 4
rebars in place; however, there was no W6x25 beam installed.

! I

BASIS: There are inconsistencies between the design requirements and the
analysis performed for these masonry walls and the as-built condition.

I
I

IMPACT ON DESIGN: A reanalysis is necessary to determine the adequacy of
-these masonry walls.

-EXTENT: This deficiency appears to be systematic, ~ since all masonry walls
around stairways in the reactor auxiliary and fuel handling building are
analyzed in a similar fashion.

POST CUTOFF WORK: EBASCO has performed a reanalysis (Revision 1 of Reference
1) of the as-built condition to show that the wall is adequate. The team has
not reviewed this calculation. I I

REFERENCES
l. EBASCO Calculation CAR/C91, Analysis of Safety Related Maspnry Walls,

Rev. 0, 12/12/84.
2. EBASCO Speed Tetter, K. Fitzgerald to C. Shih, 4/30/82.
3. EBASCO Permanent Waiver, PW-AS-1045, Masonry Wall Stairway A-4,

12/9/81.
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D4.8-1 (Deficiency) load Combinations for Main Dam Spillway
i

BACKGROUND: The main dam spillway is a reinforced concrete structure which is
designed in accordance with EBASCO specification CAR-1364-481S07. This
specification lists the loads and the load combinations to be used for, the
design of the spillway. Cases with operating and design basis earthquake
loads are included in the load combinations. The load factors for both load
combinations are different. FSAR Section 3.8.4.3.2, states that both
operating and design basis earthquakes should be considered to obtain the more
conservative loads for design. I

DESCRIPTION: In the design of the main dam spilfway, only the load
combination which includes design basis earthquake was used. The load
combination with operating basis earthquake, which has higher load factors for
dead load, soil and hydrostatic pressure, was not checked. This approach
might lead to an unconservative design.

II'ASIS:Analyses were not performed consistent with FSAR commitments.

IMPACT ON DESIGN: This deficiency would require some reanalysis to
demonstrate the adequacy of the main dam spillway for the load combination
which includes operating basis earthquake loads.

EXTENT: This deficiency does not appear to be systematic. All other seismic
Category I structures reviewed by the team used load combinations containing
both design basis earthquake and operating basis earthquake loads.

POST CUTOFF WORK: EBASCO has evaluated the abutment walls and the pier for
operating basis earthquake condition (Revision 2, Reference 1) and found them
to be adequate. The team has not reviewed these calculations.

REFERENCES
l. EBASCO Calculation R104, Reservoir-Main Dam. Spillway Stability Analysis

S,Design, Rev. 1, 8/9/81.
2. EBASCO Specification CAR-1364-481 S07, Main Dam 8 Spillway, Rev. 5,

4/22/81.
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D4.8-2 (Deficiency) Main Dam Spillway Abutment Design

'BACKGROUND: The main dam spillway contains two abutments (outside walls) and
a pier. These are reinforced concrete walls subjected to various loads. The
abutments are designed to withstand the moments and the vertical forces acting
on them.

DESCRIPTION: The team discovered that EBASCO Calculation R104 contained ap
error in the magnitude of the abutment's vertical compressive force. The
vertical force shown on sheet „13 of Reference 1 should have been 1/2 of the
value calculated. This mistake apparently arose because EBASCO incorrectly
used the entire mass of both abutments to calculate the compressive force.
Since the calculations show that a higher vertical force would decrease the
amount of reinforcing steel provided, the error would lead to an
unconservative design (the steel is provided to resist tension and extra

'ompressive forces decrease this need).,

BASIS: An error exists iri the calculations performed for the abutment design.

IMPACT ON DESIGN: Reanalysis using the correct value for the vertical
compressive force will be necessary.

EXTENT: This deficiency is not systematic and appears to be an isolated error
in methodology.

POST CUTOFF WORK: EBASCO has evaluated the abutment design and found it to be
adequate (Revision 2, Reference 1). The team has not reviewed these
calculations.

I

REFERENCES
l. EBASCO calculation R104, Reservoir - Main Dam Spillway Stability

Analysis 6 Design, Rev. 1, 8/9/81. c
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D4.9-1 (Deficiency) Boron Recycle Hold-up Tank Seismic Loads~

~

BACKGROUND: EBASCO has performed a seismic analysis of the boron recycle
hold-up tank to determine the loads to be transferred to the supporting
structures (Reference 2). The structural elements that support this tank
should be designed for loads that include vertical and horizontal seismic
loads.

DESCRIPTION: The design of the slab and beams under the boron recycle hold-up
tank (Reference 1) includes the vertical static and seismic loads, but does
not consider the effects of the horizontal seismic loads from the tank. This
represents an unconservative design, approach since these horizontal loads
increase the loading on the slab and the beams underneath the tank.

BASIS: This deficiency is an error due to partial consideration of the loads
acting on the structure.

IMPACT ON DESIGN: Reanalysis will be necessary to determine whether the slab
and the beams are structurally adequate for the increased loadings.

EXTENT: This deficiency appears to be systematic, since EBASCO has not gone
back to check whether horizontal seismic loads from all heavy equipment, such
as the Boron Recycle Hold-Up Tank, affect the original design.

POST CUTOFF CWORK: EBASCO has performed calculations (Revision 2 of Reference
1) to show that the slab and the beams under the boron recycle hold-up tank
are structurally adequate for the increased loading. These 'calculations were
not reviewed by the team.

REFERENCES
1. EBASCO Calculation FH540, Slab Design for El. 236.00 ft, Rev. 1, 8/78.
2. EBASCO Calculation CAR/C90, Dynamic and Hydrodynamic analysis of

'anks,Rev. 0, 7/16/82.
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D4.10"1 (Deficiency) Cable Tray Support Frequency
I

l
BACKGROUND: EBASCO Specification CAR-6418 AS02 requires that the reactor
auxiliary building cable tray supports have a minimum frequency of 16 Hz, as
analyzed in all three directions. Along the longitudinal axis of the cable "

trays, the supports are connected w'ith'ne or two rows of struts. Cross
bracing is provided at certain intervals to resist seismic loads in this
direction. Cable tray drawing CAR-2166 G-699S02 shows the location of the
longitudinal bracing.

DESCRIPTION: In the reactor auxiliary building, two types of longitudinal
, bracing with either one or two rows of struts. were used for cable tray
supports. 'EBASCO calculation G170S02 (Reference 5) shows that frequency
analysis for the bracing for two row of struts was performed. However, EBASCO
calculation G170SOl, (Reference 3) which applies to the deqign of one. row of
struts, failed to examine the frequency of longitudinal bracing. A frequency
of 16 Hz was assumed in design. EBASCO drawings (References 1 6 2) show that
the longitudinal bracing provided for supports of type E2-1 are for one row of
struts and should be checked for frequency.

. BASIS: This deficiency is a violation of EBASCO design specification CAR-6418
'AS02 (Reference 4).

, ~

IMPACT ON DESIGN: The frequency of the .longitudinal bracing for one row o'

struts should be evaluated. If the frequency of the longiMdinal support is
less than 16 Hz, the as-built condition would be less cons6Wative than
assumed in the design.

'XTENT:This deficiency may be systematid. The same general types of bracing
exist in buildings other than the reactor auxiliary building.

REFERENCES I
„1. EBASCO Drawing CAR-2166 G699S02, RAB Cable Tray and Conduit Supports

El. 236.00 ft, Sheet 2, Units 182, Rev. 4, 2/16/79.
2. EBASCO Drawing CAR-2168 G170SOl, RAB Cable Tray Restraints, Sheet 1.
3. EBASCO Calculation G170S01, Cable Tray Support Reactor Auxiliary

Building, Rev. 1, 6/21/84.
4., EBASCO Design Specification CAR-6481 AS 02, Reactor Auxiliary

Building, Rev. 2, 2/2/83.
5. EBASCO Calculation G170S02, RAB CableiTray Restraints, She'et 2, Units 182

Rev. 2, 8/30/78.
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D4.11-1 (Deficiency)..Frequency of HVAG Du'cts

BACKGROUND: The HVAC ducts at the Shearon Harris plant are designed to have
natural frequencies above 33 Hz. 7o obtain this rigidity, the HVAC group uses
a computer program which gives the maximum span to be used for a particular
size of duct. This maximum HVAC duct span changes for each duct size. The
duct design, as well as the design of their structural seismic supports, are
dependent on obtaining this frequency (Reference 1).

DESCRIPTION: EBASCO computer run (Reference 2) shows that for a 30-in x 30-in
duct, the maximum span is 21.5 ft;'and for a 44-in x 44-in duct, this span
should not exceed 24.5 ft in order to have a frequency of 33 Hz. EBASCO
drawing CAR-2168 G-813 shows that spans of 25.0 ft and 30 ft 10 'in were used
for 30-in x 30-in and 44-in x 44-in ducts, respectively. Using greater spans
decreases the frequency and makes the as-built condition less conservative.

1

BASIS: Maximum span lengths determined by design were not met to obtain the
rigid frequency required'for the HVAC ducts.

IMPACT ON DESIGN: The frequency of the ducts affects not only the design of
the ducts but also the design of the HVAC structural seismic supports. A
review of both designs should be performed to determine the impact on design.
Hardware changes mar be necessary.

EXTENT: This def)qiency appears to be systematic. A check of one HVAC drawing
(Reference 3) showed two cases of violation of the span-length criteria.
POST CUTOFF WORK: During the inspection, EBASCO stated that they have started
a program to identify all HVAC ducts which violate the 33-Hz frequency
criterion.

REFERENCES
l. EBASCO Procedure SAG-11, Seismic Design Procedure for Subsystems, Rev.

1, 10/14/81.
2. EBASCO Computer Run, HVAC Installation Specification CAR-SH-BE-04A

HVAC Duct 2663E, 5/9/84.
3. EBASCO Drawing CAR-2168 G-813, HVAC Reactor Auxiliary Building Duct

Seismic Supports, El. 236.00 ft, Sheet 1, Unit 1, Rev. 6, 9/5/84.
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D4.11"2 (Deficiency) Loads on HVAC Duct Supports

BACKGROUND: Two types of HVAC duct seismic supports are used at the Shearon
Harris plant (anchors and guides). Anchors are designed to take loads in
three directions, but guides are designed to resist loads in only two
directions. The static loads that are transferred to the anchors and guides
are calculated by the HVAC group and transmitted to the structural group for
the design of these supports.

I

DESCRIPTION: The HVAC duct along column line B in the Unit 1 reactor
auxiliary building El. 216.00 ft shows that the two anchors F-1152 and F-1161
are approximately 169.0 ft apart (Reference,2). Between these two anchors,
there are guides which are spaced at shorter intqrvals. The static loads
transferred to the anchors in the two horizontal directions should be
different. The load in the direction of the duct should be much greater than
the transverse direction. EBASCO calculation (Reference 1) shows that the
static loads in the two horizontal directions are the same for anchors F-1152
and F-1161.

BASIS: This deficiency is an error in, the calculation of the loads
transferred to the anchors.

IMPACT ON DESIGN: Recalculation of the anchor loads is necessary.

EXTENT: This deficiency does not appear to be systematic because team check
of the loads on other HVAC duct support anchors revealed that they were
correctly calculated.

POST CUTOFF WORK: EBASCO started a program to evaluate whether this error is
applied to other anchors. They. have already calculated the new loads for
anchors F-1152 and F-1161.

REFERENCES
1. EBASCO Calculation Dwgs G-7003, G-7004, G-7005, G-7006 RAB Plan"A" El. 261.00 ft HVAC 8 Cable Tray Rest Structures, Rev. 5, 2/12/80.
2. EBASCO Drawing CAR-2168 G-815, HVAC RAB Plans, Unit 1, El. 261.00 ft,HVAC

Seismic Vorkset, Rev. 5, 3/18/79.
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D4.11-3 (Deficiency) Frequency of HVAC Duct Supports

BACKGROUND The seismic design of HVAC duct supports in the reactor auxiliary
building is performed in accordance with EBASCO specification CAR-6418-AS02.
This specification requires that the frequency of the supports must be 16 Hz
or higher. This requirement applies to motion in two horizontal and

one'erticaldirections. The reason for such a frequency is the fact the seismic
accelerations obtained from response spectra curves at a frequency of 16 Hz
are used in the design of these, supports.

DESCRIPTION: EBASCO calculated the frequency of the duct supports in only two
directions: one horizontal and one vertical. The frequency in the horizontal
direction along the axis of the HVAC duct was never calculated (Reference 2).If the frequency of the duct supports in this direction is lower than 16 Hz,
the design would be unconservative.

BASIS: This deficiency is a violation of EBASCO specification CAR-6418-AS02
(Reference 1).

l

INPACT ON DESIGN: The frequency of duct supports in the horizontal direction
along the duct axis should be calculated. If this frequency is less than 16
Hz for a particular support, then reanalysis of the support is necessary„to
determine its adequacy for increased seismic accelerations.

EXTENT: This deficiency appears to be systematic, involving all HVAC duct
supports anchors. Team check of a support anchor in the congested area of the
reactor auxiliary building (Reference 3) also showed that no frequency
analysis exists for the duct axial direction.

REFERENCES
1. EBASCO Design Specification CAR-6418-AS02, Reactor Auxiliary

Building, Rev. 2, 2/2/83.
2. EBASCO Calculation CAR-2168-G-171SO2, HVAC Duct Restraints RBB Level

236.00', Rev. 7, 2/17/81.
=-3. EBASCO Calculation Dwgs G-7001, G-7003, G-7004, G-7005, G-7006 RBB

Plan 'A'l. 261.00'VAC 6 cable Tray Rest Structures, Rev. 5, 2/12/80.
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';."-.V5.1-1 (Unresolved Item) Westinghouse Guidance for Nuclear Instrument Cables

:.BACKGROUND: The instrumentation required to monitor the nuclear reaction
in'estinghouseplants consists of source range, intermediate range and power

,'.-,,'ange neutron detectors.. These detectors develop very sensitive signals which
are routed back to the control 'room u/ing triaxial cables. Westinghouse
provides specific guidelines for'he purchase.and installation requirements'...-for these cables (Reference l).
DESCRIPTION: The team discovered that EBASCO considered the Westinghouse', -'guidelines too conservative. They therefore designed and installed'he

-' nuclear instrumentation conduit system differently than the Westinghouse
guidelines 'for maximum conduit filland restrictions on the length and total',,
angle between cable pull points,(References 2 6 3). Paragraph 4.3 of

'e'stinghouse Standard Section 4.1 specifically requires that deviations, from'that standard be reviewed by Westinghouse and be considered acceptable only'aft'er approval. EBASCO informed Westinghouse (Reference 4) of, their intent
not to follow two sections in their guidelines for (a) separation and (b) pull-
box size and location. EBASCO also told Westinghouse that they would use

'heirstandard procedures for cable pulling tensions and lengths. However,
EBASCO could n'ot produce evidence of Westinghouse approval.

/
POTENTIAL BASIS: This a failure to follow EBASCO Procedure E-SH-52 (Reference
5) which requires that interface be maintained between EBASCO and the nuclear'. steam system supplier (Westinghouse) including resolution of problems ,

~

associated with the interface.

POTENTIAL IMPACT ON DESIGN: Failure to obtain Westinghouse concurrence for
this design could have resulted in postponing final acceptance of this cable
and raceway system, until final checkout of, the Nuclear Instrumentation System.

EXTENT: This was the only example found by the team where EBASCO's electrical
group failed to follow Westinghouse guidelines.

POST CUTOFF WORK: A Westinghouse letter (Reference 6) was received at the
'";,

. close of the IDI inspection which stated'hat the exceptions noted in the
e'arlier EBASCO letter were acceptable.

REFERENCES''
1. Westinghouse Control 8 Electrical standard Section 4.1, Field

Installation of NIS Triaxial Cableh, Rev. 4, 3/17/77.
2.. EBASCO Drawing CAR 2166-G-198, Containment Building El. 261, Conduit Tray

Routing, Rev. 12, 4/13/84.
3. EBASCO Drawing Car 2166-G-325, Reactor Auxiliary Building El. 286,

Conduit/Tray, Rev. 6, 8/27/84.
4. EBASCO Procedure E-SH-52, Coordination of NSSS Interfaces, 8/10/84.
5. EBASCO Ietter EB-W-1430, Westinghouse Specification Field Installation

NIS Triaxial Cable, 12/18/78.
, 6. Westinghouse Letter CQL-8608, Field Installation Triaxial Cables -. I 6 C

Sta'ndard 4.1, 2/8/85., 0
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U5.2-1 (Unresolved Item) Electrical Power Design Procedures and Guidelines

BACKGROUND: The Harris Plant Engineering Section Manual of Instructions
(Reference l) requires training for electrical engineers and engineering
specialists and provides guidance for the production and use of engineering
guidelines.

DESCRIPTION: The required training for Harris plant electrical engineering
personnel consists of a standard reading list composed of selected Carolina
Power Sr Light procedures, ANSI N45.2.11 and parts of lOCFR Part 50. Technical
reading consists of sections of the FSAR and selected IEEE standards. There
are no technical procedures or specific plant technical guidelines for work
being performed in the electrical group. A number of technical procedures
were scheduled to be prepared, but none have been completed to date.

POTENTIAL BASIS: Carolina Power 8 Light has not properly implemented its
procedures (References 1 8 2) with respect to production and use of
engineering guidelines.

POTENTIAL IMPACT ON DESIGN: Design presently in progress should be regarded
as preliminary until sufficient written guidance is provided to the personnel
performing those tasks and those verifying the results.

EXTENT: This applies to all safety related design work being performed by the
Harris Plant Engineering Section electrical group.

POST CUTOFF WORK: Selected technical procedures had been scheduled to be
completed. However, no draft procedures were available and the team was told
that the procedures for the relay study would be part of the final relay
report.

REFERENCES
1. Harris Plant Engineering Section, Manual of Instructions, Instruction

2.4, Training, Rev. 10.
2. Harris Plant Engineering Section, Manual Instructions, Instruction 3.12,

In-House Use of Design Guidelines, Rev. 7.
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,
". U5.3-1 (Unresolved Item) Independence of Electric Systems

, 4.

BACKGROUND: Regulatory Guide 1.75, which endorses IEEE Standard 384-1974,
indicates that the use of interrupting devices actuated only by fault current

* - should not be used as devices for isolating non-Class lE circuits from Class
1E circuits. The FSAR, as modified by FSAR change E-162, commits to tripping'he 6900-volt emergency buses 1A-SA and '1B-SB feeder breakers (1A1A-SA AND
1B1A-SB) to non-safety motor control centers 1A24 and 1B24 in case of a LOCA
or loss of offsite power consistent with Regulatory Guide 1.75.

'I

DESCRIPTION: The team found that the present design of the 6900-volt emergency
buses is such that the non-safety load feeder breakers 1A1A-SA and 1B1A-SB axe
tripped on loss of offsite power followed by a LOCA or on loss of off-site,
power alone. However, these breakers are not tripped on a LOCA signal alone,
thus providing no assurance that Class 1E loads are protected from faults
occurring on the non-safety buses.

Review of the FSAR change request both at EBASCO and at the site did not'result,
in a Design Change Request or Field Change Request to modify the circuits to
comply with the requirements of the FSAR change. Additionally, no load analysis
has been performed to ensure that the loads which are isolated do not jeopardize
plant safety. The team reviewed some of the non-class lE loads powered from IE
buses which would be shed on a LOCA. These included:

Boron Injection Line Heat Tracing
Boron Injection Surge Tank Heater

4 Post Accident Sampling System Control Panel
Post Accident Sampling System Chiller
Non Class 1E Battery Chargers
Power Operated Relief Valve (PORV) Isolation Valve Motor Operated Valves
Containment H2 Purge Exhaust Fan
Rod Control Drive Mechanism Fan
Instrument Air D er

The team was concerned regarding the npnavail'ability of some -of these non-class
lE loads following a LOCA (for example, the PORV isolation valves should be
available in case a PORV is the cause of a IOCA).

C

POTENTIAL BASIS: The design is not consistent with FSAR commitments.

POTENTIAL IMPACT ON DESIGN: Hardware changes may be required to modify breaker
control circuits to shed the non-safety loads fed from the 6900-volt emergency
buses in the case of a LOCA. Analysis will have to be performed which evaluates
the impact of non-availability of loads shed on IOCA alone.

EXTENT: This problem appears on both 6900-volt emergency buses.

REFERENCES
1. Regulatory Guide 1.75, Physical Independence of Electric Systems, Rev. 2,

September 1978.
2. FSAR Change Notice E-162, approved by Carolina Power 8 Light Company

letter CE-15360, dated August 3, 1)84.
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D5.4-1 (Deficiency) Protection of Safety Related Buses

BACKGROUND: Safety related power center and motor control center feeder
breaker frame sizes, along with bus ratings, were established early in the
design of the Shearon Harris plant based on an estimate of the load
configuration. Reactors (inductive impedances) were added as required tolimit the available short circuit current. The actual long time and
instantaneous trip settings for the breakers are calculated after the actual
connected loads have been determined. The responsibility for performing and
controlling these calculations now belongs'to the Harris Plant Engineering
Section electrical group.

DESCRIPTION: The calculations (CP&L file number HXDE-202-511-XXX calculations
$/2 and //4) that were performed to determine the long time and instantaneous
trip settings for 3200-ampere and 800-ampere frame size breakers consists of a
single calculation that is applied to all breakers of the same frame size.
This calculation is independent of the, connected or running load. This
approach to circuit breaker long time trip setting at the Harris plant creates
numerous situations where safety related power centers and load centers are
not protected, as evidenced by the following examples identified by the teaq.

- The first example concerns all 600-ampere motor control centers which are fed
by 800-ampere breakers set at 720 amperes (long time trip). This will allow
the load centers to operate in an overload condition (120/ of rating) with no
protection. The second example con'cerned power centers 1A3-SA and 1B3-SB
which are fed by 3200-ampere breakers set at 3200 amperes (long time trip).
These power centers consist of a 3200-ampere section and a 1600-ampere section
connected by a reactor which limits the shorti circui< current on the '1600-
ampere section. This section feeds four motor control centers via four '800-
ampere breakers, each set at, 720 amperes (long time trip). This configurationwill physically allow the 1600-ampere section to be loaded to 2880 amperes,
which far exceeds its rating and leaves the bus unprotected.

BASIS: The Harris Plant Engineering Section has no procedures for circuit
breaker setting selection or control of loads for power centers and motor
control centers. Carolina Power S Light has committed to follow ANSI N45.2.11.
Section 4 of ANSI N45.2.11, requires that procedures be in place to control
the design process, including design analyses. Additionally, Section 7 of
ANSI N45.2.11 requires that documented procedures be used to control issuance
of design documents and changes thereto, including identification of documents
to be used in performing the design and coordination and control of design.

IMPACT ON DESIGN: Analysis should be performed to allow resetting of motor
control center feeder breakers so that protective action occurs prior to
exceeding the continuous rating of power centers and load centers.
Additionally, procedures should be established to control the addition of
loads to motor control centers.

'
EXTENT: This deficiency is systematic in that all breakers feeding derated
buses (bus sections which have a lower rating and no circuit breaker
protection) are set such that bus ratings can be exceeded without protective
action occurring. Additionally, all 800-ampere feeder breakers to 600-ampere
motor control centers are set at 720 amperes (long time trip), which will
allow motor control center ratings to be exceeded without protective action
occurring.



': REFERENCES.'l. ANSI N45.2.11, 1974 - equality Assurance Requirement's of the Design of
Nuclear Power Plants.

—.".'' 2. Carolina Power 8 Light File number HXDE-202-511-XXX, Calculation No. 2,
10/10/84.

,
— 3. Caroliria Power 8 Light File number HXDE-"202-511-XXX, Calculation No.',

10/23/84.'



D5.4-2 (Deficiency) Motor Operated Valve Thermal Overload Protection

BACKGROUND: Thermal overloads for motor operated valves are provided to
protect these intermittent-duty motors from thermal damage in cases where the
motor may exceed design thermal limits (e.g., excessive cycling, sticking
valve, or high ambient temperature). regulatory Guide 1.106 addresses thermal
overload protection for motor operated valves, indicating that some provision
should be made to ensure that, during a design basis accident, motor operated
valves which must operate will 'not fail to do so because the thermal overloads
have tripped. Shearon Harris has met this guidance by providing a thermal
overload bypass activated by the accident signal. Manufacturer's and industry
data can then be used to set the thermal overloads to protect the motors
during normal operation, thus enhancing their operability during an accident
scenario.

'

DEFICIENCY: The team checked a calculation for selectio'n of a thermal
overload for a motor operated valve (3SM-B5SA-l), including the procedure used
as the basis for the calculation. Procedure 1/2-9000-E-01 lists as a
reference Limitorque Brochure F 79669-3; however, the method used to determine
the overload heateq size in the procedure is not the same as that recommended
by Limitorque 'in the brochure. The results obtained using the Shearon Harris,
Procedure are much less conservative than the results obtained using the
Limitorque method. .The team determined that the thermal overload heater
selected by the Harris Plant Operations Section startup group using the plant
procedure would be a T39 type (minimum trip setting of 9.16 amps). Using the
procedure recommended by Limitorque, the team determined that the thermal
overload heater selected should have been a T35 type (minimum trip setting of
5.84 amps). In order to substantiate the Limitorque method, the method in

'EEE paper F 80 260-0 was used by the team to calculate the thermal overload
heater .size. A T35 type heater was again selected. The installed heaters may

. be 56.8g oversized for the application. This results in a safety related .
valve 'which may not be adequately protected during normal plant operation.

BASIS: Setting of all thermal overloads for motor operated valves is
performed by the Shearon Harris Operations Department in accordance with the
Start-up Manual Procedure 1/2-9000-E-01. However, the current revision of
this procedure is written exclusively for setting thermal overloads for
continuous duty motors. This method of setting thermal overloads does not
account for the lower thermal ratings of these intermittent duty motors.

IMPACT ON DESIGN: Motor operated valve overload heaters which have been
installed should be replaced with thh correct size heaters. The existing
procedure should be revised to prove.de a proper method of selecting overload
heaters for'motor operated valves.

EXTENT: This deficiency is systematic because using the existing procedure
for selection of overload heaters for motor operated valves will'esul't in
selecting incorrect heater, sizes.

REFERENCES
'1.. Shearon Harris NPP Start-up Manual, Volume II, Procedure No.

1/2-9000-E-01, Motor Overload Heater Selection and Molded Case Circuit
Breaker Instantaneous Trip Setting Guidelines, Rev; 5, 7/6/84.
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2.. Regulatory Guide 1.106, Thermal Overload Protection for Electric Motors-on
'Motor-Operated Valves, Rev. 1, 19779

3. IEEE Paper F 80 260-0, The Dangers. of Bypassing Thermal Overload Relays 'in
Nuclear Power Plant Motor Operated Valve Circuits, December 5, 1979.

4. Limitorque Brochure F 79 669-3, Motor Overload Protection for Motor
Actuated Valves.



D5.4-3 (Deficiency) Design Verification of Thermal Overload Settings

BACKGROUND: Calculations performed bye start-up engineers in the Harris Plant
Operations Section to determine safety related motor overload heater size are
performed in accordance with the Shearon Harris Start-up Manual, Volume II,
Procedure No. 1/2-9000-E-01. The calculation is recorded on data sheet 10.1 of
this procedure, and requires signatures of both the performer and reviewer.
The Shearo~ Harris Start-up Manual, Section 8 indicates that an independent
check should be performed to ensure that the acceptance criteria are met.

(

DESCRIPTION: Several data sheets for completed calculations were reviewed,
and the team found that the same person had signed both the performed by and
reviewed by spaces. Therefore, design verification of some safety related
calculations is not performed in accordance with the licensee's commitment to
the requirements of Section 6 of ANSI N45.2.11. The following examples were
found:

Ready For
Testing
Number

Motor
Control Center

Number
Compartment

Number

1-4064.001
1-5260.001
1"9231.002
1-9231.003
1". 8260.001

1A32
1D31
1B32-SB
1A32-SA
1D32

3A
6E
1B
1C

6E

BASIS: ANSI N45.2.11, Section 6.1 requires that measures be applied to verify
the adequacy of the design. It is. further required that design verification,
which is the process of reviewing, confirming or substantiating the design, be
performed by competent individuals other than those who performed the original
design.

.IMPACT ON DESIGN: Verification must be performed to ensure that the proper
overload heaters have been provided for safety related motors.

EXTENT: This deficiency appears to be systematic in that of six data sheets
reviewed, five of them were performed and reviewed by the same individual.

REFERENCES
l. ANSI N45.2.11, Section 6.1, 1974, Quality Assurance Requirements for the

Design of Nuclear Power Plants.
2 ~ Shearon Harris NPP Start-up"Manual; Volume II, Procedure No. 1/2-9000-E-

01, Motor Overload Heater Section and Molded Case Circuit Breaker
Instantaneous Trip Setting Guidelines, Rev. 5, 7/6/84.

3. Shearon Harris NPP.Start-up Manual, Section 8, Rev.19, ll/12/84.
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.0;D5 ~ 4-4 (Deficiency) Station Service, Transformer Protective Relaying
'I

"- " BACKGROUND: Medium-voltage feeder breakers 1A3A-SA and 1B3A-SB are the supply "

-„"'breakers from the 6900-volt emergency buses 1A-SA and 1B-SB to station
service",'"-'',transformers1A3-SA and 1B3-SB. These breakers are installed to provide

; overload and fault protection for the service transformers and the downstream
,,= reactor auxiliary buses as required by the Shearon Harris FSAR. The
.,'esponsibility for calculating the trip settings for the breakers belongs to

,
. the Harris Plant Engineering Section electrical unit.

DESCRIPTION: The primary sides of the station service transformers 1A3-SA and'
1B3-SB are rated at 167.4 amps; however, medium-voltage feeder breakers
lA3A-SA and 1B3A-SB are set at 300 amps (Reference 1). This corresponds to a

. 79$ overload-condition, which is beyond the rating of these safety related
transformers (Reference 2). Additionally, the station service transformer
load breakers are set at 133$ (3200 amps) of the rating of 'the transformer

- (Reference 3)-. Consequently, the station service transformers can be loaded
go greater than their rated value without protective action occurring, and
without consideration of the effect on qualified life. Although the National
.,Electrical Code allows overloading of transformers by as much as 250$ on -the
load side, this does not take into account the effect of overheating on the
qualified life of the equipment.

BASIS: Section 8.3.1.1.2.11 of the Shearon Harris nuclear power plant FSAR
states that the protective relaying for the 6900/480-volt transformer feeder

. breakers will trip the breakers on all overload or fault conditions. However,
acceptable trip settings .for the breakers has not been demonstrated.

IMPACT ON DESIGN: Analysis should be performed to determine acceptable trip
settings for these breakers so that the station service transformers are ~

,adequately protected and coordination with downstream breakers is
'„" accomplished.

EXTENT: This deficiency applies to both safety related station service
transformers.

REFERENCES
1. CPSL Drawing CPL 2166-S-0302, Sheet 22, BUS lASA Relay Settings, Rev. 0,

12/14/84,
2. CPRL Calculation HXSDE-,202-511"XXX, Group II, Sheet No. 7, Station Service

Transformers, 8/24/84.
3. COL Drawing CPL 2166-S-0301, Sheet 53, Power Center lA3-SA Relay

Settings, 'Rev. 0," 12/14/84.
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- U5.4-5 (Unresolved Item) Procurement of Quality Components

BACKGROUND: EBASCO engineering specified the use of, specific terminal boxes
for use in Class 1E applications based on seismic- analysis and other
considerations. These boxes are listed on CAR-2166-B-060, Miscellaneous
Electrical Details and Notes. The responsibility for procurement and
installation of the terminal boxes rests with the Carolina Power 8 Light site
construction group.

DESCRIPTION: The team determined that substitution of another type box for
Class 1E installations was permitted by a "Q" Field Chang'e Request (AS-3155),
which justified the substitution based on equivalence with the EBASCO
requirements.

The terminal boxes purchased by Carolina Power 8 Light for use in Class 1E
applications were purchased as non-safety related components, with no apparent
certifi'cation of quality required.

POTENTIAL BASIS: The Shearon Harris FSAR commits to ANSI N45.2.11 which
requires that the verification process confirm that specified materials be
compatible with each other and the design environmental conditions to which
the material is exposed. Carolina Power 6 Light has not demonstrated that the
terminal boxes purchased for use in safety related applications meet the
appropriate design requirements.

POTENTIAL IMPACT ON DESIGN: Certification of compliance with the
specification is required in order tq ensure that design parameters have been
met.

EXTENT: This item is systematic in that none of the terminal boxes used in
safety related applications were purchased as quality components.

REFERENCES
1. ANSI N45.2.11, Quality Assurance Requirements for the Design of Nuclear

Power Plants, 1974.
2. CAR-2166-B-060, Miscellaneous Electrical Notes and Details, Rev. 11,

4/24/84.
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„D5.5-1 (Deficiency) Battery Sizing Calculation
II

I

'ACKGROUND: The Class 1E battery must be sized to provide sufficient capacity
to supply the direct current, loads under all operating conditions. The team
reviewed EBASCO Calculation No. 52-AMM,(Reference 1). This calculation
consisted of a load tabulation made to construct the design basis battery load
profile, the actual calculation done in the IEEE 485 (Reference 2) format,
and attached references. Guidance was provided in the form of Harris Project
Electrical Design Criterion No. 11, Em'ergency and Normal 125V DC System, and
EBASCO Electrical Engineering Guide No. S38h-2 (Reference 3), Determination of-
the Size of Iead Acid Batteries.

0

DESCRIPTION: The inputs to the battery sizing load tabulation consisted of
eleven separate load categories. The team noted errors in eight of the eleven
inputs. Three of these errors resulted in lower-than-required currents being
used in the tabulation.

1. Inverter load used a 1976 preliminary input from Westinghouse
(Reference 4) instead of a later'980 inverter load calculation
(Reference 5).

2. Diesel generator dc auxiliary loads did not agree with
the reference attached to the calculation.

3. All five dc motor currents were calculated in error through
misinterpretation of the Engineering Guide (Reference 3). In
addition, the auxiliary feedwater isolation valve motor load was
applied in the first minute period, instead of as a less
conservative random load >at the end of discharge, without
justification. The feedwater isolation signal is not dependent
upon loss of offsite power.

BASIS: Preliminary data were used for the inverter load, and this assumption,
was not noted on the cover sheet as required by paragraph 5.4 of EBASCO
Procedure E-30, Preparation of Calculations. The verification'process faile'd
to detect the input errors for the diesel generator auxiliaries and dc motors
as required by Attachment No. 5 to EBASCO Procedure E-76, Procedure for Design
Verification for Nuclear Power Plants.

i

IMPACT ON DESIGN: A reanalysis will be required to correct the errors.

EXTENT: This appears to apply only to;the" battery sizing c'alculation,

REFERENCES
1. EBASCO Calculation No. 52-AMM, 125 Volt DC Class 1E Battery and Charger,

Rev. 0, 9/20/84.
2. IEEE Standard 485, Recommended Practice for Sizing Class 1E Batteries,

1978.
3. EBASCO Electrical Engineering Gbide S38h-2, Determination of the Size of

Lead Acid Electric Storage Batteries, Rev. 3, 7/21/72.
4. Westinghouse letter CQL-4013, NSSS DC Requirements, 8/3/76.
5. EBASCO Calculation No. 10-RKD,

$ 20 V AC Class'E Inverter Load Tabulation,
Rev. 1, 8/1/84.
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D5.5-2 (Deficiency) DC Equipment Rated Maximum Voltage,

BACKGROUND: Equipment must be designed to operate over the expected operating
voltage range. FSAR Section 8.3.2.12 states that all loads can withstand 140
Vdc during battery equalization. This subject was also the topic of I&K
Information Notice 83-08 (Reference 1).

DESCRIPTION: No maximum voltage was specified or provided by the vendor for
the Potter Brumfield MDR relays and the Electroswitch LSR relays in response
to specifications for the auxiliary relay cabinet (Reference 2) and the

= transfer panel (Reference 3).

The Harris plant utilizes lead calcium cells, which require periodic
equalizing charges. This type of charge should only be required following the
periodic discharge tests of the entire battery. High voltage during the
system equalize period has not been addressed, nor could it adequately be
addressed, because no attempt was made at the site to determine the Class 1E
dc equipment maximum voltage ratings. At the close of the integrated design
inspection, the site operations technical support staff was attempting to
address this problem by proposing to equalize cells on an individual cell
basis.

BASIS: This is a failure to verify the commitment made in the FSAR.

IMPACT ON DESIGN: This failure to obtain sufficient vendor information will
require that all vendors of Class 1E dc equipment be contacted to ascertain if
140 Vdc is acceptable and to replace'hose components which cannot be
qualified for the maximum dc system voltage.

EXTENT: This deficiency applies to the majority of dc equipment because the
maximum voltage range was not consistently specified for safety related dc
components.

REFERENCES
l. I&E Information Notice No. 83-08, Component Failure Caused By Elevated DC

Control Voltage, 3/9/83.
2. EBASCO Specification CAR-SH-IN-13, Auxiliary Relay Cabinet, Open Rev. 11.
3. EBASCO Specification CAR-SH-IN-26, Transfer Panel, Rev. 6.

,t
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D5.5-3 (Deficiency) Battery. Discharge Voltage Profile

BACKGROUND: Battery terminal voltage during a discharge period depends'pon
the rate at which current is being removed and the amount of capacity
remaining in the battery. At high discharge rates, the battery voltage will
drop to a lower voltage than at low discharge rates'f the current decreases
during the battery discharge, the battery voltage will recover somewhat,
depending upon the available capacity remaining in the battery as, well as the
new discharge rate (Reference 1).

DESCRIPTION: During the calculation of permissible voltage drop in the dc
power cables between the battery and the dc switchgear (Reference.2), EBASCO
also calculated the battery discharge voltage profile based upon the battery

, = load currents available at that time (Reference 3). The battery sizing
calculation is based upon these currents and is corrected for minimum
electrolyte temperature, design margin and aging margin. In calculating the,'attery discharge voltage, EBASCO correctly derated the available battery
capacity to that which would be remaining at the end of battery life, defined

-by IEEE 450 (Reference 4) as 80/ og battery capacity. Although EBASCO
, calculated the battery size using derating factors for a minimum electrolyte

temperature of 70 degrees F and design margin of 15/, they failed to include
these factors in the battery voltage profile calculation. By not including .

the correction factor for minimum battery electrolyte temperature in the
voltage profile calculation, an error results because the nominal battery
capacity is 4/ higher than what would .actually be available at 70 degrees F.
Also, by not including the correction for design margin, the battery discharge

'oltagecalculation (and all resulting voltage drop calculations based upon
actual battery voltage during discharge) must now be repeated every time the
battery discharge profile changes.

BASIS: ANSI N45.2.11, which Carolina Power 8 Light has committed to, requires
that the design be reviewed to verify that correct design inputs and

,assumptions were used in calculations and analyses. This error in failing to
use the minimum available battery capacity to,establish battery discharge
voltage resulted in inadequate review of suitability of application for the
Class.lE dc equipment.

IMPACT ON DESIGN: As a minimum, the battery voltage must be recalculated with
the temperature correction factor included in the battery capacity. In
addition, some design margin should also be included to account for items such
as maintenance, lower capacity due to recent discharges and variation in load
different than that used in the sizing calculation.

EXTENT: This error is specific to t)is calculatiop.
e

REFERENCES
1. C 6 D Batteries, Catalog Section No. 12-333, Cell Discharge

Characteristics, 10/81, (Supersedes catalog Section 12-227).
2. EBASCO Calculation No. 43-SKD, D6 Panel/Switchgear Feeder Voltage'rop,

Rev. 5, 8/6/84.
3. EBASCO Calculation No. 5-RKD, Class lE Battery Sizing Calculation, Rev'.5,

8/3/84. 0
I
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4. IEEE Standard 450, Recommended Practice for Maintenance, Testing, and
Replacement of Large Iead Storage Batteries, 1975.

5. ANSI N45.2.11, equality Assurance Requirements for the Design of Nuclear
Power Plants, 1974.

I 4
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'D5.5-4 (Deficiency) DC System Minimum Voltage

BACKGROUND: Safety related equipment is designed to operate over a specified
voltage range. Voltage drop calculations are performed based upon the
difference between the minimum sending voltage (battery) and receiving end

-voltage (equipment minimum rated voltage).

DESCRIPTION: In performing the calculation to establish the maximum
resistance permitted in the switchgear close and trip circuits (R'eferende l),
EBASCO project personnel failed to follow the Electrical Engineering Guide No.
S18-62 (Reference 2) which states that the battery minimum discharge voltage
(105 Vdc) should be used in this type calculation. Instead, EBASCO project
personnel calculated the trip circuit maximum resistance based upon the
battery voltage at the end of the first minute of battery discharge (113 Vdc)
and the close circuit maximum resistance based upon the nominal battery,
voltage (125 Vdc). This resulted in values of circuit resistances which are
not conservative.

1

Safety related loads are added to the diesel generator during a battery
'ischarge;therefore, the close circuits for those safety related loads must

be designed to operate with the reduced voltage of 113 volts during the first
minute battery discharge. Also, the battery sizing calculation identifies a
number of breakers closing in the last minute in an attempt to reestablish the
preferred power supply. The battery discharge voltage profile developed as
part of the calculation for the dc panel/switchgear feeder voltage drop
determined that the voltage in the 'last. minute of the design discharge was 116
volts.

BASIS: Carolina Power 8 Light has committed to ANSI N45.2.11 which requires
that changes from specified design inputs, including the reasons for the
changes, shall be identified, approved, documented and controlled. This
analysis failed to follow the EBASCO Electrical Engineering Guide.No. SI8-62;.

IMPACT ON DESIGN: The switchgear close and trip circuits should be
reevaluated using 105 volts as the battery minimum voltage, or, the use of a
different battery minimum voltage should be justified.

EXTENT: This error affects the voltage drop calculations for all safety
related switchgear close and trip circuits.

REFERENCES
l. EBASCO Calculation No. 43-SKD, DC Panel/Switchgear Feeder Cable Voltage

Drop, Rev. 2, 8/6/84.
2. EBASCO Electrical Engineering Guide No. SI8-62, DC Control Circuit Wire

Size and Maximum Length, Rev. 2, 12/19/81.
3. ANSI N45.2.11, (}uality Assurance Requirements for the Design of Nuclear

Power Plants, 1974.
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D5.5-5 (Deficiency) DC System Control Room Indication

BACKGROUND: IEEE Standard 308 (Reference 1) describes the principal design
criteria for the Class lE electric system. As part of this document, basic
criteria are given for the surveillance of the direct currynt system including
the battery chargers. In response'to these criteria, the Harris design for
the direct current instrumentation is documented in FSAR Section 8.3.2.2.1.4.
This section states that the availability of the Class lE battery is monitored
in the control room by board mounted i.'ndication of (a) bus voltage and (b)
battery and battery charger current.

DESCRIPTION: The team determined that, contrary to the commitment in the
FSAR, no indication is provided on the control board for battery charger
current (Reference 2). Although the main control board front view of Panel
Area Dl (Reference 3) calls for indication of battery charger output current,
the team determined that the dc system, including the circuitry provided in
the battery charger as presently installed (Reference 4), does not have the
provisions for remote indication of battery charger current. The team also
determined that this parameter was not included in the proposed dc system
monitoring for the emergency response facility information system (Reference
5).

BASIS: This is a failure to comply with the commitment for dc system
surveillance as detailed in the FSAR.

IMPACT ON DESIGN: The capability for remote indication of battery charger
current must be added to the battery chargers or special metering may be added
to the existing battery shunt.

EXTENT: This error appears to be limited to the dc system.

REFERENCES
1. IEEE Std. 308, Standard Criteria for Class lE Electric Systems for Nuclear

Power Generating Stations, 1971.
2. EBASCO Drawing CAR-2166-G-042S01, 125 VDC One Line Wiring Diagram, Rev. 5,

7/13/83.
3. C 6 D Battery Charger Instruction Manual RS-420, 8/10/82.
4. EBASCO Drawing 1364-12956-R8, Main Control Board Front View Panel Area Dl,

EBASCO Rev. 1, 7/13/83.
5. EBASCO Letter EB-C-14950, ERFIS Inputs, 4/27/83.

1
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05.5-6 (Observation) DC System Undervoltage Alarm

BACKGROUND: The availability of the direct current system is proven byl'. indication and alarm available to the control room operator.

DESCRIPTION: A common dc system trouble alarm exists in the control room
which sounds for either bus undervoltage alarm or battery charger trouble.

' The battery charger undervoltage alarm is set at 130 volts. The dc bus
undervoltage alarm is set at 121 volts (Reference 1). There is no ringback
capability on this alarm window which gould sound this window if a second
input went off normal. During a battery discharge, the alarm will sound
simultaneously from both sources as the dc system voltage drops from the float
voltage of 135 volts to below 120 volts at the start of the discharge. The
operator must then periodically consult the bus voltmeter located on the
control board to monitor the bus voltage. If the bus undervoltage relay was
set lower (at 110 volts) and able to ring back the dc trouble alarm, the
operator would be made aware that the battery is nearing the design discharge
voltage and remind him to shed additional load. This load shedding would
result in restoration of the battery voltage to permit continued operation of
the remaining dc equipment.

BASIS: IEEE Standard 308 (Reference 2) requires that the Class lE electrical
power system be monitored to determine the capacity and capability of thy
battery to perform its safety function. However, the standard does not detail
at what undervoltage the alarm should sound to warn the operator about this
loss of capacity.

I

RECOMMENDATION: If the dc bus undervoltage relay setting was lowered and
either isolated on a separate window or the existing window was provided with
a ringback feature, the operator wouuld<be provided a more meaningful alarm.

EXTENT: This observation is limited to the dc system.

REFERENCES
1. CPM FCR-SE-166, DC Bus Undervoltage Alarm, Rev. 2, 9/7/84.
2. IREE Std. 308, Standard Criteria for Class 1E Electric Systems for

Nuclear Power Generating Systems, 1971.

I v tl
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D5.6-1 (Deficiency) Penetration Protection Qualification

BACKGROUND: Containment electrical penetrations are provided to permit the
passage of electrical conductors through the containment while maintaining the
containment pressure boundary intact. Penetrations for power and control
circuits are provided with redundant electrical protection to ensure that a

single failure of the protective device would not result in a breach of the
reactor containment pressure boundary caused by overcurrent which would damage

'hepenetration seals.

DESCRIPTION: FSAR Section 8.3.1.1.2.11 commits to Regulatory Guide 1.63 with
the exception that penetration protection for non-Class lE circuits will not
be provided with qualified devices. The Harris design does, however, commit
to redundant safety grade protection for the reactor coolant pump circuits
which conform to the requirements of gEEE Standard 279-.1971. IEEE Standard
279 requires independence of redundant protection circuits. The team
determined that the primary protection for the reactor coolant pumps is
provided by overcurrent relays on the circuit breaker feeding the reactor
coolant pump (Reference 1). This primary trip circuit is powered from the
Train A Class 1E dc system. Backup penetration protection is provided by a
breaker failure scheme which would trip the incoming 6.9-kV bus breaker if the
reactor coolant pump feeder breaker flails to trip on a fault. This backup

'ripcircuit is powered from a separate, non-Class lE dc supply (Reference 2).
However, the team discovered that the breaker failure scheme is developed on
the same circuit as the primary trjp circuit (Reference 1), This circuit
contains an interlock relay which must be energized to trip the breaker
failure scheme. In addition, the lockout relay, which is required to function
to trip the motor feeder breaker, is used to initiate the 1rieaker failure
scheme and, in turn, to trip the backup breaker. A single failure of the
primary trip circuit which would result in loss of the dc supply or a failure
of the interlock or lockout relays would also result in loss of the backup
protection. This circuit was developed by the EBASCO instrumentation and
control group and reviewed by the electrical group (Reference 3) without, this
lack of independence being detected.

BASIS: This is a failure to maintain the independence between the primary and
backup protection as required the commitment to Regulatory Guide 1.63 and IEEE
279.

I

IMPACT ON DESIGN: The 6.9-kV containment electrical penetration primary and
backup protection circuits should be redesigned to provide the independent
penetration protection required by Regulatory Guide 1.63.

EKTENT: This error to provide independent backup protection is limited to the
three reactor coolant pump power circuj.ts using the 6.9-kV containment
electrical penetrations.
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REFERENCES
1. EBASCO Drawing CAR-2166-B-401, Sheet 102, Reactor Coolant Pump 1A-SN Trip

Coil No. 1, Rev. 4, 8/17/84.
2; EBASCO-Drawing CAR-2166-B-401, Sheet .1621, Unit Auxiliary~Transformer 1A X

Winding Breaker 108, Rev. 10, 5/8/84.
3. EBASCO Form 403-102, Design Review of Control Wiring Diagram Sheet 102,

Rev. 0, 9/18/78.
4. NRC Regulatory Guide 1.63, 'Ele'ctric Penetration Assemblies in Containment

Structures for Light Water Cooled Nuclear Power Plants, Rev. 2, 7/78.
5. IEEE Standard 279, Criteria for Protection Systems for Nuclear Power

Generating Stations, 1971.
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D5.7-1 (Deficiency) Use of Motor Data in Setting Procedure

BACKGROUND: Electrical protective devices are provided to protect starting
motors against a stall condition, and to protect running motors against an
overload. Fault or short-circuit protection is also provided. Carolina
Power 8 Light assumed responsibility for performing all motor protection relay
setting calculations at the site. Relay settings for motors fed from the
6.9-kV switchgear and 480-volt power centers are determined by the Harris
Plant Engineering Section electrical group. The Harris Plant Engineering
Section Manual of Instructions, does not contain procedures for the control of
design analyses or calculations. Design control for this type work is covered
by Ca'rolina Power 6 Light, Nuclear Engineering and Licensing Department's
procedures manual.

DESCRIPTION: The large motors fed from the 6.9-kV system are accompanied by
motor data for running and starting current, accelerating times and thermal
limits. The protective relays are set according to these motor data.

Few if any motor data were received from the motor vendors for 460-volt
motors, including safety related motors. Because of this, protection for the
motors fed from the 480-volt power centers was set based upon assumed motor
data (e.g., accelerating times) without regard to specific motor data that
might be available from the motor vendor. Also, the Harris Plant Engineering
Section's approach was to review the motor full load current for all motors of.-
a common horsepower to determine which motor results in the largest
combination of full load current times motor service factor. The overcurrent
protection for all the motors of that horsepower was based upon this one
factor. However, individual motor locked rotor current of each motor was not
considered, and therefore the largest starting current was not always used in
the relay settings.

The relay setting calculation for the containment spray pump motor (Reference
1) was performed without regard to the vendor motor data (Reference 2) which
had existed on the job for five years. The team reviewed the motor data,
which consisted of acceleration curves and safe time running and locked rotor
curves, and noted that failure to incorporate these data in the relay setting
calculation resulted in the ov'ercurrent relay time delay being set so high
that sufficient locked rotor protection was not provided. The team found that
this condition also existed for the residual heat removal pump motor
(References 3 6 4).

BASIS: Nuclear Engineering and Licensing Department procedure number 3.1.B
(Reference 5) instruction D.5, which, requires the identification of
assumptions that must be verified, was not followed. The design verification
performed in accordance with procedure number 3.3 (Reference 6) failed to
identify the missing assumptions for safe stall time (Reference 7).

IMPACT ON DESIGN: The motor protection for the large 460-volt motors fed from
the power centers should be reviewed against the applicable motor data
including actual or calculated starting times and motor thermal capability
curves.

EXTENT: This problem refers to most of the large 460-volt motors fed from the
480-volt power centers.
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REFERENCES
1. CPK Relay Calculation No. HXDE-202-511-XXX, Curve 7, Typical 350 HP

Motor, $ 0/23/84.
2. EBASCO Vendor Document 1364-3009, Containment Spray Pump Motor Data, Rev.

3, 5/4/79.
- 3. CPSL Relay Calculation No. HXDE-.202.-511-XXX, Curve 8, Typical 300 HP

Motor, 10/23/84.
4. EBASCO Vendor Document 1364-2960, RHR Pump Motor Outline Drawing, Rev. 1,

3/2/79.
5. CPSL - NELD Procedure No. 3.1.B, Pr'eparation and Control of Design

Analysis, Rev. 1. 4/22/81.
6. CPSL - NELD Procedure No. 3.3, Design Verification, Rev. 15,

9/21/84.
7. CPSL Design Verification gA Record, Job No. CPL-2166-S-302, Sheet 1-26,

12/14/84.
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D5.7-2 (Deficiency) 480-Volt Bus Undervoltage Alarm

BACKGROUND: Electrical equipment is designed to operate over a limited voltage
tolerance from its rated voltage. This voltage tolerance is typically -l0/
for 460-volt motors, which results in a minimum voltage of 414 volts. IEEE
Standard 308 (Reference 1), Section 5.2.4.(5), requires that bus voltage be
monitored in the control room.

DESCRIPTION: The team reviewed the EBASCO voltage regulation studies
conducted under system minimum voltage and diesel generator loading. The
studies showed that starting the largest load on the safety related 6900-volt
bus resulted in a minimum voltage dip on the lowest 480-volt bus equal to only
88/ of nominal bus voltage from a minimum steady state value of 95%. The
first period loading of the diesel generator resulted in the worst case
voltage dip at a 480-volt bus of 78.7g of nominal bus voltage and a return to
a steady state voltage of 99.7g.

The team reviewed the settings of the undervoltage relays which are used to
monitor the bus voltage and to send an alarm to the control room under 'system
misoperation. The team determined that the undervoltage relay on safety
related 480-volt bus 1B3-SB was set at 80 volts pickup on the secondary side
of the 480/120-volt potential transformer (Reference l). This equates to a
minimum bus voltage of 320 volts and is too low (70$ of equipment related
voltage) to provide adequate protection for the equipment fed from this bus.
This setting does not agree with the results of the calculation performed to
determine the setting of the undervoltage alarm relay (Reference 2), which
established a minimum voltage setpoint of 100 volts pickup for the
undervoltage relay. This calculated value corresponds to a bus voltage, of 400
volts (87$ of rated). Also, the selection of the minimum time delay setting
on the undervoltage relay may result in nuisance alarms during diesel
generator loading.

BASIS: Settings for bus undervoltage alarm are not properly controlled.
There are no existing design procedures for controlling the setting of
undervoltage relays at the Harris site. Carolina Power 6 Light has committed
to follow ANSI N45.2.11 (Reference 4), which requires that procedures be
developed to control design activities.

IMPACT ON DESIGN: The alarm setpoint for the 480-V buses will have to be
corrected.

EXTENT: This error applies to all 480-volt bus undervoltage alarm relays.

REFERENCES
l. IREE Std. 308, Standard Criteria for, Class 1E Electric Systems for

Nuclear Power Generating Stations, 1971
2. COL 480 Volt Relay Setting Drawing CPL 2166-S-0301, Sheet 58, Rev. 0,

12/14/84.
3. CPGL Relay Calculation HXSDE-202-511-XXX No. 14, 480 Volt Bus

Undervoltage Relay, Rev. 0, 9/27/84.
ANSI N45.2.11, Quality Assurance Requirements for the Design of Nuclear
Power Plants, 1974.
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;„',;05.7-3 (Observation) Motor Acceptance Testing
I

I

'BACKGROUND: Equipment must be tested after installation to ensure that, it has
been installed correctly and is in good working order (Reference l). Motor
starting current is a function of motor design and applied voltage. Motor,
running current and accelerating time is a function of the load coupled to the
motor-as well as the applied voltage. The load itself is a funct'ion'of

'the'rocesssystem operating point.

DESCRIPTION: Testing for all electrical motors in the range of 2 horsepower,'. to 9000 horsepower is described in'startup procedure 1/2-9000-05 (Reference
2). =-This procedure calls for measuring the motor running current under both
the unloaded and loaded conditions. The team considered this procedure to be.,
lacking in a number of areas.

l. Motor voltage is not required to be recorded. Current varies with
voltage; therefore, both should be recorded together.

2. Motor starting current and accelerating time is not recorded.
Calculated motor starting times are available for the 6600-volt
motors. These data should be verified at or near rated voltage
and compared with the vendor's calculated data. In general, motor
accelerating times have not been provided for the 460-volt motors.
This, should be measured for <he large motors (100 horsepower and
greater) which are fed from the 480-volt power centers to confirm
the settings of the motor's protective relays.

F

BASIS: The criterion of IEEE 336 requires system testing but does not detail
to what, extent the test data must be reviewed against the design basis. In
this particular case, if motor starting characteristics. were measured, the
assumptions used in the motor protective relay settings- could be verified.
RECOMMENDATION: The protective relays for the 460-volt motors were set by
Carolina Power 6 Light, Harris Project Engineering Section using assumed motor
starting characteristics. Actual coupled motor (loaded) starting data should
be measured and compared to the assumed characteristics, and the relay
settings should be modified as required.

REFERENCES'l. IEEE Std. 336 Installation, I'nspection, and Testing Requirements for
Instrumentation and Electric Equipment During the Construction of Nuclear
Power Generating Stations, 1971.

2. Harris Plant Operations Section Procedure 1/2-9000-E-05, Ipitial .
Checkout of Electric Motors, Rev. 4, $0/3/84.
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BACKGROUND: Motors are designed to start and operate within a specified
vo tage range. The motor must then be provided with a voltage equal to pr
greater than the required minimum voltage. For Class 1E dc motors, this
minimum voltage is determined from the battery discharge voltage and the
vo tage drops in the motor control center feeder and motor circuit cables.

I

DESCRIPTION: The cable size for valve 2AFV118 was selected without regard to
voltage drop in the circuit cables. The team assumed a battery voltage of 115
volts and independently calculated that the starting voltage drop in this
circ'uit would be greater than 65 volts, resulting in a voltage at the motor of
ess than 50 volts. No minimum acceptable starting voltage was obtained from

the vendor. This low voltage may prevent the valve from performing its safety
function. EBASCO Criterion No. 18 presents a typical method to determine the
maximum circuit resistance permitted different types of circuits. EBASCO
failed to extend the philosophy of Criterion No. 18 to other loads not
specifically detailed in the criterion<, such as dc motor operated valves.

BASIS: Carolina Power 8 Light has committed to ANSI N45.2.11 which requires
that the design be verified. No such measures were established for the
selection and review of the cables involved with the dc motor operated valve

of the des
to ensure adequate starting voltage. This is a failure t f th 'dre o veri y e a equacy
o e esign by failing to provide assurance that the design meets the
specified design inputs.

IMPACT ON DESIGN: This error may require that the cable for this motor be
replaced with a larger cable.

EXTENT: This error applies to all dc motor operated valves reviewed by the
P

REFERENCES
l. EBASCO Control Wiring Diagram CAR 2166-B-401, Sheet 1935, Auxiliary

Feedwater Valve 2AF-V118 SA-1, Rev. 6, 8/27/84.
2. EBASCO Cable and Raceway System Report C15, Rev. 14, ll/30/84.
3. EBASCO Criterion No. 18, Electric Cable Data, Permissible Control Circuit

Loop Lengths, Rev. 3, 10/29/82.
4. EBASCO Vendor Drawing 1364-2305, Motor Operated Valve, Rev. ll, 3/ll/83.
5. ANSI N45.2.11, Quality Assurance Requirements for the Design of Nuclear

Power Plants, 1974.
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:..."D5.8-2 (Deficiency) Control Circuit Voltage Drop
S1

;.,'- BACKGROUND: Control circuits must be wired with conductors sized to allow
sufficient voltage to exist at the, control circuit end device. EBASCO
prov'ides guidance to its design group to limit the circuit voltage drop bylimiting the circuit resistance. The analysis developed to support this

. approach is contained in Calculation No. 44SKD (Reference 1).

0

DESCRIPTION: Calculation No. 44SkD was developed based upon current drawn bytypical components such as Westinghouse relays and ASCO solenoids.
'lectroswitch relays are used in the design of the transfer panels and
auxiliary transfer panels (Reference 2) to transfer control from the control
room to the auxiliary control panel. These relays, which draw up to 6.6
amperes during the transfer, were not included in the design basis
calculation. The control wiring diagram (Reference 3) identifies a minimum of
19 such relays which transfer at the same time. This circuit was wired with
AWG No. 10 conductors according to the EBASCO cable report (Reference 4).
This cable size was specified by the Harris Plant Engineering Section
electrical unit. The team determined that the minimum voltage required to
operate these relays was 90 volts (Reference 5) and independently calculated a
voltage drop in the circuit of greater than 60 volts. This would require that
150 volts exist at the dc bus. FSAR Section 8.3.2 indicates that the maximum

'voltage available would be less than 140 volts with the battery on equalize
charge and 105 volts with the battery at minimum design discharge. Therefor'e,
successful transfer of control from the control room to the auxiliary control
panel may not be possible.

BASIS: The calculations supporting the design did not consider the worst case
load conditions. There is no criterion at EBASCO that restricts the number of
relays that can be placed on a single circuit. There is also no criterion in
the Harris Plant electrical engineering group'hat addresses cable sizing.

IMPACT ON DESIGN: This error may result in a design change either to limit
the number of electroswitch relays permitted on a single circuit or to
increase the wire size on the circuits with electroswitch relays.

EXTENT: This error is common to all circuits with the electroswitch relay.
Other relay types and other control circui'ts reviewed by the team appear to
have an adequate limiting resistance specified.

REFERENCES
1. EBASCO Calculation No. 44SKD, Maximum Permissible Loop Lengths, Rev. 2,

8/6/84.
2. EBASCO Vendor Document 1364-51446 Transfer Panel Instruction Manual,

Rev. 1, 10/6/83.
3. EBASCO Control Wiring Diagram, CAR-2166"B-401 Sheet 821, Aux. Transfer

Panel, Rev. 2, 9/28/84.
4. EBASCO Cable and Raceway System Report Bl, Listing of Basic Cable Data,

Rev. 69, 12/4/84.
5. Electroswitch Technical Publicati:on LSR-l, Latching Switch Relay,, 9/1/78,.

!

1
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D5.8-3 (Deficiency) Reactor Coolant Pump Power Cable Voltage Drop Calculations
1 r I

BACKGROUND: EBASCO Engineering Procedure E-46 (Reference 1) specifies
requirements for conducting an auxiliary electrical system load study.
Guidance for conducting this study, is provided by EBASCO Engineering'Guide

'104-5(Reference 2). This analysis is presently conducted using EBASCO
Computer Program V2AUXSYS2027. This program calculates the voltage conditions
for various configurations of operating equipment, and is updated on an. as

-'eeded basis. Input data for the computer program are provided from
vendor-supplied data via the motor'and el'ectrical load list.
DESCRIPTION: The analysis which was conducted for the reactor coolant pumps
includes two operating conditions: motor~ starting (7000 hp) and normal
'full-load running (6302 hp). However, the information contained on the motor
and electrical load list gives the value for normal full-load as 7121 hp,
provides no data for motor starting load, and lists a third value for pump
running with a cold plant as 9290 hp. The team was informed that Westinghouse
provided two different sets of pump data, one via a letter of transmittal and
the other in the technical manuals submitted as required by contract. The
existing calculation 'did'ot use the most limiting pump data available. There
was no assurance that, either set of data was correct. The accuracy of the
motor and electrical load list was in question, and the discrepancy concerning
the available pump data had not been resolved.

BASIS: As required by EBASCO Engineering Procedure E-46, using the guidance
provided in Electrical Engineering, Guide S104.5, the worst case load
conditions should be evaluated in order to ascertain if the design of the
auxiliary electrical load system is such that the connected loads will receive
adequate voltage to enable them to operate within design limits.
Additionally, the data contained on the motor and electrical load list have
not been properly controlled between and within design organizations as
required by the licensee's commitments to ANSI N45.2.11.

IMPACT ON DESIGN: Reanalysis should be performed using verified reactor
coolant pump motor performance data'. Revised data should be properly
documented on the motor and electrical load list.
EXTENT: This deficiency does not appear to be systematic based on the team's
review of other entries on the motor and electrical load list.
POST CUTOFF WORK: EBASCO has reques'ted and obtained reactor coolant pump data
based on actual system configuration from Westinghouse (Westinghouse letter
S.O. No. 125, dated January ll, 1985). In addition, EBASCO has input these
data into the auxiliary system electrical load study computer program, and the
results verify that the system will perform as required.
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'REFERENCES
1. EBASCO Engineering Procedure E-46, Engineering Studies for Nuclear

Projects, 2/20/83.
2. EBASCO Electrical Engineering Guide S104.5, Generation Station Auxiliary

System Voltage Levels, February 1981,
; „ 3. Computer Program V2AUXSYS2027, Auxiliary System Load Study, 8/9/84.

4. Motor and Electrical Load List, Revision 6, 6/8/84.
5. ANSI N45.2.11, 1974 - Quality Assurance Requirements for the Design of

Nuclear Power Plants.

'0
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D5.9-1 (Deficiency) Reactor Vessel Level Instrumentation System RCP Inputs~

~

BACKGROUND: The reactor vessel level instrumentation system is a redundant
system which determines the level of coolant in the reactor vessel. This
level determination is dependent upon reactor coolant pump operation.
Therefore, the system requires independent inputs to each redundant system
from the reactor coolant pump breakers.

DESCRIPTION: The reactor coolant pump inputs to the train A reactor vessel
level instrumentation cabinet are developed from the reactor coolant pump
breaker auxiliary contacts through the non-lE to 1E isolation cabinet 2A(2A2)
(Reference l). The team determined that the input to the train B reactor
vessel level instrumentation system from the train A to train B isolation
cabinet 3(3A1) was developed from the same isolation relays in isolation
cabinet 2A(2A2) (Reference 2) as the train A inputs such that train A power is
required for the train B inputs. The team confirmed the existence of a spare-
breaker auxiliary contact for the reactor coolant pump motor breaker
(Reference 3).

( ) p p

IMPACT ON DESIGN: The present design should be modified to provide an
independent input to the train B reactor vessel level instrumentation system
from the reactor coolant pump motor breakers.

BASIS: Independent signals to monitor'ore cooling 'capability have not been
provided consistent with system requirements. Failure of the non-Class 1E
120-volt ac power circuit feeding isolation cabinet 2A(2A2) or even failure of
isolation relay CRl/139 would result in loss of the reactor coolant pump
status to both trains. Failure of the train A supply to isolation cabinet
3 3A1 would result in loss of the reactor coolant um status to train B.

EXTENT: This error i,s limited to the reactor coolant pump>status input to the
reactor vessel level instrumentation system.

REFERENCES
l. EBASCO Drawing CAR 2166-B-401, Sheet

Instrumentation System Train A, Rev.
2. EBASCO Drawing CAR 2166-B-401, Sheet

Instrumentation System Train B, Rev.
3. EBASCO Drawing CAR 2166"B"401, Sheet

Coil No. 1, Rev. 4, 8/17/80.

139, Reactor Vessel Level
2, 8/31/84.
140, Reactor Vessel Level
2> 8/31/84.
102, Reactor Coolant Pump 1A-SN Trip
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D5.10-1 (Deficiency) Site Engineering, Design Change Control

BACKGROUND: The Shearon Harris nuclear project has, as part of its site
-organization, a formally established engineering 'section. The Harris Plant
'ngineering Section is tasked with'anagement of (1) all design and design-
related activities for completion of the original plant and modifications
thereafter, (2) direction of the design'performed by EBASCO and Westinghouse,
and (3) management of the design performed on site. Over the past year, the
electrical unit of the Harris Plant Engineering Section has assumed a major
portion of the design responsibility for changes made to the original design
of the plant, as well as new design. This design is to be performed in
accordance with applicable Harris Plant Engineering Section Instructions,

,Carolina Power 6 Light Nuclear Plant Engineering Department Procedures, and
the commitments of the FSAR.

DESCRIPTION: During review of the power distribution and motor data sheets
for safety related power centers and motor control centers, the team
discovered two 125-volt dc circuits for auxiliary transfer panels which use
two-conductor 810 AWG cable connected to 100-ampere circuit breakers. This
cable should be limited to less than 24 amperes. The original design of the

'uxiliary transfer panels* was done by 5BASCO under Design Change Notice
251-200. However, the cable sizing and breaker selection was performed by the
electrical unit of the Harris Plant Engineering Section. The cables involved
(10821A 6 10822A) have been run, terminated to the 100-ampere breakers,
a.nspected, and accepted by the Harris Plant Engxneerxng Section.

The team found no evidence that any ampacity calculations were performed, that
any circuit analysis was performed to determine circuit current requirements,
or that the breaker selection was based on anything other than availability.

BASIS: This original design (cable sizing and circuit breaker'election) was
not performed in accordance with the governing Carolina Power 6 Light, Nuclear
Plant Engineering Department Procedure. Procedure Number 3.1.B, Preparati'on
and Control of Design Analysis, requires that design analysis be conducted in
accordance with ANSI N45.2.11 and that the analysis be verified and approved.
No documented analysis was conducted, nor was a verification or approval
obtained. Additionally, the cable size selected for use with the 100-ampere
breakers violates the requirements 'of ICEA-54-440, which is committed to in
Section 8.3.1.1.2.16 of the FSAR.

IMPACT ON DESIGN: A complete analysis of,the circuit requirements should be
conducted, cable ampacity calculations should be done, and the installed
hardware should be reconfigured to accommodate the design requirements.

EXTENT: This deficiency is not systematic with regard to the bulk of the
cable and breakers that have been selected for use at the Harris plant.
However, it is systematic in that all of the selections made by site
engineering do not comply with applicable procedures.

I

u
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REFERENCES
1. CAR-2166-B-041, Sheets 674 6 678, Rev. 4 (open).
2. ICEA Publication No. 54-440, Rev. 2, August 1979.
3. Carolina Power 6 Light Company, Nuclear Plant Engineering Department

Procedure 3.1.B, Rev. 1, Preparation and Control of Design Analysis.
,

4. Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant FSAR, Section 8.3.1.1.2.16.



,, '6.1-1 (Deficiency) Instrument List Data Base

BACKGROUND: The instrument list and the setpoint document are controlled,
common data base drawings which provide a comprehensive listing of instrument
tag numbers and related radiation class, seismic class, setpoint and range,
vendor print references and other information.

DESCRIPTION: The following errors and inconsistencies were noted in the
data base.

1. Reactor Coolant Pump A bearing water temperature element ITE-131 was
listed incorrectly as ITE-132;

2. Reactor Coolant Pump A seal water flow transmitter 1FT0130 was
listed with a range of 0-100, inches of water column instead of the
correct 0-178 inches of water column;

3. Letdown valve hand control 1HC-0142.1 was input into the list as
part of the residual heat removal instead of the chemical and volume
control system;

4. Reactor Coolant Pump B seal differential pressure indicator PI-155'Al
and anion bed demineralizer differential pressure gauge did not
contain the "W" that EBASCO uses to designate Westinghouse supplied
instrumentation. EBASCO personnel stated that the "W" designation
may be used to provide a computer sort for reviews or studies.

5. Reactor coolant system wide range pressure trpnsmitter 1PT-403SB was
shown as 0-300 psig instead of t)-3000 psig.

0
6. EBASCO has not consistently input classifications (pipe, seismic,

radiation, safety) into the instrument list. The following are
typical examples of inconsistencies in documentation

of'nstrumentationclassification (ISC codes) noted by the team..
Auxiliary Feedwater Pump interlock relay lAF-1158-CR4 in the
auxiliary relay panel has the IRC code but the Steam Generator 1A
blowdown time delay relay 1BD-119402-1 which is also in the
auxiliary relay panel does not have the IRC codes documented.
Numerous other examples were noted by the team.

7. The data base entries for reactor coolant pump seal bypass and
leakoff flow elements IFE156, IFE155, IFE154, IFE154B, IFE155B, and
IFE156B were not updated to show the current Westinghouse supplied
design.

8. Component cooling heat exchangeq 1B-SB outlet flow transmitter
1FT-0653 was shown as a differential pressure of 0-3250 inches of
water column instead of 0-400 inches of water column.

I

CRASIS: Errors and inconsistencies 'in >he instrument list have not been
corrected through the design process. The instrument, list is a commonly used
reference; for example, computer sorts have been used for design reviews which
require, the data base to be accurate.
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IMPACT ON DESIGN: The team found na evidence that any of the inconsistencies
and errors noted have impacted design. A potential for design impact could
exist if the instrument list is used for design or walkdown activities without
separate verification of the information.

EXTENT: These items (except jj6) appear to be random errors in transferring
information from the source documents to the instrument index. The number of
errors noted was small compared to the large number (approximately 10,000) of
entries reviewed by the team. The inconsistency in documentation of
instrument classification appears to be systematic.

POST CUTOFF WORK: The Reactor Coolant Pump A bearing water temperature
element 1TE-131 incorrect- listing was corrected by EBASCO on December 5, 1984.

REFERENCES
l. Instrument List 2166-B-432, Rev. 36, 1/22/85.
2. Instrumentation and Control Design Criteria, Rev. 2, ll/6/84.
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D6.1-2 (Deficiency) FSAR/Instrument Index Consistency

BACKGROUND: EBASCO and Carolina Power 8 Light, have stated that the Shearon
,-;, Harris FSAR is a design input document. A comparison was made among the

Instrument Index, Purchase Order Specifications, and the FSAR for a sampling
of instrumentation ranges and setpoints.

DESCRIPTION: The following discrepancies, and inconsistencies were noted:

1. The Instrument Index entry and Purchase Order Specification
for'ontainmenttemperature indicator TI7541SB shows a range of 0-400

degrees F. FSAR Table 7.5.1-1 shows a range of 0-250 degrees F.

2.

3.

FSAR Table 7.5.1-2 shows a range of 0-226 kpph (1000 lb per hour)
for auxiliary feedwater flow indicators FI-2050 Al, Bl, Cl. FSAR
Table 7.4.1-1 lists the same indicators as 0-550 gpm (0-266kpph).
The Instrument Index shows a range of 0-266 kpph.

I

FSAR Table 7.5.1-5 identifies the Control Room Filter Temperature
indicators as TI-7824 Al/Bl. The Instrument Index identifie's them
as TI-7824 A/B. I

4. FSAR Table 7.5.1-5 identifies that control room emergency filter
flow indicators FI-7817 A/B have 0-1200 cfm range. The Instrument
Index shows 0-500 cfm.

5. FSAR Table 7.5.1-11 lists turbine first stage pressure indicators
PI-446 and PI-447,with a 0-700 psig range. The Instrument Index
shows 0-785 psig range.

0
6.

7.

-FSAR Table 7.5.1-13 lists two component cooling water heat exchanger,
temperature indicators TI-674, 675. The Instrument. Index lists the
four temperature indicators TI-674.1, TI-674.2, TI-675.1, and
TI-675.2 providing the same identification.

I

FSAR Table 7.4.1-1 indicated that residual heat exchanger outlet
flow indicators FI-0688 B, A2, Al have a 1500-7000 gpm range. The
instrument index shows a 0-7000 gpm range.

8. FSAR Table 7.4.1-1 has reactor makeup flow totalizer FIS-0114 with a
0-160 gallon range. The totalizer has a range of 0-999;999 gallons
as shown on the Instrument Index. The inputs to the totalizer are

-from 0-160 gpm source.

9. FSAR Table 7.1.0-1 does not,show instrumentation commitment to
Regulatory Guides 1.21, 1.38, 1.60, or 1.97; however, these are
included in many instrumentation specifications. FSAR Section
7.1.2.15 provides informgtiop for Regulatory Guide 1.100 but it is
not included in Table 7.1.0-1 either. This indicates to the team
that the FSAR is not used as the design input source of regulatory
commitments to purchase specifications.
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BASIS: The FSAR does not reflect the actual design for instrumentation .~

~ranges. These cases appear to indicate that the FSAR is used to record
information after design is complete rather than as a design input document.

IMPACT ON DESIGN: No hardware change or reanalysis is required. The FSAR
will require an update.

EXTENT: These items appear to be systematic due to the quantity of
inconsistencies identified.

REFERENCES
1. EBASCO Instrument Index 2166-B-432, Rev. 33, 8/28/84.
2. EBASCO Specification CAR SH-IN-43 RTD, Thermocouple Assemblies and Test

Thermometers, Rev. 3, 8/31/84.
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'",':. 'D6.1-3 (Deficiency) Diesel Generator Starting Air Compressor Pressure Alarm'-

"'"i,BACKGROUND: A,low pressure alarm is provided for each diesel generator,-
-'-'tarting air compressor. The alarm setpo'int was established by the diesel

generator supplier, and was listed by EBASCO in a setpoint document.

DESCRIPTION: A low pressure alarm value of 200 psig was established (Ref. 1)
for the 1A, 2A, 1B, and 2B starting air compressors, associated with the two
diesel generators. The setpoint document (Ref. 2) listed this value for three,
compressors; however, a value of 225 psig was shown for compressor 2A.

"- -,BASIS: The low pressure alarm setpoint for one compressor in the setpoint
,document was inconsistent with the alarm setpoint value selected for the other
three compressors, and did not conform with the value determined from the

',.„'BASCO setpoint worksheet.

IMPACT'N DESIGN: No hardware change or reanalysis is required. Correction
of the 'EBASCO setpoint document has been accomplished.

I

EXTENT: This item appears to be a random error in data transfer between two
EBASCO documents.

POST CUTOFF WORK: EBASCO corrected the instrument setpoint data base value on
December 21, 1984. I

- REFERENCES
1. EBASCO Release for Test Book 5112, „Setpoint Worksheet 22 for

PS-1EA9670A2-SA.
2. EBASCO Set Point Document CAR-2166-B-508, page 756, Rev. 21,

10/12/84.

0
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D6.1-4 (Deficiency) Component Identification on Control Wiring and Process
Control Block Diagrams

BACKGROUND: An EBASCO control wiring diagram does not attempt to detail'all'f

the components provided in a Westinghouse supplied instrument loop; rather,
the EBASCO control wiring diagram describes input and output termination
connections for process instrument cabinets. Specific details of an
instrument loop within the cabinet are described on other Westinghouse
drawings, such as a process control block diagram. Minor differences in
instrument tag numbering between huclear steam supply and balance of plant
drawings were agreed upon in 1978 (Ref. 4). The-team examined drawings for
the boric acid tank level instrument loop for consistency in this Westinghouse
to EBASCO interface.

DESCRIPTION: Since its initial issue in October 1983, the EBASCO control
wiring diagram (Ref. 2) has depicted the boric acid tank level instrument loop
outputs to the control room annunciator as LS/106A, IS/106B, LS/106C, and
LS/106'he LS/ symbol had not been defined by EBASCO and was reserved for
Westinghouse test switches within the instrument loop (Ref. 4). The
corresponding Westinghouse drawing (Ref. 1) depicted these same outputs as
LY/106A, LY/106B, LY/106C, and LY/106D; This LY/ designation, used for an
instrument loop relay, was consistent with the design guidelines agreement.

The EBASCO instrument list (Ref. 3) described the combination of LY/106A
and'Y/106Bas LS-1CS-0106A-SA-W. This latter component numbering choice was

inconsistent with both the EBASCO control wiring diagram and the Westinghouse
process control block diagram. These inconsistencies in component numbering
between Westinghouse and 'EBASCO should either have been identified and
corrected or design guideline modifications should have been made with
Carolina Power 6 Light concurrence. The team noted that the EBASCO boric acid
tank level instrumentation control wiring diagram was revised in both January
and June 1984, and contained these inconsistencies at the time of its turnover
to Carolina Power 8 Light.

BASIS: Component numbering inconsistencies for instrument loop outputs to the
annunciator have not been resolved through the design process to conform with
agreed upon designations (Ref. 4). Such inconsistencies introduce unnecessary
confusion for document users since they must 'exercise judgment when
correlating a Westinghouse drawing with either an EBASCO drawing or instrument
list.
IMPACT ON DESIGN: Based on cabinet termination and cabling information
reviewed by the team, the connection of a particular output to the annunciator
appeared to be correct. Changes to either EBASCO control wiring diagrams and
the in'strument list or to the design guidelines specification would be
required to achieve component numbering consistency.

I

EXTENT: This deficiency appears to be systematic for a number of EBASCO and
Westinghouse documents reviewed by the team.
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„.~, REFERENCES
'"„' 1'. Westinghouse Drawing 108D803, Sheet 41, Boric Acid Tank Level
«;-„,- - "Process Control Block Diagram, Rev. 1, 8/3/83 (EMDRAC .1364-1328,

Rev. 9, 10/17/83).
:==, 2. EBASCO Drawing 2166-B-401, Sheet 208, Boric Acid Level and Temp.

Instrumentation Control Wiring Diagram, Rev. 2, 6/27/84.
3. EBASCO I'nstrument List 2166-B-432, Rev. 34, page 0002, Boric

Acid Tank'igh and Low Level Alarm Train A, LS-1CS-0106A SA W.
4. Westinghouse Specification E-PCE-13047, Design Guidelines for

Balance of Plant Process Analog Cabinets, Rev. 0, 4/14/78.
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06.1-5 (Observation) Volume Control Tank Isolation Valve Interlock
'\

BACKGROUND: Design basis functional requirements for chemical.an) vo)ume
control system instrument interlocks used to initiate automatic closure of
redundant volume control tank isolation valves in the charging pump suction
header were depicted on Westinghouse interlock sheets (Ref. 1). A low level
signal from each of two redundant level measurements in the volume control
tank, coincident with opening of the refueling water storage tank emergency
makeup valve, was used to initiate these interlocks (Ref. 2).

4

DESCRIPTION: Redundant volume control tank level measurements were provided
by LC-115 and LC-112, and concurrent low level for each measurement was
required to initiate these interlocks (Ref. 3). However, the Westinghouse
interlock sheet (Ref. 1) indicated that the redundant signals were provided
only by IC-115.

Westinghouse used these interlock sheets for internal design basis purposes,
and does not ordinarily transmit them to external users. This interlock sheet
error was not present in other externally distributed Westinghouse documents;
hence, the EBASCO control wiring diagrams (Ref. 2) correctly depicted the use
of both level measurements for these interlocks.

BASIS: Since formal Westinghouse documents transmitted to EBASCO correctly;
depicted the interlock requirement, the interlock sheet error did not have an
impact on the plant design. Based on the number of Westinghouse chemical and
volume control system interlock sheets reviewed by the team, this item appears
to be a random error.

RECOMMENDATION: The Westinghouse design basis interlock sheet should be
updated to provide consistency between both ipternal and external Westinghouse
documents.

REFERENCES
1. Westinghouse CVCS Interlock Sheet CVC-8 dated 9/77, transmitted to

Mr. E. Harris, CPSL, by Westinghouse Letter CQL-ATP-2281, 12/06/84.
2. EBASCO Control Wiring Diagram, CAR-2166-B-401, Sheet 243, Rev. 11,

3/26/84 and Sheet 245, Rev. 10, 10/gl/83.
'.

Westinghouse CVCS System Description, SD-CQL-282, page 32, Rev. 2,
11/84.
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06.1-6 (Observation) CVCS Design'asis

, BACKGROUND: "Design Basis Documents" were prepared to provide a functional
description of the applicable system for use during plant startup and

'*-operation. The Chemical and Volume Control System (CVCS) "Design Basis
Document" states that "all CVCS instrument lines... are designed to maintain
pressure boundary integrity following a seismic event."

DESCRIPTION: *The team noted that the 'chiller surge tank level transmitter
LT-380 contained in the chemical and volume control system is designated as N3

'non-seismic)in the Instrument Index. Other instruments in this system are
also non-seismic. FSAR Table 3.2.1-1:identifies the chiller surge tank as

'on-nuclearsafety equipment but the same table identifies the instrumentation
for that system as lE:

I

BASIS: The statement in the CVCS "Design Basis Document" is not consistent
with the equipment design.

RECOMMENDATION: Documentation should be revised to reflect the allowable
non-seismic equipment. There are no anticipated hardware revisions. EBASCO

.an'd Carolina Power 6 Light. stated that the Design Basis Documents were not
intended to be used as design input documents.

EXTENT: This appears to be an isolated case.

REFERENCES'.

D'esign Basis Document jj107 CVCS, Section 2.13.1, 3/30/84.
2. Instrument Index 2166-B432, Rev. 33, 8/28/84.

*
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~
~D6.1-7 (Deficiency) Process Instrumentation Cabinet Interconnections

BACKGROUND: Electric cables connecting balance of plant instruments to
process instrumentation cabinets are depicted on EBASCO control wiring
diagrams and are also, described in the EBASCO instrument list data base.

DESCRIPTION: When process instrumentation cabinet C19 was added for a fire
protection design change,'ontrol yiring diagram connections to this process
instrumentation cabinet (Ref. 1) were shown for three devices:

(1) charging header flow transmitter FT-1CS-0122;
(2) charging header 'auxiliary control board flow indicator FI-lCS-0122A.2,

and
(3) charging header flow control valve current to pneumatic converter

I/P-1CS-0122. However, the instrument list (Ref. 2) continued
to show cable connections for these devices to process~instrumentation
cabinet C06 rather than C19.

BASIS: The EBASCO instrument list was inconsistent with respect to the
control wiring diagram for three cable connections.

IMPACT ON DESIGN: No hardware or reanalysis impact is anticipated.
Correction of the instrument list to reflect changes implemented in the
control wiring diagram is anticipated.

EXTENT: Based on the number of chemical and volume control system cable
connections to process instrumentation cabinets reviewed by the team, this
item appears to be a random error.

REFERENCES
l. EBASCO Control Wiring Diagram, CAR-2166-B-401 Sheet 310, Rev, 8,

11/24/84.
2. EBASCO Instrument List, CAR-2166-B-432, pages 0015 and 0016,

Rev. 34, ll/06/84.
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-;,'.;„', 06.1-8 (Observation) Flow Indicating Switch Design Pressure and Tympqrature

BACKGROUND: The team reviewed a number of EBASCO procurement specifica'tions
'covering both safety related and non-safety related instruments and panels for,.
internal consistency,an'd for external consistency with other documents in'he

~
, specification of design requirements. Among the design requirements reviewed- .

=-;, were (1) instrument classification codings, (2) applic'ation of industry
standards and NRC Regulatory Guides, (3) specified maximum -pressure and
temperature values, and (4) setpoint values for a limited number of

"* instruments selected by the team for review.

DESCRIPTION: In reviewing the file containing the master pages for EBASCO
specification IN-ll (Ref. 1), the team noted inconsistencies in both design
pressure and operating temperature values for condensate pump seal water flow
.indi'cating switches FIS-1CE1900 A and B between the addenda I and II sections
of this specification. Design pressure, values of 300 psig and 150 psig and
maximum operating temperature values of 150 and 160 degrees F were stated for
these instruments. During discussions with EBASCO personnel, it was

—

, determined that these instruments had been superseded by FS-1CE2340A and. B
which had been procured to values of 300 psig and 160 degrees. In this
instance, the master file for the IN-11 specification contained obsolete
technical data pages that were no longer applicable to the Shearon Harris

" project but had not been marked "void" to preclude inadvertent use.

BASIS: Inconsistent documentation;for'these instruments was contained i:n the
master design document file.

4

RECOMMENDATION: Even though this appeared to be an isolated instance, i6 is:
recommended that EBASCO review other specification master files to remove .

obsolete information, and should assess thiq aspect relative to existing
procedures (Ref. '2 and 3).

l

REFERENCES
1. EBASCO Specification CAR-SH-IN-ll, Rotameters and Flow Switches,

Rev. 9, 3/5/82 and Rev. 10, unissued.
2. EBASCO Procedure E-20, Guidelines for Specification Review, 8/20/80."'3., EBASCO Procedure E-21, Processing Equipment Specifications for

Review and Approval, 2/20/83.
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D6.1-9 (Deficiency) EBASCO Procurement Specifications

BACKGROUND: An EBASCO implementation procedure (Ref. 1) identified
requirements for the instrumentation and control group by defining the
application of codes, standards, and NRC regulatory guides to individual
procurement specifications. The team reviewed 21 EBASCO procurement
specifications covering both safety related and non-safety related instruments
and panels for their application of industry standards and NRC regulatory
guides.

DESCRIPTION: A number of inconsistencies and omissions were noted by the team
between the procurement specifications and the implementation procedure. Based
on our review, these inconsistencies and omissions affect only the EBASCO
documents. No technical impact on purchased instrumentation is anticipated
because of two compensating factors: (1) the procurement specifications and
their attachments provided specific data values for environmental and seismic
qualification for use by the vendor, and (2) some of the industry standards
were intended for complete application at the system level by EBASCO as well
as a partial application at the compon'ent level by the vendor.

EBASCO procedure E-65-SH (Ref. 6), as well as its superseded version
identified as procedure E-35-SH, required'that a list of appropriate documents
be prepared (i.e., the implementation procedure), and that each listed item
include a proper designation, title, revision number, and date of issue. In
many instances beyond those noted in the following tabulation, the issue date
of an industry standard was not provided in the implementation procedure. The
E-65-SH procedure also states that no engineer shall specify or use an earlier
issue, edition, or revision of any document other than that included on the ~

list; however, conformance with this requirement was not possible given the
lack of issue dates for industry standards in the EBASCO implementation
procedure.

Specification Inconsistency or omission

IN-Ol)
Electronic
Instruments

(a) IEEE Std. 344-1975 was not listed in the Standards section
(Ref. 2).

(b) RG's 1.89 and 1.100 were not listed in the implementation
procedure (Ref. 1).

These guides and standard were necessary to provide completeness for
both environmental and seismic qualification requirements.

IN-06,'ocal

Instrument
Cabinets
and Racks

(a) IREE Stds. 384, 308, 379, and 336 were not listed in the
specification (Ref. 3) even though these documents were
listed in similar specifications such as IN-23, IN-26, and
IN-27.

(b) RG's 1.89, 1.29, 1.100, and 1.53 were not listed in the
specification (Ref. 3), but were applicable to this

equipment.

These guides and standards were necessary to provide completeness
for separation, environmqntal and seismic qualification, single
failure criterion, and CIass 1E requirements.
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IN"07)
Pressure
Gauges

(a) IEEE'td. 3'44-1975 was not listed in the implementation
procedure (Ref. 1)..

(b) RG's 1.92 and 1.61 were not listed in the implementation
procedure (Ref.').

(c) ANSI N18.2a was not listed in the implementation procedure
Ref. 1).

IN-32,
Level
Switches

These guides and standards were necessary to provide completeness
for seismic qualification and safety class requirements.

(a) IREE Std. 279"'f971 was not listed in the implementation
procedure (Ref. l).

This standard was necessary to provide completeness for
requirements of Class 1E instrument channels.

IN'-33,
Level
Transmitters

(a) RG 1.89 was not listed in the implementation procedure
(Ref. 1).

l l
This guide was necessary to provide completeness for environmental
qualification requirements.

IN-34)
Low Range
Differential
Pressure
Transmitters

(a) IEEE Std. 279-1971~ was not listed in the implementation
procedure (Ref. 1).

(b) RG's 1.89, 1.100, and 1.92 were not listed in the
implementation procedure (Ref. 1).

These guides and this standard were necessary to provide
completeness for Class 1E, seismic and environmental qualification
requirements.

IN"43)
RTDs and
Thermocouples

(a) IEEE Stds. 279,'38, 379, and 384 were not listed in
the specification (Ref. 4) even though these documents
were listed in similar specifications such as IN-23,
IN-26, and IN-27. 1

(b) ANSI N18.2a was not listed in the specification (Ref. 4)
even though this document was listed in similar.
specifications.

These standards were necessary for a complete specification of Class
1E, periodic test, single failure, separation, and safety class
requirements.

BASIS: Inconsistencies were noted by the team between requirements in the
implementation procedure (Ref. 1) apd

~
number of of procurement

specifications. These inconsistenc'ies and omissions violate EBASCO procedures
E-77 and E-65-SH (Ref. 5 and 6).

IMPACT ON DESIGN: No hardware or analysis impact is anticipated since the
procurement specifications provided specific data for environmental and
seismic qualification where required. In the majority of cases noted by the
team, the procurement specificationp ipcluded a greater number of requirements

0
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than were specified in the EBASCO implementation procedure. Revision of the
EBASCO implementation procedure to reflect current procurement requirements is
required.

EXTENT: Based on the sample inspected, these inconsistencies and omissions
appear to be systematic.

REFERENCES
-l. EBASCO Procedure, Implementation of Procedure E-35, Rev. 2, 6/20/84.
2. EBASCO Specification CAR-SH-IN01', Electronic Instrumentation,

Rev. 13, 9/5/84, and Rev. 14, unissued.
3. EBASCO Specification CAR»SH-IN06, Local Instrument Cabinets and

Racks, Rev. 9, 4/25/84.
4. EBASCO Specification CAR-SH-IN43, RTDs and Thermocouples,

Rev. 3, 8/31/84.
5. EBASCO Procedure E-77, Selection, Identification, and Documentation

of Design Inputs, 1/20/83.
6 ~ EBASCO Procedure, E-65-SH, Control of Project Related Design

Documents, Rev. 1, 12/21/84 (superseded E-35-SH).
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"'- ~D6.1-10 (Deficiency) Incomplete and Unissued Drafting Manual

BACKGROUND: Since mid-1984, Carolina Power 8 Light has been preparing
"original drawings for non-safety related systems and has been revising FBASCO

and Westinghouse safety related and non-safety related drawings at the Harris
plant site. These activities are being accomplished by the Harris Plant

',-Engineering Section, an Engineering As-Built drafting group, and a

Construction As-Built drafting group. The team met with each group to
determine the design control methods being used. Carolina Power 6 Light
drawings for the integrated leak rate test instrumentation (Ref. 1 and 2) and
the fire door monitoring system (Ref. 3 through 5) were examined by the team.
Discussions were held with Quality Assurance personnel to determine the extent
of performed and planned audits of these design activities.

DESCRIPTION: Drawings for the non-safety related systems prepared by Carolina
Power 6 Light and reviewed by the team appeared to have adequate technical
content and contained both review and approval signatures. The team examined
a completed design verification record prepared for the fire door monitoring
system, and found it acceptable. Minor variations in drawing format were
noted among several types of drawings examined by the team. Quality Assurance
personnel stated that while audits have not yet been performed of this design
activity by these particular groups, an audit is planned for March 1985.

Within each of these groups, the design activity was being accomplished
without the benefit of an issued drafting, maqual. A draft electrical/
instrumentation and control drafting manual was undergoing review; however,
the team noted that this manual has not been issued and does not contain any
drafting requirements or guidance for the instrumentation and control
discipline.

BASIS: Carolina Power 6 Light has committed to follow ANSI N45.2.11-1974
(Ref. 6) which requires that design activities be accomplished by procedures.
Drafting room standards are specifically identified as one of these
requirements; however, for approximately six months a significant amount of
on site design work has been accomplished by Carolina Power 8 Light without
having issued procedures for the electrical and instrumentation and control
disciplines.

IMPACT ON DESIGN: Three factors lead the team to believe that no hardware or
analysis impact will result from the Harris site instrumentation and control
drafting work performed to date: (1) this activity has been performed for
only a brief period of time; (2) an internal quality assurance audit of this
activity is planned, and (3) the technical content of non-safety related
drawings prepared by Carolina Power 6 Light was deeped satisfactory by the
team. Additional design control documentation, in the form of an
instrumentation and control drafting manual, is required.

EXTENT: This item appears to be systematic among the three groups reviewed.

REFERENCES
1. Carolina Power 6 Light drawing, CAR-2166-B-501 sheets 8044

through 8066, Rev. 0, 9/27/84.
2. Carolina Power 6 Light drawing,"CAR-2166-S-2431 sheet 5000,

Rev. 0, 9/27/84. 7
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~ ~3. Carolina Power 8 Light drawing, CPL-2166-S-2230, Rev. 0, 7/27/84.
4. Carolina Power 6 Light drawing, CPL-2166-S-2214 through

CPL-2166-S-2219, Rev. 0, 7/27/84.
5. Carolina Power 6 Light drawing, CPL-2166-B-501 sheets 8068

through 8083, Rev. 0, 9/7/84.
6. ANSI N45.2.11-1974, equality Assurance Requirements for the

Design of Nuclear Power Plants, Section 4.1, Design Process,
and Section 4.3, Drawings.
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06.3-1 (Observation) "Train" Terminology

BACKGROUND: . The use of the phrase ",safety train A or B" is used in the
Shearon Harris design to denote a redundant safety system. Team discussion
with EBASCO personnel indicated that the terminology "train" A" is commonly
meant as a redundant safety system.,

DESCRIPTION: The team noted the following situations where an inconsistent
approach was used in design documents.

1. The purchase specification (Ref. 1) for the auxiliary equipment p'anel
identifies safety grade components as "safety train A/B". This is the
standard accepted terminology.

2. Auxiliary equipment panel AEP.-l front view layout (Ref. 2) shows the
"train A" chillers (safety related), as having botQ safety SA and SB
components.

3. The EBASCO Electrical Notes and Details (Ref. 3) uses both "train A"
and "nuclear safety train" to designate safety train.

4. Some design drawings use "train A" to designate non-safety equipment.
For example, EBASCO control wiring diagram 2166-B401 lists a non-safety
118V ac power supply as "train A".

BASIS: Inconsistent use of safety equipment technology might result in
confusion in design information between EBASCO and Carolina Power 8 Light.
The team identified no evidence of any failure to use the'orrect power supply
or safety related wiring as a result of the confusing terminology.

RECOMMENDATION: The team recommends a consistent approhch to. designating
safety/non-safety items'.
REFERENCES
l. EBASCO Purchase Specification 1N39, Auxiliary Equipment Panel, Secti'on

3.2.5.
2. Front View Layout, Auxiliary Equipment Panel AEP-l, SK350.
3. Electrical Notes and Details 2166 B060, Sheet 5, 7 Rev. 11, 4/24/84.
4. EBASCO CWD 2166-B401, Sheet 301, 302, 307.
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D6.3-2 (Deficiency) Conduit Separation

BACKGROUND: Physical independence of redundant safety systems in
instrumentation and control panels is maintained by barriers such as flexible
conduit and/og air space between the wiring. Separation guidelines are
provided by NRC Regulatory Guide 1.75 and IEEE standards 384 and 420.

DESCRIPTION:'hearon Harris majntains. separation in auxiliary control panels
by means of flexible metallic conduit in addition to other methods'. The
flexible conduits of redundant safety channels are allowed to touch and in
many cases are tie-wrapped together. The team observed the following (orange
corresponds tg safety train A, green to safety train B, and black to
non-safety):

I

l. Auxiliary Control Panel ACP-1 Internal flexible conduit j/2961.2
(green), jj2960.2 (orange) and f/1086 (black) are in contact with each
other,

2. Auxiliqry Equipment Panel AEP-1 Internal flexible conduits
jjM134-.2654SA (orange), j/M133-2655SB (green), j/M162 2762SA (orange),
and jjM1(7-2763SB (green) are tie-wrapped together and in contact with
jjM17(-3175 (black) and f/M175-3176 (black).

Caroling Powjr 8 Light and EBASCO stated that this method of separation
is acceptable for the following reasons.

II

1. The auxiliary panels were designed with the same separation method
'sed

by Westinghouse for the main control panel. For example, in
Main Control Panel 1A1 Internal flex jjMLB-4AP2 (orange) and j/MLB-4BP1
(green) pre tie-wrapped together.

Caroling Poyer S Light stated that they assumed that Westinghouse had
analyze/ tPe main control panels and that, by similarity, the auxiliary
control panels could use the same separation method.

2. EBASCO and Carolina Power 6 Light interpret that the IEEE standards
and Regulatory Guide allow the use of flexible~conduit, without an
air gap or other analysis, to maintain redundant channel separation.

The team, through Carolina Power 6 Light, contacted Westinghouse. They
stated that a formal analysis had not been performed to support their
method of separation. Westinghouse also stated that an analysis could be
easily done due to the low voltage levels involved. The team believes
that, without analysis, flexible co'nduit requires a one-inch air gap to
prevent hept propagation to wires which may be in contact with the
flexible conduit wall.

(

BASIS: Carolina Power 8 Light. comm'itted to follow Regulatory Guide 1.75,
revision 1, IEEE 384-1974, and IEEE 420-1973 in FSAR Section 8.3.1.2.

1. Analysis of specific instaflations, such as the auxiliary control
panels, are allowed by IEEE Std. 384 (Section 5.6.2) and Regulatory
Guide 1.75 to permit relaxat;ion of separation criteria. Analyses of'

I

I
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these types weqe not performed for Shearon Harris instrumentation,'and
control panel internal wiring.

2. The EBASCO and Carolina Power 6 Light interpretation of separation is
based on IEEE Std. 420, Section 4.2.1 (1), which states that metallic
conduit is an acceptable barrier and IEEE Std. 384, Section 5.6,
which states that separation may be maintained by barriers. The more
conservative team interpretation is based on IEEE Std.384 sections
5.6.6 and 5.1.3, which state that redundant cable inside control
boards may use conduits for separation if a one-inch air gap is
maintained.

3. The EBASCO electrical notes and details do not specify balance of
plant internal panel separation methods.

IMPACT ON DESIGN: The team believes that an engiqeering, analysis of the
existing design per IEEE Std. 384 Section 5.6.2 would demonstrate that no
hardware changes are required. Hardware changes to maintain a one inch air
gap would have a major impact on construction.

EXTENT: The examples given are typical of the main and auxiliary control
panels.

POST CUTOFF WORK: Westinghouse letter CPS/EP-CB (82)-368, June 15,= 1982, was
.provided to the team by Carolina Power 6 Light after completion of the
inspection. The letter states in part that touching of conduits is not
considered an inadequacy for separation. The team does not consider this
letter as adequate evidence of an engineering analysis to justify less than
one-inch separation as allowed by IEEE Standard 384, Section 5.62.

REFERENCES
1. CAR 2166-B-060 Electrical Notes and Details, Rev. 11, 4/24/84'.
2. NRC Regulatory Guide 1.75, Rev: 2, September 1978.
3. IEEE Standard 384-1977, Criteria for Independence of Class IE

Equipment and Circuits.
4. IEEE Standard 420-1973, IEEE Trial-use Guide for Class IE Control

Switchboards for Nuclear Power Generating Stations.
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U6.3-3 (Unresolved Item) Instrument Impulse Line Separation Distance

BACKGROUND: Safety related instrument impulse lines connect a process
measurement point with Class lE transmitters or switches. As stated in
Westinghouse criteria (Ref. 1), the objective of requiring a minimum 18-inch
separation distance between redundant impulse lines was to preclude damage to
more than one line aq the result of any one incident. However, to ensure that
adequate independence was provided for each safety related impulse line,
EBASCO installation drawing details (Ref. 2) required that redundant impulse
lines be separated from one another as well as from non-safety related impulse
lines by a minimum distance 'of 60 inches in both horizontal and vertical
directions. EBASCO design criteria (Ref. 17) were consistent with these
installation details and permitted reduced separation distances subject to
analysis and justification on a case-by-case basis with respect to credible
single failures.

DESCRIPTION: The team was informed that EBASCO's detailed design installation
requirements had been recently changed to reduce these minimum separation
distances. Because this change represented a downgrading of previous
installation requirements and permitted the use of reduced separation
distances without the need for a justification analysis, the team reviewed
EBASCO and Carolina Power 6 Light design change documentation to assess the
conformance with applicable procedures. The EBASCO installation details were
initially revised by a Carolina Power 6 Light field change request (Ref. 3)
from a 60-inch minimum separation distance to a 24-inch minimum between
redundant safety related impulse lines and between safety related and
non-safety related impulse lines. Subsequently, the minimum separation
distance between safety related and non-safety related impulse lines was
reduced to either 1 or 2 inches depending upon process temperature conditions
(Ref. 6 and 12).

EBASCO records of telephone conversations (Ref. 4 and 5) provided a discussion,
of technical aspects of the change and indicated EBASCO concurrence. An
internal memorandum (Ref. 11) documented the Carolina Power 8 Light position
regarding this change in minimum separation distances. A Carolina Power 6,
Light field change request justification sheet (Ref. 13) indicated that EBASCO
would perform a design verification of, this change. A subsequent field change
request justification sheet (Ref. 14) questioned whether the design change was
major or minor.

POTENTIAL BASIS: Because of the reduction permitted in minimum separation
distances between safety related equipment and non-safety related instrument
tubing, this modification reflected a change in the original design intent.
In this instance, use of a "major" 'design change designation by Carolina Power
6 Light was appropriate; however, each Carolina Power 8 Light field change
request (Ref. 3 and 6) stated that the design change was minor and was
therefore not subject to design verification.

The team also noted that Carolina Power 6 Light,.procedures do not provide
detailed guidance on what constitutes a major design change. For example, the
Nuclear Plant Engineering Department Procedures Manual (Ref. 15) sta(pd that
"Minor design changes that do not involve changing the safety review or design
calculations'or the design basis, verification and approvals may not be
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.required." No definition of a major design change was provided in the;-'-'arols.na Power 6 Light procedures reviewed by the team.
+s

Even though a formal design verificatipn of the design change was anticipate'd'.,'; -(Ref. 13), Carolina Power 6 Light was unable to locate an analysis. This
.." design change was not evaluated by EBASCO as a major'hange affecting the.'r'iginal design intent as described in EBASCO procedure E-ll.

POTENTIAL IMPACT ON DESIGN: Due to the potential safety significance of this
desi:gn change, a formal design verificat'ion of the change to assess the
potential for 'adverse safety impacts should have "been performed to provide
greater assurance that safety requirements would remain satisfied. The use of
undocumented engineering judgement by both EBASCO and Carolina Power 6 Light
for this design change does not provide adequate assurance that the original
design intent will be fulfilled. In this instance, ANSI N45.2.11 Section 6.2
and Section 8 requirements (Ref. 16) for design verification of the proposed
change to assess its effect on the overall plant design as well as
justification and design control measures commensurate with the original
design were not fulfilled.

t

If design verification indicates that this design change was inappropriate,
then either an extensive review of design drawings or physical inspection of
installed non-safety related instrument tubing relative to safety related
equipment will be r'equired to completely assess the impact of this design
change.

EXTENT: Hardware aspects of this concern are limited to the potential for
adverse interaction between non-safety related instrument tubing and safety
related equipment in each of the redundant safety trains throughout the plant.
The use of engineering judgment in lieu of design verification analyses
appears to be systematic. Furthermore,'ased on the team's review of manyfield change requests, an inappropriate designation of some design changes as,"minor" also appears to be systematic.

REFE
1.

2.'.

4.

5.

6 ~

7.

8.

9.
10.

RENCES
EMDRAC 1364-1566RO, Westinghouse Design Basis for Instrument
Impulse Lines Physical Separation, Rev. 0, 1/08/70.
EBASCO Drawing, G-435, Reactor Auxiliary Building Tank Area
Arrangement Drawing, Rev. 5, 6/29/84.
Carolina Power 6 Light FCR-I-1029, Tubing Routing Tolerance,
Rev. 0, 08/17/84. ~ l

EBASCO telephone conversation record, D. Vesperman (EBASCO)
with D. Morgan (CPM,),'l/02/84.
EBASCO telephone conversation record, W. Pehush (EBASCO)
with R. Prunty (CPSrL), 11/05/84.
Carolina Power 8 Light FCR-I-1029, Tubing Routing Tolerance,
Rev. 1, ll/05/84.
EBASCO procedure', E-ll, AsvBuilt Drawings, Sections 4.3 and 4.4,
11/20/79.
EBASCO drawing, CAR-2166-B-431 sheet A-C4A, Iqstrument Installation
Details, Rev. 4, preliminapy, unissued. f
USNRC Regulatory Guide 1.151, Instrument Sensinq Lines, Rev. 0, 7/83.
ISA Standard S-67.02, Nuclear Safety Related ~trument Sensing Line
Piping and Tubing Standards for Upe in Nuqfeag';I'o4ej',:Planfs, 1980.i . '.$ ,c ',.'jj(,$ 4'C
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ll. CPM, Memo, HNPD-840384, Separation Criteria for Instrument Tubing,
L.I. I,oflin to N.J. Chiangi, 6/22/84.

12. EBASCO Design Change Notification, DCN-251-308R2, Instrument.
Installation Notes, Rev. 2, 9/17/84.

13. Carolina Power 6 Light FCR/PW Justification Sheet,
FCR-1029, Rev. 0, 8/21/84.

14. Carolina Power 6 Light FCR/PW Jus'tification Sheet,
FCR-1029, Rev. 1, ll/2/84.

15. Carolina Power 6 Light Nuclear Plant Engineering Department
Procedures Manual, Section 3.2.3, Design Change Control,
Rev. 15, 9/21/84.

16. ANSI N45.2.11-1974, Quality Assurance Requirements for the Design
of Nuclear Power Plants, Section 6, Design Verification, and
Section 8, Design Change Control.

17. EBASCO Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant Instrumentation and
Control Design Criteria, Rev. 2, 11/06/84.
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".,'06.4-1 (Observation) ITT Barton Differential Pressure Switches
t

BACKGROUND: The EBASCO equipment qualification group prepares packages which
should include all of the environmental qualification testing and reviews.
They are required to interface with the other disciplines to ensure that the
package is complete and accurate.

0
DESCRIPTION: A differential pressure switch provides annunciation ta the main,
control room and auxiliary control panel if the mid-filter of the control room

~ air handling unit becomes blocked. The original EBASCO purchase specification
was based upon a Barton Model 580A-0 pressure switch. Barton later provided .a

. less accurate Model 583A-0 switch in addition to the originally specified
model. The EBASCO instrumentation and control group revised the purchase
specification to reflect the new switch. The team'eviewed the Environmental.

,= -Qualification Package No. 36.5, which should have addressed th'e additional
switches. The change to include the Model 583A-0 switch was apparently not
noticed by the equipment qualification group when they prepared the package.
They had not yet received the revised purchase specification, but the
information in the package clearly indicated that Models 583A-0 and 580A-0
were being provided. The equipment qualification group had not been otherwise
informed of the change. Based on the team's identification of the apparent
discrepancy an interoffice correspondence'was sent by the equipment
qualification group requesting the instrumentation and control group to
determine acceptability of the Model 583A-0 switch.

BASIS: EBASCO's preparation of the package failed to reveal the change in
equipment. There also appears to be a lack of communication between the
instrumentation and control group and the equipment qualification group. The
change in equipment had been identified and accepted by the instrumentation
and control group and no impact on safety would have resulted.

RECOMMENDATION: The Environmental Qualification'Package No. 36.5 should be
revised, and steps should be taken to facilitate information flow between
these groups.

REFERENCES
1. EQ Package No. 36.5, ITT Barton Differential Pressure Indicator Switches,

Rev. 0, 1/3/85.
2. EBASCO Specification CAR-SH-IN46, Miscellaneous Instruments, Rev. 0,

7/11/84 (also attached to EQ Package No. 836.5).
3. EBASCO Interoffice Correspondence SH-EQ-85-1-147, 1/11/85.
4. EBASCO Letter EB-C-18022, 12-17-84.
5. EBASCO,Specification CAR-SH-IN46, Miscellaneous 'Instruments, Rev. 1,

1/10/85.
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D6.4-2 (Deficiency) Vendor Conformance to Specification

BACKGROUND: The containment hydrogen analyzer system, which is designed as a
safety related system, was purchased via specification CAR-SH-N-45 (Reference
1). This specification requires that, for systems where electrical components
can come in contact with flammable concentrations of hydrogen, the minimum
acceptable classification of the equipment be Class 1, Division 2, Group B as
defined by the NEC Section 500. Review and acceptance of vendor design
information is controlled by. Company Pr'ocedure E-6 (Reference 2).

DESCRIPTION: The containment hydrogen analyzer system that was supplied for
use at the Shearon Harris Nuclear Plant does not comply with the design
requirements of Reference 1 because it was not designed as Class 1, Division
2, Group B. Additionally, the vendor did not take exception to the
specification, nor did they provide analysis to support the deviation from the
specified design. EBASCO did not comment on the deviation as part of its
review and acceptance of vendor-supplied information as required by Company
Procedure E-6.

BASIS: The containment hydrogen analyzer system does not conform to the
requirements of Reference l. Additionally, the vendor did not comply with the
quality program requirements in that they did not provide identification,
segregation, documentation and disposition of items that do not conform to
contract requirements (Reference 3).

~

~

~

IMPACT ON DESIGN: Either analysis of the acceptability of the nonconforming
design should be provided, or the design should be modified to comply with the
original specification.

EXTENT: This deficiency does not appear to be systematic. This was.the only
deficiency identified by the team where a vendor did not comply with purchase
specifications and EBASCO did not note, the deviation.

REFERENCES
1. Specification CAR-SH-N-45, Rev. 2, 9/17/84.
2. Company Procedure E-6, EBASCO Manufacturers Documents, Records and Control

System, 8/20/84.
3. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion VII,

Control of Purchased Material, equipment, and Services.
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+,-":.U6.5-1 (Unresolved Item) Design Basis for Safety Related Instrument Setpoints
s

g

BACKGROUND: IREE Std. 279-1971 requires a documented design basis for
-.';".".- protection system instrument setpoint values. This requirement is applicable
's"„ to safety related balance of plant instrument channels in engineered safety

'eatureand auxiliary supporting systems as described in IEEE Std. 308, IEEE
Std; 603, and NRC Regulatory Guide 1.105. To assess the technical adequacy of

'," - individual setpoint values, the team selected a sample of 17 balance of plant
';," 'safety related instruments in'i9e systems, and examined the design basis
;,, documentation for their safety related setpoints.

During several discussions involving HVAC, spent fuel pool, 'emergency service'ater, auxiliary feedwater and reactor auxiliary building sump safety related'* '. setpoints, Carolina Power 6 Light personnel stated their position that only
-,, ~ those setpoints identified in the Harris Technical Specifications were subject

'= to this design basis documentation requirement. FSAR Section 1.8,. which ~

commits to Regulatory Guide 1.105,'only specifically refers to NSSS and
balance of plant setpoints which are to be contained in the plant Technical
Specifications..

I a

DESCRIPTION: The instrument sample selected by the team provided automatic
protective or control actions within safety related systems or provided Class

"1E alarm, indications to support subsequent operator actions. As described in
this section, the team identified:

(1) one setpoint that did not appear to be technically adequate,
(2) one setpoint that did not use the current FSAR design input,
(3) a number of inconsistencies among EBASCO design documents,
(4) extensive use of undocumented engineering judgment by EBASCO

to establish setpoint values and tolerances, and
'(5) setpoint documentation deficiencies in four of the five

systems inspected.

(a) Heating, Ventilation, and Air-Conditioning

The following safety related setpoint values established by the EBASCO HVAC
group were examined:

Instrument

FC-1AV4842A
TS-1AV6502A2
TS-1AV6522A1
TS-1AV6577B1

, TS"1CV7541

Purpose

fan E-6 discharge flow control
RHR pump room area temp. alarm
CVCS pump room area temp. alarm
boron inj. pump area temp. alarm
containment dome temp. alarm

l

~get oint Tolerance

6800 CFM +0, -100 CFM
110 F +0, -5 F
104 F '0, -5 F

92 F +0, -5 F
125 F +2, -2 F

These setpoint values and tolerances were stated in internal memoranda
prepared by the HVAC group (Ref. 2), the setpoint worksheets (Ref. 3), and the
setpoint document prepared by the instrumentation and control group., An HVAC
sizing calculation (Ref. 4) proyidqd the basis for the 6800 CFM setpoint for
the E-6 fan, and CESAR Figure 3.11B-4 provided the basis for the 104 degree P
setpoint for the CVCS pump room area temperature alarm. The remaining three,
setpoint values and all five to)erance value~ did not have'a documented dessgu
basis. Engineering judgment was pseud to establish these values.

P"a
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(b) Spent Fuel Pool Liner Temperature

To maintain the fuel pool liner temperature within its 150-degree design basis
limit, safety related temperature monitoring is provided by redundant Class, 1E ~

alarm channels TS-1SF5100A and B. 'hree distinct values have been stated for
the high temperature process limit. The alarm setpoint value and its
tolerance chosen relative to this process limit were stated in EBASCO design
documents as shown in the following tabulation:

Document
Process Limit
(Ref. 9 10 ll)

Setpoint Value
(Ref., 5 6 7 8) Tolerance

FSAR Table 9.1.3-2
FSAR Amendment 7
FSAR Amendment 15
EBASCO Calculation
EBASCO Memorandum
Set Point Worksheet
Set Point Document

145 degrees F
141 degrees F
141.7 degr. F

144 degrees F
144 degrees F
144 degrees F
144 degrees F

+/- 1

+/- 2
+/-'
+/- 2

An incorrect temperature limit of 145 degrees rather than 141 degrees was used
as the basis for establishing the alarm setpoint value in an EBASCO
calculation (Ref. 5). An inconsistent setpoint tolerance value was stated
between the the design calculation (Ref. 5) and related EBASCO design
documents (Ref. 6 through 8). The'EBA'SCO calculation and desi.'gn documents had
not been revised to match FSAR design input data.

(c) Emergency Service Water Header Pressure

Under accident or loss of offsite power conditions, the emergency service
water system provides cooling flow to safety related equipment. Under normal
operating conditions, this system provides cooling flow in lieu of the normal
service water system based on low header pressure measurements. The low
pressure measurement in each pump discharge header initiates the emergency
service water system at 35 plus or minus 5 psig (Ref. 8 and 14).

This setpoint value does not overlap the stated operating range of 43 to 130
psig (Ref. 12 and 13) of the normal service water system. Based on a review
of pump characteristic data provided by EBASCO, the team believes that the
normal service water pump may potentially operate with inadequate NPSH in that
the required NPSH exceeds the availablq NPSH at calculated flow rates of 68000
to 69000 gallons per minute given anticipated variations in both water level
and setpoint tolerances. To preclude this pump runout condition', the team
believes that the setpoint of the Emergency Service water actuation on low
header pressure should be high enough such that normal service water flow
would be limited to approximately 65000 gallons per minute prior to actuation.

,>

Consequently, coolant flow may not be available to the heat loads for a period
of time corresponding to the normal service water system pump runout condition
until the emergency service water system is initiated at 35 psig. This
postulated interruption in the heat load cooling, flow during this time
interval does not appear to have been cons'idered in the est'ablishment'f the
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„:, 35 psig setpoint value; rather, EBASCO personnel have indicated that the
setpoint selection was based on engineering judgment of complete loss, ~ rather
than a partial loss, of the normal service water system coupled with a desire
to avoid spurious operation of the emergency service water system.

„'.," (d) Reactor Auxiliary Building Sump Ievel

Setpoint Value
(Ref. 8 and 16)

Setpoint values were determined by the EBASCO mechanical group based on
engineering judgment, and were contained in a pump procurement specification
(Ref. 15) for non-safety related sump level measurements. A subsequent EBASCO
design change added Class lE sump level measurements LS-1MD6410A and B. The
instrumentation and control group established setpoint and tolerance values by
showing'a reference on the worksheets to the M18 pump specification data;
however, this specification did not, provide tolerance values for this
measu'rement. Inconsistencies noted by the team are shown in the following

-tabulation:
Process Limit

Document (Ref. 15) Tolerance

'BASCO M18 Spec. 190.0 feet
EBASCO IN32 Spec.
Instrument List B-434
Set Point Document B-508

189.0 feet
189.166 feet
189.0 feet
189.0 feet

none
+/- .02 feet
none
+/- .04 feet

These safety related reactor auxiliary building sump level instruments do not
have a documented design basis. The setpoint was chosen to be consistent with
other non-safety related instruments in the'urhp even though the intended
function of the Class, 1E.instruments may be more stringent. Tolerance values
have been determined from instrument capabilities rather than from process
requirements.

POTENTIAL BASIS: A number of safety related instruments in four of five
balance of plant systems reviewed by the team did not have a documented design
basis for setpoint and setpoint tolerance values as required by IEEE Std.
279-1971 (Ref. 1), commitments to NRC Regulatory Guide 1.105 (Ref.18), and
EBASCO procedure E-77 (Ref. 17). Other omissions and inconsistencies among the
design documents regarding setpoints and tolerances violate EBASCO procedure
E-77 (Ref. 17).

POTENTIAL IMPACT ON DESIGN: For the instruments reviewed, no hardware changes
are anticipated other than the setpoint value change to 53 +/- 2 psig for the
emergency service water system instrument described in a recently revised
EBASCO calculation (Ref. 19). Reanalysis to justify the engineering judgment
for HVAC setpoints is considered necessary by the team. Completion of the
Carolina Power 6 Light calculation:for. the spent fuel pool temperature, as
discussed in Deficiency 6.19, is required. To conform with EBASCO procedure
E-77, improved documentation of the design basis for a number of these
instruments is required. Minor changes to setpoint and tolerance values
specified in various EBASCO. documents are anticipated.

EXTENT: Inadequate design basis documentation appears to be systematic fog
HVAC, emergency service water, and,the reactor auxiliary building sump level
safety related setpoints based on the sample examined by the team. Use of an
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obsolete FSAR design input for the spent fuel temperature setpoint appears -to
be a random error.

POST CUTOFF WORK: EBASCO has revised the E(}S-19 calculation for the emergency
„ service water low header pressure setpoint and tolerance.

REFERENCES
l. IEEE Std 279-1971, Criteria for Protection Systems for Nuclear

Power Generating Stations, Section 3.
EBASCO Memo, HVAC Setpoint Values, J. Bielawski, 5/18/83.
EBASCO Setpoint Worksheet Report, system RFT-8'152, undated.
EBASCO Calculation, 9-SAC-2B, 4/7/83.
EBASCO Calculation, E(}S-30, Rev. 0, 8/4/83.
EBASCO Memo by D. Shah, SH-MN-8620, 8/5/83.
EBASCO Setpoint Worksheet Report, system RFT-7110, 8/4/83.
Instrument Setpoint Document, CAR-2166-B-508,
Rev. 21, 10/12/84.

9. FSAR, original issue, table 9.1.3-2.
10. FSAR Amendment 7, table 9.1.3-2, 6/30/83.ll. FSAR Amendment 15, table 9.1.3-2, 6/29/84.
12. EBASCO Memo by D. Shah,. SH-MNE-7352, 10/24/82.
13. EBASCO Calculation, EgS-19, Rev. 0, 3/23/83.
14. EBASCO Setpoint Worksheet Report, system RFT-4065, 3/28/83.
15, EBASCO Procurement Specification, M18, Sump Pumps,

Rev. 9, 10/18/83.
16. EBASCO Procurement Specification, CAR-SH-IN-32, I,evel

Switches, Rev. 4, 7/19/83.
17. EBASCO Procedure E-77, Selection, Identification, and Documentation of

Design Inputs, sections 5.2.2 and 5.3.1.2, 1/20/83.
18. USNRC Regulatory Guide 1.105, Instrument Setpoints, Rev. 1, ll/76.
19. EBASCO Calculation EQS-19, Service Water System Setpoints,

Rev. 1, 2/12/85.
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D6.7-1 (Deficiency) Westinghouse Reactor Coolant Pump Instrumentation

BACKGROUND: Westinghouse designed and provided the instrumentation for"' reactor'coolant pump seal bypass and leakoff lines. EBASCO used this
information as input to the instrument index and setpoint documents. These
are non-safety related instruments; however, the team examined this area
because they are part of the chemical and volume and control system which was
the primary system reviewed.

*''
DESCRIPTION: Bypass Flow'Elemen'ts iFE136, IFE155, and IFE154 were originally
specified by Westinghouse with a range of 0-728.6 INWC (inches water column).
These flow elements were later revised by Westinghouse to have a range of 0-60
INWC. The team noted that EBASCO Instrument Index still shows 0-728.6 INWC.
The Westinghouse-specified range for the bypass flow elements associated
indicators IFIS156, IFIS155 and IFIS154 was unchanged by Westinghouse at 0-20
INWC, values which the EBASCO Instrument List also shows.

The Westinghouse information for Seal Ieakoff Flow Elements IFE154B, IFE155B
and IFE156B was also revised from flow and differential pressure ranges of O-l
gpm and 0-20 INWC to 0-6 gpm and 0-726.8 INWC, respectively. The EBASCO
instrument index does not show the current Westinghouse information. The
EBASCO mechanical group had incorporated other related current Westinghouse
piping information.

I
~ (

BASIS: The design may not provide correct indication as a result of the
mismatch between flow elements and indicating switches. The lack of
appropriate updates in the Instrument Index indicates that the EBASCO ISC
group was not aware of the Westinghouse design change.

IMPACT ON DESIGN: The Westinghouse Specification Sheet will have to be ~

revised to indicate the correct ranges. The flow elements or the flow
indicating switches will have to be replaced or recalibrated to provide
accurate indication. The EBASCO Instrument Index will need revision to
document the Westinghouse design changes.

EXTENT: This item appears to be an isolated item.
~ ~

POST CUTOFF WORK: Westinghouse has confirmed the design error (Reference //6)
and has stated that Specification Sheet 04630 will be revised and the flow
indicating switches IFIS156, IFIS155 and IFIS154 will be recalibrated.

REFERENCES
1. EBASCO Setpoint Document CAR 2166 B508, Rev. 22, 1/21/85.
2. EBASCO Instrument Index CAR 2166 B432, Rev. 36, 1/22/85 '
3. Westinghouse Vendor Spec Sheet 04630 1364-47274 Rl, 6/29/82.
4. Westinghouse Vendor Spec Sheet 03810 1364-47265 Rl, 6/29/82.
5. Westinghouse Vendor Spec Sheet 03810 1364-47265 R2, 3/1/84.
6. Westinghouse Letter CgL-8603, 2/7/85.
l
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06.8-1 (Observation) Design Change Notification Supporting Data

BACKGROUND: A design change notification is used by EBASCO to communicate an
approved design change prior to revision of an affected drawing. The team

~ reviewed thirteen instrumentation and control design change notifications
issued by EBASCO during 1983 and 1984 for both technical content and
conformance with the applicable procedure.

DESCRIPTION: In the team's judgment, adequate detail regarding the approved
technical change was provided in each of the reviewed design change

'notifications. The EBASCO procedure (Reference 1) instructed the preparer to
complete Form 612, Design Change Notification'DCN), in detail, attach
pertinent support data and required documentation to define the change, record
of telephone calls, memoranda, notes, field change request, etc.

'7

The team notes that this wording is subject to inter'pretation for both purpose
and form. For example, it could be interpreted that the requirement is stated
to direct the preparer to gather background information to ease the review
process or that merely referencing background material (record telephone
calls, etc.) was sufficient. The statement could also be interpreted that all
pertinent background material should be retained with the official record
copies of design change notices.

In the instances noted by the team (Reference 2), neither the attachments
required by the EBASCO procedure nor a direct reference to,the pertinent,
background material were provided with the completed and approved design
change notification.

BASIS: ANSI 45.2.11 (Reference 3), Section 8, addresses design control
requirements which relate to design change notifications; however, this
standard is not specific regarding the level of detailed background
information required to be included with desi,gn change notifications. The
requirement in" EBASCO Procedure E-69-SH is unclear.

RECOMMENDATION: The EBASCO procedure should be revised to clarify the intent
of the procedure. The team 'recommends that sufficient and necessary
background material should at least be required to be directly referenced on
completed design change notification forms.

REFERENCES
1. Design Change Notification Procpduye, E-69-SH, Section 5.2.3.1, 8/10/84..
2. Design Change Notifications DCN-251-00052, -00053, 00066, -00096,

-00103, -00153, -00196, -00206, -00213, and -00222.
3. ANSI N45.2.11-1974, Quality Assurance Requirements for the Design of

'uclearPower Plants, Section 8, Design Change Control.
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06.8-2 (Observation) Sump Pump Control

BACKGROUND: Sump pumps for various non-safety applications are provided by
.EBASCO Specification M-18. The team was reviewing the sump pump area to
determine the design criteria EBASCO used to add safety sump'ump overflow
instrumentation. During the review the team noticed a non-safety design
error.

DESCRIPTION: The sump pump vendor pripts were accepted by EBASCO without
comment in 1979 with a maximum float travel of 21 inches indicated. The
specified float settings required a range of float travel from 24 inches to 3
foot 6 inches, depending on the installation location. The fact that the
specified travel was greater than that provided was discovered by EBASCO in
1983. The IGC group notified the responsible mechanical engineer that all of
the M-18 sump pumps specified a start-stop differential greater than 21
inches. In 1984, EBASCO stated, to Carolina Power 8 Light (Reference 2) that-
all the sump pumps would be modified except for 5 items that either were not
required because of Unit 2 deletion or "They do not need 'to be revised'because
21 inch travel is not exceeded." Purchase information and,installation
details'were also described.

BASIS: At least two sump pumps (M18gl0 Diesel Fuel Tank Area Sump and M18//15
Tur'bine Sump) that were exempt from the retrofit do have a specified travel of
24 inches which exceeds the existing 21-inch vendor design. This error
appears to have been caused by measuring the required travel from LO to HI
instead of the correct LO to HI-HI level. The pumps will not 'function at the
specified setpoints without modification. In addition the HI-HI alarm (which
is mounted independently) will not occur at the same time as the HI-HI control
function (start second pump) if the equipment was mounted as specified.

RECOMMENDATION: The team suggests that EBASCO Specification M-18 be reviewed
and the deficient items corrected. In addition, the information transfer
between groups should be evaluated to 'assure that information provided is
properly assessed and confirmed.

'I

REFERENCES I

1. EBASCO Specification CAR SH M-18, Sump Pumps, Rev. 9, 10/12/83.
2. EBASCO Letter to CPSL, EB-C-16512, 5/17/84.
3. Speed Memo S-29 from ISC to Meqhanj.cal, 9/16/83.
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06.8-3 (Observation) Licensing Group Interface
/

BACKGROUND: EBASCO and Carolina Power 6 Light licensing group review IRC
safety related drawings and provide changes as required to the FSAR. The
EBASCO licensing group reviews EBASCO issued drawings and Design Change
Notices (DCNs). The Carolina Power 6 Light licensing group reviews Carolina
Power 6 Light drawings and Field Change Requests. Carolina Power 6 Light is
now responsible for incorporating many of the EBASCO DCN's into the drawings.
Carolina Power 8 Light Procedures do not require a licensing review of EBASCO
Safety DCNs that are being incorporated by Carolina Power 8 Iight. Neither
EBASCO nor Carolina Power 6 Light require licensing review of
non-safety related minor design changes.

DESCRIPTION: The EBASCO ISC Design Criteria state that IRC drawings related
to nuclear safety shall carry the notation "NUCLEAR SAFETY RELATED" and be
sent to the EBASCO licensing group for their safety review. In addition, the
EBASCO interdisciplinary drawing review list states that licensing group will
review all control wiring diagram changes. The team found that DCNs 251-386
and 251-295, which revised control wiring diagrams and added the reactor
vessel level instrumentation system racks, respectively, were not signed or
distributed to licensing group. EBASCO stated that it is allowable to perform
the required licensing review either at the time of DCN issue or when the base
drawing is issued incorporating the 'DCN. As a result of the transfer of most
of the drawings from EBASCO to Carolina Power 8 Light, the team believes that
a potential exists for safety DCNs written by EBASCO but incorporated by
Carolina Power 8 Light to bypass licensing review. As a consequence, required
FSAR changes may be missed.

BASIS: The FSAR must reflect the design and the commitment of licensing
review of safety design, and input to the FSAR should not be bypassed. The
team found no evidence of any failure to make a FSAR revision as the result of
this concern.

RECOMMENDATION: The team recommends that either EBASCO performs a licensing
review of all applicable Design Change Notices as they are issued or Carolina
Power 6 Light performs a licensing review of design changes which are not
reviewed by EBASCO.

REFERENCES
1. EBASCO Instrumentation and Control Design Criteria, Rev. 2, 11/6/84.
2. EBASCO DCN 251-386 (Safety HVAC), P/2g/84.
3. EBASCO DCN 251-295 (RVLIS), 10/8/84.
4. EBASCO Interdisciplinary Drawing Review List, Rev. 5, 12/31/84.
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06.8-4 (Observation) Voiding Field Change Requests

BACKGROUND: Field Change Requests (FCRs) are written by Carolina Power 6
Light to facilitate construction or initiate design changes or accomplish
both. Upon approval by the engineering manager, the FCR becomes part of the
plant design and is distributed for construction.

DESCRIPTION: The Field Change Request Construction Procedures Manual allows
the originator to void an FCR either before or after the engineering manager
has dispositioned it. The voided FCR is then distributed in the same manner
as the original. There is no requirement to notify the engineering manager
and obtain his concurrence prior to cancelation of FCRs.

BASIS: Carolina Power 8 Light Nucleaz Engineering and Licensing Department
Procedure, Section 3.1.3.3 states that the level of authority for releasing
design documents is the Principal Engineer or Resident Engineer. Section
3.1.C.4.3.b states that the responsible supervisor approves release of
design/drawing or revision for issuanc'e. No design problems were identified
by the team as a result of voided FCRs.

RECOMMENDATION: The team recommends that Carolina Power 6 I,ight require the
same level of approval for voiding an approved FCR as for the original issue.
The suggested requirement should not apply to FCRs that have not received
engineering manager disposition.

REFERENCES
1. Carolina Power 6 Light Nuclear Engineering and Licensing Department

Procedure, Rev.15, 9/21/84.
2. 'onstruction Procedures Manual, Field Change Request Procedure No.

AP-1X-05, Rev. 30, 7/13/84.
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D6.8-5 (Deficiency) Battery Room Service Sink

BACKGROUND: The battery rooms include personnel safety and maintenance
plumbing fixtures. The shower, eyewash and service sink were inspected by the
team, and j.t was noted that the support frame for the service sink is
constructed of wood.

DESCRIPTION: The Shearon Harris FSAR,, Appendix 9.5A.4 lists the fire analysis
of the battery rooms and states that no solid combustible material is in the
rooms. EBASCO specified metal support legs, on. the service sink. Carolina
Power 6 Light replaced service sink model glD733R (metal legs) with model
f/lD323 (wood legs) through purchase requisition f/41193. The team determined
that the reason for the change was not documented, no engineering review or
concurrence was obtained, and that EBASCO and Carolina Power 6 Light engineers
were unaware of this substitution. Because the purchase order was non-safety
related, substitution was allowed without engineering or quality assurance
reviews. According to Carolina Power 6 Light, there is no scheduled walkdown
for combustible material which would have identified this deficiency.

BASIS: The permanently installed wood legs of the service sink are solid
combustible items which were not included in the fire analysis.

IMPACT ON DESIGN: The team considered this a minor item with respect to
safety significance.

EKTENT: The deficiency did not appear to be systematic; however, lack of
control on non-safety related purchase substitutions could allow similar
problems.

REFERENCES
1. EBASCO Specification CAR-SH-BE-10 Plumbing and Drain Specification, Rev. '5,

January 28, 1982.
2. Carolina Power 8 Light Memorandum MS-13886, Plans for Walkdowns and Final

Inspections, January 10) 1985.
3. Carolina Power 8c Light Memorandum HNPD-840884, SHNPP Walkdown Overview

December 28, 1984.
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D6.8-6 (Deficiency) Calculation Basis for Licensing Amendment

BACKGROUND: In mid-1984, Carolina Power 6 Light Company processed .FSAR
amendment 15 to describe a plan for using the existing spent fuel pools to
provide additional storage capacity. 'This FSAR amendment modified the plant
licensing basis since an equilibrium temperature value for the spent fuel poql
was changed. Engineering documentation, in the form of a new or revised
calculation, was required to provide a basis for the FSAR change. Carolina
Power 8 Light Harris pl'ant personnel performed the design activities related
to this change; hence, design control requirements applicable to this
calculation required, a Harris Plant Engineering Section procedure.

DESCRIPTION: The FSAR amendment, submigteP to the NRC on June 30, 1984, was
initiated by an engineering request/approval form (Ref. 3) prepared by the
Carolina Power 8 Light Harris Plant Engineering Section. The team reviewed
the backup engineering documentation (Ref. 2) and determined that an analysis
of the fuel pool equilibrium temperature used as the basis for the FSAR
amendment had not been completed, reviewed, approved, or verified. The team
also reviewed an earlier Ca'rolina Power 6 Light temperature bounding analysis
for the spent fuel pool (Ref. 4), and confirmed that, it had been completed,
reviewed, approved, and verified.

A procedure governing the processing and control of calculations by the Harris
Plant Engineering Section did not exist even though the index for revision 16
of the Manual of Operations identified this need. The team determined that
Carolina Power 8 Light Nuclear Engineering and Licensing Department procedure
3.1.B (Ref. 1) did address the preparation and control of design analyses, and
required that calculations be prepared, reviewed', verified, approved, and
filed.

BASIS: The spent fuel pool equilibrium temperature calculation used as the
basis for an FSAR change did not comply with the requirements of the Nuclear
Engineering and Licensing Department procedure.

IMPACT ON DESIGN: Hardware changes are not anticipated. Completion of the
equilibrium temperature calculation and subsequent revision of affected EBASCO
and Carolina Power 8 Light design basis documents are required to reflect the
change committed in this FSAR amendmeqt.

EXTENT: Based on the team's review pf eight Harris P1ant Engineering Section
request/approval forms and their backup documentation in support of FSAR
amendments involving Carolina Power' Light initiated plant design changes,
this item appears to be a random error.

REFERENCES
1. Carolina Power 6 Light Nuclear Engineering and Licensing

Procedure 3.1.B, Preparation and Control of Design Analyses,
Rev. 1,,4/22/81.

2. Carolina Power 6 Light HPES Calculation, Spent Fuel Pool
Equilibrium Temperature, unissued.

3. Carolina Power S Light Request/Approval form, HPES-117, 6/11/84.
4. Carolina Power 6 Light HPES Calculation, Spent Fuel Pool

Bounding Analysis, 5/21/84.
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